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OF THK

FRUIT GROWERS’ ASSOCIATION
OF ONTARIO. 1888.>

9
To the Hon. Charles Drury, Minister of Agriculture :

Sir,—I have the honor of submitting to you the Twentieth Annual Report of 
the Fruit Growers’ Association of Ontario, a volume containing a full account of the 
meetings held during the past year, and carefully revised copies of all valuable papers 
contributed.

During the past year the Association has met at the city of Ottawa and at the town 
of Picton, and has had the effect at these places of increasing the public interest in the 
production of the best varieties of fruit. The discussions have been carefully taken 
down, and everything irrelevant struck out, so that I believe this Report of our work 
will meet with your approval.

It has been decided by our Directors to unite the Annual and the Winter Meetings 
of our Association, thus increasing the importance of our winter gathering, and at the

same time husbanding our resources for other purposes.

An effort has been made during the past year to improve The Canadian Horticul
turist, and to make it more efficient, and this effort seems to be much appreciated by 
membership. Should the funds at our disposal permit, it is the intention to enlarge the 
journal for the year 1889 to thirty-two pages, as its present size is too small for the 
increasing number of contributions sent in for its columns.

I am, Sir,

.. 67 

.. 37 

.. 83

.. 132 
39, 149 
.. 144 
.. 161 
.. 49 
79, 80 
.23, 48 
.. 44 
.. 99
96, 97

3
.. 33

our

Your obedient servant,

L. WOOLVERTON,
Secretary.
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THE ANNUAL MEETING.

The annual meeting of the Fruit Growers’ Association of Ontario, was held in the 
Court House, Hamilton, on Tuesday, the 19th day of February, 1889, at 8 o’clock p.m. 

The President, Mr. A. McD. Allan, of Goderich, occupied the chair.
The minutes of the last annual meeting, as appearing in the Annual Report, were 

taken as read.

■ich.

The Treasurer’s report, duly audited by Messrs. Charles Drury and James Goldie, 
was read by the Secretary-Treasurer.

This report was received and adopted.
The reading of the President’s address being in order, it was moved by Mr. W. E. 

Wellington, seconded by Mr. W. Holton, and resolved that it be deferred until Wednes
day morning at 10 o'clock.

nes.

sby.

His Worship the Mayor, Mr. Wm. Doran, having arrived, made an address "of wel
come, in which he said that as head of the corporation of the city of Hamilton, ho had 
much pleasure in welcoming so important an organization as that of the Fruit Growers’ 
Association of Ontario. He regretted that the city had not at present a hall of sufficient 
size to accommodate such a large and important meeting as this, but a new city hall was 
in process of erection which would be a credit to the city, and he was sure it would be at 
any time at the disposal of the Association. During the thirty years of its history, since 
its first organization in this city in 3 859, the Association had conferred great and lasting 
benefit upon the country at large. He could remember when in the Niagara district for 
instance, very little interest

ton.

taken in fruit culture, but now, through the work ofwas
this body, that district had become famous as a fruit garden.

The President replied as follows :—Mr. Mayor : It is my pleasant duty to thank you 
for your very kind remarks of welcome. We have frequently met in this city, and 
of the most successful of our

some
meetings have been held here. That old hall, upon the 

site of which you are now erecting a new and elegant edifice, was almost sacred to 
of us. It was there that the pioneers of this Association often met There, I believe, 
was held one of the last meetings at which the late Charles Arnold met with us, one of 
those pioneer members. We are glad to hear such remarks from one in your position. 
We are pleased that the leading men in our country are taking an interest in horticulture 
as well as in agriculture.

Iph.
>ok.

\ some

A Committee on Nominations was appointed as follows : Messrs. M. Pettit, A. 
Alexander, and Robert Walker, by the Association, and Messrs. J. M. Denton and Thos. 
Beall by the chair. This committee submitted their report, which was received, and 
after the names had been voted upon seriatim, was adopted.

f]
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We, the undersigned Auditors, have duly examined the accounts of the Treasurer of 
the Fruit Growers' Association of Ontario, and certify them to be correct, showing a 
balance of $665.04 in the bank to the credit of the Association.

CHARLES DRURY, 
JAS. GOLDIE,

} Auditors.

Toronto, December 23rd, 1888.

xii.

The report was as follows :—

President.—A. McD. Allan.
Vice-President.—A. M. Smith.
Directors.—Messrs. John Oroil, P. E. Bucke, Rev. Geo. Bell, P. C. Dempsey, Thos. 

Beall, W. E. Wellington, M. Pettit, A. H. Pettit, J. K. McMichael, J. A. Morton, J. M. 
Denton, J udge McKenzie and G. Gaston.

Auditors.—Messrs. James Goldie, and Nicholas Awrey, M.P.P.

A Fruit Committee was appointed by the chair, consisting of Messrs. W. E. Welling
ton, T. H. Race, and A. Alexander.

At a meeting of the Board of Directors, held subsequent to the election, L. Woolver- 
ton, of Grimsby, was appointed Secretary-Treasurer ot the Association, and Editor of the 
Canadian Horticulturist.
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THE PRESIDENT’S ANNUAL ADDRESS.

The President, Alex. McD. Allan, Esq., of Goderich, delivered the following address 
at the annual meeting :

To ihs Member» of the Fruit Growers’ Association of Ontario:

The past season has been eventful to the fruit grower, and while We may ofler con 
gradations upon the generally large crop, we are reminded that other elements are 
necessary to ensure profit. Probably we have never had a season in this province that 
shippers of apples lost so much money in as the past, and while doubtless the large crops
werfdlZeHT C.0ntrll?uted„to the bringing down of prices in those markets where ours 
were disposed of, it is clear from the general returns of sales that the low prices are to 
some extent, to be accounted for in other ways. Buyers too often aim at handling large 
lots rapidly and hence we find often two or three brands of fruit in each barrel. If half 

e quarter the quantity had been handled by such buyers there would have been 
|K|>er selection, evenness of brands, better packing and a remunerative sale Com

if „ A,Pn,krd proper season, and the packing was done by well recognised rule To 
it seems clearer than ever that buyers in order to succeed and at the same time do entire
tZv'find* 8^|Wera must ad,0pt * difftirent system. They must buy only such varieties as 

, nd wld carry properly and suit the markets they deal with, 
the fruit, not so much per barrel for all fall varieties, and 
varieties, but the value of each variety should be paid to 1 
accordance with the quality of the fruit, which 
expended by the grower in producing the crop.

who has not cultivated, manured, trimmed his trees, kept their wood 
riturn frrn e“h hy’ T* Jherelnece88ary. thinned out the fruit, should not expect the same 
stm ^lHv'i; h‘VrChard M the 8rower who has attended to these matters. Growers are 
in nff • ?° I?an^ varle^e«- Exhibitions are responsible, to some extent for this
of kind«nf8hPn f68 for jarRe collections. I would not advocate a prize for a larger collection
collections of twenT1*6^8 m°8t °f tl>1 leadinK agricultural associations offer prizes for 
co ections of twenty, and some even forty. The grower who honestly puts up such a
fiKV re?tUTU° d0eSnot make Profit out of his orchard excepting from a few
S neivM ‘ Thr!;a al8° an indu”t to dishonest men to gather splimens 
over neighboring orchards in order to fill a large collection. The prizes should Z ™ 
arranged as to bring out the best fruits for family use, local markets and shinnim? Whe
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1

Although the past season has been disastrous to many shippers financially, yet we 
find a grain of comfort in the fact that the exceedingly low prices obtained in Britain 
have enabled a much larger class of consumers to cultivate a taste for our fruit, who in 
future will doubtless bo willing to buy at much higher prices rather than forego the 
luxury. If shippers follow next season with greater care in selecting and packing they 
may not only redeem their financial position by high prices but gain for themselves and

the cJ“k7lear that a£plea have not stood shipping and storing as well as usual the past 
season, which may be accounted for to some extent by the dry season at the growing 
period when moisture in the soil is so much needed. The fruit had actually commenced 
to ripen before attaining proper size. Orchards under cultivation suffered less than those 
in grass, and where a top dressing of manure had been applied, the fruit was fully up to

^ •»■>“•« m «I "p*rrs= ftvarious sizes of packages. While in the past, doubtless the common barrel has been both 
more convenient and cheaper than any other form ; I believe all those who have given 
the matter any attention will agree that a smaller package would be more serviceable ^ 
many ways. The half barrel has been tested and so far as haJe. known w‘th much satis
faction. My own experience has been strongly in favor of the half barrel 16
handled move easily and there is less danger of heating in the fruit. But these half 
barrels should be constructed so that in rolling the weight would come entirely UP°“ “*® 
top and bottom hoops. For this purpose the Tomlinson package is superior m my esUma- 
tion to anything I have seen, there being no bilge at all. The package should be made
in the same way as ordinary cheese boxes. . . ,__ _

There is room for some inventive genius to give us a more perfect package than we
yet have, and the reward will certainly be a fortune. ,. . •
3 Although some improvement has been made by railway and steamship companies in 
the handling and storing of apples, there is still room for improvement One of the 
eteamship lines plying between Montreal and Liverpool has so far 83 VenT|nnn three of 
cerned, given the best accommodation yet prepared for apple shippers. Upon three of 
their vessels they have placed fans on deck. These fans are driven by steam for the 
purpose of driving down through large pipes an atmospheric blast to keep the compart 
ment cool, and by the use of revolving ventilators the air is carried ofi around the upper 
part of the compartment. If that company would extend several of these air^ pipes 
around the compartment and perforate them where they pass through the bottom the cool 
air would be better distributed and would reach every part of the c°™Partmentl ® 
there is another difficulty we find in most, if not all of the vessels. The space between 
decks allotted to fruit is too deep, when it takes ten or fifteen tiers of barrels to fill it to 
the top. Such a pressure is sure to injure the fruit in the lower tiers, and hence we see 
so many “ slack and wet ” in the sale lists. Certainly there are other causes for slack 
and wet," but this is one that can readily be remedied.

Freight rates by through bills of lading should be considerably reduced, “P®0*8^ 
where large lots are shipped. Rates the past season were some higher than m former 

Our friends “ across the line11 had a decided advantage over us in lower rates by
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late pears grapes and tomatoes and apples would be shipped in much larger quantit 
thanPat present Fruit cars, well ventilated should be provided similar to those supplied 
by the Grand Trunk in some sections, and the Canadian Pacific should convey such freight

”lth Express6 companies’1 charges are so excessive that only a very limited trade can be 
•carried on at present, and ordinary freight is so slow and uncertain going tottote wj 
ithat perishable goods such as I refer to could not be sent At Portage 
past season I midTa note of the following charges by the C. P. Ry., which will gw « 
Wea d what a luxury consumers must consider the products of our orchards g* 
when they are willing to pay a price to cover first cost, charges and profits. Grapes per

1
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100 lbs. from Toronto, $3.25; tomatoes 73 cents per basket; peaches, plums, pears and 
.» gooseberries 73 cents per basket. In other words, the charges are about as much as the 

original cost. Grab apples, which can be purchased for about $2 per barrel in Toronto 
are charged $5.50 per bbl. for carriage on arrival. If these goods were sent by ordinary 

I Wmni| eg”01' about an average of fully twelve days to reach the Portage or

It cannot be expected that much change will be made in rates west until competition 
is fully established with the O. P. R. Such competition as there now is gives an 
advantage to our American friends, who are enabled by lower rates to place fruit in 
Winnipeg for less money than we can. I am well aware that both our railway systems

encourage fruit-growers and shippers by providing more perfect accommodation, better 
- handling and storing of goods and guaranteed bills of lading to all points at a lower 

average freight rate we would have no trouble in opening out new markets, which would 
necessitate the planting of much larger areas to orchard.
, H ia.ti"‘e t0 do something, if possible, to prevent many mixed brands of apples and 
a y pecked as well as worthless seedlings and others from passing forward into British 

and other markets as the produce of Canada. Our good name suffers in this 
unless a stop is put to it, fruit shippers and growers as well, will be looked upon as 
“ 1“ ‘h® markets are becoming suspicious already, and those who handle
only choice brands feel that the injustice is affecting them in prices by gaining a generally 
bad name for our country. It has been suggested that an inspector, whose duty it3d 
be to examine and mark every barrel upon its merits, would remedy the evil. It would 
also be necessary to hold the packers responsible for tbeir work, as well as the grower 
for the condition of the fruit in the orchard, for that condition has much to do with its 
noints infln<i e6plng '{.'‘“ U-68'. A neglected orchard cannot produce fruit of as good 
for ThAflnVOr’ H S’ 8hlp,Tg and keeP'n" qualities as an orchard that is well c!red 
an'msLlPr ’ ° th? gr0Wer should be 8ubJect to these conditions. Such
matteTtm “W “ S° ?°rrect the present ver^ loo8e «^tem of naming. I trust this
SrLmentmTbeTd '“T™ “V*1 early day in °Ur discu8sion8- 80 that some 
preserved ^ aDd °Ur g°°d name a“ a fruit Producing country be honestly
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important^ddfere eaS1^.dlstin8ui8hed at sight ; but I ask is there not naturally often an 
unZ dWe^r 7ee" two 8Pecimen8 of the same kind that have been grown
award the Drive tl'fU W^r a"d I8,lt; not a mo8t important part of a judge’s duty to 
are to P 0 ?be be.8t * 1 am a thorough believer in the flavor test of fruits. If we 
too hurriedIv 6,p.ace of educators in this matter we must not pass over the fruit tables 
S oïr exStinn/'d8 by the eye ™8tead of point8 of merit. In other department 
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this poison. At first my opinion was that the insect was not killed, but that possibly 
some odor which we could not discover, but which was distasteful to the curculio drove 
it away. Now, however, I am satisfied that the curculio feeds liberally not upon 
the juices of the young plums alone, but also upon cherries and early apples. Anyone 
can be satisfied of this by placing a few insects in a glass case with specimens of Duchess 
of Oldenburg apple. They will in a few hours eat into the apple. I have often observed 
small holes eaten into plums and apples which I supposed were caused either by birds 
or ants, but later experiment and observation convince me beyond a doubt that the 
“ little Turk ” has at all events in' most instances been the cause. There is no question 
but the use of Paris green has ridden many sections of this pest, and I hope its use, 
judiciously, will be continued in the fight with the codling moth.

The orchard planted under directions of a committee of this Association on the 
Model Farm at Guelph is practically useless for our purposes, owing chiefly to the fact that 
the grounds selected were not underdrained before planting as we directed. Another 
should at once be set out under more favorable circumstances.

If we cannot succeed at once in convincing the authorities at the helm of State 
of the necessity there exists for the introduction of some simple text book on agriculture 
and horticulture, perhaps they can be induced, as a stepping stone in the right direction, 
to require that practical horticulture be introduced into all our school grounds. Get 
the children interested in the trees, shrubs and flowers and they will grow up to bless 
those who introduced this now era, for such teachings and tastes will have a marked 
effect for good through after life. While governments are doing so much to advance 
the interests of other classes in the community surely the tillers of the soil should not be 
neglected, nor should means be spared to educate the children of this country up to a 
true appreciation of this most interesting and refining science. I fear there is much in 
the present educational system that has the effect of drawing our best young men away 
from farming life end I do not wonder that leading agriculturists are taking the matter 
up at institute meetings.

Large quantities of hardwood ashes are being shipped out of this province yearly to 
be used, after reducing, by fruit growers and nurserymen in the neighboring States. 
Surely this excellent fertilizer is equally valuable to us. I know nothing better in the 
spring of the year than the use of unleached ashes sprinkled liberally over the trees of 
our orchards. Enough will stick in loose bark, mosses and other growth to form a lye 
with rains and wash the trees completely. Try it and be convinced.

Since our last meeting I had the pleasure of visiting the North-West and British 
Columbia. In passing through the western or north-western portions of this province, 
although largely of a rocky nature, I was impressed by the eagerness with which the 
dwellers there seek for information and assistance in the fruit-growing industry. There 
are many fertile tracts throughout the District of Algoma, where fruits have been grown.
In the Sault Ste. Marie and Bruce Mines sections I observed healthy specimens of Spy, 
Golden Russet, Ben. Davis and others, mostly in dwarfs. The trees looked healthy and 
have in several instances borne fruit. The various crabs grow well and produce abun
dantly, the fruit being exceedingly beautiful in color, and I don’t think I ever enjoyed 
the flavor of a well ripened crab so much as here. I was glad to observe that many are 
growing apples from seed, and in one orchard at Sault Ste. Marie I observed some fine 
specimens of fruit of fair quality. Duchess of Oldenburg, Tetofaky and others of this 
class succeed well. There is an abundance of wild plums, grapes, currants and goose
berries all through the woods. Black currants are magnificent for size of bunch and 
berry, resembling the black currant to be found so plentifully in the Western prairies, 
and some specimens I found which had been cultivated for some years were excellent in 
quality. Passing through the thousands of beautifully wooded islands in the Lake of * 
the Woods, and going up Rainy River we find a large tract of heavy timbered rolling 
land, resembling the original forests of Western Ontario. I found some very fine specimens 
of the npplo in cultivation in the vicinity of Fort Frances. Among them as fine a 
specimen of Spy as one could desire. Residents there inform me that they find no trouble 
in growing many varieties of the apple and pear. From this north to Rat Portage the 
woods abound with grapes and gooseberries especially.
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British Columbia is certainly a country abounding in mineral and forest wealth. 
But the day is coming when fruit growers in that province will compete strongly with 
us in the markets of the North-West. Peach and grape culture can never be carried on 
successfully along the coast as the nights are too cool to allow proper ripening of these 
fruits. But along the Fraser river and in many inland valleys and ravines they can 
surely be grown to perfection. At many of these points I found that melons and tomatoes 
are grown in perfection, which surely indicates safely that peaches and grapes would 
succeed.

Apples, pears and plums can be grown wherever sufficient soil is found to plant, and 
while they attain a much larger size than such fruits do with us and also a fine color, 
they are much softer and not so marked in flavor, nor do they keep as well. But they 
can be grown in large quantities and properly packed in small packages would carry well 
into the British and far eastern markets for late fall and first of winter use. An associa
tion similar to ours has been formed in that province whose good work will soon be felt 
as a power in that favored climate.

I am sure the unanimous sentiment of our association is with them hand and heart.
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THE WINTER MEETING.

The Winter Meeting was held in the City Hall, Ottawa, on Wednesday and Thurs- 
by, the 8th and 9th of February, 1888.

President Allan being delayed in arriving, the meeting was called to order by the 
ice-President, A. M. Smith, Esq., who announced the presence of Messrs. Gibb and 

Irodie, members of the Montreal Horticultural Society. He sincerely hoped these 
hntlemen would take an active part in the discussions, as he felt assured the members 
[ the Association could not fail to derive much valuable information from 
ken- experiences in fruit growing.

« President A. McD. Allan having now arrived, assumed the chair, and the first topic 
oTRenfrew011 °Pened ^ ** reading °f ^ following PaPer by Mr. A. A. Wright,

,nd and heart.
a relation of

ALLAN.

EXPERIENCE WITH RUSSIAN AND HARDY NATIVE FRUITS IN THE 
COLD NORTH.

I regret that owing to circumstances which I shall explain later on, I am not able 
Bs, defimte information as I would like but such as I have I give you.

1883 I made arrangements with Prof. Budd, of Ames, Iowa, to send me a collection
200 Russian apple trees one year old from the bud. These came duly to hand and 

■nested of thirty different varieties, viz., 60, 102, 143, 153, 161, 260 269 275 277 *6, 3.,, 402, 407, 540, 608 722, 1260, 2 M., 3 M., 5 M„ 8 M„ 14 M.,’ 26 M„ YelJw 
fEansparent, Rusalan' Cardinal, Grand Sultan, Belle de Boskoop, Canada Baldwin and 
■ve without any name.
I As I was President of our local association, I distributed them in groups of five, to 
f many of our members as cared for them, and the remainder to various friends of 

morticulture in our immediate vicinity, giving only five to each. In nearly every case 
Hhe parties desired and obtained five different varieties. This manner of distribution was 
9 great ,m.1.8tak® on ™y Part. 68 you will readily see, for although I kept a carefully

L every tree glV?n t0 every individual and attached a correctly named
B eLh i, T Tu* tre!' nnd gave the 8tricteafc injunction that the number or name'iccess or faU° k °nt"7 by them’ ttnd that an annual report of their
Kns were ir ? sh°"ld ^ «"?nme- yet, with very few exceptions, these injunc- 
K]{ value HeH ?eg!ected> and a11 my Pains, trouble and expense 'were of comparatively 
RvXnl H,d } glV6n each individual five trees, all of one variety, then I wouldj#ave known just what varieties lived and what ones failed.
* or example : Mr. Fraser, according to my record, received one each of Belle de 
3 ellTnd Ru88,an' 275, 327 and 153. Two of these grew and have done exceedingly 

Irïês whicTtwoWa Tng 7ryTvC sP°cimcn8 of ear,y faU fruit. Now, the question

kther Bel,L de Bo8k1°°P8 distributed, as well as all the others marked Russian, 
ave failed ; hence we have good grounds for believing that the two he has living
“his vm?6 r,nm>g three' 275' 227 ani 153- but 6xactly which two we cannot say. 
nÿ great valuin’ is T 8atisfacft°ry- Tas il i8 altogether too indefinite to be of
hese fruits °n tbl* account that 1 cannot speak too positively on some of

are two
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This much, however, we can say, that from the importation of 1883, as well as those 
we have come to the conclusion that not all the RussianvarietmiMire hardytn the colder sections of the north. That very careful and judicious 

selections will have to be made, and that on no account should we neglect to make con
stant selections from amongst our own native seedlings.

We may state, however, that the following are promising varieties :
469, Grandmother (Babuechkino).
233,
153, Transparent Naliv (Skvosnoi naliv). 
387, Gold Peasant (Dobrui krestianin).
236, Antonovka.
836, White Transparent (Skvosnoi bielni). 
164, Heidorn (Polosatoa Heidorna).
161, Longfield (Langerfeldskoe).
215, Kustoe.
413, Cross (Skrijapel).
2 M., Hare Pipka (Saitchia Pipka).
2 M., Royal Table (Finstlicher Tafelapfel).

\

Among the Russians : Switzer or No. 304, 469, 233, 153, 387, a variety marked Anis, 
236, 336, 164 and Red Russian. Favorable reports have also been sent in of 2 M., 
5 M. and 161, and one favorable report on 215, 413 and 469. The Yellow Transparent 
having been reported on so frequently as perfectly hardy it is scarcely necessary to
mention it here. . , . , .

I must now also state for your information that our Provincial Association sent 
in 1884, for testing on my own grounds, thirty-seven varieties of Russian apples and 
two Vladimir cherries. On these I can now make the following report : 1st. That the 
Vladimir cherries are both living but have not yet fruited, but I am in hopes that they 
may the coming season : they are apparently quite hardy. 2nd. The following were the 
varieties of apples sent ; 160, 580, 164, 3278, 317, 97, 355, 153, 387, 233, 240, 171, 369, 
970, 248, 384, 398, 909, 204, 157, 934, 00, 285, 122, 575, 352, 244, 1227, 153, 978, 238, 
219, 153, 352, 222, with Peter the Great, and Red Russian. Very few of these are 
promising ; any that are, will be found in the list already given.

I shall now merely add that I wrote Prof. Budd stating that very few of the Rus
sians sent had proved hardy with me ; and, in reply, he stated that he expected nothing 
else, that he had purposely sent mainly long keeping varieties instead of selecting only 
from the hardiest, in the hopes that some of them would prove hardy enough for 
climate, and if they did, we would then have a valuable acquisition to our list of fruits. 
It is only fair to mention this lest some of our friends should get discouraged and refrain 
from testing any of these imported varieties. This, we should not do, but on the con
trary, should be guided by the wise Scriptural injunction, “ To try all things, and hold 
fast to that which is good.

me

our

Mr. Gibb (Abbotsford, P.Q.)—I am afraid there has been a good deal of misunder
standing both as regards names of varieties and the propagation of the same variety 
under different namerf. There is in reality no such apple as the Red Russian, and there 
are several of which I could not fix the numbers. I have always been opposed to the 
system of propagating by numbers ; 7 is supposed to be 9 or 1, or something of that kind ; 
143 is 608, and so on. Then as to the hardiness of these. Of course the collection sent 
by Dr. Regel was received by him from ten sources in Russia, and also from Sweden and 
Germany, so that it was really a collection of German and Polish fruits and fruit from 
the older districts. If you take the District of Kasan, where the temperature is 9 below 
zero, and compare it with Ottawa,—which, I am told, is 3 degrees colder than Montreal, 
and which has less shelter than we have there—taking Ottawa at 16£, there is a drop of 
7£ in favour of Ottawa. It really represents something more than that, because the 
Observatory at Kasan is sheltered. So, then, there is 74 degrees of difference between 
three months at Kasan, where orcharding is the great business of the community, a 
the city of Ottawa. Another thing is that no such difficulties exist here. I have j 
received the last bulletin of the Experimental Station at Minneapolis. There, desiring
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try the Russians at their worst, they planted them in good, rich soil, in a deep, open
■ prairie exposure. Out of forty-three not one stood. I may say that in good soil they 

grow to twenty-three and twenty-six inches; but, however, the winter of 1886-7 was 
exceptionally severe, and not one of them st vrted. We can test the hardiness of the 
greater proportion of our apples by comparison rith the Duchess. I have seventy-five vari-

I eties of these Russian and German apples, and a number of the Germans seem not specially 
hardy, but with me the Russians are models of hardiness. I am not speaking for the 
west, nor for a climate colder than my own, but where I have a full exposure I find them 
very much hardier than anything like Fameuse. Then, when you come to ask me about 
the fruit, I speak of course with a good deal of hesitation, because Longfield and Yellow 
Transparent are the only ones I have fruited in any quantity. Of the six I think most 

— of, I should take for the first Yellow Transparent, or Oharlottenthaler. The Yellow 
Transparent is not one of those that proved hardy, but it is sometimes as early as the 
20th of July, and usually the 1st of August. An apple I think a good deal of from what 
I have seen of it in the west—not from my own orchard, but I saw it in a number of 
orchards in Wisconsin—is the Golden White. Another is that known as the Raspberry, 
an apple below the medium size, almost small, but a very bright red and of very fine 
quality. The season of ripening is about that ot the Early Joe, or a little later. Then 
litovka has done very well. I have seen it in the west and fruited a few specimens from 
my own trees, but was away and did not see them. It has a capital record. Of Long- 
field I had, I suppose, last year two bushels. It is a strong grower and a very rambling, 
almost creeping tree, a heavy bearer and the fruit of good quality. Arabka (of Ellwanger 
and Barry) is not an apple of fine quality, but it is fair, good enough for most markets, 
and a large, handsome, productive apple, peculiarly colored. In regard to the name of 
these fruits I hope before very long to be able to place in your hands lists. It appeared 
in the last list of the American Pomological Society, and ought to have been in the report 
of the United States Department. I have, in my own orchard, the same name from 
several sources in Russia, planted side by side on the same day, and I hope to be able to 

I solve the difficulties here presented.
Mr. Wright.—I would not like anyone to become discouraged in regard to Russians 

on account of anything I have said, because it is very much colder where I live than at 
Mr. Gibb’s place of residence. With us the thermometer goes down to 40° below zero, 
and, besides, in an inland part of the country, such as where I live, the frost comes very 
much earlier, and it catches the buds when they are quite tender. I may say, in fact, 
that anything that will grow with me will grow anywhere. I find the Yellow Transparent 
the hardiest apple I have, with the exception, perhaps, of the Peach of Montreal. I find 
it hardier than the Duchess.

■ Mr. Brodie (Montreal).—Next to the Duchess I should consider the Golden White, 
of which Mr. Gibb has spoken, and the Charlottenthaler, which are very much alike. I

\ have not put any of the Longfields on the market yet, and, with me, Titovka has not 
borne or made very good growth. I have had the Golden White seven years planted and 
it has yielded apples almost the size of Alexanders, better in quality, but not keeping so 
well as the Alexander. It comes in season just after the Duchess. It is not as firm an 
apple as the Alexander, though Dr. Hoskins says he can keep it on into the winter, but 
they ripen earlier with me than with the doctor in Vermont.

Mr. Markwell (Ottawa).—My experience is that in this section of the country the 
Duchess grows better than any other variety, and is the best for the market.

The President.—Do you find them different in flavor, or keeping quality and 
color 1

Mr. Markwell.—I usually find them better in color and size, and I think in keeping 
qualities also. They seem to be hardier.

Mr. Johnston (Dominion Statistician).—I belong to Nova Scotia, and am interested 
in orchards. I have one of about thirty acres. The names that are mentioned here 
are not those of kinds we use there to any extent. I do not know that my experience 
would be very valuable, for I| have not taken much active, personal interest in the 
matter. My more particular reason for being here to-day |is to learn from the members 
of the Association what is being done in the line of apples, being from the nature
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tl ™/p0siti°n in V1® Civil Serviee- interested in knowing that which is of jortance 
there has been a verv^a In.®Xaminin.* thrs® matters 1 «'*d that since Co, leration

xw ïz i tb jarin 1SMhaVe an"I 'r ln7hlch ,here is more promise than in apple growing. I find that 
worth ^ MthfiV*— ’^1’^?° worttl of apples to England ; we now send $700 000 
comptred^ith âïCn8 °f Confederation we sent to the United States $36.000, as | where I 
over <4 000 000 ’ W°jh no,w" During the whole period we have sent to England ■ don’t thiiotherK' £ see°ms Lme l® th®f Unitfd l1’250’000 worth> mentioning 9 sixty mil
developing the kind» 7 n?®’.th®refore> tllat from an association such as this, which is 9 1 am con 
marfis I It J beat, ad,aPted, for home consumption and the foreign fl them tha
in men’ u nJ>t,°n^ gam B°me little information which I can put to practical use * them is tl
~y7t. dûsï*^ “,ai" ‘r-1”11- »hfch 1 -.y k.-.b,K ,ïr. I
growing. 1 d ff 1 P°mtS| 80 that greater interest may be taken in fruit 9 with the
the c^nt^'unnt vetD°min1i0n ExPeTri™entaI Farm).-My experience in this section of I
175 varieties but hT™ w 1 T® only been here a year. We have planted about 9 no use th<

only pl anted last spring ’ C0Ur86’ to kn0W what they wil1 do, as they were 9
before! sneiLVv P,ace)-—Being only an amateur, I have not much to say U idea t0 ra
trying several kind! C?n8“tlng of °ld and experienced fruit growers. I have bee! 9 the nur8ei 

urite h!!dv ». f °f apples m my garden, and I find any of these Russian varieties 9 seedling a Went Se! fh M 1 tC8t®d them- 1 have ^e Duchess and the Yellow Trais I than they 
Montreal p h if hBj® 0n y fru,ted one year, and also the Tetofsky. I have also the I colder Pal 

W aCh’ and80»e «‘her kinds, which I have not yet fruited I good deal
an amateur andI’hlfS- SmlthS/all^T1, hke the gentleman who preceded me, am only I grain and 
I h!ve ™?ete/rmer’ ,!nd came here r°r® t0 receive information than anything S 9 Mr‘ ’ 
eastern Ont • d clifficnlty in getting fruit sufficiently hardy to stand the climate of 1 variety wl
«nlewhih“"o, and which wiU keep in the winter. 1 recently came acres! a seed.inJ I grafted ut
kïas nredL J °Ught b®ing Pr®8ented to the Society. The tree from wh^h I Mr. (
BrockvUle Thelred^0^ th,r.ty yeaf8 °’d> and was grown in a field in the vicinity of I Wl11 Prove 
as von see it seedling is perfectly hardy, standing in a cold position, and the fruit is I Ottawa I
rather thick T does n°* spot, and I think it would prove a good shipper ; the skin is I mer heat i

year the LfZ specimens presented are not a fair sample of the apple • I wil> not
them abon nr!fPr n0tthelrLusual and when l spoke to the party who had I »°t make 
cellar and thee ™ m* 8Peclmens here, I found they had been thrown into a box in the I one thing 
an ordinary ar® °" y cu ,*8’ not first class samples—below the average. I think in I Some of 41 
is very nireirfllvoreal1 üdTt se^ 8®.leCt®dfully °ne-half 'arger than these. The apple I *° market,

list, the more so a!7t krejs tery Telh m6 " d ** T“7 VBluabl® “ an additioa to the I we ^ 
The Secretary._H°w long does it keep? I having hat

0« ^ ^ The samples were just taken I Jj» »

The Pkbsident. Grown under hard circumstances ? I here, but 1
west and north**18 ï~iv»? ’ “ h"d 68 P08aible ! the tree is fully exposed both to the I 1 think an

hikh,, h, ,hi„i,r,^‘L7^,trwth 5:r ””i- » ”* » ~r I te1,:
M ° ,,1!ESIDRNT' Bo you know how the mercurv averages ? I apple supei

it i. U H,LLAM8—Two weeks ago in our vicinity it was 40 below zero and I think I Mr. B
Rmek .'!'ore trymg climate than that either north or south of us When vou vet to I Associatioi 
Ottawa' The* cfim'at °f ?" * La—, and here you h!ve I vXTth! I Dr. H
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thât exception and the Golden Russet, we have hardly any winter apple—we look upon 
will live ^ m°re aS 8 fal1 app e- The .Goiden Russet does not bear very well, but it

Mr. Bucke. Did you say you got the tree or the seedling from Brockville 1 
Mr. VVHiLLAMS.-lhe apple was brought from about ten miles from Brockville, and 

the seeds planted, and from the seeds the tree was produced. This is one of the trees • 
the other w a very good apple too, but it killed itself bearing in two years.

Mr. G. 0. Caston (Craighurst).—I do not belong to this part of the country, but 
where I hve we have a pretty cold climate, sometimes as low as 35 below zero, though I 
don t think we ever reach 40. But there, as well as in many other parts of the country 
sixty miles north of us, many varieties have been tried which we cannot do anything with* 
I am considerably interested in these Russian varieties, and I hope we may Lt some of
, ™ L ?w lPr°Ve ?nardy, 88 th! Duche88 and Sood keepers. But tlj trouble with 

them is that they are fall apples and not long keepers. I was going to ask Mr. Gibb for
tithtH,et^0nger^eePr!iam?îlguhe Rusaians he has tested. If we can get an apple 
Wn ,mH-f=?d qUahitleairfl. hf. Duche88’ ear|y hearing and hardiness, and one that PPill 
keep until spring, it will be the most profitable apple we can get hold of. I don’t think 
it is well to have too many fall apples in our part of the country, r they are 
no use there. What we want is an early apple and a long keeper, audrt 7
will prove^ Ïrel^Ytl' “t ^ ^ l0.age3t ke,pera a,nr,n8 them hardy Russians it 

ill prove of interest. I think, in a good many parts of the country, it would he a good
idea to raise seedlings. I find many varieties that will not thrive by planting a tree from 
the nursery will thrive if top-grafted upon another variety. If you can take some lwdy 
8*gand g,aft them on, I think they would yield finer specimens of fruit in that way
rolde, nZrtTOf n^ 8t6,\ 1 think that an aPP'e to stand the climate in the
colder parts of Canada will have to be very much like the Duchess. ■
good deal in the texture of the wood ; it requires to be like beach, close 
gram and smooth in the bark, which is the case with the Duchess.

. r'ai0HT- I wish to draw attention to the remark about top-grafting—that a 
variety which, when planted under ordinary circumstances, will not grow may be top- 
grafted upon a hardy seed ing and will then grow. That is also my experience 

... Mr ,bb.—If I had been asked the question last week, “ Are there any apples that
Ottawa°Te«hatolJT|,®r8i- L8h°Uld haV® 8aid “Yes-” Aftor attending thl meeting at 
Ottawa I should be inclined to say “ No.” When you come to a climate where the sum-
mer heat is much greater than here, the apples which will be more or less keepers here 
will not be keepers there. The one thing I am not positive of—and, therefore I would 
one * foment—is how long these apples would keep in this country. ’ There is 

ne thing which, I think, might be done in some parts of the country as it is in Russia
to market^ andTn th T lat®’becau8ek they arepicked JU8t before they are ripe and shipped 

■ we“annot speak ^ 7 8,6 keep6r8' °f COur8e- of the aPPl«8 I have not fnrited
I h ■ M u McNicholl (Ottawa).—I have nothing to advance in this matter of apples not
I hLT8eiasaidnfnZardtoetbynlf iT^ 7™’ but from observation I can endorse what 
I ias been 8ald ln regard to the Duchess. 1 was surprised on coming to Ottawa to see the

1 herVb^rthtok whetDrUbheS8 1 ^ VSTy attractive epecimens before coming
u u J I think anvtS U*™ wü f® 6Ven more tractive than those in the westboth to the ■ , .hlnk ? ?tb‘ng that Wl11 eSual the Duchess in hardiness and quality will do first rate in

I te™ tr?1?; i °*'teri c,n*I I.,. * ,, 1 ^,l?t lf ,l™lt e™»«™ I? their exertiom, develop u
pple superior to it they will be conferring a great boon upon Canada. F

Ass0ciartionUDr 'Hurih,mVC V* h<>Z °T °f.the first Directors of the Fruit Growers’ 
sociation, Dr. Hurlburt, who can, no doubt, give us some information.

said inrecaPdroTJ0^^8^^"1 been very much interested in what Mr. Gibb has
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Gibb referred, however, I have had no personal experience, and I therefore prefer not to 
give any opinion upon them At some future fctage of the meeting if any subject with 
which 1 am familiar comes up I shall be very glad to say a few words.

Mr. Greenfield (Ottawa).—I am happy to say that since the last meeting here 
there has been a great change and development in fruit growing in the Ottawa valley ; if 

only continue for a few years we shall be quite independent and have plenty of fruit 
of our own. The greatest trouble we had was to find fruits that would stand the climate, 
but at last the Tetofsky came in, and it has proved very valuable for this climate ; it is 
hardy and early, coming in about teii days before the Duchess, and it is a good bearer. 
The Duchess, too, we find an excellent apple, and one that stands the climate well, and 
then, again, we have the Wealthy. I have grafted several trees and I find that they bear 
a great deal better than the standard trees, and yield finer fruit. I have tried St. Law
rence, Red Astrachan, and Fameuse, and several others, but none of them will stand the 
climate. They may stand one or two years, but will eventually die out. I hope further 
progress will be made and that we shall soon have some good fruit in this country.

Dr. Hurlbukt.—I have had some experience in growing hardy apples. My experi
ence has been that it is not so much the fruit ns the tree. You get a good standard tree, 
perhaps one that has grown up in the country, or that has been got from a colder climate, 
and 1 think the fruit is as safe as it was further west. I have had experience from along 
the St. Lawrence, south of this, away to Hamilton. There are several varieties of trees 
which everyone who has cultivated apple trees knows will grow better in a cold climate 
and produce an apple of much better flavor than they would further south. I often found 
this through the colder latitudes in the northern part of Europe. I have found this to 
be the case with an apple we call th4 Bitter-Sweet, which, especially for cooking, has a 
much better flavor here than in Western Canada or the Northern States. My experience 
has been that it is far better to have dwarf trees, and have them sheltered by other trees. 
I believe if these hardier varieties could be introduced and cultivated here, and have them 
well sheltered, and, as far as possible, dwarf trees, that a variety could be cultivated here 
equal to any part of Ontario.

Mr. Brodie.—How did you protect your dwarf trees from being crushed down by 
the snow ; mine were crushed all to pieces.

Dr. Hurlburt.—Well, perhaps mine are sheltered from the snow ; I have no diffi
culty that way ; there were no snow banks around mo.

The President.—Perhaps it was to the driving of the snow to which Mr. Brodie
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Mr. Brodie.—Of course we have a good deal of snow, though I don’t know that we 

have any more than Ottawa ; but generally around our line fences, especially if we have 
a wind-break, it gathers. I have often seen it on the level two feet deep across a farm 
two acres in width. Down in Quebec I am sure it is two feet on the level where there 
are no trees at all, you can only see the top of the fences, so our dwarf trees would be 
covered completely in that part of the country.

Dr. Hurlburt.—Snow covering a tree will not injure it ; it will protect it. Per
haps in the places Mr. Brodie refers to the wind is not broken by woods or anything else. 
I find that if you pack snow around the trees, and it remains there, it is a protection to 
the tree, not an injury.

Mr. Brodie—I find we have to dig out our trees ; as the snow thaws it gets heavier, 
and the branches break right down.

A Member.—I happened to give an agent travelling around last year an order for a 
few dwarf trees, and he told me that dwarfs did not live long. Now, I would like to 
know, if there is any truth in that 1

The President.—I am not aware that there is any truth in it at all.
The Secretary.—I suppose you mean dwarf apples.
The Member.—Yes.
Mr. Bucke.—We are expecting great things from the Experimental Farm. They 

are making collections of fruits and trees, and in a few years we shall have valuable 
knowledge. But there is one thing attention should first be called to, and that is a 
collection of seedling apples grown in the parts around here, down the Ottawa River and
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the St. Lawrence. Some of our finest apples have been originated at Lyn, near Brock- 
ville, and I think the Experimental Farm will do a good work by making a collection of 
these seedlings. In regard to the snow, I think there is no danger so long as there is no 
crust upon the snow; if there is, as the snow comes down, it breaks the trees. Some
times in setting small trees, people stand something around to afford them protection 
from the snow until they are high enough, but as a rule the branches of dwarf plants 
as high as the snow, and therefore are not badly broken, though very small bushes such 
ps gooseberries and currants are often badly damaged bv snow.

The President.—I agree with Mr. Bucke that a collection of the best known seed
ling app es from a 1 over the country would be very valuable ; there is no doubt many of 
pur seedlings will hereafter prove our best fruit. J

Mr. DEMPSEV.-With respect to dwarf apple trees, it depends to a great extent 
what they are dwarfed upon. The roots of some dwarf trees, such as the French 
Paradise, which is generally the produce from a dwarf tree, are fibrous, and if they are 
hot protected by the snow they would freeze to death readily, all being near the surface 
J he same variety suffer wonderfully if they are planted on a very dry spot. The wood 
bf that variety is spongy m nature, and the tree itself is really not hardy, although we 
have quite trees of them, but I don’t think a tree from that stock would be satisfactory, 

.gain, there are varieties of crab that grow from cuttings, which strike root readily 
hich produce hardy stock, which are also fibrous rooted. There is the English Paradise 

hat is used largely ; we have trees in our ground ; we imported some trees from England’ 
.nd they were all worked on this English Paradise. We find they also produce a little 
ruit, smaller than the French Paradise, but they are stronger growers, and the fruit 
loes not come into bearing quite so soon. That might be hardy here, but it occurs to 
ae that dwarf apples would not be satisfactory in this climate at all I would advise 
ou to try seedlings extensively, even if you have to take a tender variety, and protect 
inbl you get fruit; fruit from this plant, produce fruit or trees, from the seed of that 
ruit, and when they bear fruit take the first fruits again, and continue on through 
everal generations. Those of you who have read the history of Dems, of Belgium 

will readily see that that is the way he produced so many fine pears, valuable in that 
ountry and m France. I think he accomplished more than any man who ever lived in 
rrance or Belgium in that way.

Mr. Hillborn.—In regard to the collection of seedlings, I may say that at the 
fc-xperimental harm we have sent as far as we could to get apples, and have got apples.

Mr. Brodib.—I would recommend that the members of this association who live 
further north, if they find out any new seedlings should send samples from them to the 
Experimental Farm to be tested. At one of the Exhibitions of the Fruit Growers 
Association of Quebec we had on our tables samples of seventy-five seedlings grown in 
□hateauguay County and on the Islands of Montreal, and among them were some worthy
iave°trîfd them ^ W<* ^ th6n h&d an exI,erimental station to send them to we could

... . — The Secretary. We have several very worthy seedlings already ; Scott’s Winter is
inythmg else. ■ me that recommends itself very highly, a seedling originated in Vermont, 
protection to ■ a^e Baxter s Red, which seems to be a very fine showy apple, and a fine keeper, is also 
... 1 Canadian seedling. Then we have Mr. Dempsey’s seedling pear and a seedling near
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THE HARDY APPLES OF VERMONT.

The paper on this subject was read by T. H. Hoskins, M.D., of Vermont

|oduced and propagated, we have no entirely hardy tree fruits but apples, originating
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in this State, which have become known to me. Some good grapes have been originated, 
notably the Vergennes. There are also several desirable pears and plums of Vermont 
origin, which are sufficiently hardy for the Champlain islands, and the southern part of 
the State. The best of these pears, known to me, are the Grand Isle, the Macomber, 1 
and the Dr. Hoskins—all from the farm of Benj. Macomber, in the Town Island, and ] 
county of Grand Isle ; all quite as hardy as Flemish Beauty; but none of them suffi- ; 
ciently “ iron-clad ” for the mountain regions, or the Memphremagog valley. The same 
may be said of the Green Gage seedling plum, from the same farm—a plum of medium 
size, productive and of high quality. As none of these have yet been propagated to any 
great extent by nurserymen they are not easy to get, though I believe they are occa
sionally to be had of L. M. Macomber, who carries- on a small nursery North Ferris- 
burg, Vt., and is a son of the originator. The Grand Isle pear is described in Downing’s 
Fruits and Fruit Trees of America, and the other Macomber seedlings have been recently 
figured and described in the Rural New Yorker newspaper. They would probably be 
well adapted to all parts of the Dominion where the Flemish Beauty does well. The 
one which the originator has complimented me by affixing my name to, is a seedling of 
the last named sort—as large, as good, and I believe as productive as its parent, but not 
quite so elegant in appearance. It has, however, shown no signs of spotting or cracking, 
and may be preferred on that account.

There are, in Vermont, a number of native apples belonging to the Champlain 
Valley, and doing well there and southward, which would be worth trying in the milder 
parts of the Dominion. Among these I might name the Northern Sweet, the Bottle 
Greening, the Tinmouth, the Burlington Pippin, the Hubbard ton Pippin, Jewett’s Best, 
the Landon, and the Winter Pippin1 of Vermont. Nearly all of these equal, or nearly 
equal Fameuse in hardiness, are prolific, and good market and dessert sorts. Their 
descriptions can be found in Downing and Thomas. But the apple widely grown and very 
popular in the State, under the name of Champlain, or Paper Skin, is not a Vermont 
apple, being identical with the Summer Pippin of the books.

When we come to absolutely “ iron-clad ” apples, capable of enduring with little or 
no injury a temperature of from 30 to 40 degrees below z*-ro—comparable, for instance, 
with Oldenburgh, and many other Russian sorts—neither Vermont, nor indeed all New 
England, has many kinds to show. The nearest to eligibility for the iron-clad list that 
I am acquainted with is the Bethel of Vermont, a native of the valley of the White 
River, a Vermont tributary of the Connecticut. This apple has proved with me as 
hardy as any Russian, Oldenburgh not excepted—a vigorous, healthy tree, sound and 
uninjured in trunk and limb after repeated test winters. The fruit is as good, as large, 

long keeping, and nearly as handsome (a rather duller red) as the Baldwin. But as 
there is “ an out in everything,” the Bethel does not escape. It is a very tardy bearer- - 
as much so as Northern Spy. Next to Bethel in merit, though considerably smaller, is 
Scott’s Winter, without the Bethel’s fault, being a prolific bearer quite young. These M 
varieties are the only iron-clads, which are also long keepers, that I have found, in testing ■

300 varieties of American apples. With the Wealthy, they will give the grower H ihould rep< 
apples almost, if not quite, till apples come again. I recommend them for trial in the H fkssociatior 
severer parts of the Dominion. I may add that my experience with the Wealthy for 
sixteen years makes me fear that, though hardy in the top, it is likely to suffer in the H tod each d 
trunk, like the Baldwin ; and in order to get long-lived trees of the Wealthy, iron-clad fl [rapes gro\ 
Russian stocks, like Oldenburgh and Tetofsky, should be planted, and grafted in the ■ tardiness o 
limbs when five or six years old. Those who now have (or are making) large orchards of H 'eported iif 
Wealthy, would do well to act on this hint in all future plantings. The only alternative ■ lecause ne\ 
is very low branching, with its inconveniences. ■ if others.
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Mr. Fawcett.—I sent to Dr. Hotkin for some of his Scott’s Winter. The trees he sent 
me were well grown, but here, so far as I know—and I planted some myself, and 
other gentlemen around—they everyone were killed the first or second winter. I don’t 
know whose fault it was.
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Mr. Gibb—I have aEispiUSSSE'SIÏ7* 0f w ■ nî y eXPenence TWith the Weal% is n°t quite the same as Dr. Hoskins1 
I fand the Wealthy overbears I have lost no trees of Wealthy yet. I have thirty-six 
in my orchard, eighteen of which were planted eleven years ago, and the remainder tinearjüisi&ïtti * - *- « “

Mr. Wright.—I have Scott’s Winter from Dr. Hoskins, 
with it at all ; five trees I had 
with good keeping qualities.

. and have had no trouble 
very hardy, and the fruit of a beautiful color, andwere

BEST FIVE VARIETIES OF APPLES FOR CARLETON COUNTY.

Sir SLtJSfe i;
o add a sixth, the Peach of Montreal.

. ?r’ Hurlburt.—I would suggest that gentlemen who have hardy trees in the 
■older parts of Canada should send in their list, and let the selection be made from these

1 1‘ave no doubt Mr. Gibb has many varieties that would stand the 
Innate here and produce well, and perhaps some other gentlemen have
rouWnot do“ til “ Alexander both bli6ht very badly about Ottawa, and

■it tÜIr'/!R0D1j (Montrea!).—The Montreal Peach is reckoned one of the hardiest with us
ÆfaT ^ dïf % La8t however> I saw nice MonSd*3

V* 1 dollar8- ,whlle you could get from three to four dollars for the
rom th« W Trt* “ gr°W" the immediate vicinity of Montreal, but when they are 
rom the West they are a little on the green side in the picking As for i,i;,.i,f t^i.
io noticed it at all in the Peach. I would recommend to plant sparingly of it but would 
dvise amateurs to have a few trees for their own use ; not for profit ’ °U'd

Mr. A. M. Smith.—I like the idea suggested bv Dr HnplKnH- # 
ommitee. I recently attended a Horticultural meeting in New York State anTThere

u7 0f7h a d°,r ltîee fr0m eacb county to report not "only on the production of ruU ■ut of the ditlerent varieties adapted to each locality. I think we should hi .
f°Z vari'T-"1 e',‘ch. °f,0Ur agricultural districts here, to send into the Secretary a list

inning ^ThinïtiMtihll^ the Rep0rt of the Association two years

thu"'W0U't8Ugge8t that the idlings should not be forgotten. I find 
®h**. region that for cooking purposes they are in many instances®preferable to
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cultivated fruits. Years ago we drew off lines in the country, and put down the 
varieties of fruit that were found by growers to be more successful within those limits. 
The divisions were south of the Great Western Railway, north of that as far as Toronto, 
and then east of Toronto. We had not at that time any fruit growers east of Toronto, 
so that the western part of Ontario was divided off in that way, and certain fruits j 
recommended as being more successful. I think that system ought to be carried out in 
reference to the whole country.

The President.—My experience in preparing a table of that description is this. I 
went into the matter very carefully in the county I represented—went over the county 
two years attending exhibitions, and even township shows ; and getting the evidence of 
the growers in every particular township in the three counties. I went into it very 
minutely, and I found I could make a report for each county, but even the report of the j 
county I might have divided ; for I found certain varieties succeeded in one part of it j 
which would not in another. As a general rule, however, a report of this kind can be j 
confined to each county, and if once properly got up it is very easy to continue it from 
year to year. I suggested once that the report should be made afresh every second 1 
year.
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Mr. Bucke.—I objected to the Montreal Peach and the Alexander. I merely j 
meant that if people set out those two varieties they would not be very successful. We j 
all know, as has been said, that the soil has a good deal to do with the hardiness of j 
trees. Sometimes just across the road apples and grapes will succeed when on this side I 
of it they will not. It is not so much the climate as the soil and exposure ; and it is I 
therefore very difficult to give a list of fruit that will succeed anywhere in any particular I 
section.

Mr. Dempsey.—I am from the county of Hastings which, as you are aware, extends 
to about the North Pole. There is nothing settled back of Hastings that amounts to 
anything, and it includes the most severe climate that we can expect to grow fruit in. 
I find that it is next to impossible to prepare a list for that section of the country.

Mr. Gibb. —The conditions of Montreal and Ottawa are about the same, and I will 
give you what I find most profitable in my own orchard : Yellow Transparent, Duchess, 
Red Astrachan, Wealthy and Haas. That is simply as a question of profit.
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[manure mal
I have been requested to introduce the subject of Raspberry Culture in the Ottawa ■ ** really tak 

Valley, and though I do not know that I can throw any new light on it, yet, if I can in ■following 
any way stimulate or assist in the culture of this delicious fruit, my humble efforts will M}8 unfortuna 
not be in vain. H*8 difficult tc

The raspberry mingles its first ripe berries with those of the late strawberry, so closely H ^e blackber 
do their seasons run one into the other. To my taste the raspberry is the most delicious ■ In orde; 
of all the small fruits. If it were the earliest to ripen, or matured at the same time as ■Wl)st, pinch I 
the strawberry, it is believed very few of the latter would be exposed for sale in competi- ^shoots to all< 
tion with this queen of berries. An early fruit, the “ first fruit ” of the year must always 
claim our appreciation, after a partial suspension from fresh grown products from 
Pomona’s apron. Others appear to appreciate the raspberry fully as well as I do myself, ■young green 
as it always brings a higher price in the market than its earlier ripening competitor. ■tried a little 

The red raspberry prefers a cool, moist soil, deep and well enriched. The preparation ^®]eavea 
of the bed must be attended to before the plants are set, as little can be done to the^gf1 mculty in 1

^iiorizontal po

RASPBERRY CULTURE IN THE OTTAWA VALLEY.

P. E. Bucke, Esq., of Ottawa, read a paper on this subject as follows :

sei

I'nent. It m 
duced from d
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ground beyond lightly forking over the surface when once the canes are planted.
If one raises his own plants it will be found best to set in June or July the young■te8ted by the 

suckers, which are produced during those months when they have grown from four to six U the C
inches high. These are transplanted like young cabbages, and form excellent bearing ^Kas y dealt « 
canes the following year. Everyone knows who has tried it that late autumn and spring^Paye by our ii

Ii 1
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early growth ; consequently they start with mnrf .Takl”g tbem UP m the fall retards 
begun to grow before the p'lants are put in their fin , g0f..lf the young shoots have not 
in their original bed they will make a fewinZ.IS™'., ” ** are left Ending 
as the frost leaves the soil. 8 f growtb under ground almost as soon

irow i but niay b£ a^owedto^thfcken uTl mtle^in ^thplant8 t0, be two feet distant in the

r“ v*y * “rin
thing that can be desired. On the whole the^uthbert '* b^ght’ nd *he flavor 
sometimes called, is the most profitable. ’ Cuthbert> or Queen of the Market.
cold winters.ChKy ‘comTulX/tXheadXthe°“£ TZ “ Z grap6’ <luring our 

western growers would derive ample remuneration Pla"ta: U « believed
more to defeating the ends of Jack Frost bv covering th • Z'i tro,uble lf they attended 
rest My plan of protection is to bend down theTl? durmg their season of
stools meet across the rows ■ then with „ • , ca“es 80 that the tops of three or four
tt«k „y n sr,„ .1T™S.WÔ„ 8,:° r1”. “d tw or th,"
the following spring is then thrown on the XnT th® Ç,ants croS8' The mulch for
manure, corn stalks: tomato or poZto to^ or anvthX tuZ Tl ^ °L ,on« 8tra^
will not break down the stems. This system of nrnt t * tbaî, W,‘ keeP off the sun and 
keep it from being blown away by h j windsf Thl ZnT Z *0 arreat the a™w and 
as much as possible during soit, dampweather in th! b<mdlng °f cane8 ahould be done 
moist the canes will be found more nliable i! When the atmosphere is
alone, where the snow lies deep feoften suffit nZ t^ 1° tCrack or break. A sod 
manure makes it much more effective This all «oP X°ri°n’ b a coarae litter of long 

nthe Ottawa I'1 really takes very little time, and the labor is wX* llk® a great deal o{ trouble, but 
>t, if I can in ■ following season. Shaffer’s Colossal ene of the verv l! by ““ lncrea8ed crop the
le efforts will 118 unfortunately too strong in the canes in •.er/ bea* tbe somewhat new varieties 
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lightness of the tools now made possible, by the facility with which iron is con. erted into 
steel. The oldest of us will remember how in our youthful days we broke our backs 
using the old heavy, blunt instruments

When I speak of a sharp hoe I mean what I say. Get one of those flat files a foot 
long and keep the hoe, spade, etc., in such edge that they will cut like a knife. Do the 
same with the Dutch or Scuffle hoe and it will be a pleasure to nse them on weeds or 
suckers. 1 \
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The Golden Queen is said to be the ditto of the Cuthbert, but my plants, obtained 
last year through friend Hillborn, have not, of course, yet fruited. I am told, however, 
by thoroughly reliable parties, that it is a grand success. I used to grow Brinckle’s 
Orange ; it is the highest flavored of all the raspberry family. Its peculiar richness and 
high aroma is unsurpassed by any fruit. Unfortunately the cane is tender. After 
several years of great care I lost the plants, and have never renewed them. But Brinckles 
is the queen of berries. I have now about thirteen different varieties on trial, Marlboro’, 
Turner, Caroline, Brandywine, Meredith Queen, Hansell, Cuthbert, Shaffer’s Colossal, 
Crimson Beauty and Philadelphia.

The garden raspberry as a fresh fruit for the table has no equal ; the wild one 
marketed by farm girls do not in any way come in competition with them. Carefully 
picked into quart baskets, or measured and sold in their fresh beauty with the bloom on 
they usually bring from fifteen to twenty cents a quart. The Ottawa market has never 
been at all supplied witn them. The berries are picked off the stem as they are gathered, 
so that they do-not require to be handled and picked again, as it is ready for the table 
the moment it is obtained. It will thus be seen there is neither shrinkage or waste. 
The fact that the core is removed when the fruit is picked precludes it being shipped 
from any great distance, as in the case of the strawberry ; because the fruit would squeeze 
and spoil in transit ; therefore the local producers are sure of having the Ottawa market 
to themselves. The greatest drawback to the trade in the fruit is, that as it begins to 
ripen the wealthier part of the community are on the wing to the seaside, but it is quite 
surprising how the middle classes and mechanics are now using the loxuries of life, and as 
a rule they make the best customers.

I cannot speak from actual experience as to profit, but if the Michigan people are to 
be believed, there are “ millions ” in them. One man writes :—“ The last season there 
was picked an'd sold from a little less than an acre 100 bushels of fruit, sold for thirteen 
cents per quart net ; producing $384. Further, there was dug from the patch 48,000 
plants, sold at $3 per thousand, or $144, making a return of $528 for the piece of ground 
employed.”

The plants of the raspberry may be kept in good bearing condition on the same piece 
of soil for ten or twelve years, if it has been well prepared in the first instance, and an 
annual top dressing is given each autumn. The ground should be forked over in the 
spring, and again after the crop is picked. On no account should a spade be used, unless 
plants are required, as it cuts the roots and causes them to throw up a profusion of 
suckers.

The only serious enemy we have to contend with is the raspberry saw-fly. This is 
easily destroyed by syringing the plants whilst in bloom, with a weak solution of Paris 
green. This may be applied with a hand-wisk, quite as conveniently. A teaspoonful in 
a pail of water will be found sufficient.

Dr. Hürlbürt.—I don’t know if my friend included the Black Cap. I have grown 
them and found them often very profitable.

A Member.—What variety 1
Dr. Horlburt.—It is a wild variety, and they are very beautiful ; but you have to 

be up before the birds in the morning ; the birds are excellent judges of fruit, and I 
find they prefer them to apples and pears. Mr. Bucke refers to the raspberry as 
being superior to the strawberry. That is possible under the circumstances connected 
with our getting them. Most of the strawberries I have seen in the market here have

s
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Mr. Mitchell (lnnerkip).—I think some gentleman recommended a wild variety 
of blackcap, and I would like to give a word of warning in the matter. We tried a wild 
blackcap, and it introduced a very serious disease among our blackcap raspberries ; the 
cane of the wild blackcap seemed to blister, and the leaves turned yellow, and after a 
little time the disease spread over the entire bush. We found that this disease was con
tagious, and was communicated to our cultivated varieties, the Gregg and Mammoth 
Clustsr ; so much so, that a few years ago we had to discard our blackcaps altogether. 
We found our Gregg and Mammoth Cluster where grown by themselves were free from 
the disease, but wherever we planted the wild variety that disease, whatever it was, 
was communicated to them, and we had to get rid of our blackcaps altogether. I would 
caution those present to beware of this disease in the wild varieties. I hardly know 
what it is.

A Member.—Rust?
Mr. Mitchell.—Yes, it appears like rust; but whatever it is it is very serious. 

The wild blackcap is very prolific, but those who think of introducing it should remember 
that it has a disease which even our more tender cultivated varieties are not subject to 
when kept by themselves. At all events that has been the case in our district.

Mr. Whyte.—I don’t like the term “sprawling,” I don’t have mine sprawling. I 
I have mine tied up with two strings, one at the top and another at the bottom. It more 
than pays for the trouble.

The Secretary.—It would be expensive by the acre.
Mr. Whyte.—About a cent and q half a year per plant.
Dr. Hurlburt.—I had the blackcap I referred to several years, and never saw any- 

thihg such as Mr. Mitchell has described wrong with it. The plants were perfectly 
healthy, and continued so year after year.

Mr. Gibb.—Thirteen years ago I put in a great many canes, and I made careful notes 
of them at the time and reported. The result was my retention of the Clarke as my 
red. The Early Wilson and a number of others I had to give up, as I found they winter- 
killed, even under cloth. The winter came on a little too soon and found several 
matured when it set in. There is a little berry—what I consider a dewberry— 
which sold for rather high prices. It has a peculiar flavor, and is not nice to eat, 
although sold for making jam.

A Member.—What do you find your best blackcap 1
Mr. Gibb.—I like the old Doolittle.
Mr. Borthwiok.—A comparison has been made between the values of straw

berries and raspberries in this market. I may say that our home-grown raspberries 
have always sold for from 26 to 50 per cent, more than strawberries when placed in 
competition. There is this difficulty about raspberries, especially from the west, that 
they don't stand the carriage very well, but those from the west have always realized 
much lower prices than our home-grown fruit for that reason.

Mr. Brodie.—Ninety miles below Quebec they can grow Cuthbert and Brinckle’s 
Orange without protection. The Turner, I believe, was another that would grow there.

Dr. Harkness.—My experience is that the buds of the Cuthbert even if put-down, 
unless well covered with the snow early in the season, are killed. You put down a cane, 
say six feet high, and at the bend, where it is exposed to our cold weather, no fruit will 
grow, but at the top, from four feet up, you will have fruit. Of course that does not 
make a satisfactory crop ; and I think unless you put the Cuthbert along the fences, or 
somewhere where there will be snow drifts, you will have to protect it with a mulch of 
some kind. I have grown a great many different kinds of raspberries, and I must say my 
experience with blackcaps has not been favorable. There are two or three reasons for that. 
One is that the canes are excessively brittle ; you can’t lay them down, and they are veryl 
apt to winter-kill. Another reason is that about the first of June, sometimes the last oil 
May, but generally the first week in June, we have a slight frost in this part oil 
the country, probably it will average one year in three or a little more than that, andl 
the least frost in the world will kill blackcaps at that time when they are first begininjl
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On resuming at two p. m., the question drawer was opened, and the follow
ing questions discussed.

PREVENTION OF POTATO BUGS.

Question.—Will Mr. Dempsey tell us whether potatoes can be grown successfully 
without the use of poison to destroy the bugs ; if so, how t

Mr. Dempsey.—The first question is very easily answered. Yes. The other 
question “ how,” will take a little more time to answer. All that is necessary is to de
stroy the larvæ before it is hatched. To do this plant, only such varities as produce very 
early, and bring your land into such a state of cultivation and fertility as will produce 
very rapid growth, and be sure to grow potatoes with only one eye in the hill, and that 
springing from a large piece of potato ; so that you encourage rapid growth. Fertilize 
your potatoes as much as you can after they are up by sowing a little plaster or anything 
else you like ; use every means possible to produce rapid, early growth in your potatoes. 
The bug invariably deposits the eggs as near the top of the stalk as possible, and if you can 
make the stalk grow three inches a week it will so shove the eggs of the potato bug that 
they cannot hatch. It is very simple, but I have had no difficulty this year in getting 
200 bushels to the acre without the use of poision,' and we had the same results last year ; 
two years in succession, you see.

i

THE CRAB APPLE.
The Pr 

here préparée 
come before 1 
note of it no 
present sessi<

Question.—The printed programme of these meetings does not include the subject 
of the crab apple ; as this meeting is studying out fruits for cold regions would it not be 
well to include this subject 1

The President.—It was thought that the crab apple might have been discussed, 
and we thought some one in this section would have said something about it. Of course 
further west we don’t feel the same interest in the varieties which are interesting in this 
section.

Mr. Smith.—If anyone wants to ask a idlest ion in regard to varieties let it be sent 
in in the form of a question, and it can be answered.

Mr. Brodie.—Mr. Gibb has more experience than anyone I know on the crab apple
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question.
Mr. Gibb.—Perhaps it is best not to interfere with the regular programme.
The President.—It would no doubt be of interest to some of those present.
Mr. Gibb.—My choice would be early strawberry, Gibb of Wisconsin, and Wonder 

of Wisconsin. The early strawberry ripens with the Red Astrachan.
The President.—It somewhat resembles the Early Joe, doesn’t it 1 
Mr. Gibb.—No, there is no resemblance. k
The President.—There is one resembling the Early Joe.
Mr. Gibb.—None have that flavor, but they do in the thickness of skin.
Mr. Bucks.—Why do you exclude the Hyslop and Transcendent 1
Mr. Gibb.—Because if you have had them two or three times you get tired of them.

A DOMINION FRUIT GROWERS’ CONVENTION.

Question.—At the last annual meeting of the Montreal Horticultural Society and 
Fruit (growers’ Association of Quebec, the President, Professor Penhallow, brought up 
the question as to whether we could not hold in Montreal next winter a Dominion Fruit 
Growers’ Convention. Does this society think such a move desirable 1

The Secretary.—Such a convention would be very interesting and pro6table. 
Questions of general interest to both provinces would be the only ones discussed at such
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a convention, which would be held, not perhaps every year, but occasionally, say once in

that would be generally interesting for such a convention to consider. J
The President—I certainly agree with what the secretary says. It is a matter 1 

spoke of myself some two years ago—the holding of a meeting of the Fruit Growers’ 
I Associations of the various provinces at a central point. I remember speaking on this 
question to a prominent fruit grower of the Annapolis Valley, in Nova Scotia, and I 
believe a great deal of good could be done by the meeting together of the Fruit Growers' 
Associations from the different provinces. Questions would come up affecting us all not 
only interesting, but out of which we might seize something in which we are behind at 
present. I believe this is a matter that ought to receive a good deal of attention and consid
eration, and if it is brought properly before the board of the Montreal Horticultural 
society, they would probably take the initial step, and communicate with the other
o0fTheleca;mtined soil's * ^ ^ " a ^
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II Mr- Gibb—We have a board meeting about Monday of next week, and if you think 

well of the proposition, and pass any resolution favorable to it, we will enter into
n0otTcePOndenCe and g° to WOrk at °nCe" Ther6 iS nothin8 ,ike having good long

The President—Is there any member of the Ontario Fruit Growers’ Association 
here prepared to move a resolution. I suppose, Mr. Gibb, this matter should properly 
come before the Board of Directors, and I think probably if the secretary will muk/
present leX,’ dosZ br°Ught UP a"d COnsidei'ed at our meeting ‘«fore the
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THE DISHONEST FRUIT TREE AGENT.

it be sent
Q--J8 ,10t tllere 80me lega! way of preventing agents for fruit trees taking ad 

tage of the ignorance of country people-generally to sell them something that will not
agents in this respei UV6 k**”1 there *8 80me laW in Minnesota to restrain dishonest

îjfikiïïïïZtoïïiï ,rj.r.i*eiting the <ioe on 1 ^
thi„ 'lffhe SE™ETA“Y-—1 think 1 have noticed something in the Minnesota transactions to 
this effect : that all agents who were taking orders through the country were required bv 
law to furnish a certihcate from some respectable nurseryman showing that they 

1 fTÿ authorized to take orders for fruit trees. I think this is a very important point. 
■ think nurserymen hare to bear a deal of blame which does not really attach to them

‘ nherVrei ,rr^ponaib|e men going through the country imposing on
id of them. Btbc people. I think such a law here would perhaps be very wise. At all events I think

P“r°li“ “V **““ -1» '“"‘•""‘«""ll.o-i.ig

The President.—Just a point in that connection, which is this. Personally I f.-rl

taken in very often myself, but at the same time I have looked at it in this wav that 
were it not for these agents and the risks we take in the matter, we would not be m far 
advanced as we are to.day. We have been able from that simple fact to test varieties 
from different localities that we would not have known of but for the incessant bother of 
hese agents, palming off fruits upon us. But just at this point we see the necessity of 
myone who takes any interest in frûit. growing joining the Ontario Fruit Growers’
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Association. I think everyone who takes any interest in an association of this sort looks 
into their writings and reports of discussions and so on, and if he does that, it will not 
be an easy matter for any agent to fool him. They can see by our reports what they 
ought to buy—what there is some chance of success in their locality with, or whether 
there is no chance of success at all, articles that have been tested and those that have not 
been tested. I think they will find themselves very safely guarded by joining such an Bowing to the
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The President.—I make use of sulphur in my vinery twice during the season, andBruit no doubt t 
I use it on the soil only. I never know such a thing as mildew*, thrip, or anything of theHl striking illus 
kind. Whether it is due to that or not I can’t say ; the absence of mildew certainly isBiverybody find 
I use it early in the season as the vines are blooming, and afterwards when the fruit iiBreat part of tl 
about setting, and it seems to me to always have the desired effect. flavor, Nov
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association as this.
Mr. Wright.—Mr. Gibb says there is such a law in Minnesota.
Mr. Gibb.—I happen to know in this way, that Mr. Harris of Minnesota wrote me.

The trouble there is that the farmers bought a great deal of stock from the south, so 
much that the impression has risen generally among the farming community there that 
the tree cannot be grown. To avoid that, they have passed a most stringent law. A 
man who lives outside the State of Minnesota, and grows his stock outside of it, if he 
wishes to sell his stuff to agents in that State, has to deposit with the Secretary of State 
the sum of two thousand dollars, and then the secretary gives him a certificate authorizing 
him to sell his stuff in the State of Minnesota. The question has been raised whether 
the two thousand dollars is to cover the operations of all his agents, or whether there 
ought not to be a deposit of two thousand dollars for each agent, and that question had I 
not been settled when the last report came out. In addition to that, a duplicate of the1 
order has to be given to the purchaser, so that if there is any misrepresentation in any 
respect it can be ascertained. Of course, the two thousand dollars is held as a bond, 
and the State Government will hold the man responsible for any misrepresentation. It 
is a hard law, but they found it necessary to make a law of that kind.

Mr. Mitchell.—There is a sort of misrepresentation which, if there are any nursery
men or agents here, I would like to mention. That is in the matter of roses. I have been 
getting them from nurserymen and agents for years, and there are some varieties I have 
never been able to get. I suppose they have thought that I am only an amateur and 
have only a small stock of roses, and that if they sold me something better than I ordered 
it was all right. But there are certain varieties I have been ordering and could not get, _s 
and I would like to call the attention of nurserymen and agents to the fact that even B()r 
though they may send me t, better variety than that I ordered, it is quite possible that I 
may be already supplied with that variety ; indeed, that has unfortunately been the case 
with me frequently. We do like when we send for anything, whether it is through an 
agent or to the firm direct, to get what we ordered ; we don’t even want something better 
than what we ordered. If there is anyone here who has in this way sent me something 
better than what I ordered; I hope he will make a note of it—that I want what I order, 
no matter if it is not quite as good as something else.

V

BURYING TOBACCO STEMS UNDER VINES.

Q.—Has any member tried the effect of burying tobacco stems under his vines as is 
done on the Rhine, to keep away vermin and mildew ? .

Mr. Dempsey.—I have never tried it myself, but I have seen some gentlemen
trying it.

Mr. Whyte.—The question is mine ; a gentleman who traveled in Germany, tells 
me it is a very common practice there, and that it was believed to be an entire preventive 
of thrip. He advised me to bring it before the meeting.
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GRAPES IN THE OTTAWA VALLEY.

_ . Mr- B- Whytki (Ottawa).—This is not the natural home of the grape vine, add
m.ng such an Bowing to the seventy of our climate we have to be constantly on our guard. We have a 

Jsliort summer, and the principal difficulty is the cold winter, which affects all varieties. 
-Every year our thermometer goes down to 35 and 40 below zero, and that necessitates 

ota wrote me. ■‘'“'f”?®’ . 18 neces8>ty f°r covering renders it quite impossible here to prune vines up
the south, so B88 hl8“ 18 commonly done in the west, or in the United States, and it is necessary to 

ity there that B“av® done so that they can be laid down, and also so that they can be laid 
gent law. A ■“own ea81 v without breaking. There are quite a number of systems which 
e of it, if h'‘Janswer ™e purpose. The system now is the two arm system—first two arms 
itary of State ■a on®, "*e "Ottoni of the trellis, and cut down all the fresh growth to one or 
« authorizingB1*® buds; I think that is by far the best, and by that means you have a vine 
lised whether B . 1C 1 18 6881v v*1(* down. Another is a modification of that system. Instead of growing 
whether there B8./; sPurs to these arms they grow upright, and allow the fruit buds to come out about 
question had Bflg ,ee*L°r twenty inches apart. I have tried that, and find that they are very apt to 

plicate of theB)r . . ' “n°ther system I have had a good deal of success with, and not much prac-
jsed here, is the arbor. How it is going to work in the future I don’t know, but for 
he present I keep it under control, and the most successful vines I have this year are 
trained that way. The chief advantage of the two arm system is the facility it affords 
or laying down ; it has greater advantages for covering than any other way, and also 
iiuch simplifies summer pruning. I have tried covering with com stalks, straw and 
draw manure, but I find that nothing answers so well as earth, which never brings 
mldew on vines as the others do. It is no easy thing trying to grow grape vines here 
nthout cover I have met several people who have tried with the hard y‘varieties, but 
t is a total failure ; no fruit bud can stand 30 to 40 below zero unless it is covered. In 
ome cases, I believe, they have lived through when covered with snow, but my experience 
s that it is not sufficient, and I have always found the earth satisfactory. This necessity 
or covering with earth has one good effect, it prevents too close planting ; you are 

[V l8e(* to plant your vines far apart. I have found that about twelve feet each way is 
t e es average istance, you can get quite enough earth between row? twelve feet apart 
to cover the vines. The remarks I made a few minutes ago in regard to the raspberry 
fPP y also.to * , grape ; we must have all the sun possible ; it is no use trying to grow 
1 grape vine unless you can have it where ere is no tree or house for shading the vine, 

have had a good deal of experience in th particular. Last year I was seeing the way 
in Brighton behaved with me. I had one growing in one of my arbors, and it ripened 

!ar y, quite as early as Moore’s Early. I had another one growing where it was shaded by 
in apple tree, and it never properly ripened at all. The only difference was that this 
vas shaded by the tree, and didn’t get the proper amount of sun, while the other did. 
Another point on which there is a good deal of difference of opinion among grape 
(rowers is summer pruning of vines. I am quite satisfied that it is better not to let the 
!rT J ,U8t ,ltB Vltahty in growing more fruit than you require. I have an arbor 
n the shade of my house, where we allowed it to grow all the fruit that it would-it is 
toger s No. 3, and might not require a great deal of sun, but every year the crapes on this

ermany, tel*™®‘1“'t® to*at ;, they, nPVer h.ave a ProPer flavor. But, while it is absolutely
re preventive* y 0 ,)r uc® the best fruit, it is quite possible to overdo summer pruning, by 

Bakmg away so much of the foliage that every shoot bearing three branches of fruit has
b season andBruh “'"’"'i- Thi l8.a great ml8take- and never fails to yield poor fruit, the
vthbW thM * i° d n ? T ear]leLr’ but U “ever riPen8 properly, and never has the proper flavor. 
y ,g- , • *t 8tnkl°g illustration of the ill effect of defoliation may be observed in crowing tomatoes.“ difficult to get all the tomatoes ripe,"and it is the pX^ cut off a 

reat part of the leaves to let the sun in, but the result of this is that you get fruit with
he Z,» u’ , n!Ier PU1‘ the,m ofF if they are not ripe before the frost comes, an, 
nLn apph®8 ,t0 th.® 6rBP® ; but we must train our fruit so as to get the greatest 
own » “m0?nt °f 8Un lf we want to 8ecure thebeat results. It is very difficult to lay 
*"ley r.u'e aa « summer pruning which another person can safely go by, so much 
pends on the variety of vine and the vigor of its growth. As a rule I grow my vines
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un the two arm system on a trellis about five feet high, and I allow them to grow per
fectly free until they get to about the top, about five feet high, when I pinch them in ; I 
never allow them to grow beyond the top of the vine. Then, as the laterals begin to 
break, I always pinch them back to one shoot, which I think enables the fruit to ripen 
properly. One of the great drawbacks here is the uncertainty of our season. Up till 
1881 we had no trouble in ripening any varieties, but since that until last year, which 
was like 1881, we had a succession of cold summers. To show the difference between 
years, I may say that Moore’s Early ripened with me last year, well colored, on the 28th 
August, and perfectly ripe on the 4th September. The year before that it was fully two 
weeks later, the 10th and 18th of September, and in 1886, when it was still colder, it was 
another week later. A very important question is what kind of grapes to grow. I have made 

abstract from my diary last year of the time grapes ripened. As I said before, Moore’s 
Early ripened on the 28th of August and the 4th of September. It is somewhat singular 
that the Brighton was quite ripe on the same date ; that the vines that had had all the 
sun I could give them ripened as early as Moore's Early. Adirondack, Rogers’ 3, Amber 
Queen and Eumelan were quite ripe on September 8th and 12th. That is last year’s 
experience, all ripened by September the 12th. In 1886 it was from the 25th of Sep
tember to the 1st of October before they all ripened. The previous year the great bulk 
of the grapes were green on October the 6th ; the only kinds that ripened at all being 
Moore’s Early, Rogers’ 3 and 9, Delaware, Martha and Brighton. It is a very difficult 
thing indeed to toll what kinds of grapes to grow here from any one year’s experience ; 
you must take the average of several years before you can have any idea. I have made 
here a list of the grape I have grown, those I consider the best, and those I have 
thrown out. Among the black grapes I put first Moore’s Early, I don’t say it is the best, 
but it is generally a most respectable grape. Bright t is a fair grape. A much better 
is Rogers' 4 or Wilder, which I have placed second ; I consider it a much better grape, 
and a fair bearer, and it ripens just a little before the Concord. It has this great 
advantage over the Concord—that it is fit to eat before it is ripe, which the Concord is 
not. Along with the Wilder is the Barry and one or two other of Rogers’ grapes, which 
are so much alike that I do not separate them. In my experience wo really have no 
thoroughly reliable third black ; all the others are so far behind that they are hardly 
entitled to be put in third place ; the Adirondack, I think, is the best. The Burnet 
mildewed this year, though it is the first time I had any trouble with them ; before that 
1 had a good opinion of them. There are a great many grapes I have not tried, among 
which is the Champion, which is a grape I don’t think it is right to grow ; it is corrupting 
the taste of the people who use grapes, and it is really doing mere harm than good. 
It is undesirable trash. The Hartford Prolific, too, I think is not worth growing. 
Othello I threw out after four years’ experience. I had some experience this 
year with the Eumelan ; I had a good crop, but it had no flavor to render it worth 
keeping at all. Of red grapes it is hard to decide which to have, there are so many 
good ones. The Brighton first. No grape is more complete than the Brighton, which 
is perfect in every way. It ripens with me in the first three or four days of Sep
tember, and there is no grape in my opinion which so nearly combines all the requisites 
for perfection as it does. 1 have had great success with Rogers’ 9 and 15. 15 is a
little late in ripening, but even if it does not ripen it is good and fit to use. There 
are a great many other grapes that have been successful ; Rogers’ 3 is a very good 
grape. .Delaware, I may say, I don’t think I will grow any more ; I had five vines 
last year, and got nothing at all off them. Ii is a small grape which the birds find it 
very easy to pick off and swallow.

A Member.—Put bags over it.
Mr. White.—I don’t think it worth it. Iona ripened early last summer, and if it 

would do so every summer would run even the Brighton a hard race. It never ripened 
with me, however, until last summer. Salem does very well here now, but Walter's 
ripens too late. The Amber Queen I fruited last year, several vines, and it is a very 
nice flavored grape, but you can’t get a decent shaped bunch, and for that reason 1 don’t 
think it is a grape likely to retain its place. Among green grapes the one I put first is 
not grown, I believe, in the west at all, the Chasselas de Fontainblenu ; it may mildew in
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*n unusually severe season, but it is worth growing if only for three or four a year. 
Tim next is a small grape for which Mr. Dempsey is responsible, the Dempsey 60 It is 
much superior to the Delaware here, and one that is generally acceptable; I know when 
fruits were in I would bring grapes that they would think were the best of the lot. The 
next is the Martha, which with me has done very well indeed, no mildew. The Pock- 
lmgton and Niagara will not ripen here. 1 do not grow Jessica myself, but I saw it last 
year, and I think it is quite useless to grow here. A grape I had considerable success with 
is the Autochon, it is a very handsome vine growing, and the bunch is very pretty. I 
think that is all on the subject. I may say that several of the grapes J have spoken of 
were the property of Mr. O Oonnoi.
„ Ji°un'.R' W. Scott (Ottawa).—My experience does not quite agree with that of 
Mr. Whyte, and I was considerably taken aback at hearing some of my favorites receive 
the castigation they did at his hands. One in particular is the little Delaware, upon 
which I have been growing fruit for twenty-five years and which has never failed to ripen 
and to ripen moreover with very large crops. If you give it the proper food and exposure,’ 
and proper treatment, I think it is a grape that will respond most vigorously. I have taken 
off » certa,.n vl"eT [orty Pounds of Delaware gripes at one time. During the time I have 
been growing it I have never, with the exception of one year, failed to realize a satisfactory 
crop. Besides the Delaware grape in this part of the country is very much superior to 
that grown in the western section. A few years ago when the association met here in 
the grape season some of the members came along to see these grapes growing in mv 
garden, and that observation was made by gentlemen from St. Catharines and other 
points in the west, that the fragrance was very much superior, that it was larger and 
very much finer than the Delaware under similar conditions in the western count™ I 
dare say many of the members have detected that where fruit will ripen and mature 
thoroughly in a colder climate it is superior to that of the warm climate. You take the 
apple of Montreal, grown on the north shore of the island, or of the Ottawa valley and 
those of the west, and you will find the fruit entirely different, one is not worthy to be 
considered, while the other is quite fragrant, and the most delicate that can be grown 
I have remarked that not in reference to the apple alone, but also the grape, and there
fore feel somewhat displeased at Mr. Whyte's cut at the Delaware. He finds difficulty 
in laying down the grapes year after year. I have Delawares which have been laid 
down steadily twenty-five years, and I certainly don't experience the same embarrassment • 
they are now old vines, and pretty stiff, yet they take up their position very readily They 
are allowed to fall of their own accord, and lie until the weather is closing in for the 
winter. Then the plough comes along on each side, and a ridge of earth is thrown up 
and in that way they are buried. Sometimes one may require a heavier covering, and a 
man follows the plough with a shovel, and completes the covering. I think it must be 
admitted that grapes treated in that way in northern latitudes yield much more abundantly 
than those further south which are not put down in the winter. I notice in reading 
United States horticultural papers that the question is frequently asked if the grape 
does not yield as liberally the year after if it has not been put down. The labour of 
putting down the vine is fully repaid the following season by the quantity of grapes 
produced. If I were selecting grapes for this part of the country, and were confined to 
one variety, I should certainly choose the Delaware ; of course it requires great care and 
many years it carries too much fruit, for whith you suffer the next by its absence. ’ The 
second grape I would take for profit in this part of the country, is the Bindley. Agawam 
of course is a very fine grape too ; I have been growing it a great many years, and it is a 
very fine keeper, which is the best of it. The Bindley is not as good a keeper as the 
Agawam ; I find they keep well up to Christmas or up to the beginning of February we 
have been using them. There is another grape which I regard as the best if it would 
ripen, but it does not. It is the Iona, which is equal to any grape in the world ; I do 
not know any hot-house grape finer or more delicate in flavor than the Iona ; even when 
unripe it is preferable to many other varieties of fruit. I have grown it many years, and 
though it does not always ripen it is, as I said, preferable in the unripe state. It is a 
very liberal bearer, and the vine is a very beautiful one, growing in festoons lovely in 
torm, and it always has an enormous crop. The vines bear too much, at least I have
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found that difficulty ; if the quantity of fruit ia reduced the green buds stand a much 
better cha.nce of ripening, and although it does not ripen perfectly every year I should 
be exceedingly sorry to cut down any of the vines I have. The other grapes I have are 
the Adirondack, which I have been growing about twenty years. It ripens fairly well 
with me, and is a fairly abundant bearer. I find Eumelan very salable, and it always 
ripens, and is a very good bearer. With the Brighton I have had only limited experi
ence ; Mr. 0 Connor has had much more experience than I have and he thinks very 
highly of it, and what I have seen of it myself has been of a most favorable character. 
The Diana will only ripen occasionally, though it is a very nice grape. The Rebecca is 
a very pretty and delicious white grape, and one that always ripens, but I would not ad
vise any. one to plant it. Moore’s Early I find a fairly good grape, but not as abundant 
a bearer as many other varieties. It always ripens. To our western friends, however, I 
am afraid we cannot give any very valuable hint, because the knowledge, not alone of 
grape growing, but of horticulture generally, is so much more widely diffused in the 
west than in the east. It is only of late years that fruit growing has been begun here, 
and at one time it was the general belief that very few fruits could be grown here 
successfully. However, I have experimented not only with grapes but with several other 
things, and I find this part of the country rather favorable than otherwise. I think the 
reference which has been made to agents is exceedingly pertinent, and I ;hink if some 
authority could see that no sales of fruit trees were made except to experienced persons 
it would be an immense boon. There has been great discouragement in this part of the 
country, were large numbers of trees, vines and shrubs of one kind or another, the re
fuse of various nurseries, have been disposed of, which were not in any way adapted to 
the requirements of this part of Canada. In consequence of this a very general opinion 
has been formed that the Ottawa region is not adapted for growing fruit. There are 
many very excellent varieties of apples, pears and other fruits which can be grown in the 
Ottawa Valley, but the difficulty is that people in ordering trees have gone in for too 
great a variety ; had they limited their orders to these particular varieties, there would 
have been no difficulty whatever in producing just as tine fruit, though not in as great 
variety, as in any other part of Canada, which I think the display on the table here 
will show.
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Mr. A. M. Smith.—How do you keep your grapes 1
Mr. Scott.—In cork dust—these grapes have been kept in cork dust. I have kept 

Jonas in very much better condition than any of those on the table until the month of 
March. This year, leaving them out in a cold shed, the frost came on too quickly and 
touched them all. As a rule I can keep the Delaware till Christmas ; we use the Dela
wares until Christmas, and then after that some other variety, keeping the Ionas until 
late in the spring. I have eaten Ionas which were perfection in the month of March. I 
may say that I don’t think there have been six days this year since August that grapes 
have not been on our table twice a daily. They were packed in barrels and boxes, 
covered with this cork dust in which the Malaga grapes are brought to Canada. I have 
the cork perfectly dry, and on a dry, sunny day put the grapes directly into the barrel, 
covering them with a layer of the cork dust, and then put in another layer of grapes and 
cover them with the cork dust and so on.

Mr. Mitchell (Innerkip).—I have never listened to any discussion on any subject 
from which I have learned more valuable facts than I have acquired from listening to the 
gentleman who has just finished speaking, and from Mr. Whyte, who preceded him. 
There is one point I would like to emphasize, which was taken by Mr. Whyte ; that is, 
that there is a proper balance between foliage and a healthy growth of a plant, 
not only with grapes, but in regard to everything else. I have experimented 
a great deal in that direction myself, and I find that the foliage of a plant is 
just as necessary to its healthy existence as the root ; if you take too much foliage off 
the roots decay. Mr. Whyte mentioned the Worden, but said that he had not much 
experience with it. Of course I am not from the Ottawa valley, but I come from a 
pretty cold climate, and I have been fruiting the Worden for several years, and I have 
been recommending it to all my friends, and as the climate where I live is something • 
like yours, I can recommend it here, almost beyond any other grape that is grown. It
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Mr. O’Connor (Ottawa! _T L7Pt 1“l® very nece8sary in a good grape.
My system of cultivation is very much ^s (kscribe^ 8/0wing RraPes-
about five feet high and f i»rnw cribed by Mr. Whyte. My trellises
venient as any method with which I anTac0*1 • * jW° “rm system, which I find as con- 
vines it is the most convenient we can adont"^!^’ “d *h“t .the layin8 down of the 
in the manner which has been described allowing *?B&Td Pruning, I prune very much 
and after that I prune up above that and g Vm6 t0 Tto the toP °f the trellis, 
though I quite agree with the gtntfeZn wSV™7 7™ ” 1688 °f the lateral ^ots, 
taking away too many of the^eaves Evident fh°kr “ regarf to the of
purpose, and it is a mistake to remove th lden*[y the leaves are there for some good 
not ripen satisfactorily. In regard to sunlk-ht d‘ ^he,fru,t 18 bared to the sun ; it does 
there is any shade. When I Started J-8h.ud SThade’ «raPPS wil1 not do at all where

able to have more^tha/five or rix hZZ ?fV77 1 d° not think itia desir- 
Mr. Scott that the Delaware is a Verv aZral^ £6. 1 have to agree with
credited ; it is a grape however which „ '’ choioe bttle grape, and not to be dis-
a good deal more care than with other vmes^l 71 careful cultureTyou have to take 
delicious. Of the Brighton I snnnnee r i, ’ ,Ut ?k Pays’. because its flavour is very 
excellent grape a verv ahundanfi |L have about -.00 vines. It is no doubt a very
of years with me, and U bears a verv larve b^ 77 ^ *‘aS l,orne now for a number 
rich flavour. It is also a »r»ne V- l” • UnC * °k kruit' and the grapes have a very Brightens and Delawaies ripened eariv-th?6"8 early" Tl™ year all my
9th of September, and I don’t think thev have 7 8alnP,es of them here picked on the 
their flavor is just as good as the dav thev ' °8- ,B 8reat deal of their flavor. I think 
not think keeps its flavor as well for a lengthÇîcked’ expept the Brighton, which I do
sugar the Brighton turn” more into water8 A***?rn more int°
hcent grape. There is no doubt tb»t•. „ . 6 ®r‘ghton the Lindley is a magni-

so pleased with it Zt r • generally ripens and gives a very fine bunch I
■Rogers’ 15is a fine grape. With regard to Moo 77 î°u-m°re vines thia spring, 
lit comes after the Champion The Chamninn iJrh * 1 tblnk among8t black grapes
■ with Mr. Whyte that it^ught Vo b^cutTut of al.Z" 8T Z"8’ and 1 <luitp agree 
| market very early in the sDrinv and „ , , ‘ a vineyards , because it goes on the
la.,,'. 2£g„‘p f; ril ZB.: il u,“ ■"*«”*“ «“* ‘i.yI that all black and red grar.es sroJnn th! « f “ ‘“Pressions, for many of them think 
I price the Champion is really worth noth; 8l?e ,Vne’ and ar.e a,I °f the same kind. In Best price of any grape that is sold A iiH “ ’ ?"d yet ?* generally brings the very 
Fteen or six^ WordensTaring ?ef.tioned the Worden. I have
Bv°rden is one of the finest black grapes that we halT t^,.tl.mony to.aI1 be 8ay<>. that the 
■Concord ; it is larger has a magnificent hi 7 7 18 a good deal better than the

or nîhinft^Tthoïhi-’iwoulTputVo 'Z ',T ^ ^ and they were selling

‘ot keep at all. I haveput up a variety P0f the black'1 B'ack ^pes wifi
teep, there is no use in trying them at all • thev f 'l ,8!"apes’ and they have all failed to 
ban a month. I put fifteen hnnd-d 7 t d to ? very short time-not more 
diich have kept very fairly First I put in ! ‘i? my cellar last September,
aildewed and had to7 be thrown out Pfi£t h, V J ^ Whicb 8,1 failed, all•*"1 - - «w- >• -Ms ttsi&sfjseg' kr£
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thiee best keepers, 1 think, are the Lindley, Rogers’ 15 and the Brighton. There ia no 
secret in keeping grapes. All I did last year was, we picked, and got a lot of little 
paper boxes such as you get in stores, where they are very happy to get rid of them, and 
placed the grapes in. them and put them into a cool cellar. The boxes you see on the 
table are the identical ones in which they were placed, and they have remained undis
turbed in those boxes since the 9th of September until I took them out this morning. I 
put in 1,300 lbs. of the red grapes, and they have kept remarkably well. During the 
last five months we have had them every day, three times a day for a large family, 
besides a lot I have given away. Mr. Scott has gone to the trouble of packing in cork 
dust, uhich is very troublesome. I went to that trouble once and it did not succeed, and 
I then thought I would adopt my present method. The whole secret is to keep your 
grapes in a cold place, as cold as you like, as long as it does not freeze. I find that grapes 
I lia\ ii had up from the cellar and in the room for twenty-four hours seem to wilt and 
shrivel up. But keep them in a cool place and they will he in the same condition you 
see them here For red grapes I say the Delaware, Brighton and Lindley and the 
Kogeis lu, and of the black grapes I know none that gives more satisfaction for a 
general grape than the Worden. %

A Member.—Do you think it beats the Concord Î 
Mr. O’Connor.—Well, 

belter bearer. It is a little
do. The Worden is more reliable, and in my opinion a 
•ger grape, and has a most magnificent bloom, and a very

nice flavor.
Mr. Brome.—How does the Worden compare with Moore’s Early ?
M r. 0 Connor. I don’t think it coinpares with Moore’s Early which comes in very 
after the Champion. Moore’s Early ripened in August this year, I did not keep 

truck of the precise day, but very early indeed. I don’t think the Worden would ripen 
at that period, but I think it ripens sufficiently early to be a verv satisfactory grape if 
there is any reasonable weather at all. What we are most afraid of is the first week in 
September there will come a frost, and the temperature drop down in one night. If you 
can only get over that it is all right.

Mr. Mosgrove (Ottawa).—When I came here "to-day I certainly did not expect 
to address this meeting, because I am a novice in fruit growing compared with so many 
here. 1 took up grape growing, like my friend, Mr. O’Connor, first for nleasure, and at 
the present time 1 have some eight acres covered with vines. I knew nothing about it ; 
1 had to trust altogether to the experience of others—to purchase intelligence. I must 
say that 1 did not find it by any means as advantageous as I could desire. The first 
difficulty I had was that every man I got to plant my vines planted them on the principle 
that they required all the sun and air possible, and for that reason planted them near the 
surface. Two or three years showed me that that was a mistake, and we had to plant 
them from ten to thirteen inches in depth. I may say I have lost a thousand vines a 
year, and all attributable to the fact that they were not planted sufficiently deep, The 
next trouble was the training. I adopted the course which I have seen described as the 
two arm system. The difficulty with that is laying down, and in that respect you have 
to improve upon the system. I find that instead of having the stem coming up, and 
then your two vines branching out each way from there, you have to start them, as it 
were, from the ground. You have to start the vine from the ground, not above the 
ground, so that when you lay them down they can lie flat on the ground without injuring 
the vine. Upon this point I have made what I may call a discovery ; I have found the 
practical utility of doing this. In laying down the vine my man makes with a hoe a pit 
three or four inches deep, and puts the vine in the bottom of that pit, and then after that 
they lay them down and peg them there. I find that when this course is adopted it lias 
two results. In the first place you get them so much lower, so much more covering upon 
them with a less quantity of earth ; and secondly, when they are pegged there they 
remain firmly fixed, instead of springing up, as they do when laid upon the surface. 
That being done we put the plough in, and plough about four inches in depth right up on 
the vine, in such a manner that the man following with a wide hoe can cover them up 
very quickly. I find that one of the great objects in connection with keeping the vine 
here is to keep the snow on the ground. I have this year adopted a course which I do
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not know how it will work. The first thing we used to do was to cut away the vines

£ Hp'P it-fawrjsax*
have adopted the Riparian family for this northern climate. I think if we^ want to

S”ne TthinkSthPr W|| T"' ‘“fi! T WTTd grape’ and Propagate from that, or get a ZTtV h k ,W'!1 be profitable. Upon my location I know nothing about
It rrirr1 h,*d asm8leSraPe kilIed with frost. They have all ripened with 
It may be that my location is favorable in that as in other respects. Mr. Hillborn

Thev gr°Unds laSî yea,r’ and 1 showed him some of my Elviras growing there. 

« good deaU R k"Pe * 7 ** the °oncord- The grape colors and ripens earlierNow alien m ^ t t™ "T grape' The Elvira- ot =ourse, is a white wine grape,
f 7; ab"Ut ™anu"ngk Up to this last year I have used barnyard manure. Last fall
fieri unnren!',y/-f ' a"dJ 7™ UMd, 80me of this phosphate from the mines down 
in the ZoX l ]he, mer,cantll° sense, but ground very fine, and this year I have got
hat I mixed UsÎmI °f atboU8and hu9hcla of ashes, and I think two tons and a half of 

that 1 mixed last fall. I intend to put some thirty to forty bushels per acre of this on

7T;S■'T'-72i1”“»r [»«' 2, ,.7,
■■ tl*t hm *■ ““ *"» -*«• -

experto1c?weEhavADth"(?tHWa)'-1 haV6 had “ little experience, and we find the more 
<Zmmnn w h° h6***1- graPes we get. A* one time we were glad to get the
Moor^ Earlt nri9We 8 far 8uPe[ior gra!«*. The best grape we can get, I think, is 
llavor of the Onneo d V6ry g°°d k,?e(>’ and comes m early, and it has very much the 
ence of the 8k?n 5 P° rfi™ hard‘y T fr0m the other except by a little differ- 
frost Then hA n ° 18 an eX,C,ellent bearer- and comes in late, and it will stand
Ehton Thl A ar-0 18 an eX?llen,t graPe a"d a very good bearer, and so is the 
4 rfther f„Ahira.r 18 very g°od> ,an.d we are getting some more, but we find Rogers’
1 . Fbt r°r this climate, though it is an excellent grape. Rogers’ 3 is very excel-
„n i 1 rlPens- ^ ou have to keep the Brighton down, but if you can get it right it is a 
is a graP° i beve had Chasselas de Fontainebleau, a very large variety of grape - it

h*'- * «' --iii-i. «... -hi„h81 °„ m ;
raise°fruit11 theT’ ?d ^ t.ryl.ng to rear new graPes in the climate, for I think if you
from othl na L l l6 W 6 7 !° be gr0wn- U is better than that which is brought 

m other parts. I have one that ripens as early nearly as Moore’s Karlv it is «
try good bearer and has an excellent flavor, and if I have anything like good weather

'"if “P The Niagara is Z, bZiag ti h.Zïé
,Î71, ,irir' th“«1 * it I„„, if

year. 8 ‘ P ’ of the be8t 7°“ can have, but you can’t depend upon it every
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Mr. Buokb.—I would like to hear from 
and Labrusca.
liknWPtr0fe880r ^AC0VN —1 think thoae varieties raised from the Riparia are far more 
it all butTe^ m-,Pening1arlyinCanada- The labrusca does nit grow nature^ 
beliAv Xh * R'Puarla grOWS down on the Isle of Orleans and in the North-West and 1

îzrts :m r «»> ».«l7 bâfrai„ apes Here. 1 may say that twenty-seven years ago I sounded a trumoet note in

» iïl°Trïf wh;V ‘Sd ■“»>•> ,h“ 2

Professor Macoun in regard to the Riparia
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vine in Canada akin to the Labrusca except just one along the Niagara frontier, which 
comes near it.

Mr. Whyte.—I quite admit that the Delaware is a nice, sweet grape, and I would 
grow it if it would ripen. In regard to what Mr. Scott has said about the crop, it is 
quite new for me to hear of forty pounds having been taken off the Delaware here. Mr. 
Smith, a large and successful grower, told me he thought he had a large crop when he 
got eight pounds. I am not satisfied with eight pounds. I quite agree with what Mr. 
Scott says as to the grapes here having a better flavor than those of the same variety 
when grown west. Last year 1 used to buy all my grapes, and bought from the west,, 
and I am satisfied that our Lindley and Delaware are better grapes than those grown in 
a warmer climate. In regard to what Mr. Mosgrove says about deep planting, I 
satisfied that four or five inches is deep enough—in an ordinary farm four or five inches 
is amply deep. When I spoke of the two arm system, I took it for granted they would 
branch at the ground, as I always endeavor to get them to do.

Mr. Scott.—The grape vine I spoke of stood by itself ; it was a shade for a summer 
house and had the summer house to run over, so it had ample opportunity for getting both 
light and air.
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THE BEST AND HARDIEST SHRUBS FOR THE LAWN IN THE 
NORTHERN LATITUDES.

James Fletcher, F.R.S.C.,F.L.S., read the following paper :
In introducing the subject which has been allotted to me to-day, I shall take the- 

opportunity of drawing your attention to some of the most valuable, from a horticultural 
standpoint, of our indigenous shrubs. In this way, I believe, I shall serve a more useru I 
end than if I were to speak of many of the ornamental introduced shrubs which are in 
general cultivation, and which are probably just as well known to most of you as they 
to myself. Of course, there are many new shrubs being constantly introduced by nursery- 

from different parts of the world ; but the number which may be advantageously 
grown in the northern parts of Canada is as yet small. Probably the northern parts of 
Russia will prove the most fruitful districts from which useful shrubs will be introduced 
into Canada. Many have already been brought over, and no doubt before long others will 
be added to the number.

In the meantime, however, and without going to the expense necessary in obtaining 
plants from so great a distance, I believe we have in our native floral stores of wealth 
for the horticulturist as yet hardly touched and very little appreciated. This, too, of 
nature exactly suited to our severe winters, and many of them equally beautiful with the 
most ornamental shrubs yet introduced.

On the present occasion, when speaking of shrubs, I shall use the word in the way 
it is generally understood by gardeners, viz., as a small tree, and not in its restricted 
botanical sense. With the gardener, a shrub is a small woody stemmed plant, whether it 
have one or many stems springing from the ground, and in this list are included the 
yonng plants of many of our forest trees—until they attain too large a size. Indeed it is 
amongst our evergreen forest trees, when they are young, that we find some of our best 
ornamental shrubs for the lawn.

Perhaps the most convenient way to consider our subject will be to take a glance 
over the natural orders as they are botanically arranged.

In the Crowfoot family (Banunculaceœ) we find very few ligneous plants ; but men
tion must be made of the three Virgin’s-bowers (Clematis verticillaris) with its large mauve 
flowers, is a lovely object in rocky woods, where it climbs over low bushes and hangs out 
its delicate bells in the month of May. C. ligutlici/olia, the Lovage-leaved and C. Ftr- 
giniana, the Virginian Virgin’s-bowers are useful for their profusion of white flowers, 
followed by garlands of beautiful silky seeds.

The Canadian Moonseed ( Menispermum Canademe), is a woody creeper of great 
beauty and well worthy of much more extensive cultivation as a trellis plant. Its large
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Of the Barberries, the Oregon Grapes (Mahonia aqui/olia 
most “seiul, as well from their striking foliage, flowers ' 
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growth is too straggly for a lawn plant ^ (Xanthoxylwm Americanum), but the

of "‘t ,t
mg shrub and easily cultivated. The varieiv /r.vJv/'fr' ' ^oronioiica) is a charm-
smaller leaves, but is equally beautiful. This an • • North-West has rather
United States as an ornament on railway emba^kmentT “rgely cultivated in the

vi,'“. X'ihs
to” ,be

to the lawn. Rkamnns aURolius of Eastern^^ Ôanadît 1717^«able acquisitions 
western Rhamnus purshiana too soon assumes its «V I , °f swamP3 a»d the 
Jersey teas (Canothus) frequently recommend^ I a"b°reScent form' Even the N... 
for lawn culture. The grolth is too stragS ’ d thl^^r *° T t0 be wel1 suited 
which requires cutting away. When we"have if aways too much dead wood
their place can always be better filled The best is enTX/u^-bearing shrubs, I think 

Amongst the Celastraceœ, besides the species oflîontm 7 Ch°^anu*o{ the west, 
enough for northern latitudes, we have two worth v of s’ 7Ch Scarcely hardy 
work (C. scandens), with its beautiful srarlef h "V ° SPj n ™entlon» the climbing Wax- 
box-like shrub found in the mountains of Britis^Colutubia^^r^r^'”3'’'''*”'^’ 6 sma11 
fusion of small shining leaves. ThU would I LliJ f ’ sl^er twigs and a pro- 
the European Box (Buxus sempe,-virens) so extensively’usX8\g0WdérptntUb8titUte f°r 

Of the Maples a ew may be grown as lawn shrubs. P'^'

smooth LiXS^n^iteirdr'rirs Lizlight ^ ^- pecies which may be mentioned, but which are nerhan! i 7 »? a great favorite. Other
the spiked or mountain maple better suited for the shrubbery

ssas&Sui
seldom forms an ornamental shrub. Of the extensive P„l=0 t ome Ullage; but it
remarkably few indigenous species whlh ln f ? fa™' y (Leguminosœ) we have 
The only three whichTeJSyZigentsTeloLTtVl U8efU' °rnament8 to ‘he lawn . ■ 
known by the English name of L^ad bush on ho.8®nus amorpha. These are only 
Their fine foliage,” con,pact habit of growth Ld cnnrr "''"I ^ 8re 
objects of considerable interest, A caLscens and U III?floresenco render them
and A. rnacrophylla has beeX collect there wfth 217 * have^““d Manitoba 

1 however there is a dearth of shubbery plante amonl ÎL , 8 >y 7" Mac°un. If
more than made up in the next orde7the Cac“* gHere 7 deficiency is

| the best of which for the lawn is the common Xt, ^ cherries ( Z>ronue)
J growth and bearing a profusion of whL “acemes ? lî 7 of close

bernes. The western bfack-cherry (P. demissa) whichby heffy clu8ters of red- 
serotina but is more like P. Virqlniana in its habit f muc^.rambles the eastern P.

.th.v ri„ „ ;zs Zou^tVLgmAiv r d“i?bï' Tl”vanica) when young and for a few years is i mnsfU. f 1 ® blr® cherry (P. Penmyl-
garden. Almost five years fron/the seed it form.7 f“ BD<1 beautlfu °mament to the 

I slender stem of bright color and with a large bushv h 'a^ symmetrical small tree with
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cherries, renders it still a conspicuous object. This thing of beauty however is not a joy 
for ever, it has the disadvantage of growing too rapidly and by the end of another five 
years has become too large for ordinary lawns. This of course may be remedied to a cer-

tal“ Closely allied to the cherries is the British Columbian shrub Nuttallia cerati/ormhe 
with light green aromatic foliage and bearing berries of great beauty. The pendant 
racemes of greenish white flowers are followed by bunches of large cherry-like berries 
which when half ripe are of a very pretty waxy-white with pink cheeks, when fully ripe 
however they are deep purplish-black. I have not tried this yet at Ottawa, but am 
under the impression it would succeed.

Following the cherries, we have the meadow-sweets (Spirant) all of which are use
ful. By far the most beautiful of our native species is the British Columbian S. discolor 

ariœfolia called in Vancouver Island “iron wood ” from its hard and heavy wood. 
This is a magnificent shrub and varies greatly in size. In the woodson Vancouver 

Island bushes fifteen feet in height may be found, while on the bare rocks small plants, 
occur not a foot in height but covered with the large feathery masses of blossom which 
last from May to July. The two Hard-hacks 8. tomentosa and S. Douglasii are already 
much cultivated in Europe as ornamental shrubs. Another pretty shrub, whether m 
flower or fruit, is the Nine-bark Neillia opulifolica which has been separated from the 
true spiræas. It closely resembles its Russian representative known as Spirœa amurensi«. 
Of the Raspberries (Rubi) almost the only one worth growing as an ornamental shrub is 
the British Columbian {It. spectabilis). I believe this plant might be made use of in 
hybridising. The fruit is large and luscious ; but has a peculiar astringency, a little ot 
which might make some of our cultivated varieties even more agreeable to some 
palates. The red and white flowered scented raspberries (Rubus odoratus and R. 
Nutkàmis) which have large showy flowers like single roses and broad leaves, may be 
used to advantage in shrubberrics. ..

Our native roses are none of them suitable for separate cultivation on lawns.
A northern representative of this natural order and one well worthy of our atten

tion is the Shrubby inquefoil (PotentillaJruticosa). It is a plant of wide range, the 
specimen exhibited having been collected in Alaska. Its compact habit of growth and 
large conspicuous golden flowers make it very desirable.

In large gardens a few small trees of our native hawthorns may be grown with 
pleasing effect In the west we have black-fruited species and in the east those with 
scarlet haws iiere is also a yellow fruited variety in western Ontario.

In the genus Pirus wa have our native crabs and the mountain ash, also the choke- 
berry, (/’ irbutifolia) which grows naturally in swamps; but like many other of our 
bog planus will grow almost as well, and certainly flower better on dry ground in north
ern districts. Of the June berries, the dwarf variety oblongijolia of Amslanchter 
Canadensis would probably be the most useful on the lawn ; but the most important 
member of this family is the celebrated Saskatoon berry of the west. The showy flowers 
are followed by a profusion of intensely sweet berries which are collected to large 
quantities by the Indians and were one of the important factors in making their berry 
pemmican. This shrub I am sure might advantageously be cultivated as a fruit for the 
market.
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find some of our mostAmongst the native gooseberries and their allies we 
attractive ornamental flowering shrubs. I will draw special attention to the old- 
fashioned flowering cunrant, a native of British Columbia (R. sanguineum), the white- 
flowered black currant (R. I/udsonianum) and the golden-flowered black currant 
(R. annum) sometimes called the Missouri currant. Moreover all of these bear fruit ot 
economic importance and a seedling from the last, is the lately introduced Crandell 
black currant now receiving so much attention. Allied to the above we have from 
British Columbia tho beautiful shrub known in gardens as “ Syringa,” (Philadelphia 
Lewisii.) This well known and much admired shrub of our gardens is a most 
conspicuous ornament of the deep canons and rocky defiles as the traveller follows 
the racing Fraser River up into the interior of British Columbia. Mr. A. J. Hill 
writing from a point a few miles above Yale, B. 0., in June, 1880, thus reters to this
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ao lavish is nature of “he?'floral" gifts here*” now wl,ite *ith fragrant “Syringa,”
are found, but nowhere in the same abundance «luTr Island occasionally bushes 
are produced in the greatest profusion bv far nut u? • 6 Tra?er ^iver* The flowers 
the slender branchlets witl/their weight r°utnumbenngthe leaves, actuaHy bending 
perfume. P. Gordon/anus is also fouLd in th. ^ t with ^eir delicious
x- *>-“ - a-iiiîises rort“‘Lcbw
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Without actually seeing it in a state of Mh,r r “ * trees for our present subject, this latter tree, ^One llrge ?nvoltrtto fKr COkmprehend tho magnificence of
branchlet. The showy ^white netaloid nL er “ borne at the tip of each little
diameter, and when fully maturedParc of a snowvwhit”6 80t^ltlm6S °V6r S‘X inche,i in
on mountain sides in many localities on Vancouver Island ^ T gr°WS L" woo,lsand 
It forms a tree from 40 to 60 feet in height ,11 ,1, ' 8 w.e11 as on the mainland, 
branches. Hardly less beautiful is it i„ tl 8 1’ remai"k|lble for its slender trunk and 
have token the place of the flowers At theUhUmn w,he"cluster8 of bright scarlet berries 
V. I., are groves of the Oiant cedaT an^ Doulln»8^ °f JI?Unt. Finlays°n. near Victoria^ 

than 300 feet from the ground. The trunklrnn 1,11 'C ’ II86 tbeir lofty heads more 
for more than 100 feet and in the dim linht i UluP ? ear °f branches like vast columns 
greatest perfection, sprèadbi out ito many slenl h the8°S|ants the dogwood reaches its 
wealth of white flowers which gleam like silver ^Tb^68 Î” a« di"'eCtion8- bearinS thcir
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■ m afd lh.°SrowknkT(lhè"Ld°7i, pl«nlc.

tsaatsa^sr^ ««ffiffiaaagafiç-i-h ,l=.p pe,„ l»,„ Z pt™ll B.""h S" t:l“tlc 10 ll“
may be used on the outside of shrubberies Of rhü f Honeya,uc/kle. (Diervilla tri/ida) 
useful. ( Viburnum opulus) the Hitrh hnah t 1 rrow-woods ( Viburnum) many are

''”'"mVi‘,?l,"rt7,*,d‘heHobble b"‘Ml'■ t.MamOL)'*™™ ° bettut7 “re (P.

r**. swiissfx -»>» -flowers, although very pretty, soon lose their freshness. roUnd °f Cr®Bmy white

to the Heath®family*0 8hnibber-v Pla“ts, till we come

plants for the horticulturist. I will ’mention some of thoüTh c°ntai“1“« “any valuable 
awns. Amongst the Blue-berries ( Vaccinium) few are worth vnf 8U‘tel f°r growing on 
(V torymbosum) has been highly recommended The f, °Ur attentlon> although
low shrub. For growing in a shrubbery beneath other ni V‘ ova(um makes a pretty
the deliciously scented Eastern May Flower £?t\fcw are)more desirable than
Pacific (GaultKeria dation). Pretty comnaVt^T B“d the “ Sal-lal " of the
where not too dry are the Leather-leaf (Cassandra'*™/ * /cb may b” grown on a lawn
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Fraser River, in British Columbia. The large rose-purple corollas, blotched and spotted 
inside with green, are produced in rich clusters at the tips of the branches before the new 
leaves of the year appear. The shrub attains to a height of six or eight feet, and has 
long been grown in Europe as an ornament for parks and gardens. This species and 
R. catawbiense, also found on the Pacific coast, have been largely used in cultivation for 
hybridizing with Indian and other species. Another kind of these handsome shrubs, R.

ophyllnm, Dow, almost as showy as R. californicum, also occurs in the cascades I 
or coast range of British Columbia. R. maximum was formerly found in Nova Scotia ■ 
and western Ontario, but it is to be feared is now extinct in both of those localities;

The Canadian Rose Bay (R. rhodora) is found in enormous abundance in the Lower I 
Provinces and is a beautiful object. This belongs to the deciduous division of the genus. 1 
Closely allied with the Rose Bay are the two species of Labrador Tea (Ledum). L 
palustre is only found in the far north, but L. lalifolium, much the more beautiful of the I 
two, grows in all our swamps from Newfoundland to British Columbia.

Of the Aqui/oliaccœ, or Holly family, we have two representatives worthy of mention. I 
The Mountain Holly (Nemopanthes Canadensis) is a deciduous shrub growing in swamps, 1 
but bears transplanting very well. The foliage is light, and the berries, when freely I 
produced, have a fine effect. I wish, however, to draw special attention to the Canadian I 
holly (Ilex verticillala) as a desirable lawn shrub. Unlike the European plant so 1 
well known as “ holly,” our native species loses its leaves in autumn ; but the branches B 
bear a rich provision of beautiful scarlet berries, which may be preserved with ease, and B 
answer the same purpose for Christmas decorations. This shrub is little cultivated, but | 
is deserving of much more general atte
would give promise of success in this locality, the Sassafras (S. officinale) and the Spice 
Bush (Lindera benzoin), not proving hardy enough to stand our winters. Of the 
Thymeleaceit, the order which embraces the scented Daphnes of other climes, we have 
only one native species, the Moose Wood (Dirca palustris). In nature this forms a low, 
straggling bush, found in damp woods ; but when planted separately in the open it makes 
a very pretty bush. The leaves are large, and the delicate color of the foliage renders it 
useful for mixing with other shrubs. Daphne mezereum has become naturalized in 
some localities, and is gradually spreading, possibly through the agency of berry-eating 
birds.
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one day and 
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useful as wtFollowing this order, we come to the Elœagnaceœ, low shrubs, remarkable for a I 

beautiful development of stellate and pellate hairs on the leaves. Elceaqnus argentea, the H he thought i 
Silver-bush or Buffalo-berry of the North-West plains, grows easily and bears thick clusters H un*il July.
of highly perfumed yellow flowers, followed by large silvery berries. Shepherdia argentea, H Mr. Fl
although not bearing such fine foliage as the last named, is a more beautiful bush by* Mr. Cai
reason of its scarlet berries, like red currants. Many a traveller in the North-West, ■ Mr. Fl:
before the time of railways, has blessed this bush for its acid fruit, a pleasant change ofH Mr. Cai
diet after living for months on pemmican. Shepherdia Canadensis is also a pleasing* Mr. Fl
shrub which extends to the Pacific coast, where the Indians call it “ soap-oolalic,” andH referred to. 
make a beverage from the berries by beating them up in water.

There are a few others of the deciduous shrubs which call for our notice. Of the cup«■ 
liferas, one or two of the oaks may be grown as shrubs for a few years. Our hazels are 
scarcely ornamental enough to take the place of the easily procured cultivated varieties,

The Iron wood (Ostrya Virginica) and the “ Blue Beech,” or American Hom l 
beam (Carpinus Americana) are useful from their slow growth and symmetrical form.
The Sweet-fern (Myrica asplenifolia) is a graceful lone shrub with leaves at first sight 
more like those of a fern than a woody plant. This is being also used with Rhus aromat i 
ira as an ornament on railway embankments in the United States.

Of the birches, all of the dwarf forms are useful, and small plants of the arbore-l 
scent forms make a pleasing variety. I do not consider that any of our native willowil 
are worthy of a place on the lawn, unless a collection is desired.

This brings to a close our list of deciduous woody plants.
We must, however, make a brief allusion to some of the coniferce, which play sol 

important a part as “ shrubs ” in landscape gardening.
Of the true pines (Pinus), few exceed ill beauty our common Red (P. resinosa) andl
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For general appearance and also for its hardihood in enduring all circumstances few 
almoCstmaPny:oü ^ ** ^ ^ White ^ occidental) wMch thrive il
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, ‘he tw° Hemlocks(Tsuga Canadensis and Mertensiana) we have probably our most

different species of Abies are short-lived and rather stiff in appearance • hnt^h r* 1 

trees of A. balsamea and A. grandis) the Balsam Firs are frequently seen.

ïrLTite "" «* jt •*”£22 ».°™ S'”™ ‘/••■‘ban when gro.tog in their Lliv. .^.[T ’ ^
th^h JTi°n'nb^t0îhank ™y friend prof- Macoun, for his kindness in lending 
the beautiful collection of specimens I have exhibited to-day, and without which f 

fear, this paper would have been of little interest. 7 “0 * “ 1
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,. Mr. Gaston—of Craighurst.—Can Mr. Fletcher tell me anything about a little «hr,,h 
which I have seen between Port Arthur and Lake Superior. I ^t off the ra n theî
WlT 8BW th,6 b,eTe\nThey W6re 0f a PurP'e <:ol°r> and when l tastedonheml 
found they were splendid. They were about the size of a grape and the foliacé nf the 
shrub was very much like that of the snow-drop. 1 thought^ would ^
useful as well as an ornamental shrub. I asked one person what he thought it was Tnd

“ W“ * ,U” be"7' 1 d“'‘ «he b.r-7 St bS S

Mr. Fletcher.—Was it a blue berry ?
Mr. Caston.—Bluish purple.
Mr. Fletcher.—Did it have seeds 1
Mr' FWrnn-Yer ‘l^86/8 [ this Bhrub was about four &>et and a half high, referred tl 1 Sh°U^ thtok “ W°Uld b® °ne of the June ^rries / have
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HARDY ROSES FOR OUTDOOR CULTIVATION IN THE COLD NORTH.

Mrs. A. A. Wright, of Renfrew, read the following paper on this subject •

-5*L“JdZ*5S?5d."h"' “ 10 “b

amateur has ever made a special trip to Russia or other hieh l»*:* j .entnu8lastic 
“ never-faüs,-' or “ ironclads," and we are oblighed to content ourselves withprX^t/ °f 
of skilled growers and hybridists of America, England and France. P *
and tt a™ateur who contemplates the beautifying of the garden with a bed of beautiful 

d attractive roses—roses that are to remain in their respective positions during the
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entire season—naturally turns in those missionary pamphlets (illustrated catalogues) o^ 
the florist to the column headed “ Hybrid Perpétuais,” as here the amateur is told, is the 
list of the hardy varieties, suitable to out-door cultivation. And now comes the first 
liability to mistake, the name “ perpetual ” being altogether misleading, in fact it always 
reminds me of that amusing story told by Mark Twain, entitled •• A Touching Anecdote 
of George Washington,” in which the chief feature is that the name of George Wash
ington is not once mentioned.

So with hybrid perpetual roses, there is nothing perpetual about them, except it be 
that some of them, like my Francois Michelon, are perpetual rampant growers, and also 
like some of our good temperance men, perpetual abstainers. For so far as this variety 
is concerned, I have not yet obtained a single bud or blossom, although it is the most 
vigorous grower in the garden. But to return now to varieties. Although the hybrid 
perpétuais are not constant bloomers, they should all bloom freely in the early summer 
and supply us with a limited number of flowers later in the season. And as it is on this 
class that we in the north mainly depend, I will give the names of a few, that with us 
have been the most successful. Of cousre, we have to protect them carefully with leaves, 
straw, earth, or some such material.

In the light varieties first for us comes “MadamePlantier,” pure white, medium size, 
profuse bloomer early in the season, very hardy and vigorous.

Coquette des Alps, medium size, very full, a desirable white rose. In pink we 
have La France, the most beautiful of all roses, silvery rose, changing to pink, very large, 
tea scented, a continuous bloomer ; it is a hybrid tea, not quite so hardy as the perpétuais. 
Paul Neyron, deep rose, very full, perhaps the largest variety known. American Beauty, 
large, beautiful form, very double ; color, a deep rich rose, sweet scented.

° The Old Province should never be omitted from any list of northern roses, full and 
fragrant, a vigorous grower.

In dark varieties we have General Jacqueminot, brilliant crimson, large, fragrant, 
very hardy. Alfred Colomb, crimson, very large, extremely fragrant, one of the most 
useful for general cultivation, and one of the hardiest. Marie Baumann, very bright 
crimson, large, full of exquisite form, very fragrant ; it should be given a favored posi
tion. In yellow we have Persian Yellow, bright yellow, nearly full, well formed. Harri
son’s Yellow, golden yellow, medium size, semi-double, a freer bloomer than Persian 
Yellow.

All the moss roses we have tried, are hardy, viz.: Perpetual White, Crested Moss 
and Pink Moss. In climbers—Queen of the Prairies, rosy-red, large, doublé, scented ; 
Gem of the Prairies, rosy-red, sometimes blotched with white, large flat flowers, slightly 
fragrant ; Baltimore Belle, pure white when fully opened, hardy and vigorous. In the 
Polyantha class we have not as yet found any sufficiently hardy for out-door wintering.

In this list I have tried to give distinct varieties both in form and color. They are 
all beautiful and worthy of a place in every garden.

Mr. Mitchbll.—I do not know that I can add anything on this subject which will 
add anything to the impression already produced by the able paper we have just heard 
read, but I will just make a remark or two upon it. I have been very glad since we have 
been here to noté the presence in the room of several ladies, for we are very glad to have 
the ladies on our side, and to have them to take an interest in these matters, and I can only 
say I am very sorry Mrs. Wright did not read her paper herself. In regard to the 
Francois Michelon, a rose which I heard depreciated to a certain extent, with all due 
deference to the lady and the paper we have just heard read I must say that I think the 
Francois Michelon must have been purchased as a continuous bloomer from one of those 
agents or nurserymen who are not very particular, because with me it has been a most 
continuous bloomer. The worst fault I have with it is that it is hard to propagate, and 
it is a poor grower, but it is a first-class rose, and a continuous bloomer. As to the 
other roses mentioned I can corroborate everything that has been said. Paul Neyron is 
perhaps after all the very best rose we have. The American Beauty which was men
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where the ground is particularly dry I have succeeded in carrying through tea roses by 
covering them with six or seven inches of earth, and then covering sods over the top. I 
have found that succeed pretty well. But all the hybrid perpétuais can be brought 
through without any difficulty.

Mr. Hamilton.—I would like to call attention to two roses, one brought out from 
Russia, and the other from Japon. I have got both of them. One of these roses is the 
double Japan dog rose ; it grows about four feet high, and is even hardier than the old 
cabbage rose. It requires no laying down1 or protection of any sort, and the only old rose 
equal to it in hardiness is one mentioned by Mrs. Wright, the Madame Plantier. The 
other rose I think is a Japan rose, though I am not sure ; I only say so because it 
answers the description of the Japan roses introduced within the last two years. The 
flower is about five inches across and very pretty. Most people think that the flower 
requires to be double. Now, this is beautiful though single, and it has one advantage— 
it blooms throughout the entire season. It bloomed with me last year from the beginning 
of June until October. New wood came up and it continued to bloom, and then the flower 

varied by fruit, a pretty scarlet berry, even more beautiful than the flower. These 
two roses are certainly a great acquisition.

Professor Macocn.—The last rose described by Mr. Hamilton is wonderfully like a 
rose which comes from British Columbia ; it is very abundant there, and certainly is a 
very fine object.

Dr. Harkness.—We would like some suggestions as to how to get the best results 
from any particular plant, the best way of encouraging bloom of good quality and 
quantity.

Mr. Buckb.—The doctor is the very man who can give that himself.
Dr. Harkness.—1 think not, Mr. President. I am a young rose grower, and a little 

enthusiastic on that account, but I came here more to learn than anything else, expect
ing to hear from experienced rose growers. In the matter of cutting back, I don’t think, 
myself, that it is advisable to cut back very short. We are told to cut back ; that bloom 
is gained. I think if we have a good vigorous large bush that we can get more nearly 
perpetual bloom by cutting back before the bloom appears. You stop the top growth 
and you will have laterals sent out, and in that way you will have full bloom much more 
quickly than if you leave your plants to exhaust themselves by having full spring bloom. 
You will not have so much bloom in the month of June as if you had left your plant 
undisturbed, but you will have more towards the last of July and the first of August than 
if the plant had exhausted itself in having a full crop of bloom at first. Of the numer- 

enemies of the rose bush 1 only find one that gets the upper hand of me, which is 
the little borer which attacks the extremity of the young and sappy growth. It bores in 
for perhaps three-quarters of an inch to an inch, and bores itself out, but it stops the 
growth of that branch, and in doing that it at once starts out lateral growth. I protect my 

bushes with earth. I protect my teas with earth, and then cover the earth with leaves, 
and hold these leaves down with brush or anything of that sort. I find that we can 
carry our teas through our winter here (Ottawa) very well, especially if we have them in 
a shady place where we have a good, heavy snow drift on them ; they came through there 
very nicely, early in the season. I have found well rotted sods to be a very successful 
manure for roses. A man living on a farm, as I do, has no difficulty in having sods 
piled up, and letting them lie a year or two. They are to be used as absorbents, and 
when you use these decayed sods as absorbents I think you have the very best quality of 
manorial application for rose bushes, and you also improve the texture of the soil.

Mr. Wright.—What teas did you winter over ?
Dr. Harkness.—W6ll, I don’t know that I could tell you at present. There were 

not more than half a dozen varieties ; I wintered over all I had, and there was no special 
selection made. Last year was an exceptional season in some respects ; we had early and 
deep snow, and the ground was practically free from frost all winter. I don’t think it 
would be always possible to winter over tea roses out doors, but I think it can often be 
done, and I think it can generally be done if sufficient care is taken, because^so far as 
my experience goes, they come out very nicely. I think there is nothing better than the 
ordinary cabbage rose ; it is perhaps somewhat thrown into the background by the newer
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varieties, but as far as beauty and fragrance and quantity of bloom is concerned, I don’t
roses to give it a trial"6 8UrpaS8ed’ and 1 would certainly recomqaend anyone growing

.. J}/' Hamilton.—I would like to ask Professor Macoun how roses in British Colum
bia differ from those m the western part of Ontario. It occurred to me that when the 
gentleman was describing his single rose it was very much like our wild rose.

Brof. Macoun.—There are fourteen species of wild roses in Canada, and the 
rose 6rn SpeC16S and the Nlagarj’ roses aie different in the general appearance of the

Dr Harkness.—One trouble that I find in the cultivation of summer roses in the 
month of August is from insects, wasps and so forth, which prevent by their ravages the 
proper development of the flower and destroy its symmetry. I find a very effectual 
remedy for that yi the application of a small quantity of pyrethrum. It is very easily 
applied, and can be used in such small quantities as not to constitute an eyesore on the 
rose or to make any smell, and yet be quite effective.
, , M.r- Hamilton.—I think it might be well for this Association to encourage the 
hybridization of some of these more hardy roses. I have no doubt that the rose I have 
spoken of is a perpetual bloomer, and might be crossed with some of the double roses so 
as to originate a new strain altogether. So far as I know Canada has not done anything 
in that direction yet, and I think it is something well worthy of the attention of this 
Association. The Fruit Growers’ Association of Minnesota offer tremendous prizes—I 
think I may use that term—for a seedling apple to be raised there under certain condi
tions. I think it is $1,000. Now, while it might not be advisable to offer so large a 
sum o raise new roses suited this part of the country, it might be wise to offer a prize 
large enough to induce some amateur to go to the trouble and introduce something new, 
and it would only require to be started to originate new and valuable varieties.

tTof. Macoun.—There is a little rose that does not grow much taller than your 
band ; it grows all the way across from Manitoba to the Rocky Mountains, through the
at ail Masons r°81°n fr°m ^ middle °f JUne t0 the Ia8t of September. I have pulled it
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ROSE NOTES.

The following paper was read by the Hon. Mrs. Lambart, of New Edinburgh
Perhaps a few remarks—the result of seven years’ experience in rose growing, on a 

subjeTt eXt6nded 8cale—may be of interest as supplementing the regular paper on the

lIn r1"!* plB?e l®1 US :ea!ize,that !t is not against severity of climate, but against 
Ue length of time during which the roses must remain covered, that rose growers in 
Ottawa have to contend. 6

None of the hardier teas—none of the hybrid teas—none of the hybrid perpétuais 
none of the mosses—need ever lose one inch of woo à from cold if properly covered, 

but the greatest care and precaution have, in my case, utterly failed to prevent the loss 
ot a large number of bushes every winter from decay.

Dampness gathers where ventilation is impossible—the hot suns of early spring turn 
the imprisoned moisture into steam, and when the snow is gone and the roses 
examined, one is aghast at the mouldering blue-black mass of jelly that 
bush, often not more than one or two inches of healthy wood surviving above ground.

This disaster is wholly confined to the hardier roses, which, with their stout woody 
stems are more readily a prey to decay than the leathery pliable stalks of the tender
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My La Frances (nearly a dozen of them) all vigorous growers, have survived many 
winters, but have never lost one inch of wood from any cause but the pruning-knife, and 
the Dloire de Dijon, a pure tea, has passed equally well through one winter quite out in
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The Jacqueminots (on the other hand), and all that hardy Baroness Rothschild race, I Rothschil,
end the mosses and the provinces (the hardiest of all), have come out of their winter I must be i
sleep little heaps of black ruin. I Charta an

My experience proves that the hardest of the roses (that is my hybrid perpétuais, we might
mosses and provinces), will pass the winter without the slightest injury, quite uncovered, is simply :
if they are planted near a close high fence, and that if planted quite in the open and left Louis von
perfectly upright and uncovered the wood will only be killed back to the snow line : as I ance whai
that is about the extent to which they should be pruned, there will be but little damage I and does i
done to either the bushes or their season’s bloom from their winter’s exposure. von Houtl

I have found that, to lessen the risk of decay, it is better not to cover the hardy success in
roses until December, although it is well to peg them down in November. The teas, and so bot
hybrid teas and polyanthus should be covered in November—and well and deeply covered I after all a
for at least a foot or more from the stem all around. Leaves, earth, evergreen branches, I there seem
then more leaves and evergreen branches—a goodly pile,—but for the victims of decay I sally. If
nothing does so well as a very light covering of very dry straw. I Canada an

In regard to pruning, several systems are recommended, and I have tried them all, I des Blanch
with the result that the few concise and simple rules given by George Paul (the president I army of n
of the English rose growers), have proved by far the best for us as well as for England. I another th

He makes it a rule without exception, to cut out altogether all wood more than two I would one
years old, and to shorten the strongest shoots about one-half. Cut out altogether the I Williams,
weakest and the crowding shoots, and the less vigorous branches cut back to the three I sure what
«yes- ■ ever, mak<
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These rules apply to hybrid perpétuais only—Madame Plantier, Charles Lawson, 
Blairii, and all of that class, should have all the wood that has flowered cut out entirely, 
directly the flowering season is over, thus encouraging an immediate growth of 
shoots from which the next season’s bloom will

In regard to insects, mildew, etc., I have seen nothing new suggested for some time, 
but I think that effectual remedies are well known to all rose growers, and only untiring 
fidelity in using them is required.

It may not be generally known how much common soot will add to the beauty, bril
liancy and substance of a rose. It should be well mixed with the earth close to the 
roots, and a very few weeks will show its benefit.

It is very important to keep the rose beds well mulcted during the heat of 
and their foliage sprayed as often as possible after sunset.

Her Majesty, which created such a sensation in the rose world

new
come.

summer, 

some years ago,
seems, from all accounts, never to have bloomed in Canada. I have one bush that came 
from England two years ago. It has grown vigorously from the first, and last 
it blossomed. The bud was very much larger than the buds in the colored picture with 
which we are all familiar, in fact it was so much larger than any rosebud I have ever 
seen, that a perfectly true description of it would be quite incredible. Hundreds of people 
came to see the marvel, and the rose itself proved quite in keeping with the bud, the 
beautiful reddish tea foliage making a lovely finish to the spray when in its full beauty. 
But the mildew ! worse, even, than the Giant de Battailles. It yet remains to be seen 
whether this perfectly peerless rose can be grown in a wholesome condition. If not Mr. 
Evans, of Philadelphia, who paid so much for a monopoly of Her Majesty, will have 
greatness in his possession than may be to his benefit.
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Merveille de Lyons (that splendid, huge hardy, perpetual, perfect, white rose), has 
now been quite long enough in cultivation to be more generally known than it appears to 
be in Canada, and the roses that our grandmothers grew, and which can never be other 
than lovely, are still enumerated among the suitable roses for us to grow,—of course they 
are, but we all know that, and now we are asking for the results of experience as to the 
most reliable of the newer varieties. George Paul, Ellwanger and Barry, Peter Hender- 

11 give lists which no collection should fail to contain. These lists all differ somewhat, 
but all agree that Charles Lefebre, the large, fragrant, dark velvet vigorous rose is the 
grandest of roses, and that everyone should have all that Baroness Rothschild sisterhood, 
its members being Mabel Morrison, White Baroness, Merveille de Lyons, Baroness dé
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LANDSCAPE GARDENING.

i*dfi“SLj;”5"P‘““'Mi'pos" °"*lph’ "*d *he w« »
The art of landscape gardening developes, as a country advances in taste and on 

this account is more likely to be associated with an old country than a new Thus we 
find in Europe many examples of this art
for its application, that encourage and enable men naturally qualified for the nrofession 
to study with a view to following it as a life work 4 “ ProteS8lon
as w2rVoT,C^iîrdandha:e n,0t been 5?» in 8howin« their advancement in taste 
as well as other things, and supply us with many beautiful examples in landscape
gardening, especially along the banks of the Hudson River. Here was an excellent 
seedbed for the development of this art, and advantage was taken of it by the 
heralds in this line of work on the American continent. This locality so favorably 
supplied with all the most enthusiastic could desire, gave ample scope for the work I 
ol lowing out the principles of landscape gardening. That their efforts were successful 
s home out by the testimony of all who have taken a trip down the Hudson and 

served the beautiful homes on its banks surrounded by grounds, that are monuments

common, and inducements held outarc
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of taste and skill. From this attractive district, containing so many palatial residences, 
innumerable examples have been taken to serve as illustrations of what can be accom
plished by the possessor of refined taste ; and in the form of woodcuts they have adorned 
many a page in horticultural journals.

With a view to direct attention to a subject so well suited to increase our pleasure 
in life and to more fully enjoy much that surrounds us in it, this paper has been written. 
We hope that the time is not far distant, when we shall be able to find many examples 
in our own country, where nature has supplied so much, that is well suited to furnish 
illustrations of what can be done by a student in this department of horticultural work.

Our country is comparatively young, its inhabitants have been largely occupied 
hitherto in securing the necessities of life ; but having passed this period, and enjoying 
many comforts and not a few luxuries, the time has arrived, when a development of 
taste may be favorably urged. The subject of landscape gardening has not received as 
much attention as its effects on the culture of a people demands.

It aims at the development of the beautiful in nature, and as such must eventually, 
to a great extent, affect national life and taste.

A landscape gardener is born and not made; his work is one of thought more 
than mere physical effort. He must possess more than ordinary talent, for besides 
having a good knowledge of the materials he is to work with, he must combine with it 
a superior taste so as to arrange them with the best effect.

True, there are quacks here, as in all professions, men who have presumption to 
arrange trees, etc., in a sort of haphazard wfay, and call it the work of skill ; but to 
reach the highest perfection in this art requires attainments of a most superior nature.

A gardener may be very efficient at his work among vegetables and flowers, and yet 
lamentably deficient to lay out a lawn. On the other hand, we might find a person com
paratively ignorant in the cultivation of flowers, who possessed skill to group trees, etc., 
with very fine effect.

The surface of the earth level, rolling, rough or rugged ; a body of water, as lake, 
pond or river ; trees small and large, of every form, and the sky overhead, must be so- 
arranged with reference to each other, that all will blend into one harmonious whole, 
giving to the eye an ever-changing, attractive scene, viewed from different points.

To do this, it can readily be seen, the director must possess great taste and skill. 
He cannot work by fixed rules—the future results of his work has to appear before him 
as well as those at hand ; he must see the effect of the growing trees at maturity, on 
surrounding objects as well as what they produce in the present.

He must be able to use with the greatest effect all that nature supplies, without 
sacrificing the natural for the sake of the artificial.

Natural lakes are to be preferred to artificial ; if only the latter can be obtained 
they must be made to represent as near as possible the natural ; the knoll of nature will 
be more pleasing than the mound of art ; the native rock to the mason’s pile. The 
moment nature is sacrificed to art a stiffness becomes apparent in the scene and much of 
its beauty is lost ; hence the need of using as far as possible all that nature supplies 
before the tools are introduced to give the artificial a place in the picture.

Cowper deprecates a tendency in his day to make art triumph over nature. He 
refers to one Brown, a celebrated landscape gardener, who stopped at no obstacle in the 
way of adopting the artificial with little reference to what could be done with the natural 
surroundings. The poet, in his poem “ The Task,” says :

“Brown appears. The lake becomes a lawn;
Woods vanish, hills subside, and valleys rise;
And streams, as if created for his use,
Pursue the track of his directing wand :
Sinuous or straight, now rapid or now slow,
Now running soft, now running in cascades,
Even as he bids. The enraptured owner smiles.
Tis finished. And yet, finished as it seems,
Still wants a grace, the loveliest it could show."

Now, though a true landscape gardener may be difficult to find, and one cannot be 
made by studying the dry principles of the art—yet a knowledge of these leading
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The appearance of the water from different points ; the natural outlines of its 
shores ; beautiful walks, that may be made to skirt it, and meander away to other 
parts, all can be so arranged as to form a very attractive scene. Few objects afford 
better facilities to render a scene effective than the prescene of water.
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' 4. Rocks.—The occurrence of these supplies favorable conditions to the gardener, 
and gives scope especially for the development of the picturesque, which blended with 
the beautiful gives all the most exacting could desire. v

To use all these conditions to the very best results in making a landscape 
pleasing to the eye and a subject well suited to develop noble thoughts in the mind, 
lies in the domain of landscape gardening. To be successful in this I am quite sure 
from what has been said any one will admit, that this art requires no ordinary talent, 
and as already noted at the outset, such a talent falls to the lot of few. It may be 
improved, but can hardly be formed by the adoption of fixed rules. In Canada there 
is much room for a development of greater taste in the arrangement of grounds around

remains for art to add to this, andmany homes. Nature has done much, and it now 
render these places more attractive.

Our country is young, but we are advancing, and it does appear that one of the signs 
of progress is a development of taste. To make a few suggestions that would serve to 
introduce the subject of taste in the arrangement of grounds for discussion by the 
members of the Fruit Growers’ Association this paper has been written. The task has

not the leisure necessary to do

my a

been undertaken unfortunately at a time when there was 
justice to the theme ; but I hope a few thoughts have been given that may supply food 
to observing minds.

Mr. Gaston.—I think this is a very important question. Although we know agri
culture is the most important industry, there is a tendency now-a-days for farmers’ 
to get away from the farm, and the consequence is that while the professions are over
crowded, the work of the farm is regarded as drudgery. Now, I think one of the best 

ys of curing that evil is to endeavor to make the home attractive. You see very little 
landscape gardening or attractiye homes among the farmers, and if you ask the 
you will always get some such answer as that they haven’t the time. Now, I don’t know 
how far that is true, but I think they might find time to do most of it, and that by 
making the home attractive, they will succed very effectually in keeping the members of 
the fan ily at home. I was talking a short time ago with a gentleman down in our neigh
borhood who is quite a successful farmer. He had a lot of little boys running round him, 
and he said, “ I want to make these boys farmers ; I want to make them believe that this 
old farm is the most attractive place they can find anywhere in the country,” and I think 
that is the way farmers should educate their children, so that the children can point out 
their home with pride, and say, “That is where we live.” It does not matter that a man has 
not a very grand house if his surroundings are beautiful ; that makes all the difference. 
A man may have ever such a nice house standing in a bare field without any natural 
surroundings of beauty, which is not nearly so pleasant a home as a much less pretentious 
house aud grounds that are laid out with taste and an eye to the beautiful. In some of the 
older counties a little is being done in that direction by farmers, but as a general rule, you 
will find that landscape gardening is confined to the cities and towns in Canada. I think 
that ought not to be, and I think if there could be any way devised to induce the farmers 
to follow the example of the towns and villages, it would be of great benefit to the
country at large. ,

Mr. Scott.—I scarcely claim to be landscape gardener. I have laid out a place ot 
twelve or fifteen acres according to my own ideas. I think there is no part of the world 
in which such facilities are found as here for landscape gardening. Our country is so 
beautifully diversified, hill and dale ; mountain and valley ; unruffled lake and murmur
ing stream are everywhere to be seen. But speaking more particularly of those who 

from the colder portions of the country, where the snow covers the ground for three
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sure that all here who have a taste in that direction will have similar feelings. The 
culture of a taste of this kind always creates a refined and elevating feeling, and 1 am 
glad to say that in Canada this feeling is growing, and is to be felt all over the land.

; ■

THE FRUIT EXHIBIT.
The following gentlemen were appointed a committee to report on the exhibit of 

fruit Messrs. W. W. Hillborn, R. B. Whyte and P. E. Bucko.

¥

AN ADDRESS OF WELCOME.

On the opening of the evening session Mayor Stewart, on behalf of the corporation 
and citizens ot Ottawa, delivered the following address of welcome :

Mr. President, ladies and gentlemen, on behalf of the citizens of Ottawa I desire 
to tender you a most hearty welcome on the occasion of your meeting here. Apart from 
the official position I hold, I wish to tell you, sir, and the members of your Association, 
that I take a deep and warm personal interest in the prosperity and success of your 
Association. You have done a great deal of good, not only in this country and the 
United States, but also in the old country1, in disabusing the minds of people as to the 
climatic character of our country. I have visited the old country three or four times, 
staying there for long periods—on one occasion nine months—and the greatest difficulty 1 
had to contend with was in speaking with people in different parts of England and Scotland,

' who imagined that we had a country only fit for Indians and half-breeds to live in, and 
that so far as growing fruit and civilization was concerned we were away behind. How, 
sir, I think that idea has been pretty much dispelled by the large and magnificent dis
play of fiuit made by your organization in the old country at the Colonial Exhibition. 1 
had not the privilege of being present at that Exhibition, but a great number of 
my friends who were there tell me that that fruit display did the greatest credit to 
Canada, and I believe it very materially stimulated emigration to this country from 
Great Britain. Having accomplished so much good in that way in the past, what may 
you not expect to do in the future 1 At the Centennial Exhibition, too, which I had the 
pleasure of attending, you made a most admirable show, and I am told that last year, 
before the American Pomological Society at Boston, you made a most creditable ex
hibition. Taking these things into consideration, I think, sir, that your Association 
deserves the greatest encouragement from all persons who take an interest in fruit 
crowing and have at heart the interest of this Canada of ours. I am very sorry indeed 
that you could not have visited our city in the summer time, because we have now some
thing which will attract your society—I mean the Experimental Farm. That farm is ably 
managed by gentlemen who have always taken a deep interest in all horticultural matters , 
I refer to Prof. Saunders, Mr. Hillborn, Mr. Fletcher and some others. I hope on some 
future occasion you will be able to visit us in the summer so that we can show you what can 
be done in Ottawa in the line of fruit growing. I thank you very much for the kind inter
est with which you have listened to my few imperfect remarks, and am glad to have had 
the opportunity of being here to-night. I again extend to you a very hearty welcome on
behalf of the city of Ottawa. , . „ ,,

The President.—On behalf of the Ontario Fruit Growers’ Association, Mr. Mayor, 
it gives me very much pleasure to reply to your kindly remarks. Wo have worked 
•assiduously in the past to educate the people of this province, and I can assure you that 
such kindly remarks as you have made to-night are most grateful, and as I said 
before will stimulate and encourage us in this great work. It has afforded me a great 
deal of pleasure to visit your city, even at this season of the year, and it is our intention, 
as you suggested, on some future occasion, probably not far distant, to visit your oi y 
again as an association at a more favorable season. We follow with much interest the 
experiments which are being carried on at the Experimental Farm here under the super-
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BhST GRAPES FOR COLD LATITUDES.
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BEST APPLES FOR SHIPMENT TO EUROPE.
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shipper will get the full price. The Rhode Island Greening came up very well in price 
this year. It has been considerably below the Baldwin, but is now about even with it, 
or nearly so. I look upon the Baldwin as one of our best paying apples in the west on 
account of its keeping qualities and its shipping qualities, though I would not be in the 
least surprised myself to see the Baldwin go out entirely from the British market on 
account of poor quality ; for we find that people in that market are looking much more 
to quality now than they used to do. They used to consider color almost entirely and 
never questioned the quality of the apple. They did not seem to know anything at all 
about that, and they don’t know very much yet, but they are learning, and I believe 
there will be a considerable difference in grading apples in a few years, and such apples 

Ben Davis and the Baldwin will go comparatively out of the market and the high 
quality apples come in and come up in price. I believe prices are not at their height 
yet. For several years past they have been advancing very steadily, for our only com
petitors in that market are the Americans. This year we took a jump far ahead of them ; 
our best fruits on the British markets being worth from three to five shillings a parrel 
more than their best brands of apples at the same time, and in a great many cases even 
more than that. In fact as soon as they know it is a Canadian grown apple they want it 
at once, and if it is a tine sample they want it regardless of price, and they are bound to 
have it.

as

same varieties grown in the Old
Country 1 .

The President.—You would scarcely recognize them, so great is the dinerence. 
True, there is something of the shape and dolor, but the color is much brighter here, and 
the size is altogether beyond theirs. They only get about one-half the size we get in any 
of our varieties here, and as for color in highly colored apples, the color there is very 
sickly. It is not that bright, lively color which we get here. The only apple I took the 
slightest fancy to in that country was one called the Wellington, a winter apple there, 
and apple growers there told me it was the only apple they were making any money out 
of, of their own growth. I liked the look of the apple, even as grown there. It is fully 
as large, possibly even larger than the Baldwin, and had a much livelier color, even 
there, than our Baldwin. I think in this climate it would have a still brighter color 
than there, and possibly some change' in the quality ; and even there I considered the 
quality was pretty fair. I went to a man there to get some scions. He said he would 
give me some, but he said, “ Don’t allow any of the wood of that apple to go to Canada.” 
I said why. “ Well,” he says, “ it is the only apple we can make anything out of here 
now, and if those Canadians get any, we are done.” I at once informed him that I was 
a Canadian, and he then refused me. I told him I was going to get that wood, and I 
did. It certainly made a most magnificent growth. I consider the Wellington, as 
grown in England, better than the Baldwin as grown here, and it is an apple that will 
covet the same season as the Baldwin.

Mr. A. M. Smith.—A gentleman in St. Catharines had a few trees and it is entirely 
to me ; I am much taken with it.
Mr. Gibb.—If you could have added the Duchess, Fameuse and Alexander, I 

should have been very glad.
The President.—I didn’t intend to slight Quebec by any means. There is no ques

tion about it, I don’t know any apple we have that would bring a better price in the 
British Market than/Fameuse if we could only get it there in perfect order. I did think 
of suggesting the Fameuse in small half barrels, such as they use in Virginia for Newton 
Pippins ; they would look very fine, and could probably be handled a little better. They 
want to be shipped in smaller quantities than the common apple barrel, because they 
seem to crush badly, although we did have some tkf s last season that arrived in pretty 
good order. Then the Dt chess would sell at very high prices, I have no doubt about 
that ; in fact, I have testod the Duchess myself; some specimens were got over in very 
good order indeed. We had some at the Colonial which arrived in very fine shape, but 
the Duchess had to be picked considerably on the green side. If there were only a 
system of cold storage on the steamship lines there would be no difficulty whatever in 
shipping and landing Duchess apples in perfect order on any of the British markets.

Mr. Bvcke.—How do our apples compare with the

new
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Mr. HArZZrTe^r"?1'0 th,6 eye like the A,exal-d6r- 

diest of all the old apples I have had 'leaving out IT “r ng,ht «** has proved the har-
Tr!D™ heaVy:;earCr’ and th" frUit i8 fine in ^eandnquaeii?yUChe83' 16 “ *

invariably find that the King8pLiîs p^'uTe som ^ P'PpinS tried; you wil1 a,most 
Cellini is perfect in form. Nofis the KW pT «‘largement on one side, while the 
they are a distinct variety. Now I wish to add lppm,80 h,ghly colored as the Cellini; of apples. If we can ship in smkll hS£Sb nS” 1° ‘“-T"1 t0 tl,e shiPment 
such variHt.es as the Duchess of Oldenbura BVm. 1 bel‘®ve ,tbere 18 la88 risk in shipping 
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| rail to Montreal or any other point where thev are ^ Wh‘v bemg tran8P°rted by
.Ve^ coldj-perfectly chilled, and sometimes perfect I v°froHt TT boa.rd shiP to become
in the body of the ship, where a turnip in ten d v. l ; he"’ when they are placed 
twomches, they are sure to condense moisïurefromth' ^ “ mch and a half or 
fruit becomes saturated with water and in eieht , *, warmer atmosphere, and the
be spoiled. Now, if they start in ’the ® 8 * , te“ day8 a email barrel of fruit would 
% Packing in b5h£ “ ”7 «but „3
shipping fall apples than in shipping winter apples.1’ 1 h®1'6™ there 18 le88 risk in 

Mr. BucKK.-Couid you not ship winter apples in the fall 1
■ gave us to understand that ^n^^and^BMdwin^e6 ^ Th° President rather 

X°w, 1 want to inform you just here that mv Ren n - W®re/01n8 out of the market 
year in England, and if is Lrd toX^und ^t Yre ■* the»top °f the this

I Sir*
Mr. Bucks.—What do you call a fancy figure 1
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best STRAWBERRIES FOR THE VICINITY OF OTTAWA.

Q__What kinds of Strawberries succeed best in the vicinity of Ottawa i

- villey I think our friend here who deals in berries can tell you more about what is not 
grown in Ottawa. I think if a man started here with a few acres he would make a 
fortune. The strawberries we get here are brought from a d.stanco u id they are not 
what they ought to be. Mr. Scott grows a good many, but unfortunately he is not here

10 "'Mr.llAMiMON.—My'pkce^as I think I have said before, is about half way between 
Ottawa and Montreal, and I have grown about half a dozen varieties. I ha 
hitherto been growing them for market, but last year the man who keeps the station res- 
tourant took s8omeofgthem. The varieties I had were Minor’s Great Prol.hev Mount 
Vernon, Duchess, Manchester and Sharpless, and Bidwell. I think of these^mor s !P 
litic bore the most heavily. The Sharpless berries were larger, some of them being two 
and a half inches in diameter, and would make two or three mouthfuls. The bed that 
bore so heavily was only two years planted. It was made from poor soil, made up with 
swamp muck that had bL p/t up for a couple of years. We took off the patch we W 
ten rows about an acre long, ten quarts a djiy for about a fortnight, that is at the latt 
end We used them very largely ourselves before we began to sell them, becaus 
didn't like to see them gomg to waste, and we also made a distribution of them among | 
the neighbors. I think we had probably 250 quarts off the patch. I would put 
Minor’s8Prolific first, and the Sharpless second, and the Cumberland, which I th 
Tnrn it ted mentioning, third. The Mount Vernon did not bear very heavily, but t is a 
delicious berry ; and last of all I put the Bidwell, though it didn’t have exactly the 

the others, I kept it apart ; it might have done as well as some of t 
if it had been crown with them. I think, as Mr. Bucke has said, that it would

o«— '“** *•
0Ut ^Mi')e'o’CoNNOK.__I have not grown many strawberries. In regard to the Sharpless,
although the berries are very large, I do not think upon the whole that it is a very desir
able variety. I think the Wilson is good amongst the new varieties, but of oourf® 1 
not experienced. Mr. Bucke’s remarks about there being no strawberry growers here a e 
very correct, our berries all come from Brockville and the west. It is very 8UrPr‘s™8 
meytkat our gardeners should allow this, and I hope this discussion may have the effect
nf inducing some of them to make a start. 'Mr Gaston (Craighurst).—The nature of the remarks just made make me almost 
inclined" to come down here and start strawberry cultivation ; and ! certainly think there 
is a créât opportunity for some one to make money here. It seems to me that if you
grow8 such grapes aswe have seen here to-day, you should be able to grow magmficen 
strawberries. A gentleman here to-day spoke of the shortness of the season. Now, I 
think the strawberry season is longer than the raspberry season, because you can get

“Î d«'t »LVT,‘ÏÏÏhTw,lL,°betor« it i‘. rip. ; . good ~>ny peopl. jndj,.

man in speaking about raspberries seemed to be against the strawberry. Th t my
experience at all, nor do I think it is that of anyone from the west. I think there 
other fruit that will produce as much for the ground it occupies as the ^raw.b®"y- . „ 

Mr. Whyte.—After the uncomplimentary manner in which I spoke of the s 
berry this morning I suppose I should hardly say anything about it now. Stiü I ha« 

good many strawberries here, and I gave them up, not because I didn
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*h«" 1 IM «ro» them the Wiieon „„„.

f-«°?T\”“i11 ^1tory, a large berry of first-rate quality The sh„ i! t ’ U was Perfectly satislac- 
large berries, but very few of them ^ P * 1 MVer «0t much ®"t of, we got
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,t is not 
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BEDS AND BEDDING PLANTS, LAWNS AND
Mr. N. Robertson, Superintendent of the 

to! lowing paper :

with unless the subjects blfore'yoÏowW tÜT'h!di*C “T CM be proPer]y dealt 
mgs which must always be taken Ltô consideration d r y of Poaltlons and surround- 
they were the dumping ground of all sorts of marer,^01^!? 6enerally treated as if 
position. To detail how to fill a border properly I con*1] ^ regfarJ to any particular 
than beds. There are so many thirds to be thnlbt T ^u “ far more difficult task 
persion of flowers over it during the season with^ 5’ 8UCh 88 t0,lnsure a general dis
colors, and many other material points. Besides this Pjt° i° the blending of
nent institution, as perennials are mostly used in L ™ , 18,.consldered more of a perma- 
thought to plant it properly. Beds then forraMrt ï’*1 requires much maturer
allow me only to take a passing glance at what PK„„l i 8ulGeot to-night. Time will 
laid down for this, but I wKt 8av thTth d“,gna should be- There is a rule
designs of beds should always be in keeping ^itVtV^lV, I the"J 0r not' 16 is that 
is to say, if they are Gothic then the u 0 architecture of the building ; that
styles of architecture. There are few studies°whi h ° 8Bme’ and 80 on with the other 
than that which bedding plants do • for ! L ' °pen Up a Wlder range of thought 
name, yet there so many that can L' used t ‘H Called bX that
between them and say what is or what is not hed i P 8® ,that U‘s hard to 8tnke a line 
assure you, can be more pleasant t^me th“°\„ beddln« P)ant. There is nothing, I 
useful to your association. Bedding plants the anything that will be instructive or
to deal with the most prominent and ueful ToeT 8° that 1 8hal1 b° "-«e only
positions they hold towards each other I „m d d T to better exP,ain the different 
calling them dwarf medium Id n • dl,vlde them into different sections by 
conjunction with each other, grading tleTfrom thO1*' Altho,u«b they can be used in 
them separate for my present plpêsf so I tllve ” °F ^ck 8r0Und- yet I prefer 
they are best adapted for, andmake myself more easff? ûnXsÆ ““ °f the WOrk
mostTpL^Jf:;^^ Jit* ^uS^ ' This is, perhaps, the

till a bed. I cannot refrain from speaking of a r arg6 ^ua?tlty of Plants and labor to 
a daily paper, which has always taken a Ireat recom“endation given some years ago in 
benefit it. When this systen/of bedding®^lnnW-68* “ borLtlc,ul1tur.e and done much to 
seen in one of the English parks on an extensive "f Up,mt bad depicted a bed that was 
tion, gentlemen were told to ask their wives to fé 8Ca R’ -n°jCarr^ out this recommenda- 
its cost into plants that they might have such alfeH* f°r tbat seaaon, putting
fourteen thousand plants 1 I will leave vou to * bed contamed no less than

•rom our gardens. But the tide has now tnmed d y of our flowering plants 
demn it altogether for this very fault and because^ ““l 8°me "ntera mo8t forcibly con
vey were varied in désignât it biame monolnnns l8 8° f6W varietie8' Although 
should be sorry to see it driven from our gardens altogetl?"^6*^ the.eye’ B“t I

^ «7bMtor ll" ^ -*• “■ "-'4»-. », & Szizssz

BORDERS. 
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a limited amount of it gives diversity of position and a varied dispersion of planus. No 
one should attempt this sort of bedding on a large scale unless he has a good command 
of glass to carry a considerable stock through winter, for some of the plants being tropical, 
require a high temperature, and cannot be kept over without it. This is also a material 
point in the cost of carpet bedding.

Foremost, and perhaps the best and most prominent of all bedding plants in the 
dwarf section is the Alternantheras, of which there are many varieties, but the best and 
most desirable to use in the red colors is Parychoides Major. This variety is of later intro
duction than many of the others and far exceeds them in brightness of color, and the one I 
prefer above all others of this shade. In the yellow, there are only two varieties that I know 
of, Aurea and Aurea nana Compacta, the last far exceeds the other in every respect, com
pacter and of a clearer yellow. These are all the colors required of them, as none of the 
other varieties can so effectively fill their place. They are a tropical plant, native of 
Buenos Ayres ; the name alludes to the anthers being alternately fertile and barren. 
The more exposed the position, the brighter will their colors show. Evade putting them 
either in a shady position or in damp cold soil.

Next to them may be placed the Golien and Silver Thymes. There is also a green 
variety, but the first two are the most in use for bedding purposes. Like the Alter- 
nanthera, its growth is compact, but it differs in constitution, being hardy in parts of the 
Dominion, but not so here ; it has to be housed during the winter as the other, and kept 
in a cool dry temperature. It is a native of Spain, and has become naturalized in Britain. 
This plant is admired for its smell and is extensively manufactured and used for seasoning 
purposes, that is to say the green variety. »

Pyrethrum Aureum, or Golden Feather, as it is commonly called, is a hardy perennial, 
which may be taken up in the fall and laid in some sheltered corner covered up, and taken up 
and divided in the spring into many plants, giving you a large quantity of them , but the 
better plan is to raise it from seed every year, as you will have brighter color from seed
lings than from the old plants. It is unlike the two former in this respect, it will not 
look well under shears’ trimming, and instead of using the shears pull off the straggling 
leaves by hand that get out of shape. There are other varieties of it, but I have found 
them no improvement on this one.

Leucnphyton Brownii is what may be called the whitest of all plants. In looking 
at it, you would almost think it was silver wire, and is most beautiful when well developed ; 
but upon the whole, it is not a plant seen much in use because of its slow growth and diffi
culty of propagation from cuttings ; it takes two years to have good plants, and although 
it makes a line or band of much beauty, will never be popular.

Salvia officinalis is a white and green-leafed plant with much larger leaves than 
the former which I have described. It is also of taller and less compact growth than any 
of the former, but, when on rather a poor soil with plenty of sun, it makes a very pretty 
line. It must be trimmed into shape with the knife which it bears well. It is a native 
of Mexico, but stands considerable frost, but cannot be called hardy.

Achryanthus wallacei can well be made a splendid associate of the last plant. It is 
not like the others of its sort; it is a much lower grower and the leaves are much smaller, 

resembling the Alternantheras in their taller forms than an Achryanthus. It is ofmore
very recent introduction, but, from my ex|>erience of it last summer, it promises to become 
a favorite plant. Its color may be said to be a dark brown. It will have to be trimmed 

the sabia, which treatment it bears well.
Cerastium tomentosum, or Snow in Summer, as it is often called on account of the 

numerous white flowers with which it literally covers itself in summer. Its light foliage 
is what classes it amongst these plants for bedding purposes. It is a perfectly hardy 
perennial, and although it looks best when not allowed to flower, it will clip into any 
shape, yet it does not care to be removed frequently, which mars its respectfulness as a 
bedder considerably. Its best position is as a border around a bed where it may stand 
several years. I have had it trimmed into a half-round shape so nicely that parties would 
ask if it was stone, so compact and close will it become.

Echeverias are plants much used in this kind of work. Planting is all the care they 
require. Like all this class of succulent plants their situation must be dry and warm, as

as

_
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Plate I. See page Bl.
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S?=sSESëS5
quantity can be put into a box. ’
is simifi^h'^r ted°!'Um' 01 House ^ek, and known also as “ Live forever ” which also 
desèrvès U for ïeth?l IF* a,‘d ™V°m which the name is derived ; and surely it

se d’ErCEF? '”d <»«»""
% ViZTXtirI" >1»» ‘hi- *», « only dip tti tat.1 î !„ r*r,*

flower, it will become rusty looking and unsightly • if it gets tnn lfc
2rovalWityiïecïnntd’ "’FT & ^ °f • board> and * wil1 not show any sig^of’di^ 
Ln ,nt0 M many pieces as you like, and sow it on the surface ÜfT
soil, throwing some earth on it, and you will soon see a nice green sheet surinn f 
There is said to he a variegated form of this, but I have ne^Tbeen able to LtT i 
haie recommended thw one above all the others although some of them are far 1 
beautiful; yet its hardiness and tenacity of life makes it 
every one.
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distinctive and useful as a carpet or for filling in dark figures It can be raiïd
and ’roUt offa'TdT fUttingSl qu«mtity of moisture will soon 
and rot it off, and being succulent very great care must be taken to preserve it

Oxalts tropæoloides is of a dark brown color, and if also useful in fillim? in ll.h* 
colored surroundings. It is a perennial and tender, an can be raised from .nL ¥** 
seems to prefer doing this for itself, for if the seeds are Id they are hard tn J^’ ^ 
In» taking it into the house it soon matures its seed-pods an/explodcAhem aT]'"*16' 
your shelving and pots, and creates much trouble to P them al1
the winter, and divided up in the spring,
T wtnl n0W’ be,?r®g0ingLint.0 the other 8ections in which I have classed those niants 
I here show you photograph of beds composed of the plants I have enumerated on rhô 
Government grounds here. This one (See Plate I.) was produced last year fntm ^ 
show, in a feeble way, that I entered into the spirit of that year and d/som’e bm^î8 î° 
commemorate that jubilee year of our most gracious and tCd Qul Z *
so prosperously and nobly over us for fifty years. And here t i h J? gnfd
position the photographer had to take does not bring out the background as distinctly as th° 
front, yet they were as distinct in the bed. This arises from the angll he has LI^ 
from. To do it properly he would have to look perpendicularly up on it The uni
t0GrtherhthCr°tbn and,înarS itS di=t;inctneM and shortens the letter, and runs then clo£ 
together than they really were. They were as full and distinct as the front ones awTn
the bed. The crown is of Altemanthem, Aurea Nana Compacta; the year “ 1887*
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and “Jubilee ” is Alternanthera Parychoides Major; “of Our,” of Golden Feather ; 
“ Queen,” of Echeveria Secunda Glanca.

These are surrounded by a line of Pachyphitum Bractosum. The filling in is Sedum 
Acre. The outer border is Salvia Officinalis, filled in with portulacca ; between this 
and the other line is studded through with the tall growing Echeveria Mataelica and 
several sorts of the dwarfer growing agaves and yuceas. The outer verge is grass, for 
being a point where two walks diverge, it has formed somewhat an irregular bed which 
is not easily filled.

And here is another (See Plate II. fig. a) that appeared the first year that our pres
ent and much esteemed Governor, Lord Lansdowne, arrived in Canada, and who has 
always taken a lively interest in horticulture. The words “ Virtute non verbis ” being 
his motto the beehive and bees part of his crest. That summer was cold and did not 
bring out the tropical plants as bold as they might have been had it been 
motto is of Alternanthera Amonea, the one I used before I got the newer one, viz., Pary
choides ; the body of the bees are of a darker colored one ; the wings Leucophy ton Brownii ; 
the two yellow figures are surrounded by Golden Thyme, filled in the centre with Oxalsi 
Tripmoloides, the side figures are surrounded by Alternanthera, filled in with Echeveria 
Secunda Glauca. The outer border is Salvia Officinalis, the remaining portion of the 
bed is carpeted with Sedum Acre.

And although those two are sufficient to show you this sort of work, yet for fear you 
might think me remiss and forgetful, I will show you another (See Plate II. fig. b) which 
was the best I could do for Lady Lansdowne. Her family name is Abercorn, and the 
crest is too intricate to be brought out in a bed, so I put the nearest substitute I could 
think of ; and a portion of that crest being an oak tree I used only the acorn. This 
bed is composed also of plants which I have enumerated above.

And now I will take up what I call the medium class of bedding plants, which I 
have said can be worked in conjunction with others, but better separately, for such 
devices as I have shown. They will not bear trimming by the shears, as the former do 
to keep them close and neat. The knife is the instrument you must use on them on 
account of their larger leaves and coarser stems, which gives them a bad appearance unless 
they are kept uniform and in shape.

First, then, I will take the Coleus or Foliage plant, as it is called. Natives of 
Africa and Asia, they well deserve the name of foliage plant, for there is no other plant 
that I know that shows such a diversity of colors in leaves and shapes as they do ; yet 
as a bedder their value is much enhanced by not standing the sun. The hothouse is the 
place to develop them in perfection and bring out their gorgeous colors. In a shady 
position there are a good many that do fairly well, but in the bright sun there are only 
a few such, as Vershaffelti, a dark color ; Firebrand, of a flame color, and Golden Bedder. 
However, there are others that will do tolerably well and make a fair appearance in a 
warm, shady, sheltered bed, where the wind does not toss them about, they will give 
considerable satisfaction and pleasure. It is a pity those plants are not more useful for 
bedding, as nothing is so easily multiplied by buttings as they are.

Achryanthus differs from the Coleus in that they require an open sunny position 
to bring out their colors, and will do well in any place where they have this. It is 
hard to say what varieties amongst several is the best. The dark colors answer certain 
purposes, but the ones I favor most are Leudenii and Emersonii. The first has smaller

darker shade of color, being of 
reddish brown ; Emersonii is of a much lower, rather straggly growth, with quite large 
leaves, and when young is a very bright red, very impressive and pretty. There 
lighter varieties of this plant, but I never could use them with any satisfaction. They 
are easy of propagation ; a few stocky plants, or a box of cuttings taken in the fall, 
before frost comes, will give you any quantity in spring. They require also trimming 
with the knife, and are a most useful plant in many positions.

I will now turn to some of the most useful of the light colored plants, which are 
fit associates for the former. Centaureas, a very extensive genus ; some of them tall 
growing ; but I shall only select two of them that are the most useful in beds, viz., 
Gymnocarpa and Candidissima. Their leaves are covered over with a white, downy
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substance, which gives them a most interesting appearance. Gymnocarpa is a close 
us y grower, different from the other, which is more upright and not so compact* 

and therefore not so effective as the other. They are perennials and not hard/ I
mTh thlnk- °f 8av.lng over *he pknt8’ aa th®y are eas'17 raised from seed, and thus make 
much the nicest plants. They are natives of the Levant.

Cineraria maritima much resembles the Centaureas with its downy leaves It is 
perennial, but so easily raised from seed that no one would think of growing it from

aPli'-ht* greenreqUlre t0 ** take” 6arly to get nice stron8 plants ; its color may be called 

I will now add to this section

re—r-foliage only. I never have seen it flower, although I have used hundreds of plants of 
* Z every chance to do so. The leaves are not as large, nor probably show
so much white around their margin as some of the others do, but a large nuniber of 
leaves are altogether white, which adds much to its appearance. It differs in manner of 
growth from any other geranium I have ever seen. Instead of throwing up one stem I
!,vVeif vnn i many a,8 f?Urteen {T' 0ne P'ant arisin8 from the ground ; that is’to 
enmnn J l Slng!e stem 16 wlll at once throw out stems all around it, anti form a
compact round bush. Many of those stems are rooted so that you can pull a plant to
almost anv P,ant8' }}. “ a vigorous grower and accommodates Leif to
almost any condition, giving it additional favorable points over the other white-leaved

the Br^ze gcraniums look particularly well in a bed when you take those that stand
mme o^H ; 8U !?• ^ahon> King of the Bronzes, and many others, but
come out best m partial shade. This new one, Mdme. Sollerii, makes a splendid associate
Ltle !pTk,n Le "rme bed’ and ,Can , f U8ed in many forms. Of their propagation 
littje need be said. I never save the old plants, but take off quantities of cuttings and

Tnd' v,TheIu they 8ta.nd and are wel1 rooted by February, then pot them 
off into sma! pots where they remain until wanted. A box three feet long and one 
wide will hold a hundred and fifty cuttings. This is the size I make all boxes for 
cuttings, but the more important part is the depth. There should be no more than 
three inches of sand in them, so as to secure them from damping off; and as many 
of the cuttings are young and tender this is a good safeguard. y

And now I will take the tall growing plants. They are of' all the worst to define 
thT/8 8Uch a vane(1 class of them that can be used in a bed. The great difficulty 
with them is their proper position. This is a part that requires considerable practice 1 
shall not attempt to deal with more than one bed, and one that is often seen. We shall 
suppose it a round bed the simplest and easiest to fill and such as anyone can reach 
Center your bed with one or more plants of Bicinus or castor oil bean according to the 
size of your bed. Then outside of this put a line or two of Cannas. Avoid any intri
cate design with this sort of plants as you cannot cut and trim them in, all you can do 
is stake them into line. Then put a band of Caladinm EscuJentum. These two 
plants are most convenient as their roots are best stored away in a cellar until sprin- 
The first is an annual and such as any one can raise in a window if they have not better 
facilities. You can now fill out the remainder of your bed by any of the medium grow- 
mg plants I have enumerated, only observing the contrast of colors.

In Gannas, there is one which I would recommend any one to get, viz : Chernanii 
The flowers on this one are very large and fine. Although the Gladioli cannot be 
classed as bedding plants, yet I cannot refrain from calling your attention to a
f"*? °f ,he"\IfïTne8, hybr,d 8Pott,ed; ,th.ey are 9uite distinct from the others with 
a rich vivid orchid like coloring. The blotch is the striking feature of the flower. There

a new

new
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is a great variety of them and they are said to be mnch hardier than the others, any one 
getting these cannot fail to be delighted with them. This brilliant and remarkable class 
of Gladioli originated with Mr. Lemoine, in France.

Now I shall take flowering plants. Some of them can be used in many ways and 
carry out beautiful designs ; but no plant should be used in a bed that does not flower a 
long time. Our seasons are too short to admit of refilling as those in more favoured 
climates do. Once filled they should stand the season through ; plants whose flowers are 
of short duration should have their position,in borders where their place is not 
apicuously seen when they fail. ^

Ol flowering plants our annual Phlox Drommondi may be said to take the lead. I 
know of no plant that can exceed this, both in mass of bloom and duration. The more 
compact and newer sorts such as Snowball, Fireball and Rosea, are so tractable that, you 
can make various designs out of them and they are so varied in colors that they make a 
splendid mass bed. People should always buy them in seperate colors, in order that you 
may place them in many diflerent positions that will be attractive. Much can be done 
to keep them in any shape you desire by short stakes run around the outside of them and 
a string run along them to keep them in shape, as trimming cannot be resorted to with 
flowered plants.

Ageratun, such as Copes’ Gera and White Gap m akes a splendid associate with Phlox 
Drommondi, but requires to be kept on the outer side as it isdwarfer. You can have the 
red, white and blue, in all its glory, or other devices. And here I show you the prepara
tion I make for such beds which I shall allude to afterwards.

so con-

. ___ A.jeratums can be
raised from seed but the surest way is to keep a few stock plants and if those plants 
cut close back in the spring and put in a hotbed they will give you hundreds of plants, 
as^ they, strike almost in a few days, provided the young tender shoots are taken.

Seed beds are very apt to vary in height,

are

il, fact are not sure of their height in this way.
The Single Scarlet Geraniums I suppose may be called the next to Phloxes for „ 

bright dazzling show ; what variety of them is best for bedding purposes it would be hard 
to decide. I have a seedling which, by permission, I call Lord Lansdowne, that I prefer 
to any I have tried. Persons looking at a bed of it when in full bloom, with the 
sun shining on it, had to turn their eyes from it, so bright was the glare. General Grant 
is in groat favor with many and some like the old Black Dwarf. To these can be added 
pinks and other colors, for the sake of variety, but properly speaking geraniums 
for massing than for any other purpose. They are always the better of some border around 
them. Tagates pimula, yellow, is neat and its fine cut foliage completely studded over 
with its yellow flowers make a fine contrast, or even a line of Achryanthus Lendenii, 
although of a reddish color, looks well. Asters from their many distinct colors can be 
placed in a bed if the colors

are more

are kept separate so as to work out some simple design, but 
they require to be planted closely for this purpose, so as to cover the ground completely. 
There have been several new varieties of them, introduced within this last few years, and 
amongst them is the Zirinzibell, pure white to say the least of it it far exceeds the other 
older asters in its purity of white and compactness of its flowers. There are several 
other sorts of this strain which come well up to them. Massing plants are perhaps the 
best for general purposes and I will take a few of the more prominent of them, such as 
Zinnias. The great improvement that has been made in them is seen in the newer strain 
of Henderson’s Zebrina, the flowers of which are produced in great profusion, and 
varied and beautifully marked that any description that I can give could not properly 
describe them.

Double Geraniums I cannot omit ; they always make a nice mixed bed if the plants 
are from young stock, raised in the spring and strong enough when put out. They will 
not give a distant show, but are always pleasant to look at. There are so many new 
varieties of them now a days that it would be hard to choose from them and I shall not 
attempt to name any of them.

Coxcombs are not classed in general as bedding plants, but I was so much struck by 
Seeing them put by chance in a bed, that I thought I would try them, so I made a carpet 
of Centaurra Gymnocaepa and planted scarlet Glasgow prize Coxcombs amongst them ;
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summer.
of ..Plrt“lacc.a ia another annual that I need say little about. Any one can have a bed 
when’ ™,iOW'”f(i0 thf seed bemg so fine, great care requires to be taken in sowing and 
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/
odd or or ornamental foliage can be used in this. I might go on and enumerate many 
more plants that can be used as bedding plants, but I have now given you the best 
adapted to this climate and will leave you with this advise ; always keep a reserve stock 
of the different sorts as accidents will happen sometimes. Grubs too cut them off, and 
we might forgive them more readily if the appearance was that they did so for food, but 
their work seems wanton destruction, cutting them and leaving them there. I am more 
troubled by a two-legged sort that carries away whole plants and they are an all-season 
pest, taking them away when the season is far advanced, at a time when it is impossible 
to make up with some plants. When you put out a design with flowering plants you are 
not always sure of the color ; by means of this reserve you can take out what does not 
come true to the color you want and replace them from it. Consider the nature and 
habit of your plant before you put it out ; if they are sun loving plants, give them a 
sunny position, if shade, give them shade, and if large leafed plants, never put them in 
an exposed position where the wind will toss and destroy their appearance ; and above 
all things never commence to fill beds without some forethought. Here is a sample of my 
manner of preparation. (See Plate III.) During the winter I have the size of each bed, 

«and work to a scale so as to know the space required for each. This gives an idea of 
quantities that may be required, also, there is a question so frequently asked of me that 1 
will answer here, viz :—“ How do you manage to fill and trim your beds so as that we 
never see any marks of blemish ?” I use a plank thrown across the beds, raised on blocks 
at each end for the men to tread on for both purpose!!. When my bed is smoothly raked 
I draw my design same way as on paper, the planter following the lines without in any 
way obliterating them. For this purpose I iree a wooden compass about four feet long, 
pointed so as it will mark. It is simply two pieces of straight wood attached at the top 
with a bolt that you can tighten at pleasure. A foot rule is my scale, The compass is 
also a most useful instrument in borders around curves or any place where lines are 
wanted. You can draw lines around any figure by following your outer edge with one 
point and marking with the other. This may seem to many a very troublesome way of 
doing this. But as yet I never have arrived at anything without trouble, and if you want 
to be successful in this work you must do it with some system also.

Designers have been employed to give patterns for carpet beds ; this -a a mistake t 
for they lack a knowledge of the material you have to deal with, both in nature and 
color, and will give you designs that you cannot properly fill. In making a design the 
first and most important point is to know what you are going to fill the design with. 
Nature has given you a very limited amount of material and color to do this work 
with and you cannot but abide by it. Rules are laid down for the proper blending 
of color ; here we can only contrast lighter and darker shades and do the best with 
what we have.

And before closing my remarks I must say that I am sorry that many parks still 
cling far too much to foliage plants. They are very pretty and more enduring than 
flowering plants; but I shall hope to soon see the day when many of our old familiar 
flowering plants shall again be seen side by side with them.

Let us encourage in every way we can any one that has a patch of ground to have a 
bed of flowers. It gives cheerfulness to the location and is a healthful and pleasant past
time to those who attend them. If you have a friend sick pull some of them and take to 
him. The heart will be very hard that is not melted by them. I cannot help here add
ing a short extract from some paper which says : “ Show me a person that loves flowers 
and I will show you one that has a warm heart gushing forth joy and pleasure to all 
around. It may be hid; but it is like the flinty rock which when broken open, has gems 
within that sparkles and dazzles the eye. Do not pass through this world as if%it were 
made for you and you only. Do all in your power by decorating your homes to not only 
give pleasure to yourselves but also to making those that surround you happy.
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WOMEN IN HORTICULTURE.

Tk. following pnpor, b, Mn Annie L. J«k, „xt „ ,h. Associai.» ,

the farm, while her"lordTTmXrTiToff Tths*0 TT, heavy a6ricultul'“l work on 
und clothing they required. In later vea.™ d T°ods for'8ame to furnish the meat 
read of women still helping in the fields ceneralhf l \ear ^ settlement of America we 
of the men who were dear to them • but as refin& ° j to li8hten the burden

*» “r.î‘SL«pSi;j!Lrg„t:» t™ f7e, 

r““r eTTwe" ;l «xxLtr r1
•htng. «„ ..-a-berri V while X .T.gh' “"«4*ItaSJ ZXZJZT.

these are minor things and »e can learn to nitv^h V<3 to .80clety people, but after all
creative skill, the joys^of they who toil with God ”y l*1086 Wh,? ”6Ver know “the glad
to women, that of horticulture nresenfa , ° dV AraonS a11 the professions now open

3Üatt^ia?jetA>7-

ss? r xt t*1" îi \r^ zizszzsi
finished, bn, paid „ Œ. ï™ T “* *" “ »"preseverance and skillful labor she « , of jdants, and going on with patient
that city. °r 8he 18 now reco«nized as one of the leading florists of

our

berries and ST^l^i-StabE * 1°^™ by
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insect enemies and how to destroy them, for it needs constant and watchful care, as 
well as the practical labor to keep depredators from our plants, and I would here 
suggest that the study of insects be on the list of books in our public schools. Professor 
Saunders has contributed a valuable work on the “ Insects injurious to our fruits,” that 
ought to be in the hands of every girl and boy student, for it teaches us how to fight 
with our foes and to distinguish our friends in the insect world, and this would be one 
step toward a knowledge of horticulture. The school-house should be surrounded by 
plots of flowers that could teach their lessons daily, and the influence would spread and 
grow among the girls and boys, to beautify and refine their lives till their aim would be 
to cause the “desert to rejoice and blossom as the rose.”

The Secretary.—There is a great deal of sense in Miss Jack’s paper, and her 
remarks about decorating schoolhouse yards. I think we, as a society, ought to take an 
interest in the children of our country, and in disseminating among them a taste for 
landscape gardening. We ought to encourage those who have charge of school yards to 
decorate them, and to plant in them such varieties of shrubs and plants as would educate 
the children growing up in the best varieties of plants and trees to plant afterwards in 
their home grounds.

Mr. Wrigut.—I have had some little experience in that direction, having at one 
time belonged to the industrious army of teachers. I was very successful in teaching.
I educated my own wife in the way she should go, and when I got her in that way I 
married her. That is one of the plants I brought up to perfection. However, at the 
ful how easily you can get the children interested in caring for plants. I had not to buy 
time I was teaching, we had in the school some very fine plants indeed, and it is wonder- 
any plants ; all that was necessary was to suggest to the children that we would have 
some nice plants in our window if they would only bring them. When I wanted them 
taken out of doors, I used to let them take turns in attending to them, and they soon got 
to look upon these plants as their own, and we had a very fine collection. During the 
summer vacation I gave each one a plant to take home and take care of, and they 
brought them back when we re-opened. I remember on,one occasion, one of the boys 
accidentally knocked one of them down and broke it, and you never saw anyone so sorry 
as he was in your life. I didn’t scold him, but he commenced to cry right off, and the 
next day he brought another plant, a finer one, too. This has a wonderfully good influ
ence on children—this fostering a love of the beautiful in them. We, in Ontario, boast 
of one of the finest systems of public schools in the world, and we have reason to do so, 
but there is a great deal that might be done in the way of beautifying our school grounds 
and having flowers in the school-room itself. It does look very bleak and dreary to go 

school and find nothing but the bare building and a barren school yard. We are 
making progress in this direction every day. In our own village the Horticultural 
Society gives prizes for the finest specimens of flowers produced and grown in any school 
in the county. A large number of schools compete for this prize, and the secretary of 

Association wrote to Mr. Vick, and that gentleman furnished seed gratuitously to any 
school that wished to raise flowers to compete. This is a step in advance, and it 
derful how schools take it up. Before this they had no fence, and the children were told 
by the teacher that they must have a fence, and the children went to their fathers and 
got the fence. If the teacher had gone to the trustees it is doubtful if they would have 
done it, but when their own children went and told how nice it was going to be, they 
granted it.

Prof. Macoun.—Twenty-eight years ago I tried it in Belleville, where I happened to lie 
teaching in one of the board schools. Before I went there, the superintendent, a reverend 
gentlemann of the Presbyterian body, was nearly afraid to go there on acc >unt of the boys 
pelting him. At that time I was rather younger than I am now, and enthusiastic about the 
cultivation of flowers. The yard had been run upon by the children for ten or twelve 
years, and wbs perfectly hard. In this yard I made three round beds, and I said : “ In
this bed I am going to have flowers, and I know these flowers will not be touched by the
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We want to teach ourindifferent. It is lamentable that such should be the case.
farmers that their land is worth more to them than they are making out of it, and any
thing that will teach the farmers what a treasure they have in the little patch behind 
the back yard, would be an immense benefit to the country. I think if something could 
be done to stir up the farmers and show them the actual money value of flower and fruit 
gardens and vegetable gardens, and the cultivation of forest trees, it would be materially 
advancing the interests of this country. 1

Mr. Gibb.—When I was travelling in Germany, I noticed one day, at one of the 
horticultural schools, that there were about four times as many, students as the school 
could hold, and I was told that it was a convention held there every three years, and 
that every school teacher had to go and spend three days at that horticultural 
college attending lectures on horticulture, and more than that, that he had to plant so 
many trees every year ; whether that is in his own or the school grounds I cannot tell. 
It amounts to this, that every teacher there of a certain grade had to have a fair know
ledge of agriculture. Then, one of the chief methods of teaching horticulture in Europe is to 
be found in the railway station gardens. Wherever throughout Europe there is a little rail
way station, you will find a nice little garden. In an out-of.the-way place in Russia you will 
find a beautiful shrubbery around their little station. One thing that has worked very 
well here as an incentive to children to study up trees, is prizes for collections of leaves. 
We have found that work admirably. No one can collect specimens without studying 
up the trees, and we have had capital collections from the youngsters, some of whom 
know all the native trees and some of the foreign ones too.

Mr. Dempsey.—I believe I am a farther. I am sorry I am not a school-teacher, 
but unfortunately I never was, and we farmers have not had the privileges of these 
beautiful school-houses. Now, I have to say that, in our part of the country at least, 
every farmer grows vegetables—every one of them. My friend Professor Macoun can 
tell you they grow vegetables, and good ones too. I can assure you that farming is not 
at all a disgraceful profession with us, and if the gentleman who thinks we don t grow 
vegetables will come up there, we will show him some as good specimens as he ever saw
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SECOND DAY.

On reassembling on Thursday morning the proceedings were resumed by opening the 
Question Drawer, in which were found the questions on which the followingjdiscussions 
are based :
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FERTILIZERS FOR APPLE TREES.

Question.—Is there any fertilizer better for the apple tree than ordinary barnyard
manure ?

Mr. Brodie.—Last spring I applied to one half of my orchard hardwood ashes, 
about half a bushel to each tree, and to the remainder of the orchard I applied the ordi
nary barnyard manure the fall previous. On the part of the orchard to which I had 
applied the barnyard manure the apples were wormy—about one-third of them were 

which looks as if the manure had been a harbor for the insects; while the apples 
applied were well colored, and not a spot at all on

___
Professor Saunders.—What quantity of ashes ? 1U™?
Mr. Brodie.—Just according to the size of the trees. 1 had a man going around 

with one of these coal sifters, and we sifted them around just as far as the branches ex
tended.

was

wormy—
on that part where the ashes were 
them.

Mr. Dempsey.—Mr. Brodie’s sentiments just about speak the whole of it. I 
found any better fertilizer for apple trees than hardwood ashes yet, but still occasionally 
a little manure or green clover turned in we find very advantageous. The way we have
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very great extent, but, as I said before, I can hardly say I believe ashes as a real fertil-

lzer amo (Montreai Horticultural Society).—I have used large quantities of
ashes, one hundred or a hundred and fifty barrels a year ; mixed wood and soft wood 
ashes. I have killed a great many trees by applying too great a quantity of ashes. I do 
not approve of Mr. Hamilton’s idea of forcing young trees, particularly the lameuse, to

Out of three hundred trees set out in 1879 I lost about 25 per cent, and I attribute that 
loss to the fact that they were forced too much the first four or five years, that they 
didn’t mature their wood. I keep most of my orchard in sod and grass and we apply the 
ashes between the rows of trees; the man goes down with a cart full of ashes and 
sprinkles them as the horse walks along. We don’t spread the ashes under the trees but 
between the rows. I think one certain benefit of their application is that the color of 
the fruit is very much improved, particularly on sandy or gravelly soil. I have noticed 
the year after the application of the ashes that the color of the fruit has been very much

lmPrprofbSA1UNDER8.-I think Mr. Mitchell has struck only half the truth in his remarks 

though there is a great deal in what he says. Alkaline applications are no douti effica
cious where there are soft bodied insects like the aphis, which are readily destroyed by 
them but to ignore the usefulness of wood ashes as a manure is going contrary to the ex- 
perience of the whole world. We know that potash is a most import element in the con
stitution of all plants and trees, and cannot be replaced by anything else, and where that 
element in the soil has become exhausted you have deficient fertility, and the fruit, 
flowers, or whatever you may grow, will be of an inferior quality, and ,t becomes a neces- 
sity in some way or other to restore this important element to the soil as a fertilizer. 
The knowledge which we at present have of the chemical constituents of our fruit trees is 
so limited that it is not possible to speak positively as to what preparation of this impor
tant substance should be added to the soil, and the character of the soil itself also modi
fies the importance of the use of a. substance of that sort. With regard to the apple 
itself we have had analyses made of the apple several times, but I am not aware that any 
analysis of the wood or leaf has ever been made in such a way as to give us the manun&l 
constituents which enter into the tree. That is a class of work we hope take up at he 
Experimental Farm as soon as we can, not only analyzing the fruit of the tree but the 
wood and leaves and roots of the tree, so as to ascertain what are the constituents drawn 
from the soil. When that is done we shall probably be able to give some useful sugges- 
tioni as to what should be added to the soil where it has been cropped annually for a 
long period with the same product, as in the case of the apple I think the present dis
cussion a most import one, but I would not like it to go abroad that ashes are not a good 
fertilizer, because 1 am sure it would not be a correct conclusion.

Mr Brodib.—Is not there a certain percentage of phosphoric acid in ashes I
Prof. Saunders.—Yes, and some iron, and very fine proportions of other salts and 

It depends very much upon the character of the wood. Different trees yield ashes 
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sometimes potatoes, sometimes corn, and there was very seldom any fertilizers used 
under the trees, though sometimes some barnyard manure was scattered over the ground 
under the trees. These trees where the ground was cutlivated every year grew much 
more raoidlv and produced much better and more fruit, and the trees lasted longer. We 
never used aky ashes, and I question whether ashes or any ferUhzer of that kind can 
be permanently used to advantage. We know that a great part of the substance of the 
tree comes from the air. When I say a great part I mean almost the entire substance. 
Of course there are many elements taken through the roots, but the chief thing to 
taken into account in manurel is to loosen the soil and allow the roots to run freely into 
it It is very possible that sometimes these manorial substances put upon the soilmay 
quioken the growth, but I question very much whether permanently they do so. I thine
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HORTICULTURE IN THE PUBLIC SCHOOLS.
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we have got ( 
[ have two ot 
is for

beautify the garden 1 I understood that afterwards a great many of them carried them 
home and cultivated plants in their own houses. I certainly think a great deal of good may 
be effected in the manner suggested.

The resolution was unanimously carried.
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I The next subject for discussion according to the programme was entitled as above, 
and the discussion was opened as follows :

Mr. Greenfield (Ottawa).—I have tried a great many different sort of plums. 
Pond’s Seedling bears for a year or two, and then dies out. I have Glass’ Seedling, 
which will bear five or six years ; I have got very good crops from it, but, like all the
reat of the beat plums, it will not stand the climate. I have tried a great many ; I have 
got some in flower, but as soon as they come to bearing order they die out. Glass’ 
Seedling I find is beginning too ; it is a kind of disease underneath the bark, and where 
it has taken the disease under the bark I cut the bark all away, and when I do that 1 
find a kind of white scum between the bark and the wood, which I cut away, and then 
paint it with strong turpentine and paint. I found that preserved the tree for 
or three years, but it went at last. J have a seedling coming now from which 
I hope to rear some good ones, but as to trying our best plums here it is 
almost labor in vain, for they will not stand the climate. I have tried them on all 
kinds of soil, and now I am cutting them'down in the Russian fashion to see if I can grow 
them that way, and some of them are looking very well. I have had the Orleans, white 
and blue, one we have imported from Quebec, but they only stand a few years ; they 
will not stand the climate any length of time. I would not advise anyone to rear any 
plums here, unless they are reared in the bough. I think I have about a couple now 
reared by our seedling from the Glass’ Seedling and the Pond’s Seedling. I may have 

bearing in a short time, but I don’t intend to raise any more.
A Member.—Have you ever had the Weaver Plum 1
Mr. Greenfield.—No, I never had it, but I got a great many from Mr. Leslie of 

Toronto about ten years ago ; I got the best and hardiest plums, that I thought would 
stand the climate, but they all died out.

Mr. Shepherd.—Have any of your seedling plums borne fruit 1
Mr. Greenfield.—The Glass’ Seedling is not bearing yet, but the leaf shows very 

good quality and strong wood, but I find if you get them from too strong ground they 
make too much wood and won’t stand the climate. I find the best ground you can put 
them on is cold, heavy clay soil, but it does not do to put them on too strong soil, for 
they make too much wood.

A Member.—All the red plums have shrivelled up very badly—become spotted and 
shrivelled up and large quantities destroyed in many instances. In my own garden we 
had only two or three that escaped, I would like to know if any remedy can be devised!

Prof. Saunders.—Did it occur previous to last year!
The Member.—It began about four or five years ago, and it seems to be getting
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Prof. Saunders.—Did the trees lose their foliage 1 
The Member.—No.
Prof. Saunders.—I know that in the west they would shrivel sometimes in an 

exceptionally dry year, but I am afraid I cannot throw any light on the subject
The Member.—I thought it might be owing to the dryness of the season, but 

although I watered the trees copiously for some time it didn’t seem to make any 
difference.

Mr. Whyte.—I fully agree with Mr. Greenfield on the folly of spending money on 
grafted plums, for none of the ordinary plums grown in the west will succeed here. I 
tried it some years ago, and the growth is very rapid, but they all died out Since then
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branches spread further, and it was a larger tree than most apple trees. I think a foot 
or two above the ground it was fourteen or fifteen inches in diameter, and the plum was 
very large. I got down a plum that I used to grow in Hamilton, but it died, and I then 
got some from the eastern townships, but they died the same. I think these native 
yellow plums here are well worth cultivation, I think they would give very good results, 
and the tree is as hardy as our forest trees here.

Mr. Whyte.—I would not like the members of the Association to think that these 
stones are all so big here, there are some that are small. They are a very good plum 
indeed, and lots have a very small stone.

Mr. Girb (Abbotsford, P. Q.).—My first efforts proved failures ; now I have plums 
every year. I first planted those kinds which did best in the sheltered city gardens of 
Montreal. Lombard bore one glorious crop and gradually died. Bradshaw, a few now 
and then ; so did doe’s Golden Drop, Quackenbos, Damson, and others. Dictator, Nota 
Bene, McLaughlin, and many others proved failures. I had a few from the Washington, 
and then it died ; in fact, I might go over a long list in the same way. Later on I tried 
several varieties of the Prune Plum of western Europe, but they are not hardy. I have 
tried the Prunus Simoni of China, it is about as hardy as the Lombard. Then I planted 

Russian plums, but I cannot speak of them yet ; they are making slow growth, in 
fact all my plum trees are making moderate growth ; I have not been forcing them. In 
the cold belt many have their hearts set on the Russian plum. Let us see what we have. 
The plums that Mr. Shroeder, of Moscow, lias sent to the Iowa Agricultural College, 

received by him from Poltava, where the winter temperature is like that of Hamil
ton. Dr. Regel, of St. Petersburg, has sent out three varieties, from whence obtained he 
was unable to tell me. The four varieties received from Orel as Orel 19 to 22, are pro
bably the Rothe Lange, Gelbe Lange, Blanc Lange and Tchernoslev, and whether of Rus
sian origin or not 1 cannot say. Then we have (thanks also to Prof. Budd) in this | 
country the Moldavka received from Varonesh and some from Riga. The plums of the 
Volga, I regret to say, are not in this country, and are very difficult to get because they 

the hands of little peasant fruit growers. We therefore have not in this country 
a good selection of the plums of the cold climate of Russia.

In 1873 I planted a number of root grafts I received from Wisconsin, and where the 
graft failed I allowed the stock to grow. The result was that I had five crops in succès- I 
sion, and a crop nearly each year afterwards. Possibly if I had manured them a little I 
they would have' done even better. Some wore poor in quality, and some were of good I 
quality for eating and fairly good for cooking, but if you can them, then the astringency I 
in the skin and stone become too strong. Last year I planted for the first time Desoto, I 
which is a decided improvement on these wild plums 1 have spoken of. It is a young I 
bearer, and the best in qualify of these American plums which I have tested. Another I 
plum that has borne with me is the Miner, of which I have about ten or twelve trees. It I 
ripens about the 1st of October and keeps till 1st November. It is a deep dark red, and I 
has the flavor of a musk melon. It is a light or moderate bearer each year. A plum 1 I 
have not fruited is the Mooreman, but the stone is very small, and it seemed to me to be I 
free from astringency. I have tasted Wolf and Maquoketa on the College grounds at I 
Ames, Iowa, and I feel that the better varieties of the American plum are the most I 
satisfactory for our colder climates. In regard to the question brought up by Mr. Hamil- I 
ton, it we protect our raspberries why should not we protect our plums 1 In Central I 
Russia many are planted where the winters are very severe, and they bend them down I 
every winter to the ground. If the trees gee too old to be bent down they take their I 
chance. This plan is adopted on a large scale by Mr. F. P. Sharp, of Woodstock, N.B., I 
with Moore’s Arctic.

Mr. Brodib (Montreal).—My experience has been very much like that of Mr. I 
Greenfield. There was a very valuable article in one of our Reports (Reports of Mon- I 
treal H. S.) by Mr. Spriggins, on growing plums from seed. He sowed the seed, choosing I 
those varieties which had a nice broad leaf, discarding all those with a small leaf and I
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father than New York. The rate made by New York was much higher than that by 
Boston, and the result was that I had to employ Tiffany cars, as it was late in the 

: But that was not the worst, although I felt bad enough at being coerced in that
way, and remonstrated very strongly with Mr. Earle, the freight agent in Toronto, but 
before I could get the Tiffany cars I had to wait about two weeks, during which time the 
fruit sustained considerable damage. Then, instead of the rate agreed upon by the 
local agent, I was charged an additional fifteen per cent, for the Tiffany cars. 1 thus 
suffered a double loss,—in the first place by paying more freight than I expected or 
a"reed to, and in the second by the damage the fruit sustained owing to the delay. Now, 
that is one instance, and we have many such wherever we go. Then, again, when we 
have these box cars they are not equipped in a manner fit for carrying fruit, lhey 
should be supplied with what in England are called '• buffers,” to prevent damage by 
shunting of the cars. This is a point well worthy of consideration by our railway 
panies and I hope they will endeavor to do something for us in this respect, as we find 
by actual experience that the damage to our fruit by reason of this shunting is very great
__that no matter how well or strongly we barrel our fruit up, this excessive shunting
smashes them open. I may say here that the greater the bilge on the barrel the 
greater is the liability of its being broken open. That is a point to which we might to 
some extent remedy the evil by having barrels with as little bilge as possible, and driving 
the quarter hoops down towards each olher. A barrel so treated will not only pack 
better in the car, but it is also easier on the fruit when it is in the vessel. But, at the 
same time, I would recommend that shippers of fruit should urge upon the railway com
panies the desirability of placing these buffed upon their cars, which I am satisfied would 
considerably lessen the damage from the source of which I speak. Then, the present 
system of sealing our cars is not at all in our interest,—it is merely by a little wire 
which anyone may pull out with their finger and thumb, and in shipping we have had 
many complaints about wrong count, as it is called. Even in cases where we have so 
thoroughly tested the matter as to be able to swear to our count word has come back of 
shortage. I was conversing the other day with a gentleman who had a shortage of this 
kind in shipping a number of car loads of apples to the North-west. In some of the 
cars he had shipped I forget how many barrels of dried apples and when they arrived 
at Winnipeg the dried apples were not there at all in any of the cars. The method of 
sealing was so imperfect that some rascal had opened the car and extracted the fruit. ; 
and it does seem to me that the companies should adopt some means of sealing these fruit 

which would prevent their being tampered with in that way. It is quite possible 
had been shunted off on to a siding, and at night, or some other con

venient time, the apples were stolen. There is always under the present system 
abundant opportunity for such thefts, and the question of sealing is a very important 
one for the railway companies to look into, as it could easily be remedied if they did 
so Then in regard to bills of lading, the companies should in every case give their 
own count on the bill of lading, as is done with almost any other kind of freight. Of 
course under the present system if they give a bill of lading they would be liable to 
the shipper for damage in the lost article, but I see no reason why they should not 
give their own guarantee count upon the bill of lading. Another great convenience 
to shippers would be the issue of bills of lading not only to ports in the kingdom, but to 
inland points. It is a great nuisance to the shipper who wants to ship to some inland 
point not to be able to get a bill of lading through to that point, but only to the 
port ; as then he runs all the risk of transhipment, and has to employ an agent to 
take it inland. The result is expense upon the shipper, whereas otherwise he would 
get the competition of that inland market as against the port market, which would be 
to the advantage not only of the shipper but of this country. Then, as to the method 
of handling, we have made test cases. In only one case did I notify. At the request 
of one of the Grand Trunk Railway officials I notified Mr. Earle of one shipment, for the 
purpose of seeing how well they would handle that shipment, and he said he would be 
glad to do anything he could to assist the thing forward by the steamship company. 
I asked him by letter to see as to the tr nshipment of this particular lot at 
Boston ; to tell whatever steamship company it was going by that this was a test lot, and
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to ask them to use very particular care in the storing away of the goods, and also as to 
the transhipment upon the docks at London. The result of that was that the handling 
at Boston was if possible worse than ever before. The handling between the railway 
and the steamship was something terrible, they were smashed open and tumbled into the 
vessel in any shape, as long as there was a head in and a hoop on and they would hold 
together anyway, A point for the railway companies to consider is the reliability of 
their officials there. We want some different class of men to handle our fruit from those 
generally known as baggage smashers, or there will be no success at all. Now, I would 
like to ask the railway companies why this through rate—I can imagine the reason, but 
1 would like to put the question—from the western sections of Ontario to ports in 
Bntam via Montreal and Boston should be less than the through rate at New York. 
The through route by New York is the best route, and here I must make a statement, 

“ xt 18na Pretty strong one, which is this. I have shipped through by New York, and 
the handling when they are sent by that route is very much better than when they 
sent via Montreal or Boston, in fact the difference in the handling would make the 
difference between profit and loss in the old country. On one or two of the lines of 
steamships there really handle very well, and I believe they are trying their level 
best to get our trade and to do all they can for the shippers. They have really acted very 
well, whereas we find that shipping the other way it is quite different. Now, there is 
one very serious drawback in shipping to London—that our apples go mostly in cattle 
boats ; that is to the London market. We find that our apples delivered direct in 
London by water arrive in a very bad condition indeed, and more than that, tnere is 
always a shortage. That, I think, occurs in going up the Thames ; they are plundered 
right and left. The Allan Line Company wrote me expressing the opinion that the 
trouble did not occur by their line. I had billed their line through the London Dock 
Company for a very large amount. Of course the reply was that they were not liable, 
1 went to the steamship companies in London, and they cast the blame on the rascally 
dock eompames, and the dock companies in turn threw it back on the steamship com
panies. Of course the ground we took with the dock companies was this. We would 
say, “ here is our bill of lading, we want that quantity—what it represents" « Oh yes," 
they would say, 11 we have delivered to you all we got, we can show our receipt from the 
steamship company.” No doubt that is true, we had no means of proving it, but there 
the difficulty exists somewhere ; there is that loss between the railway company, the 
steamship company and the dock company. It is pretty clear to us that it is between 
the railway company and the steamship company somewhere, and so far as this shortage 
is eoncemed we would hear no more about it if instead of giving the shippers count on 
the bill of lading the company’s count was given. Now, it would pay some of our railway 
companies to try and give us a through rate via Liverpool, better than we have now going 
t0 on 'llBrket. We must withdraw from that direct water route to London ; we
would like to follow it up if they would carry our goods in proper shape, but the way 
they have been carried is disastrous to us, and we must go by Liverpool. We have to 

8o much more et» Liverpool that shippers often hesitate about it, but it often pays 
the difference ; it did this last season, for they landed in far better shape in the London 
market. But the trouble is that we have to pay the local rate from Liverpool to London, 
and if some of our railway or steamsip companies here would arrange with the English 
lines of railway and get them down to a proportion of the through rate it would be a 
great boon to shippers here. I did succeed in getting some little rebate from one of the 
companies in England on condition that I should turn all the freights right in to them, 
and I did for part of the season. The companies there are very stiff, however. They did 
not want me to confer with the other companies at all, but to deal with this one line by 
itself. There certainly ought to be a through rate to London with transhipment at 
Liverpool that would compare favorably with the through rate by water. Another 
thing is this ; we find a very great difference in regard to correspondence. We find in 
correspondence with railway and steamship companies at New York and in the United 
states more promptness in replying. We can get the information we want more quickly. 
Here we find very great delay, though I will make an except on to a great extent of the 
Canadian Pacific Railway. So far as my correspondence with them has gone they are

are
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very prompt and obliging, but there is a lack of that on the part of the Grand Trunk, 
whose authorities are very, very slow, in fact we have sometimes to carry through our 
transactions somewhere else while we are awaiting a reply from the Grand Trunk Railway. 
In regard to the steamship companies, it is time for them to consider the question of cold 
storage for our fruits. Here is one reason why I would like to get the same rate via 
New York as via Boston, I find there are steamship companies there which will furnish 
us that- accommodation if they can only get -the trade. Now, if our steamship companies 
here will not give us that accommodation it will be worth our while to pay somewhat 
«xtra in freight in order to reach the steamships there. So, as I said, it is time for the 
steamship companies to take it up, because it is not only in the interest of the shippers, 
but in the interest of the whole country. The compartment for this purpose should be 
kept apart from other freight, and ought not to be near the engines or heating apparatus 
of the vessel, that is evident. As a rule I think they try to carry that out as far as 
possible. Of course they have to make arrangements ahead of time for these freights in 
order to know the amount they are going to have, and so on, but there will be no trouble 
about that if the requirements are met with.

Mr. Dempsey.—With respect to that storage, would they ship in the same depart
ment as butter and cheese ?

The President.—Fruit will partake of almost any odor, but I don’t know that ship
ment with butter would affect it at all, and perhaps not cheese. I don’t know that there 
would be any objection to that, but there are substances having strong odors which would 
very materially affect fruit, and affect the pride of it in the old country.

Mr. Dempsey.—We have been corresponding a little upon that point with a steam
ship company, and they are willing to grant us the same privilege as men in the dairy 
business, and it occurred to me, if there was no danger of the fruit being affected by the 
butter and cheese, it might answer. This question of fruit shipment is one of great 
importance to fruit growers of Ontario, because the production of fruit is almost doubled 
annually, and it will be almost impossible for us to find a market for our fruit. When it 
is taken into consideration that our fruit is so much superior to the American or even 
European fruits, it is very important that we should get proper facilities for shipping 
them, and that we should learn at the earliest possible date the best form of package and 

Now, I think that half barrels would be preferable, and it occurs to me in 
reference to cars, that a simple slatted door on each side would be preferrable, and that 

end ventilation is wanted, which I think, could be easily done. In regard to ship
ping via New York, there is one very great advantage that the lines via New York, whether 
per Canadian Pacific Railway or Grand Trunk Railway are all double tracked, which does 
away with a good deal of the shunting which so injurious to fruit. When a locomotive sud
denly comes against a car and knocks it almost off the track, there is a kind of second jar 
of the barrels against each other ; I have noticed sometimes that the jar was double, and 
often a barrel of apples is flattened one-third of the barrel ; I have seen them coming out 
of the car a little crushed. Again when loading on the steamer, they use a kind of end
less rope which is brought around half a dozen barrels probably. Of course, if it is done 
carefully it is all right, but it is sometimes done carelessly, and in such cases I have seen 
the rope slip and the whole lot of barrels roll down further than the length of this build
ing and come in contact with some post or something, perhaps the side of a building, 
which would flatten them out, and, of course, some of the apples in those barrels would 
be crushed. In regard to the tampering that has been spoken of, our apples are some
times tampered with, there is no question about that. I remember one instance in which 
we were trying to catch an order late in the English market for Christmas. We had 
great difficulty in getting it through ; it was detained on the road, and when they did 
arrive there few of the barrels that had the full complement of apples left in them ; some 
had not half a bushel left. Now, I don’t want to accuse anybody of anything wrong, but 
that looked exceedingly suspicious,*but how we are to get at the matter is a question. 
Whether it is done before or after they cross the Atlantic we cannot say, but on the 
English railways they are carried on what we would call a platform car, and covered with 
a canvas—about twenty-seven barrels on a car, which is a very small amount compared 
•with ours. They are just set on end on the car and covered with the canvas thrown over
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the top, and if the...» . *a *n a railway yard, as sometimes occurs, it affords an excellent
opportunity for pilfering. Still I must say, their police are about as perfect as you can 
find in any part of the world, and these things are always under the careful eye of a 
policeman Still, however, I know they are tampered with sometimes. Now, we have 
had no difficulty m getting a bill of lading through by way of New York, and the differ- 
ence is very trifling, I think only a matter of a very few cents per barrel between New 
York and B°8‘°n- )V ® got them through for $1.13, and at that time by way of Boston 
and Portland the bill of lading was very much higher, though now it is down again to
TITS?'6 77s PwkbaT ’ 7, t lftt thrOU«h rates chanS® very much, and that is a point 
I want to get at Why should we be subjected to these wonderful changes from seventy- 
five cents to $1. oO ? Perhaps, when you went there, expecting that the rate was seventy- 
five cents, you would find on asking that it was $1.50, and it is exceedingly annoying to 
be told you have to pay just double freight. 1 cannot see why there cannot be some 
regu anty in the business. The railway company invariably lays the blame on the steam- 
slnp company, and vice versa and that is the way it goes, and it really seems at times 
that they play upon us a little bit too much. I would not object to a uniform tariff of 
eighty cen s per barrel all winter, because I don’t think we will ever want to ship much 
ot our fruit m winter, from the fact that during their transportation from here to the 
shipping point on the cars the apples become so chilled that when placed on board ship, 

it there is cold storage, the atmosphere is so much warmer than the car that there is 
large quantity of moisture condensed by the apples in the barrel, and they become so 

damp that the water actually drops out of the barrel sometimes, I need not tell anyone 
here that six days of that would destroy almost any variety of apples—being six days in 
that condition m a barrel ; so I think winter shipments will have to be abandoned. I 
think the fruit trowers will have to club together and manage in some way or other to 
procure storage in England and have some person to look after their interests when the 
apples arrive and such varieties as can be held to advantage stored until such time as 
!uch system ^ ^ duP08ed of- 1 think we shall eventually have to adopt

Mr. Shepherix—As a Montrealer, I am very glad to learn that rates are less via 
Montreal than «New York. At the same time I regret to hear that the handling, 
when they are sent via Montreal, is so much inferior. The remark was made that the 
steamship lines running to London carried cattle. If that is the case, I think all the 
lines running from Montreal to London are cattle ships ; I do not think there are any 
first-class steamers running to London. But I don’t see how we can ever expect to get m 
cheap a through rate to London as to Liverpool ; I don’t think it is possible
other ports S,DBNT'—It '* th® same rate>jt is a proportion of the through rate to

Mr. Shepherd.—Montreal is just awakening to the fact that she has not sufficient 
harbor accommodation, and if the plans which are proposed are carried out, you will have 

good facilities for shipping fruit from Montreal in a short time as can be found at New 
York. One difficulty in Montreal now is, that they have not sufficient track accommoda- 
tion on the wharves to bring the cars immediately alongside the vessel and put the freight 

! on board without any intermediate handling and carting. I am in the forwarding 
business and I see it every day. I think it would be to the interest of shippers of 
2 t0 ha'e an a8ent watching their consignments at points like Montreal and Liver-
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shelves in baskets or cases ; and this should be supplied at the ordinary through freight 
rate. It is a serious question with the growers of fruit to-day, whether they should extend 
the area of their fruit growing. It is felt that the railway companies and steamship com
panies are very far behind the fruit growers—they have not kept pace with the times, and 
we cannot get the accommodation we want, and must have, if fruit growing is to become
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profitable trade for the country. For this reason the officers of this Association feel some 
degree of diffidence in going to the farmers of this country and asking them to go more ex
tensively into the planting of fruit. We know there are many of them inclined to do so; 
we know that they know very well that wheat growing for profit is a thing of the past, 
and that they must look to something else in the future. I do not know anything that 
is advancing so rapidly as a convenient and profitable trade for this country as frnit grow
ing, and the farmers are learning that they can make more profit out of their orchard 
than any other part of the farm, and are strongly inclined to extend their operations in 
that direction ; but we cannot advise them to do so unless the needful facilities for trans
portation are supplied. In buying fruit we are not able to pay them what I consider is a 
proper price for their product, simply because we run the risk of having a large amount 
destroyed or damaged, which destroys all the profit of handling them. Now, in my own 
part of the country we have a great many plums, and we would ship very largly of them 
were it not that the only way we can make a profit out of them is by shipping them by 
express iu the early part of the season, but the express rates are so much higher than the 
ordinary freight rates that we are unable to continue that for any length of time. If for 
the ordinary freight rates we could get a car put on the express train we could easily load it 
to points wanting fruit like the plum, but we have found difficulty in getting them to do 
that, and the plum is a fruit that must be transportée", with rapidity, or it will not keep 
at all. Now these are serious matters, and if these railway and steamship companies 
take any interest in the advancement and progress of this province, they will take our 
requirements seriously into consideration. It is said that corporations have no souls, but 
we know that they have among them some very good heads at all events—they are rea
sonable men, and if these matters are laid properly before them, I think they will acede 
to our demands.

Mr. Caston.—Have not the Grand Trunk already made a move in that direction 1
Mr. A. H. Pettit.—We have found a great improvement in that respect this last 

year. The Grand Trunk have taken it up, and we were furnished with shelved cars from 
St. Catharines through. They were sent by special train to Toronto, and from there sent 
by fast Merchants’ Despatch to Montreal. I believe it took twenty-eight cars to keep 
it running. We took from two to three cars daily, some days four. We got our fruit 
put on board the cars in the afternoon, and it was only two nights and one day in going 
through to Montreal, and the rate we have been getting was very satisfactory indeed. 
01 course before that all our goods were sent through by express, and many times it cost 
just half what they were worth, and they were not very well handled either. By the 
present system we are allowed to load the cars ourselves, and could see the fruit care
fully and properly put on the shelves. Another improvement we are in hopes of 
having effected is in the ventilation of the cars, which at present is not all that we could 
desire.
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In regard to shipping apples to the old country, I quite agree with most of 
tne remarks of the President. In reference to shortages, we have never been troubled 
in that respect, and the bills of lading are generally made out by the agent in this way. 
The barrels are sent to the station as fast as packed, and as soon as there is a sufficient 
■umber there to make a car-load, the porter or some one at the station is authorized to

usa bill of lading, with their count, and I do notload the car, and they load and give
know of a single instance of shortage when it is done in that way.

The President.—That just proves the point I wanted to make.
Mr. A. H. Pettit.—There is one g.eat difficulty which arises in this connection. 

Some seasons you are successful, and another you may not be, in carriage across the 
ocean. One shipment we had last fall, a year ago, were jail wet and wasty. The reply 
to me was that the apples must have been wet on this side. I knew they were not ; they 
were put up very carefully, and put on board the cars in dry weather, and landed in 
Montreal in dry weather. I think apples are often far too warm on board ship ; but still 
I don’t fancy cold storage ; it is too much of a change from cold to warm. Last year we 
made a shipment of about a ton of grapes to Glasgow. We had them put up in twelve 
pound baskets, just as we ship to Montreal or any other place. They were placed on 
shelves in the storeroom, and I asked our agent to see that they got plenty of air, not 
•old air, but whatever the temperature was, and those grapes arrived in perfect order,
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and I think the every-day air is preferable. It strikes me that it would be a great
7r6rnt "V mflarket C°V d be estab,ished i“ this country where the representatives 

of the old country firms could come and buy their apples at the place of shipment If 
this couid be done they could follow their shipments, or see them loaded, which would be 
to their advantage, and their runners could meet the vessel at the wharf and look afte^ 
heir handling hemselves I suggested this to one firm on the other side ^ Li^rpool- 

that we would be very glad to meet them on this sine of the water. I think it would be
Zyel!T ï° thi6 aava”tage of the sh,PPer. and I cannot see why not to the dealer in 
the oM country also. We can put our apples up in very fine order, but we seem to have no 
control over ‘Lü|n from the time they leave our hands until we get our return. We 
not se- whether they shal be held for a higher market or sold the day they land, or the
country ‘anlïnî they #bal,be camed B=roa3- If we could combine and establish in this 
country an apple market, whore buyers from all parts would come, I think it would be a
great improvement. Take Toronto, for instance, which is the central point of an apple
the Ng,h°Untiryi u‘v® W® °0uld estab,ish competition between the old country and 
the Northwest, for I believe the Northwest will yet take a large portion of our apple
havPe’bad ’ ^ th6 6XrienCe 1 have had' 1 ‘kink the businVwill to far sier I 
ùnœr?a^a°and tanf|f.ear8..experltiI‘ce of shipping apples to the old country, and it is very 

• 9tfu’ d 1 thl"k lf an aPPle market were established here we would receive better 
pnce than in any other way. I don’t think it is possible for a man to buy and ship t 
the old country with any degree of safety unless he buys at very low prices I have
bu?r8do nnfhtV avTr6 sh°uld be got for tbe apple crop as could be obtained
, ,1 d f f .thlnk18 Possible tor an apple buyer to pay high prices and ship with any
ST.0/ “Jf*. Ve haVh h6®" tT year8 di8CU89in8 the best varieties and trying to get 
îinLÎT^ and/h® more choice the variety the greater is the care required in hand
ling them ; yet I think we have neglected the shipping department to a very great
think from toe 8 th°3° fa?btleB which we ought to have. I am inclined however to 
hnM fto the experience of the past year, that the Grand Trunk are inclined to take
m tte ^st8 ’ Md lmpr°Ve t0 6 great extent on the facilities they have afforded ms
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at they were Canadian apples. Can there be no means taken whereby the British

annl ‘C "t know ,that. are Canadian and not American apples—not United State» 
pples. I remember in 1862 some agricultural implements going to Belgium among 

them some hay-forks marked “ Oshawa, Ont.” A buyer who wanted some of them ™ 
apphcation to every state in the Union, and at last, quite by accident, discovered thlt 

nt. was m Canada. It was at that time advised that everything leaving Canada for
ranrn r v b! m«rked “Canada-” Now, you know perhaps letter than I 

do whether these shipments of apples go through as Canadian apples or not. We know
tw!fn 7 W6 1 hai h® 8PP ® COmeS 40 ita highe8t Perfection in the higher latitudes and 

°,u.rapplea are qu,te superior to those of the United States, and the English 
Ï t gfb t0 understand that tne apples we send are from Canada. The gentleman 
opposite referred to the very important subject of whether apples would be tainted bv 
being shipped with any other article. Now, I have had a good deal of experience in 
packing apples, and I find that there is scarcely anything that you can leave ^ith them 
two or three weeks without their being tainted by it, either in the barn in hay, or in tin- 
cellar. I have always found that after three or four weeks they tasted of the substan™ 
surrounding them Certainly I question the propriety of shipping apples in cattle ships 
they would undoubtedly be very much tainted if shipped in a vessel of that kind. P ’
I fhe pRKa,D”»T.—So far as I know, shippers always make a point of labelling their 
barrels as Canadian, and so well known is the Canadian brand, and so well thought of 
that I know firms m Chicago and Marquette, Michigan, who bought apples at my town
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and shipped them to Chicago and Marquette, made different grades of them, and shipped

hnnsh markets that your fruit is Canadian, there is a marked preference shown for it. 
Our apples land there in much better shape than the Americans’ do ; there is much more
Whir TV 8 °nd,8lack Packln8 among the American apples than among ours. 
Where slackness occurred amongst ours this last season the fault was most certainly with 
the packer. The season before we expected to find a good deal of that from the fact that
othersPP MrWpeVtery t ^ a 8P°tted aPPle in » barrel will damage the
others. Mr. Pettit spoke of difficulty in connection with cold storage. When we speak
r iStrgl0rt°Ur rPP 8,,We,.d°,n0t mean ice^old -torage, but an atmospheric blast 

through the apartment in which they are stored, aud perfect ventilation, 
treated they land in perfect order.
T U fIr' Dkm!’sey~1 Wl11 mention just here an item of which we should not lose sight, 
all those v70U r aware:a !arg0 quantity of grape» when I went across, and
there wo oP T “ 0r basketH Placed »* boxes, had been rolled over until
handl™ ZnH ChC yi grap<i8 efL P ‘T’ hoWever- which were packed in baskets with 
handles, and which they were compelled to pick up by the handles and use decentlv,
tell vo, wlPt1eh ° ’ rUVU3t t0 8h°W y°u the fol'y of labelling our packages, I will
tell you what I have seen. I have seen cases of honey labelled “Extracted honey, handle
with care ; keep this side up. Well, the people handling them by express either could 
the ::aon„0LC 8lLh:y d,d * Wl,ful,y- but y°U WOU,d invariab>y see these packages with
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Mr. A. H. Pettit.-—In regard to the prices for the grapes, I

twelve-pound oaskets of dark grapes brought 
v i ’ ' our returns

may say that somewere reasonably satisfactory, some of our
from 2s. 6d. to 3s. 9d. White grapes were very much We^tTthi^k VHr 
would have been satisfactory for the experiment had it not been for the high ch 
hatl to pay The steamship was going out on the Wednesday, I think, and 
them through by express, and the charges from Grimsby to Montreal 
against So. JO from Montreal to Glasgow. At the time that 
Glasgow, there were large quantities of white 
selling in some instances as low as

arges we 
we sent 

weje $21.80, as 
our grapes were sold in 

grapes being landed in Montreal, and

that another trial shipment of the dark grapes would be made, and from conversations I 
have had with some of our grape growers, it will be made another year, probably to 
London or Liverpool the next time. I also sent a few pears of the Duchess variety and
it byroughtV3sy 6Wd per blkeï. 8°ld ^ °f °f the «rapes ; I think

A Member. Did they complain of the foxy flavor of your grapes 1

,ik.d™r, LTèriMz ,h- """ °( U-, b.. ,.,w

Dempsey in regard to those shipped to the old country. I sent several of these car.-ie™
“ 7 !riend ?;• Sfï10 h.*ve 5“ Ul“* “ »» «r-i—t^
went astray and he didn’t receive them. I might also say that my experience is the same 
with regard to peaches put up in these carriers, eight baskets in a carrier with a wire 
handle, and the early peaches that we receive here arrive in very good order in the ear
ners. They come by express, I think, and I never have any difficulty with them coming 
wrong side up. I may also say m regard to strawberries that the packages usually used 
contain fifty-four quart baskets. Well, these crates are not a handy package t o handle and 
weall know they suffer a good deal by being roughly handled, but sometimes I feel that we 
can scarcely blame the men who are handling them, because the packages are so unsuitable
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into this matter it wouM be to thJr advanLge gr°Wer8 m the w<’8t would look
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The President.—There is nothing better than a barrel, if it has as little bilge as 
possible ; the three bushel barrel, the same size as the flour barrel, is the best size.

Mr. Pettit.—I want to say just a word for the express agents. We are dwelling a 
good deal on the manner in which they tumble our packages about, but I think the com
panies alone are entirely to blame in the matter. Take our own station for instance. We 
have frequently three or four hundred baskets to go upon the train in the express car, 
and it is simply impossible for the express agent to do anything with them in that time 
that is allowed. They are allowed two minutes and a half or three minutes, and some
times by having recourse to the telegraph we secure six or seven minutes. The agents on 
the train do their best, many of them, even young men, but they havei.’’. the power; the 
arrangement does not give them the time, and even fruit growers themselves will pitch 
their fruit into the car hand over hand to get them in at all.

Mr. Dempsey.—We put on a car ourselves in three minutes two hundred cases of 
strawberries, and handled them carefully, too; but we had men enough to have a con
tinuous string of cases going in two at once.

THE QUESTION DRAWER.

The Question Drawer was again opened, and the following inquiries read and dis
cussed.

PERCENTAGE TO COMMISSION MERCHANTS.

Question.—Is not ten per cent, too much for Commission Merchants to charge for 
selling fruit!

Mr. A. M. Smith.—I am not a commission merchant, but I have been eonneeted 
with a company which handles on commission, and if other commission merchants do not 
make any more than they do I don’t think it is any too much.

The President.—I know that as far as large fruits are concerned five per cent is 
usually considered enough. In the old country merchants are very glad to handle on 
commission for five per cent. Some of them may charge extra for fees, but they will 
make five per cent, cover everything if you arrange it in that way.

Mr. Pettit.—I quite agree with Mr. Smith that if the goods are properly handled 
ken per cent, is not too much, except for very large lots.

Mr. Smith.—Large consignments most dealers handle by the carload at lowei rates.

PARIS GREEN FOR CODLING MOTH.

Question.—What has been the experience of members with regard to the use ef 
Paris green for codling moth 1

Mr. Gaston.—That is quite an interesting question, as the eodling moth is getting 
to be quite a pest in our part of the country. It is not convenient to turn animals into 
some orchards, and the codling moth is increasing very rapidly ; I would like to hear 
from some one who has used the Paris green.

The President.—I have tried Paris green for the codling moth, and there is ne 
question at all that if the Paris green is used at the proper time, when the young fruit 
is formed and almost upright on the stem, it can be used with very good effect ; its effect 
will be very perceptible in the decrease in the crop of codling moths. I have known 
many apple growers to fence in their orchards, and allow hogs to run in them, and I don’t 
know anything better than that for the destruction of the codling moth. Where they 
ring the noses of the hogs there is no digging of holes or anything like that, and we 
usually find the very best fruit in orchards where this practice has been followed. If 
there is any high wind at the time it is very easy to jar ofl the damaged fruit, and the 
hogs will eat every particle of them. In using the Pasis green it is not necessary to use 
a large quantity; no larger quantity than we use for the curculio in the plum, a 
teaspoonlul to a patent pailful of water, sprayed with a fine spray like gardeners use, and 
which in a large orchard can be used from a waggon. Taken at the season whea the 
apple is formed and as the bloom is coming off, it will be found very effectual.
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tliig ofthe^arU^reen^by'urin^tjrôu tak* th^fire^brood'an^ha **
«one of your apples or only a small quantity of them injured, whereasîf you wait for Um 
hogs you allow the first brood to have their course before the hogs are any use I think 
it would be well to make the best use of both remedies. 8 7 1 thmk

, Secretary.-This question was handed in by Mr. Fletcher, and I am sorry he is 
"p.h?.*’ ' there were one or two points which he wished to emphasize in connection 
, ‘h ' f Something has been said by a correspondent in the Horticulturist ns to the 

danger of some harm coming to the apples so treated ; that perhaps the poison might find 
its way into the mtenor of the fruit, and Mr. Fletcher wished to stato most emlaticïnî
been rsir/V*''86'" b®aPPrehpnded. While I am speaking I may state that I have 
been using Paris green for three or four years, but particularly the last two nr ti.-„ 
years quite extensively in a large apple orchard. This last year I used it in alternate 
rows in parts of the orchard, and the result has been to convince me of its efficacy so 
that I have resolved not to omit using it in any part of the orchard again which I cou d 
possibly approach with the waggon and pump. The trees in the orchard which were not

founSlStottatabl. 8r"“'“‘l •"> U» on».
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trhTheg«mCnrPOra^ with the fruit in any way.it would regain upon the surface an5 
with the small quantity used there can practically be no bad results.

rof. Saunders.—What about the flower of the apple absorbing it!
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Prof. Saunders.—I think for cabbage some milder poison would be more advisable.
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Mr. Chairman and gentlemen, I hardly think it fair for you to call upon me for a. 
address, or to dignify the few remarks I shall make by any such formidable appellation As
anv iTZ 1 r6tU:rd T1"0™ u®.W6Et bythe mornin8 train, and I have not had time to make 
ny notes more than I could jot down on the train, so if my remarks should be somewhat 

disjointed I trust you will bear with me under the circumstance. I have been so 
dTlf «PT866* i" al!,mattera connected with fruit growing that I should be indeed a 

scholar if I could not say something on a subject so fraught with interest and of 
so much importance to the residents of all parts of this country. I think no one will 
lisagree with me when I advance the statement that there is no country in the world in 

w bich the fruits of a temperate climate, such as the apple, pear, plum, and in some pits
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the grape, can be grown in so high a state of perfection as in many parts of the Domin
ion. The portions of the country where this industry has been carried on to the greatest 
extent are naturally those which present themselves to our idea as the first and fore
most fruit sections. But the selection of these spots, although of course there must exist 
in them the conditions material to a successful prosecution of the industry, has often 
been characterized by the presence of an element which might be termed accidental. An 
enterprising individual or two get together in a section where fruit can be grown to ad
vantage, and as the result of their united energies and enterprise that part of the country 
soon becomes known as a fruit producing section, though there may be dozens of others 
just as good ot which nothing is heard. I make this remark because it is sometimes 
thought that some districts are more highly favored than others for fruit culture, and I 
wish to guard myself by this explanation, as I feel perfectly assured there are many 
other districts in our different Provinces which have equal advantages j that outside of 
these spots supposed to have special advantages will be found many others possessing the 
same requisites for growing fruit for home consumption and shipping it for export. 
Now, we have at the present time in the eastern Provinces—I mean as distinct from the 
Northwest and Pacific Provinces—two special fruit sections ; one made up of what is 
called Western Ontario, covering the district bordering by the great lakes, and 
running far north, but keeping south and running into the Niagara Peninsula ; and the 
other the Annapolis Valley in Nova Scotia. We are all tolerably familiar with 
Western Ontario and know the value of the large amount of fruit grown in that section, 
but we ought also to know that not one-tenth, probably not one-hundredth, of the 
quantity that might be grown is produce^ in any of the districts comprising that section ; 
that the capacity of the soil has never been tested fully, because with orchards we 
always find associated fields of grain and pasture, which would make orchards just 
good as those already in existence ; so that in this respect there is practically no limit 
to the extension of the fruit industry. In Nova Scotia the same may be said. The 
Annapolis Valley extends about one hundred miles in length and five miles in width, 
and not one-twentieth part is occupied with apples. But this favored district does at 
the present time grow some of the finest apples in the world, and the reputation of our 
Canadian fruit is being built up by what is being done in this famous valley of Nova 
Scotia. Nova Scotia Oravensteins command a very high price in the British and American 
markets, and the Annapolis and other apples grown there possess a flavor equal, if 
superior, to anything we can grow in Ontario. No doubt many other parts of Nova 
Scotia would prove equally adapted to apple growing. When last there L was told that 
formerly no one believed that fruit could be grown in Annapolis Valley, and that they 
devoted almost their entire attention to the hay crop. After a while, when they could 
no longer get the prices for their hay, they turned their attention to apples, the result 
being that the Annapolis apples are now held to be amongst the best grown in the world. 
The area of fruit culture there is extending very rapidly, thousands of trees being 
planted every year, and being near the point of shipment they have advantages that we 
do not enjoy in Ontario. They can put their fruit on vessels almost alongside their 
farms, or at a small cost they can reach the ocean steamships at Halifax. We have also 
in the Province of Quebec the Island of Montreal and many other districts in which 
exceedingly fine apples are produced, and I know from what were sent to the Colonial 
Exhibition that very large portions of the Province of Quebec could be well and 
profitably applied to apple culture, which are now occupied by less remunerative depart
ments of agriculture. Now, from this standpoint the question very naturally suggests 
itself, can we find markets for this fruit if the industry is developed to a greater extent. 
Those of you who are familiar with the work of this Association for the last fifteen years 
will know that this is a question which comes up periodically. It is said that straw
berries are overstocked, and that the price is lessening, but the consumption increases 
also ; people are becoming educated to love fruit ; they find it is a food which increases 
their bodily health and vigor in addition to the enjoyment it affords in the eating; and 
when that taste is generally developed people will not be without it if they can get it at 
reasonable prices. I don’t suppose 1 can tell you anything about fruit growing in 
Ontario except in a general way. We have, as you know, fruit everywhere; we have
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1 .m trora—if 1 may use such a word in connection with sunlight—this dele- 
teuous influence. If by protection a tree can be brought over the first ’year 
or two until it has reached a proper stage of development, it can then take 
care of itself. I think that is one of the important things in experimental work— 
tha trees should have a chance to tide over the tender part of their existence, until the 
bark becomes hardened. We know the bark undergoes very material changes, and I 
think there is something in this. Then, in regard to new varieties. Those who have 
experimented in the production of new varieties of fruit know that once the chain of 
•continuity—if I may be allowed that expression—is broken, and one species is crossed 
with another species, Mat the seedling of that variety is changed in many directions. 
Now if some of these hardy Canadian plums can be crossed with some of the other 
varieties, though we may not get what we want the first time, or the second or third 
time, it is worth trying two or three hundred times, in order to get a hardy variety, 
hrom this seedling we hope to get a variety suitable to the Ottawa Valley and those por
tions of Quebec which have a similar climate. If you look back and see what has been 
done in grape culture alone where the course I have outlined has been systematically 
followed, you will see that Canadian and American grapes have been crossed with Euro
pean varieties, and that the hybrids which have partaken more or less of the qualities of 
i>oth species are the grapes of the greatest value to-day. In the Ottawa Valley grape 
growing has been more successful than the cultivation of the plum, and I believe I am 
safe in saying that where Ottawa has competed even with Niagara, they have carried off 
the palm, showing that we have conditions of soil here, and heat in summer, which favor 
the maturing of the grape and bringing it to that degree of perfection which is desirable. 
Mr. Pettit was telling us this morning abbut a shipment of grapes he had made to the 
old country ; he did not tell us what varieties the white grapes were, but I understand 
they were the Niagara and the Pocklington. Now, both those varieties are what is 
°a led -ery f<>xy m taste. I had a gentleman from England to see me during the 
summer, and I took him to see my vinery in London, Ont., and picked him one and 
another grape of different kinds to taste. Every variety that had this characteristis of 
foxiness in any marked degree this gentleman turned up his nose at. It is evident that 
it requires a little education to enable one to appreciate that flavor ; I can appreciate it 
myseff, though I don t care about it very strong, but the English public have never been 
educated to that taste, and I am afraid the course of their education will be too expen- 
sive for us to undertake, and I think I am probably correct in saying that the presence 
of that foxy flavor was more the occasion of the non-success of Mr. Pettit’s white grapes 
ban their color. I think in connection with this subject of grape growing that we want 

to get a variety of grapes free or nearly free from that flavor, large enough to be present
able for market purposes, good enough in every respect to eat, and at the same time 
hardy enough to stand the climate in most of
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. - -----mir territory. We want to pursue that
line from year to year, never swerving until we attain the point we want to reach. If 
we work with sufficient energy and vigor, pursuing those lines of investigation which are 
indicated by experience to be the best, we shall by-and-by attain the measure of success 
we all desire. In connection with this system of Experimental Farms we propose to test 
at all the outlymg statmns everything that is likely to prove of value in the territories 
in which they are located, and I hope we shall be able to show the people of Nova Scotia 
t at not only in the Annapolis Valley, but in almost every other valley they can raise 
good apples; and the same with Prince Edward Island, Quebec, Ontario, Manitoba, 
British Columbia and the North-west. We want all fruit growers, as well as farmers, to 
take sufficient interest in these institutions to help us in the work ; we don’t want money 
help, but we want their assistance in carrying out these experiments, and if they know of 
a good variety or a likely seedling in their neighborhood to let us know of it. We want 
as early as possible to get up a large orchard for the purpose of testing these seedlings 
now scattered all over the different parts of the country, many of which are of great 
promise, though having only a local name, not having been seen by more than a* few 
people. You can all help us in this way. I have just been presented with the Canadian 
Sntomologut; I am happy to know that it is still in existence; it is the organ of a 
îiociety which you all know as a valuable coadjutor or sister, we may call it, of the Fruit
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mir^be c1ladl,,tnhappy t0 8e- ,here Mr Denton> a member of the Council,
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FRUIT REPORT.

The Committee on the Fruit Exhibit presented the following report
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ÏHE MOST ADVANTAGEOUS MEANS OF INTRODUCING NEW FRUITS.
It is 
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The paper on this subject was read by W. W. Hilborn, of the Experimental Farm 
*t Ottawa, as follows :

fhe present system of introducing “ New Fruits ” has been attended with a great deal 
of dissatisfaction, and the loss of thousands of dollars to the country every year. A very 
large proportion of the new fruits are sent out before they are thoroughly tested by the 
side of many of our old standard varieties with the same care and cultivation, hence the 
great number of varieties of little merit.

I do not wish to say one word to discourage those engaged in growing seedlings, but 
to the contrary, think every man interested in fruit culture should do all he can to 
encourage that good work, and no one knows better than the man who has disseminated 
a valuable fruit, what a difficult task it is to introduce a new variety of merit and get 
■ample remuneration, simply because so many worthless varieties (or at best, varieties not 
equal to our old standard sorts), are being pushed out every year with such nicely written 
testimonials that, were we to believe one-half what was said in their praise, we would feel 
like buying out the whole stock ; but how few comparatively are 
become distributed throughout the country and begin to bear fruit.

In most cases there is no intention of dishonesty on the part of the disseminator ; 
quite often they are men who have not seen much of the variety they are introducing, 
but use testimonials from men whom they think are reliable, and no doubt they are 
usually honest men, but not having had a chance to compare their new fruit with many 
other standard varieties with the santo care and cultivation given their own seedlings. 
Then again, it frequently occurs that a new variety will do remarkably well in the locality 
where it originated and prove to be nearly worthless outside of that locality, hence the 
necessity of having them tested over as large an area as possible before introducing them. 

The time has come when fruit growers should do all in their power to encourage i 
thorough system of testing new fruits before they are offered for sale.

There is a very strong feeling on the other side of the line that something should be 
done in that direction.

Having conferred with some of the prominent horticulturists of the United States 
on the subject, we came to the conclusion that if the various fruit growers’ associa
tions and the horticultural press would use their influence for that purpose, a change 
■could be brought about that would be of great value.

Now that nearly every State will have their experimental station, and Canada 
with her system of experimental farms throughout the Dominion, there can be no 
good reason why they should not be made use of for that purpose.

Every wide-awake nurseryman must have some new fruit to introduce from time to 
time ; he is anxious to have the best he can procure, and would much rather have a fruit 
that has been thoroughly tested and proved valuable over a large area, yet if he cannot 
find such, he takes what is to be had, and we all know the result is that not one out of 
twenty will compare at all favorably with many varieties already in general cultivation.

If it could be made popular to have the originators of new fruits send out enough of 
their plants (as soon as they could be propagated), to a number of experimental stations, 
cf any varieties that show sufficient good qualities to be worthy of such a trial and not 
have them introduced until the disseminator could publish testimonials received from 
several experimental stations, those testimonials to be only such as would be published in 
the reports of the respective stations, it would be a great stop in advance.

The originators of any valuable fruits thus tested would be able to dispose of their 
stock to advantage and the disseminator would not require to use so many exaggeration! 
in colored plates and testimonials.

I think this method would be the most advantageous to the fruit grower and also to 
the originators of any valuable fruits.

It is the object of this paper to bring out discussion and suggestions from this Associa
tion, both at this meeting and through the columns of the Horticulturist, and if any better 
method can be suggested than the one hinted at ajiove, I shall be glad to accept it, and do 
*11 I can to help on with a work that I believe is very much needed.
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NEW FRUITS.
°' th”eK “ “ “ "» ", »“•*>
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■ ^r‘ Smith. I think Mr. Hilborn’s paper is a very valuable one ftnH
WeMUf ^hhah 16 rtel?ne I hijh aU engaged in fruit culture are somewhat familiar.
We all of us have often put our hands in our pocket to secure new varieties which have 
been lauded to the skies and which, after a few years experience, we have found to be

T he Prbsidbnt.—I think there would be some difficulty in nominating a committee * 
myseif, because it would be hard to appoint a committee that would meet here at tW 

m6' ,I.t,hlnk the best committee we could possibly have is that composed of 
the Professors and Managers of the Experimental Station here. I think the country 
large would place implicit confidence in them, and that their experiments would be 
observed, and their results looked forwarded to with a great degreePof interest bv f,„i, 
growers, notonly in Canada but in other countries. Of course it would not be reasonable 
to supposé that because an experiment made here was successful, it proved that the tree 
or plant it was made with was going to be a success all over the country, but it will be 
basis for other experiments, and a succession of experiments will go far to prove the
«f'rtffi .♦T8 b? pr!pare? toput “P with a deal of imperfection, and those^n charge 
of the stations must not, and will not, be discouraged if they do meet with a great many
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tc.luLÜ'Tr1 tMnk the fxperiments made here in Ottawa would be satisfactory 
to all the people living in a similar region ; that the tests would be conclusive so fa/J 
those living in a region where a similar conditions prevailed
an, M' Castom-I was very much pleased with Mr. Hi'llbom’s very practical paper 
tetrvld “n Valuable idea8- aad I think the plan pointed out byTm

mnm iithi t °Wlngu *° ltS 6eographical conformation, varies a great dZmore within a few miles distance than any other part of North America, but I think the
position of the Experimental Farm will afford a very good test for any part of Ontario
1 Wi!f i.8T8i.t^ BUgg68t aomo scheme uuder which the Ontario institution at Guelph
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rftsmU f d’ lmpo,rta|lce mcrease, as we are favored from time to time with the
results of investigations which have been made regarding the food of birds in relation to 
agriculture, horticulture, and forestry. Mammalogy also claims a share of attention in this 
connection, and though we, in Canada, have no special grievance to complain of in this 
department at present, yet in the far distant lands of Australia and New Zealand tim 
amount of damage which has been done by the introduction of the English rabbit, is almost
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In Canada, when the settler has cleared his first patch and raised a log house on his. 
bush farm, one of his first steps towards making a home is to raise a few chickens, which 
usually appear in due time ; but scarcely are they permitted to become familiar with the 
surroundings before they are scooped up by the hawk. This, of course, enrages the settler, 
who brings powder and shot into immediate use, and takes revenge on every hawk and 
owl that comes within reach. This serves for a time to allay the irritation caused by th 
loss of the chickens, but a better knowledge of the food habits of the bird would have 
showed him that the greater number of hawks never touch poultry at all, and that the 
service they render by the destruction of mice far more than'compensates for the few 
chickens destroyed. As it is with individuals, so it is with communities ; hasty conclu
sions are arrived at which may be acted upon for a time, but eventually they must yield to 
increased knowledge of the subject under discussion.

As an instance of this may be mentioned the “ Pennsylvania Scalp Act,” which was 
passed so recently as 1885. This Act provided for the payment of a bounty of 50 cents 
each, on all hawks, owls, minks, and weasels, killed in the State, with an additional 20 
cents each to the justice taking the affidavit. • This Act was in operation for a year and a 
half, but it was urged by a few close observers that the killing of the hawks and owls 
removed the check which nature had placed on the mice, which were now on the increase 
and doing so much damage, that eventually the Act was repealed. Dr. Merriam, in his 
report to the Department of Agriculture -at Washington, for 1886, goes into figures on 
this question, which will surprise those not u.ed to making such calculations. Here is an 
extract : “ By virtue of this Act, about $90,000 has been paid in bounties fluring the 
year and a halt which has elapsed since tHe law went into effect. This represents the 
destruction of at least 128,571 of the above mentioned animals, most of which were hawks 
and owls. Granting, that about 5,000 chickens are killed in Pennsylvania by hawks and 
owls, and that they are worth 25 cents each, a liberal estimate in view of the fact that many 
,,!»,arc,e^l eT,whenVery y°un8> the total loss wotld be about $1,260, or fora year and 

innnJxV876' .fnce U aPPears that during those eighteen months the State expended 
$90,000 to save its farmers from the loss of $1,875. But this estimate by no met? ns represents 
the actual loss of thefarmer and taxpayer of theState. It is within bounds to say that, in the 
course of a year, every hawk and owl destroys at least one thousand mice, or their equivalent 
in insects, and that each mouse or its equivalent in insects would cause the farmer a loss of 
2 cents per annum. Therefore, omitting all reference to the enormous increase in the 
numbers of these noxious animals, when nature’s means of holding them in check has been 
removed, the lowest possible estimate of the value of each hawk and owl to the farmer 
would be $30 for a year and a half. Hence, in addition to the $90,000 actually expended 
by the State in destroying 128,571 of its benefactors, it has incurred a loss to its agri- 
oo co^La t6re8te of at !east $3,947,130 in a year and a half, which is at the rate of 
$2,631,420 per annum, or, in other words, the State has thrown away $2,105 for every 
dollar it has saved. And even this does not represent fairly the full loss, for the slaughter 
of so large a number of predaceous birds and mammals is almost certain to be followed by 
a corresponding, increase in the number of mice and insects formerly held in check by 
t em, and it will take years to restore the balance blindly destroyed through ignor
ance of the economic relations of our common birds and mammals.

Among birds, the two which are receiving most attention in the United States at 
present, are the rice bird, or bobolink, and the house sparrow. Of the former we have 
little to say, he is here a summer visitor, and during his stay makes our pasture fields 
ring with his merry gurgling song. Early in fall, young andbld gather together in flocks 
and pass away to the south, and it is there he makes his presence known in a manner 
most disastrous to the rice growers. Hundreds of men and boys, armed with shot guns 
are employed to guard the fields, but as the vast flocks of birds arrive from the north’ 
they find themselves quite unable to either scare them off, or sensibly reduce their mum- 
bers. A recent calculation has made out the loss of the planters from this cause to be 
about two million dollars annually. As regards the economic status of the house sparrow 
the case is somewhat different.

He is comparatively a recent addition to American birds, and for the first few years 
of his residence was here in limited numbers and attracted little notice. It was in 1860
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1 «70 0f wh!ch were t“rned 10086 and appeared to do well. But it was not till abcut
1870 that the species seemed to be fairly established, and generally distributed through
out the cities in the Eastern States, soon after which it commenced its march westward,

Haü11v t0n rn 1.?74, Here lt was welcomed as an old friend by many of the 
w O ti been familiar with its appearance in other lands, and a commodious house 

r.rT ln a S'0™""* P"»**», at the expense of the city, for the use of the birds.
they remained till it was filled to overflowing, and the surplus finding suitable 

accommodât101! throughout the city, made it apparent that the birds were quite capable to 
*hift for themselves, and the house was taken down.

From that time till the present, the rapid increase and distribution of the species 
exceeds anything that has heretofore been known in the history of birds. Along the 
Atlantic coast it extends from Southern Georgia to the Bay of Chaleur, while inland it 
has got as far west as Central Kansas and Nebraska. A colony is also established at
fhZ ^r eanS- ajd a,*other at 8alt Uko 0ity- On the Pacific coast, the only point where 
they have gained a footing, is at San Francisco, but small settlements have been observed 
at many intermediate points, which will, no doubt, in time join together and make the 
-chain complete across the continent 8

Among the explanations given of the diffusion of the species over so large a territory 
in so short a time, may be mentioned its extraordinary power of reproduction. Dr.

*lle “ V that> “ latitude of New York they raise 5 to 6 broods in a season, 
with 4 and 6 birds in a brood, making, say 26 in all at the end of the first year. If we 
assume that all live together, the sexes being equally divided, they will thus at the end of 
ten years have reached the extraordinary number, 275,716,983,698." The house sparrow 
thrives best in the proximity to the dwellings of man, finding there both food, shelter and 
exemption from the attacks of birds of prey, which do not often visit cities. It is also 
hwdy in constitution, and capable of enduring the extremes of temperature, as seen in 
its being found from New Orleans to Lake Superior. On reaching a new section of 
country they first fill up the towns and villages, after which the surplus moves off in 
different directions, and so keep on appearing in districts where they have not before 
been observed. Much has been written about the migration of birds, and the wonderful 
instinct which enables them to travel with such certainty between far distant places, but 
the sparrows though not migratory in the ordinary sense, go ahead of all other birds in 
this respect, by getting into empty box cars, travelling hundreds of miles, and being let 
loose free of charge. In this way the first individuals reached New Brunswick in 1883. 
m empty box cars from the west, and in like manner several have been carried to the 
north of Lake Superior, on the line of the Canada Pacific railroad. Having thus glanced 
but slightly at the extraordinary rapidity with which the sparrow has increased in numbers, 
and its won- -rfnl adaptability to climatic variations, it becomes highly important to 
ascertain as far as possible, whether it is a benefit to us or the reverse, and to what extent. 
As the lurds were first introduced into the ünited States, so the American government 
has been first in the field m taking notes on these important points, and so far the 
evidence is almost against the sparrow. Dr. Coues, one of the leading American ornitho
logists, says : Imported during a craze which even affected some ornithologists, making 
people fancy that a granivorous cenùostral bird would rid us of insect pests, this sturdy 
and invincible little bird has overrun the whole country, and proved a nuisance without a 
redeeming quality.”

Among other charges brought against the sparrow, it is accused of driving away our 
naUve birds. That such is the case, no one can doubt, who has given any attention to 
the subject. The cat bird, oriole, house wren, window swallow, cliff swallow, blue bird, 
chipping sparrow, song sparrow, yellow warbler, are all subject to continued persecution, 
and are liable at any time to have their nests tom out, and the young or eggs destroyed.
I nder these circumstances it is not to be wondered at that many of the native birds have 
left their former haunts, and in a few years we may expect to find the sparrow in undis
puted possession of our gardens and shrubberies. We are thus deprived not only of the 
cheerful song and sprightly society of our native birds, but also the valuable service they
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render in t ,e destruction of our numerous insect pests. Among the gardens and orchards 
ot Canada, the birds have not yet appeared in such numbers as in some of the older 
settlements and the amount of mischief they are capable of doing is not fully understood. 
But it anything can be done to drive them off in some other direction, now is the time to 
try it, before they get so numerous as to be uncontrollable, as they are in many of the 
bItIe8hWhe,:e th.ey.fir8t settled. From the Department of Agriculture, at Washington, 
fmm »een '“ufd.circu>™ asking for information regarding the habits of the birds, and 
ri 7,f e ln w“lch t,h®y have setüed, the circulars are being returned filled with 

farm! r 7 ?Vag:S a,nd the 1088 hereby entailed on gardeners, fruit growers, and
“ “ indeed, it is safe to say, that it now exerts a more marked effect upon the
agricultural interest of this country than any other species of bird, and its unprecedented 
increase and spread taken in connection with the extent of its ravages in ertain districts, 
may well be regarded with grave apprehension. Not only are the fruit buds of the grape 

me, peach pear, p|um cherry, apple, currant, etc., destroyed, but lettuce, beets, peas, 
radishes, cabbages, are all liable to be attacked as soon as they appear above the surface,

w.'KS,‘:S STtÆ “p bef0”11 s*™i“,ed- “ r™* "»
Abundant evidence is also furnished by farmers in different parts of the Union, 

regarding the damage to their crops by sparrows, from which the following is selected. 
Mr riatt of New Haven, Conn., says : “ I cradled a small piece of oats, and the sparrows 
gathered on it in such numbers that I killed 54 with one barrel and 25 with the other, 
and incur seed garden we had to keep a boy going around all the time to prevent waste 
^!v!lbb7,'ivn,d ,°ltherJ 8eedS'” Mr-1-H. Gdrney, the well known British ornithologist, 

l they d? enou8h harm to warrant everbody in killing them, say one-fifth good 
. ,r". , !s harm is about what they do, take the country all over, though in certain places
certain times they do nothing but harm. I have striven to say all I could in their favor, 

eing na urally a lover of birds.” Miss Eleanor Ormerod, consulting entomologist of the 
fJa gncultual Society of England, in her ninth report on injurious insects and common 
arm pests, for 1885, states, that the sparrows drive off swallows and martins, thus per

muting a great increase in the flies and insects destructive in the garden and orchard.
iss rmerod cites a case in which the destruction of the sparrows, and consequent 

reappearance of swallows and martins, resulted in the abolishment of the insect pests, 
rrotessor Lmtner, entomologist for the State of New York, writes in the same strain in 

gar o the Tussock Moth, the caterpillar of which is very destructive to the foliage of 
Iruit and shade trees. These insects, it is stated, have increased rapidly during the last 
ten years, owing chiefly to such birds as the robbin, the Baltimore oriole, and the two species 
uc 00, which (ormerly fed on them, having been driven away by the house sparrow, 

f rom Louisiana comes a report from on. ->f the rice planters, that the sparrows have now
attacked the rice plantation, and thre te.i to rival the bobolink in the extent of their 
ravages.
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Indeed, so widespread and so general are such complaints, that the house sparrow at 
tne present time promises to be the most baneful pest the American farmer has ever had 
to contend wUh. Keeping all these facts in view, the American people do not intend to 
lot the subject rest They do not think it expedient at the present time to offer bounties 
or e estrucfcion of the birds, but think it perfectly feasible to accomplish a great reduc- 

turn in their numbers by the united action of the people, aided by intelligent legislation, 
without drawing upon the public purse. Among the recommendations are the immediate 
repeal of all existing laws which afford protection to the house sparrow ; the enactment 
ot laws legalizing the killing of the house sparrow at all seasons of the year, and the 
destruction of their nests, eggs, and young ; the enactment of laws, protecting the great 
northern shrike, the sparrow hawk, and the screech owl, which feed largely on the 
sparrows. Those who have the sparrows nesting about their premises are also requested 
to aid in the riddance of the pest, by the systematic destruction of their nests, eggs, and 
young, a long light pole with an iron hook at the point being found most serviceable for 
the purpose. A most effectual mode of driving the birds from their roosting places under 
verandahs^ etc is the occasional use of the hose, a few successive applications being found
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In Canada the sparrow question has not received the attention in deserves. This i* 
probably owing to the fact that the birds have not yet appeared in such numbers as to 
call for immediate steps being taken to check their increase, but here as elsewhere they are. 
every year, becoming more numerous and there is no reason to doubt that in a very short time 

gardens and fields will suffer, just as they have done in sections where the birds have 
In a report on forestry, recently issued by the government of

our
been longer settled.
Ontario, there is a chapter devoted to the preservation of birds. The so-called shooting 
matches in which young men tramp over a given district and try who will kill the greatest 
number bf birds and squirrels are very properly denounced. The means being taken in 
the United States to reduce the number of sparrows is also being referred to, but na 
similar action is recommended for Ontario, neither is it suggested that such may become 
m cessary. This, I think, is a matter of regret, as Ontario may justly feel proud of her 
fruit, and it is a matter greatly to be deplored, if so severe a scourge is being fostered 
among us, without anything being done to check its progress. Dr. Brodie, of Toronto, 
who has for several years past been taking notes on the food of the sparrows, has -_b! 
mitted the result of his observations to the Canadian Institute, an abstract from which 
appeared in a recent issue of the Toronto Globe. Dr. Brodie is an ardent lover of birds, 
and approaches the subject with an evident desire to spare the sparrow, or at all events tà 
say the most that can be said in their favor.

The observations have been made with a great deal of care, and are, no doubt, per
fectly reliable. Several ladies and gentlemen of Toronto have assisted in their work, and 
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buds of fruit and shade trees throughout the city. But they also get the credit of taking 
some insects; thus from March. 1st till October 31st, 1885, the stomachs of 237 birds had 
been examined, and 104 or about 43 percent, of them contained insects of several orders. 
Special mention is also made of their being observed killing grasshoppers. This seems 
to be an acquired taste, which, it is to be hoped, may improve on cultivation. I have seen 
a sparrow capture and devour a grasshopper now and then, but it seemed to be but an 
individual taste, for where several sparrows and several grasshoppers were near each other, 
the engagement did not become general. Dr. Brodie deserves credit for the time and 
attention he has devoted to the subject, which many who are more directly interested in 
it have failed to do. Its importance can hardly be overestimated, and now that atten
tion has been directed to it, let every gardener, farmer, and fruitgrower in Ontario keep* 
close watch on^the movements of the birds, and satisfy himself whether or not they are

gigantic proportions as the birdsinjurious, for if they are so now, the injury will ____
increase in numbers, and it may then be too late to cure or prevent it.

assume

H xProfessor Saunders.—I think the paper is a very valuable one, and that its effect 
should be the taking of some steps in the way of an expression of opinion on the part of 
this Association as to some action being taken at once. The sparrows are multiplying 
very rapidly, and where they have not already done so •’ill doubtless soon become a very 
serious source of injury. I have examined the crops of a great many sparrows and I have 
come to the conclusion that there is only one period at which they destroy any material 
quantity of insects—the period during which they are feeding their young ; and even 
then, they are just as liable to destroy those insects which are beneficial as the injurious, 
ones. But even when they are feeding their young, if there is any soft food, such as 
cherries, obtainable, they much prefer it to the trouble of hunting up insects, and in the 
crops of a number of young birds which I have had examined I have found, in the cherry 
season, the stomachs filled with a goodly proportion of fragments of cherries and cherry 
juice. I have also known them to eat the buds perfectly clean off some of my pear trees.. 
They will devour the buds of the currant very freely also, and if they can compass all 
this mischief when their numbers are comparatively few, what may we expect when the* 
are increased to the extent which under present circumstances seems inevitable.

The Secretary.—Are they protected by the Legislature of our Province 1
Prof. Saunders.—I think they are.
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The Pitealdrnt.—I certainly believe the point raisod by Mr. Pettit in worthy of 
consideration. I have acted alone as judge in a number of instances in the past few 
years, and 1 must say that in judging a general collection of fruit or any special line I 
much prefer to lie alone nine times out of ten. I prefer that the responsibility should lie 
all my own, and if I know my subject I do not shirk that responsibility, but would be 
prepared, if called upon, to give a reason if there are eight or ten collections, why I 
placed the first prize on that collection and only second or third on the other ; 1 am 
ready to show where the difference lies. In apples, you know, it is necessary to have a 
large amount of the fruit, winter varieties, if you want to get a high commercial value. 
On points of excellence, too, you are going to score more by putting in winter varieties 
than by putting in summer or fall varieties, but, on the other hand, the points will go 
against you if you go entirely into winter varieties ; because 1 cannot give the prize to 
that collection in that way, Isicause, if I do, people will say, “ Here is the first prize, I 
will plant an orchard of that." Now, I cannot ail vise them to do this ; tho collection to 
be perfect to my mind must contain the variety covering the longest possible season, and 
the variety covering the points of a cooking and dessert apple, combining them. And 
there, by-the-bye, is a very excellent point in favor of our apples as compared with the 
British apples ; theirs are either dessert or cooking ; ours combine to a very great extent 
both cooking and dessert excellencies. This is a very great advantage.

Professor Saunokus.—I think there is something faulty in the wording of our agri
cultural prize list which makes judges doubtful. In acting occasionally as a judge of 
fruit I have found difficulties in this way ^ Some will award the prize to a plate of 
apples which are perhaps under medium size on account of their color, while other speci
mens almost equal in color, and considerably larger, will be overlooked by such judges. 
Others again, will fix upon the largest samples, and the prize lists are worded in such an 
indefinite way that they do not know what to' do. There is not enough definiteness in 
the prize lists to guide either the judges or the exhibitors.

Mr. Hamilton.—In Montreal the difficulty has been to what specimens to give the 
prize. Two or three years ago the judges would have given the prize to a plate of very 
large apples, while I thought it better to give it to those of medium size, well colored, 
and showing more of the features of their variety than the larger ones had. Tho diffi
culty was that tho wording of the schedule was, “ For the best dozen or twenty varieties,” 
and there was nothing to guide us as to whether we should give the prize to the largest 
and finest specimens, or to those which approached most closely in all particulars to what 
those varieties ought to bo. We have always been particular in seeing that they are 
properly named, and throw them out it they are not.

The PntismiNT.—I noticed some years ago that the Agriculture and Arts Associa
tion had a rule against ringing grapes ; we frequently used to put that rule in force. 
Now, last veer I was at an exhibition where there were quite a number of grapes that 
were thoroughly ringed. When you come to test them on quality, the flavor is evident 
at once ; they have not the natural flavor at all. I do not know whether the Associa
tion have discarded that rule or not, but I think it is a good one, liecause, although it 
may be all very well for an individual who wants to bring in a few grajies a little earlier 
for private use, it is not a fair way to grow them for exhibition, and in judging grapes it 
should be borne in mind that the object is to encourage the general cultivation for profit. 
Now, no one can tell us that it is going to benefit the country or assist the grapegrowers 
of this country to instruct them in methods of ringing grapes for the purpose of growing 
for the market ; it never would pay.

Mr. Bucks.—1 was a judge of grapes last year at the exhibition, and there were some 
gentlemen from Hamilton who exhibited grapes ; I said they were ringed, and they admit
ted it, but they said it was a general thing in Hamilton, and they thought it was an 
advantage ; and as the class was left out of the prize list, I believe these grapes took the 
prize.

Mr. A. H. Pettit.—How would it do to furnish printed slips or cards to the judges 
for them to fill out, giving the scale of points, color, size, quality, etc., and have the 
judges fill out those forms and have them on the plates, to show to the public in what 
way they had judged the variety.
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and better berry. It is a very strong grower and heavy bearer, and I have never found 
that the winter is too cold, neither for the bush nor the fruit, and yet, like the rest, it has 
a fault too. But if you can plant it so as to shelter it from the mid-day sun it will do 
a great deal better, for if the rays of th i mid-day sun get at it you will often tind that it 
parboils the berries, so to speak, and they fall off-. If you plant it on the north side of 
a tree, however, you will find it one of the best berries we have in this locality. One 
thing which makes it very valuable is that it will hang on the tree a long time after it 
is ripe without injury. I have taken as many as three gallons from one bush which was 
seven years old, but the average run of the bushes is from a gallon to a gallon and a half 
after they get about four years old ; but you must keep them clean and well trimmed. 
Smith's Improved came to us after the Downing, but I find the bush is rather tender— 
not as hardy as the Downing. The berry is better and a little larger, but it will not 
stand shipping ; I don’t find it anything like as valuable as the Downing, and it is 
tender. 1 have tried many others, but find none of them hardy enough to stand this 
climate, but the three I have mentioned 
gooseberries.

Mr. Brodie.—Have you tried the Whitesmith ?
Mr. Greenfield.—Not yet—not to try it; but I have heard a good deal about it. 

I have had several English gooseberries, but they all mildewed except one, and this season 
it had some very fine berries, but not many of them. I had it planted on the north side 
of a tree so it would be sheltered from the sun, and if you want to rear good gooseberries 
here you must protect them from the mid-day sun which, if it does not parboil them as 
I have already described, takes away their flavor ; they haven’t the same flavor as 
when kept in the shade.

Mr. Whyte (Ottawa).—I have had some experience with gooseberries, and although 
I never saw such beauties as in Mr. Greenfield’s garden last summer, I cannot agree 
with what he says about shade, and I have tried it in every way too. Three years ago 
I planted a number of gooseberries and one end of the row ran down under an apple 
tree, and there was no crop ; there is no crop unless they are in the sun. I have noticed 
to a small extent that the sun parboils them when exposed to its direct rays, but a 
properly trained bush should be in such a position that it does not affect many. It seems 
to me that Smith’s Improved is superior to all others for quality. There is nothing I 
like so well as gooseberries, and Smith’s Improved is beyond comparison better than the 
others. There is another young berry I have tried, which has not been disseminated all 
over Canada ; it is grown by Mr. Conn of Kemptville. It grew last summer about an 
inch and three-quarters in length, and it is of very fair quality. I would not say it is 
good as Smith’s Improved, but it is very good, and perfectly hardy ; I think it will be 
the coming gooseberry. I had a very nice crop of Whitesmiths two years ago, but since 
then it has been going down. As long as I can grow Smith’s Improved I <Jp not think 
it worth while bothering much with the others.

Mr. Brodie (Montreal).—My soil is not very well suited to gooseberries to grow 
them to perfection, but the Whitesmith with us is the kind most grown for market. 
There is a gentleman down near Hochelaga who has grown something like two thousand 
gallons off a small piece of ground------

A Member.—In how long 1
Mr. Brodie.—He has been for years at that business. He has just about four acres 

of ground, and he has got plum trees and gooseberries. I have had a good deal of trouble 
by the sun scalding them in the manner described by Mr. Greenfield.

Mr. Bucke (Ottawa).—I believe I am responsible for the introduction of the King 
• Conn, as we call it. Mr. Conn, of Kemptville, got it somewhere, but does not know 

exactly where. I do not know what its origin is, but it is certainly by all odds the finest 
gooseberry grown in Canada ; there is no comparison at all between it and any other. 
It is perfectly free from mildew, and the hush is a fine grower in every way. I have 
had the Houghton, Smith’s Improved and the Downing, but none of them can compare 
with the Conn. Mr. Conn has had an offer of $150 from a grower up west for the sale 
of plants.
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THE SUMMER MEETING.

The Summer Meeting was held in the Shire Hall, at Picton, on Wednesday, July 11,

“ The Farmer’s Fruit Garden.”

THE FARMEK’S FRUIT GARDEN.

The following paper was contributed by the Secretary : _
Every farmer does not want to tagago in fruit culture for profit T“te® dl^r_ 

Some prefer stock breeding ; some, grain growing ; some, dairying ; while still another 
class are enamored with fruit growing, and prefer it to any other occupation. It 
wisely so arranged, else, if all chose to grow one thing, all would be in poverty.

But every farmer does need to have a well-stocked fruit garden for home use, and 
this is what 1 want to impress upon all present. Evidences do not appear to favor my 
rLmanf lt is the exception to meet with a well-stocked garden in country places, 
"f0r maïket purposed Its importance is not appreciated. The farmer’s table ,, 

P scant in its supply of fruit in variety than is the table of the citizen who L. -d, It So,, I maintain that «hi. i, a

great mistake.

are

‘ TTXiirj’sSSK--zssrJsviand though? to grain and cattle, and the fruit grower to his fruit ; that the farmer would 
«b» » mistake in crowing strawberries, because the time and labor spent on them 

would if devoted to his potato patch, produce more than would purchase all the straw
berries and vice versa. Now, I believe this principle ,s a sensible one, and I advocate 
berries, ana v for it et The fact is the farmer will not buy fruit for his
table' to any extent. He can live without it, and unless he grows it on his own farm he 
sois Without it and his family must do the same. It reminds me of a story I read of a 
farmer1 who was at a hotel for dinner. There was some excellent cheese upon the table 
and he helped himself several times, evidently enjoying it very much A gentleman 
observing him said, “ You do not get good cheese down your way Yes, he replied 
obser 1 g - v,,* a8 we do not make cheese, we do not have it on the

they eeP 1 ,a f fifty-two ” And yet this man lived in a $5,000 house, and had 
Ï 1“ ZL &. S. 2 .„«..« ». abundant .u,P„ ,1 ,h. ial*.

Of our farmers with the various fruits of the season is to encourage them in it*

«novation ^ ^ ^ would ^ worth all the trouble and expense it costs to
the various kinds of fruit that are most desirable for home use. Not to speak ot 

fn*s raw or roasted, in sauce, or in pies or in dumplings, how delicious are cherry 
blackberry and gooseberry pies, raspberry jams or plum preserves ! And what is more 
blackberry B thanJ awell-ripened, hiscious Bartlett or Duchess pear.? And why 

delicious pears be found upon the farmer’s table from August W 
ApriDo^ every yean when varieties may be planted whose fruit will-ripen for use in each 
of those months as in each intervening one.

pal
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of one per cent., and their nutritive ratio about o-e to thh-tv g’uk protem bemlf nnV about one-half 
connection with more nitrogenous food like clover n,™ |2, rJ}6”06 Pre,mos‘ effective when fed in

Wlth and othercommOTm?^/-foU^r mXlofth:- °f mea8Ure’ applea 

coramwi .......................cabbage........................................................................... 17
Potatoes bran and middlin8S 1 00 Turnil» ........................................... 16
Sugtr°beet. ..................... £ Rutabagas
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eight cents per bushel of .60 pound., and are as 
waste good apples as to waste good roots When fed ^witb " 8tt>ck t0 c®nsume them, it is as much of a loss to 
inspiring as well as nutritious,Znd ar/only injurmus wh n f^mT* aprpr,Aatti fo«d.they are health? 
three cows with moderately sour apples ripe and mellow A .4“ experiment in feeding
to each cow daily, gave me a finer flavored butt^ than’ i l, *' tweek8' a‘ the rate of 12 to 20 pound! 
others to feed them in larger quantity and for a longer time whVtlp/f0'’? 8ram “fl 8rass. I havo known 
not only fine flavored, but to have remarkable keeping nualitv ^e8ult’ a.nd their butter to be
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My next purpose is to show how to make such a garden yield the best possible 
I will speak first of the small fruit garden, and secondly of the large frutt

The 
half, and 
ning out 
shape am 

Hea

return.
garden or orchard.

For an ordinary family, from one-third to one-half an acre of ground will be suffi
cient. Let it be the very choicest on the farm, and, if possible, near the house at the side 

Of course it must be safe from cows, pigs, sheep, fowl, etc, but if in the situa
tion described it will be a portion of the house yard, and so need no separate fence, but 
only be screened from the lawn by a hedge of arbor vitæ, privet or ornamental shrubs and 

No pains must be spared to have the ground in the best possible condition, else 
of course there will be a waste of time and money. I mean it must be well drained and 
well manured. I do not mean a thin top dressing of manure, but heavily coated with 
good manure, at the rate of say thirty or forty loads to the acre, unless the soil is already 
better than that of most farms I know of.

In shape it should be longer than broad, admitting of rows at least two hundred feet 
in length, for convenience in cultivation with the horse. The time is gone by for doing 
with the spade and hoe what can be so much more quickly done with a horse, little 
plough, and cultivator.

Now for the kinds of fruit to plant and the number of each for the home garden. 
We want a succession. We want our tables furnished with fresh small fruit all summer. 
Then we will begin with strawberries, which in this district begin ripening in J une. 
ing them one foot apart in the rows, 200 plants would be required for each row, and 
three or four rows three feet apart would not furnish too large a quantity of this, the 
first and one of the most luscious fruits of the season. For varieties we would suggest 
Crescent, Wilson, Sharpless and Manchester, in about equal quantities. For best results 
constant cultivation should be given the strawberry right through the season, and a 
mulching of straw or coarse manure should be applied before the time of freezing nights 
and thawing days of early spring. All runners should be kept cut off after the ground 
is once sufficiently covered with plants.

Raspberries follow closely upon the heels of the strawberry, and are almost equally 
delicious in their three colours of black, red and yellow. To our taste black caps are the 
most desirable for canning and for pies, and the red for preserves and for jam, while 
varieties of the yellow are beyond comparison for eating fresh. They may be planted 
about three feet apart, in rows six feet apart. A half row of each variety suggested 
would be a sufficient quantity. In black caps I would suggest Doolittle or Souhegan for 
early, and Mammoth Cluster and Gregg for late. These need to be on soil that does not 
dry out, crack, or bake, else the fruit will dry up in the hot July sun. A deep, rich 
sandy loam is best, and this kept well cultivated and stirred up, even during fruiting season, 
unless the weather is wet. The pruning shears should be freely used to keep the canes 
within bounds, unless it is necessary to layer the tips for propagation. The old canes 
may be removed and burned either in the autumn or in early spring, and only four or 
five new canes be permitted to grow in each stool. In the planting of these and of the 
other plants, a stout garden line is of course indispensable. In red raspberries I would 
recommend Highland Hardy and Marlboro’ for early, Turner for medium, and Cuthbert 
for late, and these will extend over a period of about six weeks. Last year my rasp
berries began with the 16th June and ended about the first of August. In white rasp
berries, the best varieties are Brinckles’ Orange and Golden Queen. This year the first 
were not ready until July 6th.

Currants and gooseberries will also come during the months of June and July, and 
no one nei d be discouraged about growing these fruits, because of the currant worm, 
when an occasional sprinkling with hellebore and water, in the proportion of an ounce to 
a pailful, will so easily keep them in check. One row of currants and gooseberries, 
planted about three feet apart, in rows six feet apart, would perhaps suffice. In kinds I 
would recommend the following currants, viz., red, the Cherry and Fays-; white, the 
White Grape ; black, Black Naples and Lee’s prolific. In gooseberries, I know of 
so reliable as Smith, Downing and Industry. The latter, however, is said to mildew in 
some locations.
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st possible 
large frutt

The currant bush needs to have the new growth cut back early every spring, one- 
half, and kept somewhat thinned out, while the gooseberry needs only the annual thin
ning out of old wood. There is a great satisfaction in a row of bushes thus kept in good 
shape and well cultivated, but if neglected they are neither useful nor ornamental.

Heavier soil may be used for the currant and the gooseberry than for the raspberry. 
Indeed, in my experience, the Cherry Currant bears much more freely on clayey loam 
than upon sandy loam.

The large blackberry comes next in order, and is a most valuable substitute for 
peaches for table use in the month of August, when peaches fail. If properly ripened 
the blackberry makes an excellent sauce for the table, being just acid enough to suit 
many peoples taste ; and for pies it is not excelled in the writer’s estimation by even the 
Kentish Cherry. One row of these will suffice, and the following kinds will be suitable 
jju ^la§aia District. viz- the Early Harvest, the Kittatinny, and the Taylor. I 

add the latter because it is more hardy than the others, and will often produce a crop 
when the others might fail on account of the severity of the season. For convenience in 
cultivation it wilt be necessary to cut back the canes at a height of two and a half or 
three feet in the summer. By this means they may be made to stand firmly upright 
without support, and there will be no sprawling canes to obstruct passage between the 
rows.
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I will close this first part of my subject with some references to the grape. This 
be planted in many places, otherwise waste. It may be trained along the side of 

building, or upon a fence that is intended to screen unsightly objects. It is an orna
mental vine along the side of a back verandah, or trained to cover an arbor in the 
corner of the garden, or retired part of the lawn. Or it may be trained upon a trellis in 
rows. r

can a

Grapes should be planted about ten feet apart, in rows about the same distance. 
Thirty or forty vines of several of the best varieties of each color, will not come amiss. 
The time of grapes for family use can be extended over a very long season, by packing 
away such varieties as Salem, or Vergennes, which can be kept until spring. Thus, for 
at least six months of the year, the medicinal and agreeable virtues of fresh grapes may 
be utilized in the family. In varieties I would recommend the following, viz., red, 
Delaware, Lindley and Brighton; black, Moore’s, Worden and Wilder; white, Lady| 
Jessicas and Niagara. To these I would add Salem and Vergennes for their keeping qual
ities, although the former is much subject to the mildew.

Too much barn manure is not best for the grape. A surplus of nitrogen produces 
too much wood growth at the expense of the fruit. Phosphates and potash are specific 
manures for the vine ; the former is found ir. bone meal, or in the mineral apatite which 
is now being so extensively worked in the vicinity of Ottawa, while the latter is 
stituent part of wood ashes.

I have thus given a general view of what should, in my opinion, constitute the 
farmer s small fruit garden. Such a garden will yield him more pleasure and profit than 
any other equal portion cf the farm, not excepting the orchard, which I shall have to 
leave over to be treated of on another occasion. I hope that these few hints may help to 
increase the general interest in the home garden, and result in the more abundant supply 
of fruit for the farmer’s family, and in the freer use of the same in all our county homee.
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The President called for a discussion on the paper.

Mr. Wellington Boulter, Picton, said :—It seems strange to me that in this age 
of improvement there should be any necessity to impress upon the minds of the farmers the 
M 8sity of endeavoring to grow something to make their homes pleasant and comfortable. 
Many of the farmers even in this county, I am sorry to say, have very little to eat upon 
their tobies except what they grow in the way of grain and beef and pork. When they 
can be cultivated so easily, and add so much comfort to the living of the house, it seems 
strange that any man for a moment should forego the little time and expense necessary 
for the cultivation of strawberries, raspberries, plums, grapes, etc. I welcome the Fruit 

7(f.c.)

nece
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Growers’ Association to this county. I trust that their visit will be profitable to this 
county, and that those members who have spent the time in coming to Picton will feel 
pleased that this place was selected. Sorry am I that we have suffered what we have 
with the unfortunate drouth, because the county does not show off to that advantage 
that we Prince Edward county people are proud to acknowledge it usually has ; but 
as the elements are governed by a higher and wiser power we cannot complain. I trust 
the farmers will come in and say something on these subjects, and interest themselves 
in it. I hope a stimulus will be given to many in this locality to go more into fruit in 
the future.

Mr. P. 0. Dempsey.—In riding over the county I saw a man with a superior 100 
acre farm that $7,000 would not buy, and he failed to have an orchard on it. He could 
draw his whole crop this year, including hay, on one waggon load. If he had had 
currants or strawberries he would have had something worth while.
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QUESTION DRAWER.

The question was asked, In what state and where does the Rose-leaf Hopper pass 
the winter?

Mr. Mitchell, of Innerkip, replied:—The question was asked by myself. A dis
cussion took place on the matter some years ago, and even entomologists disagreed with 

as to where this insect does pass the winter ; and does not seem to be settled or 
understood. I wish to bring it up on that account, because I consider it would be more 
easily managed if we understood it. Although not an entomologist I hold that the insect 
passes the winter in a larvae state in the bark of the rose itself. Leading writers have 
disagreed with me, but I think it will be found that I am correct in the matter ; and I 
hold that it is a great thing to understand the habits of the insect so as to get at them. 
1 think any one studying the matter even with the naked eye will discern them coming 
through the bark of the rose just at the time the leaves are expanding. I wrote Mr. 
Saunders, and he informed me that be had never taken the matter up so as to study with 
any certainty on it. I also wrote a number of our rose-growers—those who had investigated 
among the rose—Mr. Webster, of Hamilton, who agreed with me. It was brought out 
originally by an article of mine in the Canadian Horticulturist, where I was criticised. 
I did not know that I was making any new discovery, but I just mentioned where it did 
pass the winter, and it was criticised j but if there is an entomologist present here, or 
any one that has investigated the matter, I would like to hear from them. To 
growers it is quite an important matter.

The Secretary.—I am only an amateur entomologist, and therefore cannot answer 
from the entomologist’s standpoint. I find that Mr. Packard, in his “Guide to Insects,” 
states that the Grapevine-leaf Hopper, which is somewhat similiar, passes the winter in a 
perfect state under dead leaves, etc., and that very early in the spring the perfect insect 
deposits its eggs in the young leaves, which very soon develop into the young larvae, 
and at once proceed to extract the juices from the leaves. I suppose that the Rose-leaf 
Hopper would pass the winter in the same way, and perhaps very early in the spring 
deposit the eggs in the bark, from which the practical rose-grower would observe the 
young larvae issuing, and would naturally suppose they had spent the winter in that 
place.
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FRUIT GROWING IN THE COUNTY OF PRINCE EDWARD.

Mr. Williams read the paper on this subject as follows :__

snd took up nearly as much time as now in going to London, and was then a greater 
wonderment They brought from $3 to $4 per bbl. This sum seemed immense
M, MWnOm f WaS 8fneralli': *Ta!izei at home- The first trees were purchased from a 
Mr. McGill, from a place called the Gallows, on the American side. Parties taking a 
dozen trees thought they were making a large purchase. The old varieties were Gloria
Golden R°r8nttSWer’p^ed JiI1>''tlower8- flushing and Esopus Spitzenbergs,
Golden Russett and Pinnock, which trees are still alive and bearing fruit The result
of the shipment was that where our apples came into competition with the American 
rmt we were equal if not ahead. This gave the impetus and courage to cut away the

that as the volume grew so rapidly that foreign markets would soon be over-supplied 
and the same fear is in many minds to-day, as the markets are educated to appreciate the 
finest kinds of fruit, which supercedes or gives a large class of inferior fruit the “go by ” 
that at one time commanded good prices and a ready sale. The best grades are now coi

ned chiefly to few varieties, making it as important now to top-graft as with the old 
naturals of the past. The fruit growers have not been exempt in this county from dun 
appointment, if they have m others. In ordering trees many have proved Untrue to 
name when coming into bearing. Excuse me if I state here that I gave a nurseryman 
an order for 150 Ribston Pippin trees, stating I wanted to plant them myself. I could 
only trust fifty on sight, and in that fifty I had six different kinds of apples and only 
fifteen trees were true. Notwithstanding many drawbacks the cultivators have 7 
tinued to battle along, and have achieved a grand success. The past year was very drv 
and adverse to the fruit interests of many in different parts of the county, vet the yield 
or volume of trade in fruits was very large, amounting to tens of thousands of barrel of
wasLshlUDedUtôbD,nZnn PUt Tfh‘S "growing over 1,100 barrels, a portion of which 
WrelTI? to..London- aa '.n the Previous twenty-seven years, realizing over $3 per 
hanel. I he soil preferable is strong loam, fit for a good corn field or garden. After 
planting out thirty feet each way cultivate and manure for five years with hoed crops
t" , ® y?frVnd T t0 °atB f°r pa8ture for 8heeP and Pig», but take nothing
from the soil in the shape of grain crops. The varieties cultivated of the apol 8
1-0, viz. : 20 summer, 34 autumn, and 66 winter. Our shows have givei 
premiums on different kinds of fruit bad results have followed, 
largely for exhibition
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Pears.

There is no money in growing pears, in comparison with apples. I have often said 
when asked “ will pears pay 1” my answer was I could make more money with apples at 
25 cents per bushel than with pears at $2. 1 have had no reason yet to change
my assertion ; they have not awakened the same interest, being short lived—having to 
be replaced often—not so much fiom the blight as from the severe climatic changes from 
heat to cold in the winter and spring months. I have tested over fifty sorts. In grow
ing the tender sorts 1 succeed by far the best in growing the Flemish Beauty, and top- 
gralting. Out of these I would name ten varieties that have proved to be the best: 
Doyenne de Eté and Madeleine for early, Clapp’s Favorite, Bartlett, Belle Lucrative, 
Tyson, Doyenne Boussock, Flemish Beauty and Beurre de Anjou for fall, and Josephine 
for winter.
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Cherries.

In cherries there is nothing doing. There are a few old trees of the very old stock 
left here and there that thrive and do well. The cultivated varieties burst their bark 
and die. This is caused by warm open weather in the winter months followed by zero 
weather. 1 am fearful if the Russians that are introduced at present can withstand 
these changes.

Aside from the apple, the grape, I think, in the near future will have the second 
important place both at home and market. It is beyond question that the grape can be 
had in abundance through the whole of the winter months fresh on the bunches, I 
had them for the last two years up to June 1st, and up to April as fine as when first 
taken from the vines that were grown in the open ground. Crape culture as a whole 
throughout the county is but in its infancy. There are a few persons that are succeeding 
admiiably, though with but few varieties on very small areas. The interest is growing 
and will be like leaven, soon to make rapid strides. One great hindrance has been so 
many poor grapes forced on the market as superior to all predecessors, and when proved 
not tit to be retained in cultivation. I would name a few that have succeeded best in 
this locality : Jessica only for early, Brighton, Delaware, Early Dawn, Rogers’ 3, 4, 9, 
22, 44. I am speaking now of grapes for the household exclusively ; were they wanted 
for marketing then I would in all probability add a few to my list.

The soil generally throughout the county is well adapted for growing currants and 
gooseberries in great abundance. There are four kinds in cultivation, the White Grape, 
Raby Castle, Cherry and Fays. If I could choose but one for the family 1 would take 
Raby Castle, as it has a thick leathery foliage, holding both leaves and fruit till all others 
are naked and bare, and keeping nicely till September. The Downing is the principal 
gooseberry, the Houghton and Whitesmith are grown to a small extent only.

There is a lively interest just now in the red raspberry. We have been very back
ward it taking hold of this fruit. For canning purposes they are preferable to all but 
the large blackberry, and there has been quite a number cultivated. Cuthbert, Turner, 
Clarke, Hansell, Philadelphia, etc. I am still holding on to the old Red Antwerp, and 
think it has not yet been beaten. The b'ackcaps are being rapidly superceded.

Strawberries are a very good cropper here, on suitable ground where not too dry, 
and with a fair share of care and attention are profitable to grow for shipping and 
canning. The new varieties have not been taken hold of very much. Most growers are 
keeping hold of the old Wilson, Crescent, and Manchester. The James Vick proved 
worthless.
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Mr. Wright, (Renfrew).—Does the Raby Castle keep 1
Mr. Williams.—I have kept it till the 15th September on the vine.
The Secretary.—You speak of keeping grapes till June. How do you do it ?
Mr. Williams.—They are simply taken from the vine and put in small boxes, 

probably nine inches by two or three inches deep. They are taken to the vine, and the 
grapes are cut oil without handling and laid in and put into a room that is airy, but not 
covered ; and allow them to be in that cold room until the frost sets in; then put them 
in the cellar. They will shrink a little, and the surplus juice appears to be evaporated a 
little ; and we keep on using them.

The Secretary.—Don’t you close up the boxes at all ?
Mr. Williams.—Oh no ; I failed entirely with sawdust or cork ar anything I put 

them in. The best way is to have nothing in them, and not to put them much one upon 
another nor rub the bloom off.

The Secretary.—No leaves with them 1
Mr. Williams.—No, nothing at all.
The Secretary.—What kinds ?
Mr. Williams.—They were the Rogers. Brighton I kept very nicely till the first 

of March, The Delaware I could not keep. A good many kinds won’t keep, but those 
I mentioned are very good keepers.

Mr. Smith.—Have you the Victoria currant 1
Mr. Williams.—I have had it. It grew small. It did not grow nearly so large and 

fine as what I have now of the Raby Castle. I was in the cellar to-day, just before I 
away, and there are about a thousand boxes of grapes there yet, sweet and clean.

The Secretary.—Are they not shrunk or shrivelled 1
Mr. Williams.—They are shrivelled ; the juice appears to condense.
The President.—Your fall apples you use for local markets ; do you never ship 

any to foreign markets ?
Mr. Williams.—I have shipped the Duchess and the Colvert and the Maiden’s 

Blush. The Colvert also ships well.
The President.—The Twenty-ounce you refer to is the Cayuga Red Streak, is it nott
Mr. Williams.—Yes.
The President.—The other Twenty-ounce is the highest priced apple on English 

markets on account of its size.
Mr. A. H. Pettit.—Why did you discard the Worden grape 1
Mr Williams.—They 

the flavour itself I don’t like.
The Secretary.—You discarded the Concord also.
Mr. Williams.—Yes ; I have grown the Concord for twenty years, and I have 

never eaten three bunches in all that time.
Mr. M. Pettit.—Did I understand you to recommend the Early Dawn for family
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Mr. Williams.—For family use, for keeping.
Mr. Morton.—I have been trying the Early Dawn, and I don’t think it will bear 

before the day of judgment. I have been working at it now for aliout six years.
Mr. M. Pettit.—I can’t get from Early Dawn more than two pounds to the vine.
Mr. Williams.—I get nearly as much as I do from Concord.
Mr. W. Boulter.—Eight years ago I put out 150 pear trees. I have been a little 

unfortunate. I would like to see pears cultivated, for we had to go to the other side for 
them last year. 1 had very few varieties. I have lost all the winter varieties but 
tree. The principal ones I put out were Sheldon, Clapp’s Favorite, Flemish Beauty, 
and a few Osbands. I lost them in the winter of 1884-5. The only trouble 
with Flemish Beauty and Clapp’s Favorite is that the bark on the south-west side is 
cracked or killed, I suppose by the sudden changes of the weather. We have had pear 
blight in oifr orchard now the last three years. I believe that pears can be cultivated 
successfully, but there must be probably something in the soil that is the cause of so 
many failing. My land was a clay loam, very tine. I was able to cultivate. My pear 
trees were fifteen feet apart each way, and I put the raspberries between the
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out one tree in the corner of the fence, and have been mulching it—throwing "ashes 
and one thing or another, and the scrapings of the barnyard around it. That tree lias 
gone ahead of any other, and has never been effected in any way. The bark is perfect. 
It bore last year. This year is the first year my pear trees have borne. Have any of 
you ever tried wrapping the trunk up with straw, or putting up a board to protect tha 
south-west side ? r

Mr. Wright.—I have. Where the rope touched it was as green as could be, anil 
all the rest black right up. The straw covered it all.

• i. ^îr" ^ ,LLIAMS- I have not tried to set a board up. I have wound them around 
spring6 hay r°Pe' Ril‘n W0U,d g6t in and wet ir> and the thing would slip off in the
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Mr. Boulter. Have any of you ever washed your pear trees with lime?
Mr. Williams.—I have not. [ fiequently do it with apples.
Mr. Boulter. I think Flemish Beauties, and Clapp’s Favourite, and Sheldons can 

be cultivated. In 1884-5 I put out seventeen Buerre d’ Anjou in a row. They all froze. 
I can corroborate Mr. Williams in regard to planting trees years ago. My father kept a 
nursery, and twelve trees was about the greatest number he could sell to a farmer, 
generally tried to get him to take two bunches of a dozen each for twenty-five cents.

Mr. Woodrow.—I have just cut down an orchard that did not produce much and 
set out strawberries. We picked 20,000 boxes of strawberries off the two acres. ’ We 
grow strawberries and raspberries principally ; strawberries, Crescent and Wilson : rasp
berries, Cuthbert and Sharpless. 1 have a few Golden Queen, that is new. (Specimens 
of these were shown.)

The President.—Do you grow any other fruits ?
Woodrow. Nothing of any account. I have a few currants and gooseberries, 

ihe White Grape currants are the best I ever had, I don’t grow White Grape for 
money ; I grow strawberries and raspberries for money.

Delegate. Are those white raspberries (Golden Queen) grown for use ?
Mr. Woodrow.—Yes. I have had an experience of two winters; I find them 

hardier than Cuthbert. I think it is fully equal in productiveness. It lacks a trifle in 
quality. I don’t think it is quite so good.

The Secretary.—Have you tried the marketing of the Golden Queen?
Mr. Woodrow.—Not at all. The man I deal with in Kingston says a limited 

quantity will sell well, and will bring a high price. I set out six or seven hundred 
plants this spring for test. They are a good growing plant, and they winter well

Mr. Dempsey.—When I heard Mr. Woodrow talk about his Snow apples failing up 
to two years ago, I know perfectly well that mine failed for a few years, and I have a 
nice little orchard of Snow apples, too. I felt like cutting them down. I did saw the 
tops oft, but last year’s crop excelled anything I ever saw of any variety of apple ; and 
strange to tell you, those that we took from the trees in good order, and got to market 
in good order, brought $4 a barrel. The whole crop averaged us $3 a barrel. I would 
ask Mr. Woodrow or anybody else, if with strawberries, taking the same amount of land 
occupied, and the same term of years, he can get that much. On the same ground I grow 
my apples I have taken six thousand quarts of strawberries off the acre, and they brought 
me very remunerative prices. I have also taken from the same acre that I have taken 
apples about 50 barrels of apples last year from the acre. I have at the same time 
taken 200 bushels of potatoes per acre ; and, take the whole of it, I must confess it 
the most profitable crop I ever grew.

Mr. Boulter.—Were the Snow apples a little spotted last year ?
Mr. Dempsey.—There were no spots on them last year. We gathered them from 

five hundred trees. The year previous they were specky. There are no spots on them 
now. I am not going to recommend the Snow apple, because if I was going to plant an 
orchard I would not put out one. We have a lot of Wealthy apples. They aie 
just as pretty on the tree; they bear an enormous crop on the tree, and I have 
yet to learn of any spot on a tree in the county, although Mr. Croil has had them 
spotted. Our Wealthies are always clean, and they bring a little more than Snow 
m the market. I will make more money on our slow-growing Wealthy apples than I
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can of strawberries. I differ with Mr. Williams in the collection of apples because if 
Iwero going to plant out a thousand trees to-morrow for profit, they would consist of 
Wealthy, Duchess of Oldenburg, and Ben Davis, and I would just stop there • and the 
latter one would produce more money than all the rest, too ’
t. ,o,ld l"p ,our °" ““f"
the.„MHndI)tKMPSEY'T»Certtinly : b«UV would i,lst.wanfc some jnice of lemon squeezed into 
Witli r t ? W°U make one of the most delicious sauces you ever got out of an apple 
VV ith respect to pears perhaps I have not had so much experience as Mr. Williams* hut
ehr;n,P°Krti h.undr<id safeties of pears, and out of that number there 

nearly two hundred failures. (Laughter.) But I feel very thankful that there are a few

rr'°whu" «"■<•« » **•»
K: ».

glow certain varieties of pears very nearly as cheap as we can apples, and with a certainty 
thatTT yhe l'ears Mr. Wilbams mentioned, Doyenne Boussock, we have cultivated 

J twenty ^rs. but't is just being boomed now, and the people are beginning to

don't want the Bartlêtte& IV " 1^° pe“r,.but where Parties h»ve canned it, they lar „ .Ve tt8' It18 a prettier pear than the Bartlett in the basket It grows 
arger than the Bartlett. Our trees have obtained a height of twenty feet or more and 

we have the pleasure sometimes of taking as high as six bushels from a single tree’ and 
they bear every year. I would advise the people of our county to plant lately of Do, 
enne Boussock pear, Mr. Boulter will want them all. Grow as many as you can *1 
never saw a branch yet of the Doyenne Boussock blighted ; I never saw a branch frozen 
either, with us. We have had them growing right by Flemish Beauty, and the Flemish

a',d pa.HHed tWay- We would saw them down. We have grown them 
by the side of the Bartlett where it would freeze to the giound. There is another pear 
I w^ut to speak of—Josephine de Malines ; we grow that and place it in our cellJr in 
imTih Crre ''8S y aS W? W0UJd the aPple> and in the winter season we just bring them 
tihîe thw|Vm8»|r00m’- P aC® jï‘m 1,1 lhH drawer' and in about a week they are tit for the 
table. When there is a wedding anywhere near us, we have an invitation to furnish 
them a few Josephine de Malines. They come in a little after Christmas, a 1 keen till 

l,8ually g»t 11.50 a peck for them, and any man that is not satisfied with
^C.tKbua.Yb,7"kT4!",bert^ “d “k',2 ' b"“' “d ” *

Mr. Smith. At what time does the Doyenne Boussock ripen 1 
Mr. Dempsey.—.Just the next day after the Bartlett is done, 

letts we usually ship with the first of the Doyenne Boussock.
ex™. fYh |J“RS|ngNT -:Have you noticed that buyers, when there is no pear tit for use 
except the Bartlett, will take the Doyenne Boussock at the price of Bartletts?

Mr. Dempsey.—Yes; I shipped some Bartletts and Doyenne Boussock two or three 
STiTTr ijbroe-half-peck baskets, and when they arrived my agent there 
wrote that thev did not sell as well as Bartletts. I replied to him to change the tickets
twentJfi6 Bartfett tl°ke.t °n and '®t tha People have them. The result w.iAhey brought 
twenty-five cents a basket more than the Bartletts. This was only the supentitio/of
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in a year. As to Flemish Beauty, I would not plant it if anybody gave it to me, and it 
is the poorest stock I ever tried for grafting on. Clapp's Favorite was a favorite of 
minu once, and I planted it to a considerable extent, but the trees are subject to blight, 
I find. They are hardy, it is true ; but if they will die of blight in summer of what use 
is their hardiness! They bear a very light crop—perhaps produce as much as the Beurre 
d’ Anjou, and the trees is sure to blight, so that I would neither plant it nor graft it.

Mr. Williams.—My experience with the Ben Davis apple has been very poor. I 
got some when they first came out some twenty years ago, from Ellwanger <fc Barry. I 
planted them in the garden in a goad place, and for twelve to fifteen years I did not 
gather one bushel. There were four trees of them. I have re-topped them—that is, put 
the Ben Davis top on some other trees—put them in different ways, and I never succeeded 
well. I have noticed them through the locality about there, different places, and there 
is one orchard not very far from me has quite a number. I have never known them 
within the last fifteen years to have one good crop. A great many of them are inferior 
and worthless.

Mr. Boulter.—I have twenty-five trees, and they never failed yet of having a crop 
each year, and l>ear very early. I think the Snow apple should be planted in a gravelly 
soil. It originated on the Island of Montreal, so I have always understood from my 
father. Two yeais ago they were so spotted that we discarded them. Three years ago 
we put down quite a lot of them. They are no good to evaporate ; but for market pur
poses in Montreal there is no apple brings more money in certain seasons of the year 
than they will. The Maiden's Blush has been a very successful grower. Four years ago 
I grafted quite a number of Flemish Beauties on the Tolman Sweet. I believe if they 
can be made a success it is going to be a good tree to graft pears on I don’t know 
whether one could grow pears on a sour apple tree ; but I never saw thriftier grafts than 
ere growing on my Tolman Sweet trees. A neighbor took first prize at our township 
fair, for pears grafted on Tolman Sweets.

The President.—Have you ever heard of the grafts breaking offl
Mr. Boulter.—No, I have not.
Mr. Young.—Have you ever seen pears grown on thôrn 1
Mr. Boulter.—I have seen them.
Delegate.—Did they have the same flavor !
Mr. Boulter.—I don’t know. These weie a good flavor that were grown on the 

Tolman Sweets. 8
Mr. Williams.—My experience in putting pears upon aoples is very much like 

grafting the pears upon the Thorn apple ; they did not unite well. I have had the graft 
four and five inches around, and the apple stock did not increase in proportion. You 
would have to tie up the scion to keep it from blowing off with the wind. It 
appears to unite its wood well with the apple ; and I have seen the Thorn that is grafted 
with the pear in the same way.

Mr. Young.—I tried pears on thorn once, and it did not seem to have the 
flavour as it would if grown on its own stock. I never tried it on the Tolman Sweet. 
In the Thom the pear seemed to grow so much faster that it bulged out anil grew very 
slender, it grew in a few years twice as big as the Thorn, and after a while it grew so 
large it broke right off. The pears were very tine, but I don’t think the flavor 
quite as good. Can any person tell why it was that last year the Snow apples were very 
smooth and nice, and heretofore they were specked and spotted 1 Mine were spotted, so 
I cut the tops off and grafied Ben D.tvis in. They grew up into bearing, but I found 
they were a very poor apple. I said to myself, “ As soon as the Englishmen find these 
apples out they wdl be disgusted with them,’’ but if we cm a id lemon juice to them 
and make them all right, probably we will get rid of them anyway. Tlie strawberry 
business I have some experience in. I use the Wdson altogether. I have grown 2,400 
quirts in a quarter of an acre, but that, of course, was a very good year for them and 
they grew up all right, good size.

The President.—Which of the old varieties of apples do you prefer for the 
market 1
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Mr. Young.—The Spy ; and I have planted the Spy chiefly.
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Mr Dempsey—The great difficulty with the Ben Davis is that it inclines to cron 
oo much, and we must thin it. The way we usually thin ours is by using a pair of 

shears that we work with a little lever, the same as we do for cutting benches off the 
re^s for telegraph wires, and with it we cut off the fruit spurs When the tree over 

bears the fruit does not color properly nor does it attain a good size. Toere is an idea 
hero about tile apple spot. [ noticed in the Horticultural the sulph .te of c ipoer in 
solution is recommended for the apple spot—that it would destroy this fungus growth on 
the apple. I have never tried that, but I have tried'* the sulphlteoT iron 
and by frequently using the sulphate of iron in a liquid form at the roots 1 
fn.'it tTh tlaU A°",led th® 8ize of my fruit. r remember once taking ’the 
roïi d1, it gr0Wn tha Way, a,,,d sllewi,,s it at the State Fair in LT, ic », and even Birrv 
could not recognize some of the common vaiieties, such as Belle Lucrative Beurre d’ 
Anjou. I took a specimen of Flemish Beauty that weighed fifteen ounces The,e results 
were produced by the frequent use of the sulphate of iron. I am not going to s iv it adds 
to theflavor of fruit ; I would not advise it for that purpose. ° ^ ^

The Pues, dent—Did you not find that it added to the color?
Mr. Dempsey,—It heightens the color some, but not materially. It prevents 

0'1 the frU,t-, TLh® ,ruit “ invariably s,n ,oth and fi.Jwhrre^ 
sulphate of copper is nearly the same nature, somewhat stronger • 
smalbsr quantities than sulphate of iron, would we not ?

The Secretary.—Yes.
vitrioUhatTallT'“'°ne “ °rdinary C°PperaS or «reen vitrio>- and the other is blue 

color u!e Luti?° ~D°n 6 V°U th‘nk by openin« the toP ot the Ben Davis

Mr. Dempsey.—I don’t believe in this pruning out of the interior branches We
robwe"l°UraSe brancl|e8.,n the intide of the tree, and I find the specimens grown'inside 
color fairly, even though they are almost entirely shaded. 8 lnslde
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The Président. As Mr. Dempsey touched on the fungus scab on the apple we will 
take question 5. v,z„ “ What is the cause of the Fungus-scib on the apple?’’

The Secretary produced a diagram sent by Prof. Panton, of Guelph who could not 
be present owing to his college duties. The Secretary said : l find on this paper an illus 
rat,on of the apple s,«,t which might help us at this time. Here is a section of îhe an ,le 

h °W| he I?1’ 6 8®ab develops and grows. The apple scab is a fumms • tiiat 
pos,non has been thoroughly demonstrated by botanical students. It is a f™ hat 
grows on living matter, not on dead matter as the mushroom, an l it affects the X and 
also the leaves of the apple as well as the skin of it. It is propagated by liubsoores
iery tJ“yhladeeJ' A”ut tbree thousand of them might be placed side by side lengthwise 
n an inch ol space. They float about through the atmosphere very easily, and light upon 

the leaves and upon the fruit in the spring time. They live throu di the winter'andara

spores which propagate the disease. This spot has been troubling „s for about ten £ 
welve years m Canada and yearly growing worse, and wo have been discussin g it at 

d fferent meetings, watching its development and fearing we would never find l y’
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fully and very faithfully last year, but as there was no fungus scab anywhere, I could 
not tell whether the hyposulphite of soda was a success or not. The proportion recom
mended is at the rate of one pound to ten gallons of water. Another remedy, which, 
should the spot prove troublesome again, we might try, and therefore I will give it. This 
is recommended by the Botanical Department at Washington. It is Eau Celeste, and 
this is the formula : one pound sulphate of copper in three or four gallons of hot water. 
When dissolved and cooled, add a pint of liquid commercial ammonia. Dilute with 
twenty-two gallons of water. This should be applied twice in the spring, in May and in 
June. Two or three applications would be better than one application.

The President.—Can you give any reason why some varieties are attacked and 
others not 1
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Mr. Gibb.—The Russian varieties appear to be clear of it, while the native varieties, 
such as the Snow, appear to suffer the most.

The Secretary.—I don’t know the reason, except it be that some varieties have a 
glossier surface. Perhaps it is not so easy for the spores to find entrance through some 
of those thicker-skinned varieties that have a varnish-like cover ; and some of those 
varieties, I think you will observe, have it more than others.

Delegate.—The Snow has a thicker skin than the Duchess.
Mr. Gibb.—I don’t think it would be the thickness ; I think it would be the smooth

ness. The spores being borne around would naturally attach to the rougher.
Mr. Young.—Do you think it would make a difference between a dry or wet
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The Secretary.—Yes ; I think that a partial explanation of the question asked 
why last year it so suddently disappeared. It is possible it was owing to the dryness of 
the weather at a certain time of the year, and we may suppose that the fungus was 
largely destroyed, and the spores therefore were very few.

Mr. Gibb, of Abbotsford, P. Q.—This spot is rather an old affair, but people don’t 
seem to know it. With us we had it in a small way, and our people hardly noticed it. Of 
late years it has been increasing rapidly. We find the spot appears on the apple when it is 
about the size of a pen. We think it depends then on the kind of weather we have from 
that time on. If from that time on we had a good deal of moisture in the air, that we 
think is why it increases ; but if we had dry weather we think we have very little. This 
year rather corroborates the point that our Secretary has just stated.
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On resuming after lunch, the next question taken up was, What is the best way to 
Prune and Trellis the Grape ?

The President called on Mr. M. Pettit to describe his method.
Mr. M. Pettit (Winona).—It is a very difficult thing to describe how to prune the 

vine ; there are so many things to be considered—the strength of the vine, the age, and 
many things in that way.

The President.—Begin with the first year after blooming.
Mr. M. Pettit.—The first year after planting I cut them back two buds ; that is after 

they have had the summer's growth. When I plant the vine I cut back to a bud or two, 
then after the summer’s growth cut it back again two buds, letting only one cane grow the 
third summer. That cane the following spring I would cut back according to the 
strength. After making a good growth I would leave it say from two to three feet long. 
After it starts rub ofl several of the lower shoots. Leave four or five shoots to form 
the vine, and of those shoots I would select two that are in good shape the next season’s 
pruning to make permanent arms. Although I prune principally on the fan system, 
we generally have something in the way of arms to support the vine. With regard to 
trellising I use three wires on posts or stakes; the first one about two feet high, and the 
upper one six feet.
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if you look at the wild grape vine. It will climb in a few years up to the top of 
forty or fifty feet high ; and your grapes grow right at the top, right at the end of the 
branches. If you train the vines so that they grow upward you are going to have a 
great growth of wood. In the other system tlfere is nothing for them to take hold ot ; 
they have to drop down ; and that checks the growth of wood, and you have less pruning 
to do for your vine ; and a vine has a certain ai. tint of energy, and if it does not 
expend it in fruit it is going to expend it in woo... You control it, therefore, by the 
position in which you have forced it to grow, and that energy is devoted to fruit 
instead of wood. Take two vines, one according to -Lo Fuller system and one according 
to the Kniffen system, and you would have three times the wood in the Fuller system. 
Even in the Fuller system you cut back the greater portion of the wood, and the 
fruit grows on the two or three joints nearest to the old wood. What is the use ot 
having a vine expend its energies that way, when you have to cut off and give yourself 
trouble 1 Some people have trained the straight stem up five and a half, and two 
branches at about two and a half feet high, and another one up five feet. The effect ot 
that will be, there will be more fruit growing on the top branches than on the side 
branches. That can be obviated by growing the two separate vines from the root, so that 
the top two branches spring from the vine at a point lower than where the lower two 
branches leave the vine. I have had great success with that. It cost me less labor. I 
don’t know that I am any lazier than any other man in the world, hut probably 1 exhibit 
it more. (Laughter.) I think a man is a fool who would not adopt a system that will
give him the least work.

The Secretary—You train back to the horizontals every year ?
Mr. Morion (Wingham).—Just exactly ; it is the spur system of pruning.

Mr. Mitchell (Innerkip).—I have found that there is a certain balance between 
foliage, or top, and root ; and if we prune anything too heavily we do it at the expense 
of the root and the vigor of the plant. ,

Mr. A. M. Smith (St. Catharines).—My system is generally a combination between the
and sometimes the other, just according
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fan system and Kniffen system—sometimes 
to the habit of my vine. If I have a very rambling growing vine I generally take 
the fan system and give it plenty of room. I generally take that system which will 
give me the less trouble in pruning. I believe in renewing crop wood as often as pos
sible. There is one difficulty in the Kniffen system, in renewing, to get the arms in the 
proper shape. You want to bring out perhaps a new shoot, to train it over the top or 
bottom of the vine. It may accidentally get broken off, and you are one arm short. 
That is the only objection I have to the Kniffen system. On the fan system you can 
take any strong leader you like and train it where you like ; and the same with the 
Fuller.
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Mr. Dempsey.—We prune our vine as Mr. Morton was saying, but have also the we 
fan system. It is na'ural for the larger clusters to grow on the extreme ends of the vines 
when it is grown upright or nearly so. In the open air there is no system equal to the 
two wire or Kniffen system.

FRUIT GROWING FOR CANNING FACTORIES.

Mr. Wellington Boulter, proprietor of the Bay of Quinté Canning Factories, Picton, 
read a paper on “ Growing Fruits for Canning Factories,” as follows :

As all fruits used in hermetically sealed cans require to be fully matured naturally 
delivering at the factories, the advice given bears more directly in thatbefore

direction than to marketing otherwise.
First, we will take the strawberry. In selecting varieties agents will attempt to 

show excellence in many new high-priced and untried varieties. I do not nor will I 
attempt to argue even on the many tried varieties suitable for eating fresh or adapted for 

For hermetically sealing, preserving its natural color, flavor anddifferent markets.
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manure under the rows, keep it in the center so that any weed seed it may contain 
be destroyed by the cultivator. Unlike the strawberry the more you hoe and dig around 
the raspberry the faster it tills up in the rows. As soon as berries begin to form cease 
cultivating. If the season is likely to prove dry, using clean straw is advisable for 
mulching your ground. Cut out the canes that bore as soon as the berries are picked. 
Do not let the rows get too wide as they would generally grow so rank as to exclude the 
sun and air, which will detract much from the flavour. In blacks, as soon as the new 
growth gets about three feet high, nip off the ends. Shoots will spring out, then nip 
them ofl again, and you will soon get a large and vigorous bush. The old cane must be 
cut off at the ground every year, either after picking or early in the spring, 
of success in growing raspberries is cultivation. They cannot grow if choked up by weeds
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^ If you are near a factory it will pay you well to put out red raspberries, 
the cultivation can be done with the horse, although forking up in the spring is a great 
advantage. So far we cannot get enough of them. If you wish you can fit your ground 
up early in the autumn, and set your plants in September or October, or before freezing ;
many have succeeded well then. ... ,

In other fruits, such as red and black currants and gooseberries, so far the supply 
lias been so limited we have packed very few. They are principally used for jams and 
jellies. Grapes are packed largely in California, so far there is very little demand here 
for them.

run

In pears we can only sell the Flemish Beauty, Clapp’s Favorite, or varieties simi
lar in taste. Bartlett’s are also in demand. ' So far we have had to import largely the
latter from the U. S. ....

Apples are used now for canning purposes, the demand has grown largely in the past 
few years ; the well-known early and late fall varieties being used. The best flavored 
varieties are the best, as whatever flavor it contains when peeled is retained when 
hermetically sealed. Do not pick up and bring to a canning factory wind-fall or bruised 
apples • they are useless ; no man can use them successfully.

In plums, none excel the Blue Damson, the large varieties generally cook to pieces, 
they will remain natural. Green Gages and Egg plums are also in demand. So far the 
demand in Canada is limited for plums, but steadily growing.

Peaches in fruits, like tomatoes in vegetables, are the staple, but Canada so tar has 
produced enough peaches, not being a peach-producing country. To sum up, bring

only the best that grows. .... , , . . . .
Make up your mind that you are in partnership with the packer ; what is his 

interest is yours. By the growing of vegetables and fruit combined many comforts can 
be added to your homes, and you will be much better off financially than in the past, 
when attempting to depend entirely on grain growing.
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Mr. Mitchell.—Is it beat to cut the straw with a cutting machine 1 
Mr. Boulter.—No ; put it on long.
Mr. Mitchell—They cut it up with us and then leave it on.
The Secretary.—What have red raspberries been worth here to the growers for

Mr. Boulter.—The average price has been six cents ; it is according to the quantity 
of course. At present prices of selling no man can successfully pay quite as much as that.

The Secretary.—What varieties do you like best 1
Mr. Boulter.—In reds, the Cuthberts.
A Delegate.—How did the Shaffer dot
Mr. Boulter.—Turned out to be an excellent berry and keeps its color well. The 

trouble with most of these berries is they won’t cook in the can. Understand that her
metically sealed goods are put in the can in a natural state, just as they grow, and the 
cooking is done in the can, so that you must have a berry that will not cook to pieces 
and will keep the flavor. Cuthberts stand very well. In Winnipeg last year one 
wholesale man said they were so good that you could taste the dew on them. (Laughter.)
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BLACK WALNUT TREES FOR LUMBER.

Ivalnut^ueeHTrTsuflicientl^har^to'grow ^or'the'nurDo* T" t0 k"OW if black
Mr. Ghover (Norwood) —After8! Hr To. P, PT °£Jlumb,?r, in this locality,

kmc enquiry as this gentleman One nf b g- ?, to Plaut black walnut I made the 
|ill I accidentally heard of Mr Joly of On .hi'8 °a'S Sa‘d ** wou'd n,,t grow here at 
fcü'tle pamphlet he had puhlislied a rear o^twïaan L ^u0 h>: He 8Hnt ™ back 
Fe liushels of black walnuts and thev wer H 8 v ayi.ng tbat he had planted twenty- 
Quclre. I thought there would be ÎoVubTe rh " , anng tl,eir tirst cr°P at o'r near
Kge quantity Ld im^a^ large quTntitv oÎTeeZ’ to Tl" °ntario- 1 Panted 
"■•Iced. I don’t see any trouble i„8„ ^ ./ °' “ dl|ngs, and they are doing very well1....-V> *> - b” “ or

Unut treesB)‘,lt,LNT ^ "“‘t 1uestlon in, will it pay a farmer to plant good land to

•‘>'^srûyZTt:L‘zsz'.^âr^ "•««««- wh.„,,r,,mig- Prof. Brown has figured ouUhatevelylarmeîTf’oir “ V°'T litt,H P"*» in
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orked to .he fullest extent. There are a few acres that we never can reach, P-W* 
across the railway track, or across the river or across the hill, which, although jus 
coocUand “right near ti.e homestead, are ot conveniently worked. My experience 
that that land cannot be profitably worked bythe owner of the fam ; iti not com 
venient to manu.e it and harvest it, or to wo.k in any way whatever. It seems to me 
tlmt is the very land we can aflord to plant in walnut trees. I have laid out the xst 
ÏnS I can find tosee what walnut will do on good land. I have also planted on poor 
lmd iMv experience is that it is just as satisfactory on good land as any other crop you 
Lânt tosow Cd not occupied by the owner at all, in the hands of a female or ofa 
corooration where you have to pay for superintendence and management counti g 
thne los^ putting on improvements and repairs, etc., will bring very little income. I 
have looked up Uie \JL of root «1». laid *■! ™ 0,,‘ano. Th, Co,,,,.™

S 2 22.7,2 end fé-

l r U> co-third of ih, -hole tent and bring it do.n U, a h.U. over «
an a«e and I am certain that, counting Prof. Brown's estimate of walnut trees, you will 
see that’ after four ortive years it requires no labor, or superintendence, or ^
end of tour or five years it will pay a very good profit. Prof. Brown also found hat m l 
walnut trees, three or four inches, can be sold for veneers In
Kent they are digging up old walnut stumps and carrying them off to tlie btates to maim 
focture. All over Oldo they are hunting around for any old remains left on the fam. 
Black walnut is to-day the most valuable timber, and the most lapidly growing m o . ,

01 ‘Vinform-ition where the .olo-.o «old be ,«rd.-ed
Mr Grover__Any nursery in the States can furnish any of them. Mr. Smith, in

Sb (£.Sr- S furnish them. 1 no,i„ ou .dv.n-.u.nt hot,,» th.ttg* 
turint of seedlings. It is just as easy to handle as the potato ; ah you have got to do 
stick it in the ground, anil yon can’t help it growing.

stubble, or plant them in any ordinary soil. 1 hey are very t, h r 1 f t y , t h ^ 
from the nut I have ai ranged them four feet apait every way. P‘ ''. . ,for the purpose of cultivation, eight feet apart in rows ; then you could cultivate ‘h, 
rows witi, currants or any thing you like. It takes 4,700 trees o an acre at four feet 
apart. 2,000 walnut trees on an acre of land would be a pietty handsome pie
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TRANSPLANTING SPRUCE TREES.

The President.-A delegate would like to know the best method and best time a 
year to transplant spruce trees Will they succeed on high, dry ground, or must they

gr0WMrnSMlTH.—He has reference to native spruce. I have never had much 
in transplanting spruce from the forest, but our best time for N°rway spnme we coM ^ 
is in the fore part of May, about the time the buds are starting out. The Norway p

Mr. Bristol.—I bought eighty spruce t.»es for the use of the cemetery. 1 P 
about eighty last year, and out of eighty some eight or nine are alive I put out 11 
hundred this spring and about eight out of ten are now dead. The most of the 
high and dry. They live much better down in the valley.

A Delegate.—What time did you plant then. 1 ^
Mr. Bristol.—About the last of April. Last year we planted them abou

middle of J une.
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on theÏruThean ThZ "P • P'a?ting out- 3™ mightjust as well throw them

"p £ p.™ i,x i .»d*,hT;”r;£,““ if “ »“ »*— ^
any bîttef î I8T°L ~D° 3 °U th‘nk “““ ‘f We *et thenl from the nursery that would be

\»r‘ * think so, if they are properly packed.
Mr. Wright.—Send your man out to the forest 

once and they will grow.
«a “X11’" “ n<“lins pre“” ““

The Secretary.—The white spruce

ptXg““ 6r“ ”“k '» J"“. - - «'I »—d them , s

nav ^,r* ^R.IG?T;“TAs fine a row of spruce trees as I ever saw 
way, the hrst of July ; everyone lived.
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HYBRIDIZATION.

loot f C' 1,JMPSEY toid : This subject I feel very delicate in undertaking when 1 
look aboutme and see so many persons that are well up in botany in fact bofànv th„i 
hobby. However allow me to acknowledge certain authors upon this sublet sïm 
years ago we posted ourselves in VanMons’ theory in producing new fruit, V.nM ^

perfection. TvfnMon" d.f Ï «'
.»«, .«oh. thing „ crossing nnkno.n It„. coB^Svel, “pIS™ 
n the production of new fruits. Again allow me to acknowledge L7Ld“v duds 12?
Xto ™t5,P,SeC“"Ti“ ,iUl “nlil" °”»™ Mr. npolti;

subject, from Mr. Ellwanger, who was so successful in producing new roses from
ing, and from many others that have been successful. Now what we usual I v
by the word hybrids is only cross-bred. The produc,nga hybrid wS be the
of crossing two different species, but we often miscall it hybridizing where ‘

^ s-ai-ssifa*!r‘“, r
^à,Mr4h,T^h""g"8‘KF“‘'ir °,bJ“ £"25^ % :superior fruit. That is the main object we have in cross-breeding. Now in order c

It is ready to burst, by hand, and pick off with a small pair of tweezers all these „t 
and we have the naked pistil expend. Then we gather whel^iT the IT.! a 
contained in the anther of the stamen when perfectly ripe, ready to burst or^rathe h “
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from which we have removed the stamens. We don’t always use a camel’s hair brush. 
I have done it with a pencil, or my finger, or anything that is most convenient at the 
time. When we remove these stamens it is necessary that we should protect this 
flower, either by a bag made of paper or one made of thin cloth ; but the cloths should 
be very tine and very close in order to insure against the air carrying these small grains of 
pollen.—they are very small, indeed ; we scarcely can see some of them with the naked eye, 
and they are in danger of passing through a coarse gauze, consequently it is necessary to 
use a paper or a very fine gauze. Then, again, we run another risk when we open this for the 
purpose of applying the pollen. The plant should be examined twice at all events after 
removing the stamens, and when we open this we are in danger of the flying pollen in 
the atmosphere dropping on the stigma of the plant, and so we fail in getting a cross 
between the varieties we wish to cross, so that we often are looking forward to a success 
when we fail entirely. After we have a blossom crossed we simply watch the fruit to see 
that nobody gets it and runs away with it. We take good care that we have that fruit 
matured. We plant the tfees growing from its seed and watch them very carefully until 
we get them into fruiting.

The President.—When you bring your tree into fruit then you ascertain whether 
you have succeeded in the crossing or not 1

Mr. Dempsey.—You can always tell from the growth of a tree whether you have 
succeeded in having a cross or not. For example : I have a pear that has fruited for 
some few years. There are some here that have had the pleasure of eating it. That tree 
was the result of a cross between the Bartlett blossom fertilized with the pollen of the 
Duchess de Angoulême. You can see the cross in the growth of the tree. You can 

the two appearances distinctly in the tree ; the form of the buds resembles the 
Duchess, though it is produced from the seed of a Bartlett. The growth of the wood 
looks like the Duchess, and you will see this even in the fruit and even in the foliage, 
both the Bartlett and the Duchess ; you can see at once that there is a cross effected 

Again, in the flavor you can taste the flavor of the two varieties. The season 
T)f maturing is nearer that of the Duchess than that of the Bartlett. It is a late pear. 
We have crossed several other things, and perhaps I will be digressing if I told of them, 
such as vegetables, flowers, etc.

The President.—In planting the seed of that first fruit, the result of the cross, do 
you find that each seed, if it is a success, produces the same or a different variety 1

Mr. Dempsey—Each seed produces a different variety, and then you select from 
that. You would be surprised to see that perhaps from the same fruit one variety would 
be large and another small, and one variety liable to rot at any time from the core and 
the other improving the longer you keep it—commencing to ripen, in other words, from 
the outside. This is a very important point in pears, to get such varieties as do not 
commence to rot from the core, because we are often disappointed in pears—they are 
rotten and yet look perfectly sound.

Mr. Gaston.—Do you find it a difficult matter to hybridize a grape 1 
Mr. Dempsey.—No, it is no difficulty at all. It is all done as I showed you, and 

what will apply to a pear will apply to the grape. There are some varieties of straw
berries, such as the Manchester or the Orescent Seedling, on which there are no stems to 
temove and which do not produce any pollen ; and all you have to do is gather the 
pollen from the variety you wish to cross them with, protect the pistil and dust the 
flowers, and you have a cross. In vegetables, for instance in the cucumber family, 
the pollen is on the stem, that is, stands up near the foliage, while the pistil blossom 
is attached to the embryo fruit running almost horizontally on the vines. It is 
r little difficult to cross the apple with the pear. We did produce, however, a 
couple of trees that I supposed to be a cross.
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We did produce, however, a 
A neighbor of mine was quite conceited 

in his knowledge of varieties of fruit, and told me he had never been shown a 
specimen of fruit, except three, in all his life that he couldn’t tell the name of, so 
I took one of them out of my pocket and asked him what variety that was. “ Oh," 
he says, “ You can’t fool me, that is a little Tolman Sweet.” And I told him to be sure 
and look very carefully before he decided, that he might be mistaken, and so on ; and his 
eon was by and said, “ No, father, you are mistaken this time, that ain’t an apple at all,

\
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pear a[ndr'the “oï11, ^ tW0J"? to ar«ue the thing out, one arguing that it was a
will sav tW argTn« \hat 11 w“ an aP?le- However, there is one thing I
wilt say that it was just about as worthless as anything that ever »rew in the world

necesMrvDKYoSu eo^Hhe ^088°m,that 7? don’t °Perafce on we simply cut off, and that is 
bunch—protect one blossom simply, but you must protect the whole 
i j have a bag and draw it over. There is one theory that Professor Saunders has 
kvarifbTve 8 tfhat w“ah°uldnot loM sight of, that is, the constitution of the progeny 
he has Ï SI8 : the NoW this- 1 think’ can be adopted, from the fLAha^
the result nf t! greatmany dlderent species of fruits and flowers, and this, he says, is 
the feZi f h ®xP®”ence- « you want a strong tree don’t fail to select a variety for 
inLriZhl jfaren^ Wlt ‘ avtr°ng constltution. and for the quality of fruit you can almost 

sZ ct ui T? the m U6' ThiS th60ry- of course- fails to a certain extent underto^nu thë T A genfrally y°u can calculate that it will be correct. Now to prove 
I w^ll mentbnXT ^ °Ver the ,female Parent in the producing of cross breeds
YeUow FHnt pi We,C/08aed, 8°meJCOrLns last y0ar- Where we had a cross between the 

•ii- ^oni as the male, and the Stowell’s Evergreen, a sweet corn we found 
invariably it produced a Yellow Dent Corn. Then we reversed that and’ where the
3 T theVer8fd >6 Lell°W, FHnt Corn U8ed 68 female, and Stowell’s Evergreen 
You thlt hZ ma e Produced a/weet corn. We crossed a few flowers some years ago.
L,lL w th ZaAgre nm°Unt °/ Patience I advise you to try. t crossed some JapL 
Julies with the Amaryllises, and I was able to show the result some thirteen or four
teen years after I made the cross. (Applause.)
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I told of them,
FORESTRY AND TREE PLANTING.

Rev. George Bell, L.L.D., of Queen’s University, Kingston, read the following paper : 
«ffer a *h® thoughts which I desire to present to the Association, I do not expect to 
offer anything new, but considering the immense importance of the subject, I shall be 
satisfied if I can awake attention by reiterating truths known to you all, but the force of 
which is overborne by the inertia of ordinary human nature, and other causes.

in its state of nature, our Province was largely covered with thick forests and the 
ZhIT dafb°r lmP°nd °" thf urSt 8ettlers °f hewin« out homes among them and clearing 
belief th^alf't'roes 6’ ? A'*"8 °f t0Wns and villag«s, very naturally led to the
oletolv t nnLhvT t[6 mansnatural ^exmoa, to be got rid of as speedily and com
pletely as possible. The same process of cutting and burning went on in this country

08, until W6 are heainninar fn j_s.___x* . :
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spring, and so dried up in summer as to be in _ _
waterways ; our lands dried up and scorched with sweeping winds in 
tender fruits damaged by the blasts of winter. At the _.v UU1
expensive*- bW dmg and other PurP08ea is in many localities becoming

In many of the countries of Europe large tracts of forest are owned or managed bv 
^Government, and. although involving heavy expense for management, furnish some 
return of revenue from their annual produce. Our country is younger, and the same 
necessity of careful attention to forestry is not so apparent, yet everyone who gives the
dlririLTCVn°Ufht mUj be 1Ware that h ia no"e too soon that somethfng very 

h® d0ne’and very Wlde,y d0np. « as a people we are not to suffer serious 
os® ^rom the bareness of the country turning it into a partial desert.

Let me refer for a moment to the ways in which the country is being denuded of trees • 
1. Cutting down in clearing.— It has often been said that farmers should not make 

a clean sweep, but should leave some young trees to grow up. But some make that 
suggestion who do not know the difliculty in the way of carrying it out. It is extremely
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difficult to save small trees growing in dense forest during the process of clearing, and even 
if saved then they would die afterwards, or only prolong a sickly life in their new 
environment. The true remedy in this case is replanting. In open copse wood the case 
is different, and where small trees arc growing where they can be easily preserved and 
are likely to make a healthy growth, some should be saved.

2. Wasteful lumbering__The incidental destruction of living timber, directly in con
nection with the getting out of square timber and saw logs, and indirectly by increased 
danger of fires, is enormous.

3. /’ire.—The annual loss from this cause is a fearful source of injnry.
4. The construction and maintenance oj railways.—Few have any idea of the extent 

of the consumption of timber by railways, or of the incidental destruction caused by pro
viding this timber. 1 submit some statistics respecting American railways from the 
United States Department of Agriculture, Forestry Division, on this subject (for the 
year 1886) : Ties, 187,500 miles of track at 2,640 ties per mile, 495,000,000 ties, con
taining 1,485,000,000 cubic feet of timber. Bridge and trestle timber, etc., 2,000 feet 
per mile, 375,000,000 feet. For both, 1,860,000,000 feet, or allowing 1§ foot of round 
timber for < ach cubic foot in use, 3,100,000,000 feet of round timber. Telegraph poles, 
6,000,000 at 10 cubic feet each, 50,000,000 feet. For 5,000 miles annually of new construc
tion, add 13,200,000 ties, 10,000,000 feet of bridge timber and 150,000 telegfaph poles. 
As ties last about seven years and the other timber about ten, the maintenacce of the 
work involves an annual requirement of 254,643,000 feet. It is estimated that for the 
railways in existence in the United States, about 8,500,000 acres of timber land have 
been cut off, and for annual maintenance and new construction 297,000 acres of heavily 
timbered land will be required. It is impossible to give an estimate of the consumption 
of timber for fencing, fuel and other railway uses, but the amount must be very large. 
As only a few kinds of timber are suitable for ties and some other railway uses, it fol
lows that the supply is being rapidly used up, and that the certainty of a famine can 
even be only mitigated by an immediate attention to economy in use and extensive 
renewal of growth.

I have not at hand the information necessary to show in what ratio these figures 
will apply to Canadian railways, but as the consumption for equal lengths of track will 
not be very different, any one who has the figures of the comparative mileage (of track, 
not length of road) in the two countries, can make the calculation for himself.

The question of lumber supply for buildings and other domestic purposes is a very 
important one, and in this the danger of famine and necessity of foresight are still 
rester than in the case of railways. Steel bridges and ties will in time supercede 
vocden ones in railway construction, but it is difficult to see what can take the place of 

sawed lumber for house building. Add to this the question of the supply of lumber for 
the manufacture of furniture, and the general question becomes a very serious one. Black 
walnut, our best cabinet wood, is already at famine price, and will soon cease to be 
obtainable at any price. Even basswood is becoming scarce. Cherry, white ash, white- 
wood, chestnut and butternut are not very abundant, and they can never fill the place of 
the walnut. In the absence of this, probably our best furniture woods are black birch 
and birdseye-maple, but these also are not plentiful. Swamp elm will for a time fill a 
useful place in cheap furniture, but the outlook generally is discouraging. The serious 
nature of the case is in this, that many years must elapse before the evil can be undone, 
even if the most vigorous measures were taken for its removal. The inertia of human 
nature stands in the way of individuals making great efforts to secure a benefit of what
ever value if its enjoyment is to be long deferred, while with corporate bodies such as 
railway companies, the directors have to show the best financial results annually, and 
their constituents would be very impatient of expenditures the- returns from which can 
only be realized in the next generation. Yet the importance of the matter is such that 
railways should certainly enter without delay on the work of planting groves and blocks 
of timber. It should occupy the attention of Dominion, Provincial and municipal 
authorities, and efforts should be made to wake up every owner of a farm or large tract 
of land to the pressing necessity of tree planting. It has been suggested that railways 
should have rows of trees planted along their lines, but the value of this may be doubt-
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p o ided. In many cases the timber reserve may be made to serve as wind-break also 
1 now venture to offer some recommendations to which I ask the earnest attention of 
the Association. I would not advise the scattering of trees over a farm to give it a park- 
like appearance. Let those who have land and means to spare to do so produce park 
scenery but for farms generally 1 suggest something more practical. I recommend that 
Z J fta7 8h0U’d ^ve Î ",d«> thick belt of trees, either reserved from natural growth 
or planted, on the side of the lot most exposed to the wind, and that if fenced fields
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, .2' 1 “k for the abolition of the present very expensive and unsightly system of
fencing. It would be much better and cheaper for all to fence in their own cattle than 
to fence out those of everyone else. Wire fences banished, trees should be planted along

h",nd th’ c"nlrr *nd
l would ask for the beautifying of the homestead by judicious planting of both 

uit and forest trees. Of course I do not mean to recommend (what I have sometimes 
,trail?6 a° ®nt,r®relmoval °.f every vestige of natural growth, and then planting two

" B*l“”

n Th6 wh°le, ^hj®?4 of forestry should be taken up and systematically studied by
ÏmUTnlOnt !‘?/r0TC11al G°vernmenta- A careful survey of the whole country 
should be instituted, and those portions mapped in which the laws of nature require
In,,??1!?1166 of ^ore8‘" Then> 88 far 68 practicable, large tracts of the original forest 
SonU ? I:686^? ?ud aettlement excluded'from them. The principal purpose in view 
flT? df ? t0 ^ak! the8e. reserves at the head waters of river basins so as to affect the 
desTrah?6 W*uT a ?? 7nh the ^puerai production and saving of timber. Many other 
desirable results would follow, which need not be discussed here. The Association might 
properly urge this matter on the attention of the Governments cf the Dominion and of 

v. P,omlnlon experimental farms should go into extensive testing of many 
b h °f.!0rvt and f™lt treea- to ascertain what sorts are best adapted to several 

oca ities as regards climate, soil, etc., so that the public may be guided to a correct selection.
D. Planting should be begun with well-known varieties of value. In the Lake Erie 

region, the walnut, chestnut and tulip tree, with others, should he tried. In other

SloPk ganT8d ’ TT.’ rple’ bVrch- bickory- ^ beech, oak, pine,mloclr and cedar, may be tried according to circumstances. Especially valuable, it
seems to me, would be larch, spruce, pine, maple, hickory and cedar for this purpose. A 
belt four chains wide, quarter of a mile long, would cover eight acres, a half mile, sixteen 
acres. On every farm there should be a reserve of sufficient extent, probably not less 
than from twelve to twenty-four acres. The position of this will be determined by local 
circumstances. If entirely new planting, it will be influenced by hill and valley, wet or 
dry lanti, stony or rough land, etc., but wherever practicable it should be so placed as to" 
”;,.pr01lec‘!on a8a»nat ctormy winds. It should be planted very thickly to induce 
pnght growth, and after some years a periodic thinning out would be a source of profit,

Jm!to i? ,mam . ia7e8t WM.b“n8 Waited for- The coat of auch Plantations would no 
rvUBbt,be kT th®. C08tL °f the trees, the preparation of the land, the planting and 
eevera! years cultivation, but it would be money well spent, and it would add to the 
value of farms much more than its cost. The work would of course usually be spread 
ovet several years. I cannot take up your time by dwelling on the resulting benefits, 
h» I ?? planting became general, farms would be enhanced in value, protection would 

toamma,s' ^ gardens and orchards, more moisture would be retained in the 
soil and the air and gradually timber would be provided for fuel, building and railway 
uses, and the whole country would be improved and beautified.
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Mr. Grover.—I fully concur with everything Dr. Bell says there. He takes up the 
matter exactly as anybody should. The recommendation to look after the wood we have 
got on our farms, and to look out a proper place to put more wood, not only to preserve 

wood but the wood in the hands of the Crown, is not spoken of a bit too soon. 
1 think that remark would apply to the farmers of Prince Edward. I heard some farmers 
were cutting down the hickory trees on their farms. I sent down for hickory nuts, and 
I found the man I got the nuts from is the man that was cutting down the hickory trees 

Mr. Boulter.—I was talking with my brother about preserving wood on his farm. 
“ Why,” says he, “one growth of grain would pay for twenty years growth of the wood 
there.” If all were of that opinion we would soon have very little wood. I have taken 

great deal of pains in planting out trees on my farm, and the farmers around here have 
• done so, making it a very desirable road to travel. We had a very serious wind here two 

years ago, and a great many of our best maples were blown down—so much so that the 
price of wood dropped down very much. Many tine maple groves were completely blown 
down. I have noticed that where trees have been cut out and the cattle allowed to 
the trees die off very rapidly, the maple particularly, and we should plant out more trees 
than we do. Unless people take action, the Government should take action 
mended in the paper. Any who have travelled to the Western States particularly would 
see the beneficial effects of planting out trees ; and even in our North-west last year in 
some places they were planting out, but they have not had the chance or time there 
to do it on an extensive scale.

Mr. Gaston.—The Government have already done this much in the matter that you 
are allowed so much of your statute labourffor every tree planted. The tree requires to 
be three years old, and you are allowed twenty-five cents for every tree. In our section 
of the country we have planted rows of maples, and we intend to string wires on these 
trees for fences. I think the Government should take further action. It is a question 
whether the lumbermen have been a great blessing or a great curse to this country. 
They circulated a great deal money in the early days among the farmers, and made a home 
market for the farmer’s produce, but they have destroyed a great many forests, and 
coming down your bay here yesterday I noticed that in every place there is a saw mill, 
so I presume your forests are disappearing rapidly. There is a great deal in what Mr. 
Phipps has said about the want of timber having to do with the drouths. There is a 
great deal of land that is sold for taxes where the lumbermen have gone over it and 
taken the lumber off it and are not paying the taxes. I think it would be nothing but
right that the Government should expropriate that land and let it be planted with___
kinds of timber, and let it become Crown lands again, and, when it became valuable, sell 
it again.
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Mr. Morden, (Picton).—We have seen the effects here in this county where the farms 
are laid out to run north and south, one hundred acres a mile long, and an eighth of a 
mile in width. They have cleared the land by leaving the timber at the north and 
south extremities, and this allows the west wind to drive through and sweep the country. 
If they had the timber along the west or east side of the farm so that it would be a wind 
break, it would be a great benefit to the farmer in ways mentioned here. I can remember 
myself when all the wheat fields in the county were winter-killed, except a little streak along 
the footings where the snow remained in the banks. It is a great loss that way, the des
truction of timber. I know a farmer who allowed the trees to grow the whole length of 
his farm, and he grew wheat and he got rich while the neighbors didn’t get along. Now 
one neighbor has stimulated another, so that the whole township has planted trees 
along the roadside. In another township north of this you would find very little plant
ing. I have observed, in travelling through the country, one large tree in a field, and 
all the cattle gathered under it from the hot sun on a warm day for shelter, and perhaps 
the next winter there would be a great deal of snow, and they would go and cut that 
tree down ; and many times I have seen cattle suffering from the heat and from the 
flies. Such conduct lesssens the success of the stock raising, the animal would not give 
nearly so much milk by being exposed to the sun and flies without any comfort or 
shelter.
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Mr. Morton —I have seen a beautiful elm planted along the roadside, and farmers

Mr. Gibb. In the spring ot 18< 9 1 planted about a thousand trees to test a timber 
plantation. My object was to see which were the best trees, the native or European 
species. I planted them side by side, three and a half feet apart each way, but I planted 
t iem in such a way that if I had to thin them afterwards to seven feet each way l would 
.h. J® “.Cer‘al,.‘ ®mount left of each kind. I found our white pine a little better grower 
than the Scotch, and better than the Austrian pine. I found the Norway maple a 
manV Th S^er, though not always perfectly certain of growth, than the hard-leaf 
Wdv Th6 Fh' ^ ma.Ple.falled b®cause 1 g°t » Southern form of it, and it was not 
a ' ytA Jhe ^:Ur°P™'! ,larcb was a better grower than our native tamarac. It is too 

■ soon to say which is doing best ; a number failed. I think the best field trees I have 
the European White Birch and the Silver Poplar of Europe. The Silver Poplar is _

11 ^ su^ers* wldch arer a good thing in a forest tree. It has a better 
qualit, of wood than the other poplars. But for any other purpose than field it is not 
much use, because you cant get a straight stick off it. A perfectly straight stem like 
the mast of a vessel we have not got in this country. Though Prof. Budd^of Ames
r:'hr l'Up?rt,!<i “ K°od ^any- h® ha8 not imported that, because I have looked at all 

his poplars and they all wabble The Yellow Locust is not perfectly hardy., 
it would be the beat for fence posts. J J

The Secretary—Mr. Gibb has spoken of the Yellow Locust, and just here I think 
it would be very interesting to know just where it will grow, how far north it may be 
tTmi"' ?e 8aldlt ,18 tender with him. I have noticed a gentlemen. Mr. Hicks, of 
Hosslyn, Long Island, speak of it m a forestry report as to its value for fence posts, 
le says lie knew of posts three inches through lasting thirty years. That would be a 

great durability. He states that it would be very valuable as a tree to grow for profit 
You can grow some twelve hundred per acre, and at twenty-eight years of age they would 
produce from to two to four posts each and these posts would be worth fifty cents each 
that would be a total yield of over $2,000 from an acre.

Mr. Gaston.—Was this in Ontario 1
, Tbe SECRETARY.—No, it was on Long Island. Where we can successfully «row

these ocusts, they would be a very profitable, tree. In Grimsby the Pseudacacia 
I °r Yellow Locust is not affected by the borer in the least and it is perfectly hardy.

I have some trees of it planted some fifty or sixty years ago, and they are about

mss, t* ov"ele,e" in n’r --.r
180 “■ •Pr'"‘ 1 ”* ■ «' OUead, „,d il

The Secretary.—Do you know the value of that wood here 1 
Mr. Gardner. It is worth about $15 or $16 a thousand—about the
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or four dollars a set more for them. It is a very slow grower. * P y thiee
faster’atigrowerTARV"—Th<! 1<>CU8t tree ia used for the a»me purpose, and is ever so much 

Mr. Gaston.—For wheels 1
The Secretary—Yes. The yellow locust is used for wheels, not the clammy locust 

which is a much smaller tree and often riddled by the borer. *
. ,r^r' Gibb.—There is a great difference in the hardiness of the locust. Mr. Beaver

.1
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in many instances, for that which is said to be the first tree that was carried from this 
•country to France is still ljving in Paris, and it was planted about 1680. I do wish we 
•knew where we could get the seeds from the northern limit of this yellow locust and the 
Platanus, the Plane tree. I have a Ooffee tree I got from Rochester. It sometimes goes 
back six inches, and in other cases it is quite hardy. There are a number of trees which, 
if we can only get them from their northern limits, are hardy and will stand our 
•exceptional winter ; but if we get one that will stand only our ordinary winter, some day 
when we get an exceptional winter they will fail.

Mr. Gardner.—We have any amount of this seed, and it is flying all 
Mr. Gibb.—I don’t want to get it from here ; I want it from some higher limits. 

We are continually getting seed from the southern limits. Another thing : I wish we 
knew where we could get the nuts, for planting, of the sweet hickory, that is, a selected 
sweet hickory of the largest size and thin shell.

Mr. Gardner.—Come here in the fall of the year and 
«mount of them.
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Mr. Mitchell.—Is the Plane tree you mention sometimes called the sycamore 1 
Mr. Gibb.—Yes.
Mr. Gaston.—There was a
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tree sent out three or four years ago, the Oatalpa Speciosa, 
by the Association. Have any members got it growing 1 There is a specimen three 
years old where I am living—a very remarkable tree, nine or ten inches across, which 
has very large leaves and looks very well.

A Delegate.—I have had one three or four years ; it is perfectly hardy.
The President.—The tree is perfectly hardy in the Province of Quebec. Mr. Gibb 

has several.
Mr. Gibb.—I would not say hardy. The wood is often rotten on the inside, and I 

have lost a number of them. It shivers during winter. For a climate a little milder 
than Abbotsford it is all right.

Mr. Morton.—Last summer we saw a number at the English Church clergyman’s 
ÿlace in Collingwood, and they were perfectly hardy there.

go'

ver

WHEN AND HOW TO CULTIVATE THE STRAWBERRY.

Mr. Hilborn.—The method that I generally adopt is to have the ground well 
prepared to plant as early in the spring as possible in rows about four feet apart, and a 
foot apart in the row, and to keep the runners cut off up to this time, and to thoroughly 
cultivate as near the plants as possible without interfering with the roots ; and the little 
space you can’t reach with the cultivator go over with the hoe, and weed out with the 
fingers any weeds growing close to the plants. Constant cultivation, constant stirring 
well is what they require early in the spring and about the middle of this month 
little later. If you let the runners begin to grow they will form a narrow matted row 
by fall ; and continue the cultivation through the whole season. Then in the fall, as 

as the ground freezes two or three inches deep, cover the places between the plants 
with wheat straw. It is very important to get the straw between the rows and to place 
very little over the plants. If there is much over plants and heavy snow falls during the 
winter, they are almost sure to be smothered. Early the following spring, when growth 
-begins, part any straw from over the plants, draw it towards the centre of the row so as 
to give them a free chance to come up, and leave it there until the fruit is gathered. 
After the fruit is gathered, if you want to continue them the second year, you have to 
remove the straw from the tops of the plants and cultivate up between the rows again ; 
narrow down the rows a little, make them considerably narrower than they were the 
previous season, and let them grow again in the same way ; but I think, as a rule, it is 
more profitable just to take one crop and plow them under. In that way you grow better 
fruit on the first season, and you can also grow plants to supply your plantation. If you 
keep it up two years you run out of plants, as the plants that come out of the second

or a
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season are not so good. It is better always to take plants from newly planted plan- 
tations ; they are more vigorous and seem to do better. I think that is the reason why 
the old Wilson has been running out. People use the little weak plants of the second 

lgî°Wth ; ,they wlU U8e those Plants to replant again, while if they would take plants
»», î£ rit™ “ “ “,o 8,1 g”d’ ,tron«

Mr. Morton.—Do you give them no spring cultivation at all 1 
. 1 r" Unborn.—-Well, that is a matter of fancy ; it depends a good deal upon the

circumstances. If the season is likely to be a dry one it is better to remove the mulch 
and cultivate and then apply the mulch again : but that means a good deal of labor.
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INTRODUCTION OF RUSSIAN FRUITS.

fruitJfrom Kuasia3^011 WM 1 W^at has been done to introduce the hardier varieties of

Mr. Gibb said : The time will come soon when I can report from my own orchard. 
We have got to have our reports from different lines of latitude. Prof. Budd, of Ames, 
Iowa, in latitude 42 or 42 J, will not be a guide to me at Abbotsford, in latitude 451. I can 
only say I have got now something over a hundred varieties of Russian and German apples 
P my orcbard> and 1 have got in one instance the same thing from five different sources in 
Kussia. There are many mistakes, but we are trying to reduce the mistakes to the lowetv
SiT Tk, Th® iLthLe early Thaler- or Yellow Transparent. This is an early 
»pple fat for tablei on the 25th of July. It is riper and better of course a week or 
eo afterwards. This is the earliest fruit I have. Then there are a lot of others. Long- 

7ry awkward tree ; it is a weeping tree, in fact, but it is very young bearer 
nnf fh»aifdyu tr1e' Tvhe frrult 18 not «“'table for shipping, and I don’t think the tree is 
one of the hardiest, but I must say it is quite a success with me at Abbotsford. I had 
some three bushels of the fruit last year and some the year previous, but the tree is very 
young. It is an unusual bearer considering it is making a fair growth. I have seen one 
or two varieties in the west that are doing remarkably well. One was Golden White a 
rail apple, but a very good producer, and hardy. Another one I ke very much, a bright
after^Farly5 W‘th Whlt6 flesh’ U an aPPle called Raspbe y. It comes in a little

Mr. Hilborn.—Do you know anything about MacMahon’s White »
_ iMr" £,BB—N°, except that it is getting a very good name for hardiness in the North
western btates I must say a large number of these Russian trees are remarkably
fooTvery Lllthy y°Ur President wil1 bear 'ne out in saying that the most of them 

The President.—Very healthy. I never saw finer, 
long ^keepers Î°N ^an 7°U g‘V6 “8 th® name of any of these R“««ian apples that are 

Mr. Gibb.—No. I
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„1If. . . „ . , 8've you other people’s opinions. When you get into the
southern part of Russia, where grapes like the Concord would ripen year after year, they 
tail back on the German late keepers. That is not a question we went to Russia to look 
“P We kept entirely out of the grape growing regions when we went to Russia. In 
the opinion of Prof. Budd the longest late keeper is the Pointed Pipka.

The President.—Can you suggest anything that this Association could do to 
promote such experimenting Î

Mr. Gmu—Yos, I would like to see your north frontier counties test these. 
■Reports from Abbotsford ought to be useful to your northern latitude. Many of them 
wont be failures; they aro going to be fair bearers, hardy trees, and produce a fair 
quantity of fruit. I don t say they are going to be long keepers, but they will be worth 
trying. Then of the Russian pears, there are one or two that I think will be useful where 
you can t grow ordinary varieties and where the Flemish Beauty begins to fail.
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little afraid of these pears for growing in climates where you can grow the Concord 
grape, and ripen it thoroughly, because there they, are very apt to rot at the core. They 
are much more likely to rot at the core in a climate like this than in Russia ; you have 
so much more heat. Some Russian pears are doing very well with me, but they 
only be looked upon as a fruit for cooking. One thing I am sorry for, and that is, that 
the plums of the Volga have not been imported in this country, and are rather difficult to 
get ; because thev are growing in little peasant villages that would not understand 
respondence. The cherries 1 have more, hopes of, but most of these cherries color 
some little time before they are thoroughly ripe. They are acrid and astrigent a little 
bit when first they begin to color, but when thoroughly ripe they are sweetish rather than 
acid or sub-acid, and they are very nice indeed, but they must be protected for two 
weeks, and if not the birds will have them instead of ourselves.

Mr. Wright.—Which variety is that you are speaking of)
Mr. Gibb.—Several varieties called Vladimir. Some are weeping in form, and 

some are upright. Some have dark-colored flesh, and some have light-colored flesh. 
The cherry that is going to be most successful with us is what they call in Central 
Europe the purple-flesh Morello.

Mr. Hilborn, (Ottawa).—My experience is of a short duration. I am not able to 
give anything of much value at present. We tried a great many varieties, I think about 
two hundred varieties of north Russian apples, and perhaps seventy-five of pears, fifty 
of cherries, and forty or fifty plums, we got the first of them a year ago this spring, and the 
balance this season, so that our experience at the Experimental Farm is so short that it 
is of very little value. We hope to be able to give you some results later on. We got 
some of them through Mr. Rudd and Mr. Gibb, and some from Washington, and 
from other sources.
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UTILIZING WOOD LOTS FOR PROFIT.

The next question was, How can a natural wood lot of Beech, Maple and Elm be 
best utilized for profit Î

The Secretary.—I think that Mr. Gaston might reply to this question so far as the 
maple is concerned. He has been utilizing the maple woods to pretty good advantage, as 

see by the fine samples on the table before us of maple sugar and maple syrup.
The President.—We will take the next question in with that, What profit may be 

derived from an acre of hard maple by sugar making 1
Mr. Caston. I would very much regret to have a spring go by without making 

some syrup. I consider maple syrup one of the greatest luxuries we have, because it is the 
purest of saccharine matter, and the sugar we get from maple is the purest sugar under the 
sun. As to the other kinds of timber, I don’t know how you would best utilize the elm 
and beech ; but I regard the maple as one of the most useful trees in Canada ; and I 
think when they took the Maple Leaf as the emblem of Canada they did a very good 
thing. The maple is useful not only as a shade tree ; it is the very best of fuel, outside 
the use of the wood as timber for vehicles that have to carry heavy loads ; it makes good, 
stiff axles. Most of the carriage-makers in our part of the country have always used it 
for axles ; and we most of us know what beautiful furniture some kinds of maple will 
make. It is a beautiful shade tree ; for growth it is hard to beat it ; and among 
deciduous trees I don’t think we have anything that looks nicer than the maple, and it 
is not very long in growing to quite a size. With regard to maple syrup, we make it 
out of our original woods. Any trees that blow down we use for fuel, but we leave the 
maple standing there, and tap them in the spring. This last spring was a very favor
able one and we made a large quantity. I have about five acres of land in maple trees 
and on this area about five hundred trees far enough apart to grow to nice size. Some of 
the largest ones we had two buckets from, and we made about two hundred gallons of 
syrup.
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The Secretary. What profit would there be per acre in making syrup?
Mr. Gaston.—Out of four or five hundred trees you would make, in a favorable 

season about two hundred dollars worth of syrup. It is not merely the value of it, but 
the luxury ; you get it long before fruit season, and you make it in the slack time when 
you are not doing much else, so it does not take valuable time.

Ihe Secretary.— Counting the labor, would 500 trees yield a profit of $200. ?
Mr. aston. The labor is not much, because it is done without hiring bands. Of 

course it would cost something for the outfit ; that is, tin buckets cost about twelve cents 
apiece. The faucets cost a cent and a half, etc. The hole in the tree should be made 
9-lbths of an inch. The old custom was to make a great gash with an axe ; that in a 
very short time ruined the tree, but now it is found that this little instrument will get 
as much sap out in the course of a season, and more than we will by the use of the axe. 
The axe will cause more to run for the first two or three days, but then it will dry up. 
This mode will cause it to run all the season. We use a bit to bore with. With this 
there is not a drop wasted. There is no farm but might very well have a few acres in 
maples Almost every farm has an odd corner where they might have them. Five acres 
wouid hold about 500 trees, and off that quantity of trees when grown up, you can make 
trom 150 to 200 gallons of syrup in a season without a great deal of labor 

A Delegate—What about the boiling. ?
Mr. Caston.—We use an evaporator ; there are thirteen apartments in it, and the- 
sap runs in at one end, and the syrup runs out at the other, not finished up as it is 

in this can, but very nearly as good ; with a very little finishing up in the kettle it would 
be like this. I venture to say that there is more sweetening in this maple sugar to the 
pound than there is in any other sugar you can get, no matter where you get it : and it 
is more wholesome. More than that, I have to say that this syrup in the spring of th 
year acts as an alterative on the system, and if you have a cold there is no way i 
which you can cure it quicker than going into the bush and drinking lots of this hot 
syrup. These trees on waste land would be a very profitable investment. You can put 
them in a place where they would act as a wind-break and as a shelter, and utilize it in 
a great many ways. The sap as soon as it runs should be manufactured as quickly as 
possible. The quicker you can manufacture it into syrup or sugar the better, not lettiiv it 
stand any longer than you can help. This is the way we have it fixed : we have a trough 
with a strainer in the trough, and it runs from that into the evaporator. There is a eon-
any dh-t geTs 'i t^Ttlme’ ^ V6ry clean’ because we get it in tin buckets, and scarcely
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Mr. Wright.—In the County of Leeds, which is further south than we are, the maple 
trees are much more productive than they are in our section. There is a man named Smith 
in Harlem, and I purchase every year from him a thousand pounds of maple sugar. I gave 
him ten cents a pound for it, and he tells me that he makes more out of his sugar bush 
than out of any other part of his farm. He makes it when he has very little else to do,, 
and he makes it by the same process as Mr. Gaston.

Mr. Dempsey.—Did you ever try to make sugar, out of the sap of the butternut
tree ?

Mr. Caston.—No : I have heard— , . some of the old settlers say they have tried it
years ago out of pumpkins, but it was such a slow business that it was far better out of 
the maple. This is the first time I ever heard of the butternut.

Mr Gibb.—I have an impression that the sap of the butternut is not much less 
strong than that of the maple, only the trouble with it is that the bark is bitter, and the 
old-fashioned way of cutting it with an axe made the syrup bitter ; but with these littlo 
taps that would be avoided. You could not make a syrup that would crystallize, but 
you could make a good syrup. If you are planting the maple as a sugar tree along your 
lakes, where you have not the alternate freezing and thawing that we have inland you 
may not have sugar seasons. You might have bad sugar seasons in that case.

Mr. Dempsey.—I have a neighbor who taps butternut trees. I have never seen th» 
sap or tasted the sugar, but he told me it ran more than the maple and made a better 
quality and brighter sugar than the maple tree.

The President.—Have you ever made use of the sap of the native birch ?

:
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Mr. Gaston.—Only for vinegar. They are the greatest trees to run I ever saw ; 
they would run themselves to death if you would let them.

Dr. Mordkn.—I have seen sugar made from it.
Mr. Gaston.—I never did ; there is a very small quantity of saccharine matter in it. 

With retrard to planting maple for that purpose, a low, damp place is the best. There is 
another little wrinkle about it; the deeper you tap your tree the better the color of the 
syrup will be.

Mr. Gibb.—The soft maple also makes sugar. The white birch makes sugar, but 
you have to boil it a long time because the sap is so very thin. The yellow birch makes 
sugar, and the sap is stronger and needs less boiling ; but our Indians at Oaughnawaga 
make a certain kind of sugar. It is not crystallized, and it is always made into little 
patties with the hand ; I think it is strained through a blanket or a moccasin, and that 
which is really genuine has always the print of their fingers on it. (Laughter). It has 
some flour in it, and it is made of yellow birch and hard maple and soft maple and 
butternut all mixed up together. It is not bad. (Laughter).

At 5.30 o’clock the meeting adjourned till eight o’clock in the evening.
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A NOTE ON FRUITS.

The following letter from Mr. P. E. Bucke, of Ottawa,was read by the Secretary :

I had hoped to have been able to visit you at this time, but my chief having been 
obliged to absent himself on sick leave I have been detained to do duty in his place. I 
could not allow the meeting to assemble without a few words and a small contribution 
in fruit.

I send some samples of the Conn gooseberry which I much regret is still lying in a 
partially dormant state, as it has never been propagated and placed on the market, yet it 
stands to-day without a rival, for size of fruit, and as an absolute mildew proof plant. Mr. 
Conn the proprietor has offered the right of sale of the whole stock of four hufidred 
plants, for the sum of one hundred and fifty dollars. I also send some Downings picked 
on the next row six feet apart to show the difference in size at this season when neither 
have come to their full growth. The Oonn has so often been described in our paper and 
reports by myself that it is useless saying anything further about it. The Secretary has 
two or three plants if they are yet bearing, he can speak of it also.

I send some Fay’s Prolific currants, Moore’s Ruby, London Red and Red Cherry, all 
red currants, as samples of small fruit grown by myself. They are not ripe, but they 
are a fair size and show what can be done by the haphazard cultivation they receive 
from my own hands on very light soil. On heavy well tilled rich soil they could be vastly 
improved, and yet the small fruits are despised by many, and are only cultivated by the 
few. It has been wisely said “ he who gives quickly gives best.” It is so with the 
small fruits ; in one, two and three years any of these may be brought to perfection. 
There are nurserymen in almost every town of any size in Ontario or parties who have 
plants for sale, many people give them away. A prize is offered every year of some fruit 
with our own paper, the Horticulturist, from these with a little skill in a few years the 
fruit garden may be stocked, whilst the paper gives direction for cultivating them.

There is no reason why almost everyone should not have fruit of his own raising, if 
he has not the fault lies with himself, and he has himself only to blame. The time required 
is slight, the price to be paid for plants is nominal, and the crop, if insect enemies are 
warded off, is certain.
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I ever saw ;
PARIS GREEN FOR CODLING MOTHS.

t^TjxrsnyLr'* “ ™ — - “* —
flxtflnTiv!.lvECTBTARY'—1 have been tryin8 U every year for some years past quite
those mrl' tklt7 ^ “Tff" partT8 °J the orchard where I omit spraying with 
those part» that I spray carefully, and I observe the great difference. This year I left
two acres of orchard where the ground was covered with strawberry plants, wholly 
rrrd- « ap,rayCd the Wh0le orcbard that was accessible very carefully with a large 
w ? PnU„m.P’ fix.ed m » waggon 1 have been observing very particularly within the last 
MrHon n pa.rVhat,ha8 been carefully sprayed, comparing it with that small 

- T l haV»t eft W,lthout the application of the poison; and where it has been well 
dc!lU y d?ne the. apples are clear ; I could scarcely find any apples that are affected 

to finH ÏÎ, h’ WhTrea8 to tha* Portion where I omitted to apply the poison it is quite easy 
to find them, so I am more than ever convinced of the effectiveness of the application.

Misîi^,,ï5^r4rt,o,s^'hmi ■ppiM th*
The Secretary—Only once, except that we had been at it only three or four days 

when there came a heavy rain, and we had to do that much over again. It needs to be
formJTV1 hlvk 7ery soonaf‘er the bloom falls—as soon as the apples are well 
fnrtnbriit Jf7° W°" d ^ more effective than one ; the second one about a

^ fire'u I.?0tl;e fhat k is not merely in the blossom end that the egg 
s deposited ; it is on the side of the apple as well. If you will observe you will find 
there are fully as many apples stung on the sides as on the end.
h,nJi Dkm.P8ettJs tbat b7 the second brood or by the first t I notice the second
deposit thefra on th7calyeP0Slt theireggS 0n the side of the apple, while the first

The Secretary.—The second brood would not be 
about the middle of July.
T R. Mr' XXIL^ lMS—I bave been working with Paris green for seven years. Th year 
I have use*! nini pounds. I have used it largely with water, with lime, and with aster
ftftorwtln|g" 7Ï T,1 USe 14 heaV1,y with water I prefer to dust the trees with lime 
afterwards. The foliage is not injured, and with plum trees particularly I put one-
ÎÎÙL t,!!a8PT ,°Rf Pans/reen to a pail of water, and use three applications to the 
plum trees. By the use of slacked lime directly after the trees are wet it keeps them 
fresh vigorous, and a lively green color. Last year I had plums trees that only had a 
few blossoms on, and I sprayed them and saved the fruit. I sprayed the Duchess of 
Oldenburg that stood near the house, from which for nine years 1 had never gathered 
?“® * , 1 gave that tree three applications of Paris green, with about one-third of a

Tho n !ne grTrt-,aiPftiiu1 °f Water That ye8r 1 put UP three barrels of 
app es. The next year it failed. The next time I sprayed it 1 put up four barrels of
apples. I would spray one side and not the other ; where I sprayed it I would get fruit, 
and where I did not I got none. Last year we sprayed nearly the whole orchard, and 
this year we have gone over the whole of it. They are very clean and fine so far. I don’t 
see any spots or worms on them.

Mr. Pettit.—How soon did you spray your trees 1
Mr. Williams.—I began before the blossom dropped, with both apple and plum.
The Secretary.—Would you not kill a good many bees t 
Mr. Williams.—I never noticed any fatality to the bees.
The President.—As soon as the fruit is fairly formed you begin.
Mr. Williams.—Yes ; on some specimens I noticed the blossom had been stung bv 

the curoulio, the large kind, of a steel color, and it stings the fruit of the apple as weU 
as the plum. I lose as many Duchess apples from the curculio as I do from the moth.
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Mr. Pettit.—In spraying for the curculio, which do you destroy, the insect that 
lays the egg, or the larvae after it hatches ? In what way is it effectual 1

Mr. Williams.—I could not say which. I spray the trees, and the fruit comes out clean, 
that is about all I know about it. I don’t know whether it kills the insect itself or the larvæ.

The Secretary.—Is the fruit stung at all?
Mr. Willi Aits.—No ; the fruit is perfect, without a sting.
The Secretary.—Then it must ward off the curculio itself?
Mr. Pettit.—How do you apply the lime after spraying ?
Mr. Williams.—I have a duster with a handle about one and a half feet long, and 

I put a cedar pole in that so as to make it twenty-five feet high. I have a force pump 
for the Paris green, which I put on a waggon in a tank, and drive from tree to tree.

Mr. Pettit.—How many ounces to the barrel do you apply?
Mr. Williams.—I calculate half a teaspoonfull to a pail of water, measure the 

barrel, and put in the poison in that proportion. In using it in the lime or the plaster,. 
I made it about the same strength as I would to kill the potato bug.

The President.—I suppose your experience is that the old custom was to use alto
gether too much green. It requires a very small quantity, you find ?

Mr. Williams.—Very small. I began very small, then continued trying it to find 
how much they would stand before the leaves gave way. I handle the hose with one 
hand, reaching the highest trees, and at the same time work the pump with the other hand.
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DANGERS OF PARIS GREEN.
The next question was, is there any danger from the use of Paris green as an insec

ticide by absorption in the soil, or absorption in the fruit 1
The President.—It strikes me that the one that wrote this question is the one that 

should answer it, Mr. Morton.
J. A. Morton (Wingham).—I don’t think there is any danger of poisoning by 

absorption in the soil. I believe that even if Paris green were put upon the soil in 
moderate quantities, that it would not reach the fruit, because the plant itself has the 
power of eliminating from the combination of substances such things as are essential for 
the growth of that plant, and rejecting those portions that are not necessary. We find 
that other poisonous substances, capable of thorough solution, are fed to plants, and that 
they have the power of rejecting the poison ; those substances are not found in the fruit, 
because in order to obtain the fruit it would have to go to the leaves, be liberated there, 
and return to the fruit. I don’t see, therefore, any danger on that ground. As to. 
whether it could be absorbed by the fruit or not, I think that is out of the question. 
Botanists tell us that fruit does not absorb anything from the outside—that anything that 
goes to make it up is received through the circulation of the plant. The only difficulty 
would be small portions of it lodging in the calyx end of the fruit. The fatality that could 
have resulted from that could only be ascertained by experimenting, by examining the 
fruit to see how much arsenic was in the end. I think it is referred to in Mr. Fletcher’s 
last report. Experiments have been had to determine whether any appreciable arsenic 
has been found in the cajyx end of the fruit, and in only a few instances out of five 
hundred was there found any trace of arsenic, and that was in such minute quantities that 
a man would be liable to die in some other way than by poisoning if he ate the-apples.

Mr. Dempsey.—Can Mr. Morton tell us whether the arsenic contained in the Paris 
green evaporates as it does in the pure arsenic itself ? I heard a gentleman say, not long 
ago, that his dog ate half a pound of arsenic that had ben exposed to the atmosphere, and 
it only made the dog better, made him healthier.

Mr. Morton.—I have no doubt if your Paris green were exposed under certain con
ditions, that it might resolve itself into arsenic, and thereby be volatilized ; and from 
what I have seen of arsenic that remained open for eighteen months, in my experience, 
not exposed to the wet, but in a dry place, it was quite as efficacious at the end of that 
■eighteen months as it was before ; and all I can say about that dog, is that it was a dog 
peculiarly well adapted for the eating of Paris green. I don’t think any other well-bred 
dog would have that experience. (Laughter.)
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3 insect that SPRAYING PUMPS.

, . , „ , - , this : Two spraying pumps are spoken of in the Horticul
turist One has lieen used by the President and the other by our Secretary. We would 
Uke to know their respective merits ; the cost is very different.

™j*e P,iBsmENT.—I have Brooks’. It had not been used much before I left home, 
ihe Secretary.—This is something like asking me which is the best instrument, a 

hoe or a plough, for cultivating the ground 1 It depends on what you want it for The 
two pumps are for wholly different work. One is a large pump, and the other is a small 
f.anll>“n,p for ua.e ™ ‘h0 orchard. The pump that is made at Oakville, which resembles 
the Field pump of Lockport, is the best I know for orchard use. It will send a sp-ay 
from the wagon over the orchard tree of any size. The Brooks’ Champion, which is .Iso 
referred to, is the best one I know of that I have tried for the garden and for small trees 
It will send a spray perhaps twenty or twenty-five feet very nicely, but it is only adapted 
to be^ used in a pail, not for a tank or barrel.

The President.—They have an attachment to it where it is used in a large tank or
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Mr. Hilborn.—Does this pump throw a continuous stream ?
The President.—Yes.
Mr. Croil.—How many trees would you spray with the Oakville pump ?
Ihe Secretary.—I never counted, but as fast as you can walk along with a horse, 

i nave a man driving who works the pump, and another man who works the hose. The 
work is done almost as fast as a horse will walk along, stopping a minute or two at a
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OUT DOOR ROSES NAMEDJ

The next question was, name the five best roses for out-door cultivation, giving th 
reasons why they are given the preference. ”

MrV (Innerkip).—It is rather a hard matter to decide which are the bait
roses. 1 hnd that beginners very often don’t value to the same degree the same roses 
which we old growers do. Beginners generally chooie some extreme of color ; they prefer 
* very dark rose or a very light one. Old growers prize continuity of bloom as of more 
va ue than perhaps some extreme of color. On my way here I spent two days at 
Mwanger & Barry s, at Rochester, and I there made a note which coincides with mv own 
experience as to which were the most valuable perpetual hybrid roses. I have marked a 
doubt whether Victor Verdier or General Washington should be placed first. The 
Washington possess no fragrance, but it is a most continuous bloomer. We can get good 
bloooras, I believe perfect blooms. I believe General Washington has been the means of 
getting me more prizes on roses than perhaps any other rose. It is a first-class free- 
booming out-door rose. It is red—not very deep or very brilliant in color, perhaps, but 
old rose-growers value it very highly indeed. The Victor Verdier is also another per
petual blooming rose. We get blooms all the season till the frost prevents them blooming 
any longer. The Victor Verdier also is not fragrant. As some one has remarked, it is 
ery hard to get the whole round of perfection in anything, and some way these very 

valuab e perpetual bloomers lack something. They generally lack fragrance. I find I 
have placed next on the list La France—a hybrid tea-rose. It possesses fragrance in 
addition to its many other qualities of value, but in our rather harsh, dry atmosphere, it some
times does not open freely ; but La France is a very valuable rose, not only for out-door 
cultivation but for conservatory in pots. Gabriel Luizet is another very valuable rose ; 
it is a perpetual bloomer, which, if we count it by points, is a very essential thing in a 
rose in this country. It is a new one. I have entered Coquet des Alps, which is such a 
thoroughly good bloomer that it deserves the first place in any collection of roses • and 
ol course in making up a smill collection like this we try. to get over the different range 
of colors as far as we can, and it is nearly white. The Victor Verdier is nearly pink
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Among the very dark roses I have found the Prince Camille de Rohan to produce a very 
great variation. There are many other roses that are so nearly identical with Prince 
Camille de Rohan that I have been forced—and much against my will—to put upon some 
occasions several labels on roses picked from the same bush. (Laughter.)

Mr. Wright.—What color is your Prince Camille de Rohan 1
Mr. Mitchell.—Pretty dark, almost maroon, not so bright as Baron de Bon Stetten 

at very best, but it far exceeds either of these in its perpetual blooming qualities, and 
they are fragrant, very useful roses.

Question.—Are roses difficult of cultivation 1 Can you give plain directions for an
amateur Î

Mr. Mitchell.—I could not give a complete formula of instruction in the matter, 
but I will tell you the main secret in rose-growing. The insect pests have prevented 
people from cultivating them. Begin before you think it is time to use insecticides. 
Rose-growing has been a hobby of mine for a long time—as long as I can remember ; and 
I find the out-door rose to be one of the easiest managed plants I have anything to do 
with ; and I only attribute my success with roses to the freedom my bushes have from all 
those insect pests, because everything I do, I do it before any insects make their appear
ance at all. People consider perhaps, that roses need some special soil or some special 
aspect—that they need an unusual amount of fertilizers ; but I have not found such to be 
the case, particularly when you plant out young plants. Very often I find that too much 
fertilizer is used at first. A heavy fertilizing is not good for fruit growing. If you wish 
to fertilize do it after the plant has got established. As to soil, you must not plant roses 
or anything else which is to pass the winter in a state where the roots of these plants will 
be virtually immersed in standing water the whole winter, or the roots will perish ; but 
where land is naturally drained or artificially drained, with sufficient depth so that there 
will be plenty of roots left to take up what sap they require in the spring, in almost any 
soil roses will do. As a preventive, I go over my rose bushes with a solution of tobacco. 
I get the stumps from the tobacconists where they manufacture cigars ; we get them for 
nothing, and I suppose any of you can. Some use the chewing tobacco, but it absorbs 
the water more than the refuse does. I go over them with that solution just before the 
leaves are coming out. This is to prevent the ravages of the rose-hopper, or what is called 
thrip. I go over the bushes, either with the water-can or syringe. The smell of 
the tobacco makes it distasteful to the insect For the rose-slug we use hellebore. 
Some will tell you that you have to syringe on the under side of the leaf, 
because the most of the day the rose-slug is on the under side of the leaf ; but at 
night it goes forth and eats the leaf on the upper side, so if you syringe the leaves on 
the upper side, the rose-slug will do you no harm. I use ordinary barnyard fertilizer, and 
gentlemen from England, which is considered to be a particularly favorable climate for 
rose cultivation, have stated to me that they never saw, even in England, finer roses than 
mine are.
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Mr. Mordbn.—What do you do with the green rose aphis 1
Mr. Mitchell.—While you are syringing for the thrip you are syringing for the 

aphis. Tobacco doesn’t seem to be good for anything but a human being. (Laughter.)
A Member.—What do you consider the best mode of cultivating and managing the 

out-door roses in the summer season—spring, summer and autumn 1 Should they be 
covered during the winter, and what ones 1

Mr. Mitchell.—I do very little indeed more than I have told you to keep clear of 
the insect pests. In the spring time sometimes I omit manuring for a year, as long as I 
feel that the bushes havp plenty to feed upon. I find, even myself, sometimes, that I am 
not better for being over-fed. (Laughter.) I used to prune too heavy in the spring. 
You must bear in mind the balance between root and branch. The branch or foliage is 
just as necessary to the root as the root is to the top. I pruned at one time at the expense 
of the vitality and vigor of my plants. Now I don’t prune much in the spring. I let 
them bloom out free. I prune enough to preserve symmetry, and prune out any weakly 
branches, but even this spring, in standard hybrid perpétuais, I had some of them six feet 
high, and so I had on other seasons, and I found that it adds to the root growth. I prune 
after the heavy spring blooming—prune pretty heavily ; the roots have made their growtl
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The President.—Would you cover them all?
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Fameuse ; I got them in the fall and heeled them in ; and in a budded tree the stem is 
never perfectly strong, and in heeling in a tree you would naturally take advantage of 
the bend in the stem instead of turning the crook upwards. In that way I could tell 
which side of the tree was downwards and which was up when they were in the orchard 
afterwards, and the side of the tree that was upwards, though pretty fairly covered with 
snow-drift during the winter, did not make anything like as good a growth the first year, 
and perhaps the second year, as the side that was down near the ground. That made me 
still more in favor of this heeling in. Of course heeling in needs a little care. I usually 
cover the stems of the tree right over with black earth. I very strongly approve of the 
plan of getting trees in the fall, heeling in, and then planting out in the spring.

The President.—What age trees would you transplant ?
Mr. Ginn.—I don’t think it much matters so long as you can throw them into a 

vigorous growth the following year. I always plant potatoes among my apple orchard 
the first year, and that makes a good growth the first year, without any trouble the 
second year.
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APPRECIATION OF MR. GIBB’S SERVICES.

Mr. Caston, of Craighurst, here introduced a resolution embodying the sentiments 
of appreciation of Mr. Chas. Gibb’s services in the interests of Canadian fruit culture, 
which were felt by the members of the Fruit Growers Association of Ontario, the 
original copy of which has been mislaid.

Mr. Wright.—I am very glad to be able to second that resolution. If any man in 
Canada or on this continent has done anything worthy of praise for the introduction of 
hardy fruits, it certainly is Mr. Gibb ; and if any people ought to be thankful for the 
work he has done it is the people who live in the northern sections. I don’t know what 
we would do if we had not some one like Mr. Gibb. He bestows his time and his money, 
and he gives all the energies and everything that he has apparently up to nothing else 
but this fruit subject ; and I don’t know where you would find a man with the capabili
ties that he has who would do this kind of thing. He has had peculiar advantages, and 
we are reaping the benefit of it, and what is better, it does not cost us a cent ; and we 
certainly would be ungrateful people if we did not thank him for the labors that he has 
given us.

wou

The President.—I think it is hardly necesssary for me to add anything to the 
resolution itself and the remarks so well made. I spent a couple of days with my friend 
Mr. Gibb lately, and I saw there in his grounds the result of his past labors of many 
years ; and to appreciate his labors thoroughly you must see the place itself ; you must 
see there what he has done besides what we have read ; you must see for yourselves to 
appreciate most thoroughly. It really is something wonderful, the work done there, not 
only in fruits but in forest trees, in plants and shrubs. There was only one flower missing 
that he should have there—one of the leading flowers of any country—in his already fine 
collection ; I refer to a good wife. (Laughter).

The resolution was put and carried unanimously by a rising vote.
Mr. Gibb.—I hardly know what to say, for I did not expect a resolution of this kind, 

and it is really very kind of you ; but, as is apt to be the case in things of this kind, I 
am afraid my services are overrated considerably. As to the expense of procuring these 
things, Prof. Budd has sent me a very large number of them. Then another collection 
came from Rochester, and another from Tuttle of Bari boo, and others from Ellwanger & 
Barry. The most of these came from the importation of 1870. That importation 
fell into bad odor for some time owing to the serious mistakes that were in it, but by and 
by in Wisconsin and Minnesota, Russian fruits came to the surface, and a number of these 
fruits that we have the greatest hopes of were introduced in that importation ; so that 
we began with the United States Government, and then those who tested these things 
from that importation, and then the importation brought out by the Iowa college. I have
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for a crop and did not like to cut them down, until Providence saved me the trouble and 
the trees blew down. With roses in this county I have been eminently unsuccessful ; 
still I have managed to have a few. I must say I have gained a great deal of informa
tion here this evening, and I think that I will profit by it. I would bid you all welcome 
to Picton, and say in the words of my native land, “ Oead mille failthe.”

The President replied to the Mayor’s greeting, stating that the delegates 
much pleased and profited by their visit.
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The meeting adjourned at 10 o’clock till Thursday at 10 a.m., and upon reassembling 
at that hour, Mr. Mitchell, of Innerkip, read a paper on the following subject :

CONSERVATORIES, THEIR MANAGEMENT, SELECTION OF PLANTS, ETC.

Mr. F. Mitchell, of Innerkip, said : I have always made this part of horticulture a
I think we could do more if we wouldhobby ; I have been nothing but a flower man. 

each take some special line. There is a greater interest being taken now-a days in 
floriculture. At the exhibitions you will always notice a crowd around the stand 
where the flowers are exhibited. It is not a matter of profit perhaps, but I don’t 
know anything which any of us whose tastes lie in that direction can derive more 
pleasure from than we can from the culture of flowers. At the farmers’ institutes last winter 
I brought up this matter of flower culture, ind I found that they took great interest in the 

Sometimes they would discuss it for a whole evening to the exclusion of othermatter.
matters.

I wish to be understood as taking up this subject altogether from the amateur’s 
standpoint, and as considering the limited conservatory of ordinary use, and one in which 
it is desirous to accommodate as many different general species and varieties of plants as 
can be grown successfully. The size must, of course, be regulated by the pocket 
and enthusiasm of the builder, but the smaller the more difficut to preserve an even 

The material of construction for the outer walls or sides is not very essentialtemperature.
if it but be frost-proof, or nearly so, although I favor double boarding with tarred paper 
between. As to the style or form, and with it the situation or aspect, it should always 
be, for a general collection of plants, of some form of the ridge and gable plan, with the 
sashes sloping east and west. This gives the fullest sunshine in the morning and evening, 
while at mid-day the rafters and sash bars exclude a large portion of the sunlight ; con
sequently an even temperature is more easily maintained. I may mention, while on this 
head, that when attending these meetings in different parts of the province, or when 
travelling with any other object in view, gardens and flower-houses are always among the 
foremost objects of attraction to me, and that which presents itself first to my notice, with 
regard to the conservatory, is the matter of location and form. I find many, very many, 
constructed as a lean-to and situated on the south side of the dwelling. It would he 
impossible for a professor of the art to produce good results in such a house as this, and I 
believe such houses as these have completely discouraged many beginners. If I was to select 
an aspect for a lean-to house I would choose the north before any other, for though not 
suitable for all kinds of plants or for all seasons, yet many of our finest summer-flowering 
plants will attain a greater degree of perfection in this than in perhaps any other location 
or style of house. If, however, the south side of a dwelling is the only available location 
I would advise constructing the flower-house on the ridge and gable plan which I have 
already mentioned ; in this manner this location can be utilized as well perhaps as any 
other. My own conservatory or greenhouse has no lights in the south gable, by this I 
have a bench at the south end shaded from the south or mid-day sun while it receives the 
morning and evening sun, and at all times in the day it receives light from above ; for a 
large portion of the year this is the most valuable space in the house. It is very desirable, 
or imperative rather, in the sort of conservatory we are considering, one in which a number 
of different plants can be grown, to have a shaded portion as well as other sunnier positions. 
But I will probably make further mention of this when I take up a few of the desirable
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plants for the conservatory. If practicable the house should be wide enough to admit of 
a raised or filled bed in the centre. Sod and new or loamy earth, with a little manure, is 
the best material to fill this bed with. It is not necessary to wet the sod before using as 
it will soon rot in the ordinary temperature of a greenhouse. Hot water is, I think, all 
things considered, the best mode of heating. The first cost is more than that of smoke 
flues, but where winter bloom is desired the result is more satisfactory; the after or 
running expense is, I think, not much different in the two systems, if there is any difference 
tho hot water system is the cheapest. The first cost of the old smoke flue system is the 
cheapest cf all, but in the winter, when but little ventilation can be given, the gas, no 
matter how well conducted the flues may be, more or less of which will escape, affects 
the blooming of some kinds of plants. The ordinary geranium is perhaps 
affected than any other plant. I have never seen really good bloom on geraniums in 
winter in a house heated by smoke flues. Many other plants, however, and many of 
which are apparently more tender than the geranium produce the best results at any season 
of the year in houses heated on this plan. I am not very well posted on the steam system 
of heating, but cases have come to my notice where closer attention was required in firing 
than in either of the other systems mentioned. I know of cases where attendance is 
required throughout the night when the temperature is very low. Being forced to rise 
and replenish the fires on a cold winter night greatly detracts from the pleasure otherwise 
enjoyed in the possession of a conservatory. I have, however, been informed by reliable 
persons that the steam system can be so constructed as to retain heat for as great a length 
of time as by any other system. I will not pretend to make a complete selection of 
desirable plants for the conservatory, but will confine my remarks to only such plants as 
I am familiar with. For winter blooming the cineraria is particulary valuable. When 
intended for winter blooming I sow the seed in the spring or early summer, and after 
potting keep the plants as much as possible in the open air throughout the summer. 
A cool place with a northern aspect is the best, the north side of some building where 
the sun’s rays can only reach in morning or evening. Care must be taken that the pots do 
not get water-soaked for any length of time as excess of moisture is very injurious. I 
notice that even many practical florists never over-water the cineraria. If persisted in the 
plant will first wilt and soon altogether perish. On the approach of cool weather the 
plant should be placed in a cool, airy position in the conservatory. The cineraria will 
make a finer and a far more prolonged display at this season than when brought into bloom, 
as it usually is, in the early spring. The Chinese primrose is another valuable winter
blooming plant. The seed should be sown in May or June, and I prefer to grow it also 
in a shaded place in the open air throughout the summer and removed to the conservatory 
on the approach of cold weather. The carnation is another particularly fine winter- 
flowering plant. It is not only a useful decorative plant for the conservatory but is of even 
more value for the lasting and beautiful cut flowers which it furnishes throughout the 
winter, hor the best plants cutting should be struck tho previous winter or spring and 
be planted in the open ground throughout the summer. The plants should not be allowed 
to bloom while in the open ground. They should be taken up and potted and removed to 
the conservatory in October or November. Ordinary fall frosts will not harm them. 
Many varieties of tender roses bloom profusely throughout the winter. Varieties of 
climbing habit will generally give the most bloom and are easily managed. They should 
be planted in the bed in the centre. I recommend the following : In whites the old 
Lamarque is the best for the beginner at least. It is not a rose of very high finish but 
is a rampant grower, is almost mildew proof and requires but little care, except such as 
it may require from the pruning knife occasionally. Gloire de Dÿon, peach or fawn color, 
is a first-rate rose for the amateur’s conservatory. A sweet-scented, good-sized well- 
formed, constant-blooming rose, and is nearly, though not quite, as easily cared for as Lam
arque. In reds, Reine Marie Henriette and James Sprunt are perhaps the best among 
the older varieties and are easily managed. I know that amateurs are generally advised, 
by those who profess to be posted on this matter, not to attempt to grow that magnificent 
yellow rose Maréchal Neil, but if thtifty young plants are selected and planted in the 
ground in the part of the house in which the temperature is the most even and least 
subject to strong draughts it will generally succeed well. I have more perfect success
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with it than with any other yellow rose which I have tried. Nearly all hybrid per
pétuais and hybrid teas will bloom freely in the latter part of winter. These should be 
grown in pots. By far the largest portion of flowering plants bloom in the spring. I will 
not enumerate any of these, but will make mention of a few valuable summer-blooming 
plants. For an early summer-flowering plant the Agapanthus is well adapted to the 
amateur’s conservatory. Insects rarely prey upon it, and though a strong-growing, 
stately plant the flowers possess a delicacy and purity which exact universal 
admiration. For bouquets in which delicate tints are required rather than striking colors 
the Agapanthus is unsurpassed. Anyone can grow it to perfection. A sunny position is 
the best. Most of the new, large-flowered fuchsias are worthy of a trial, although I 
notice they are very rarely produced in anything like perfection in ordinary small 
conservatories. A partially shaded position, a cool, even temperature, and frequent and 
copious syringing is necessary to success. The comparatively new, large-flowered, tuberous 
Begonias are useful, handsome plants. The Chinese hibiscus is worthy of being grown 
far more than it is. Some of the double varieties produce blooms six inches across. The 
colors in many varieties are gorgeous and striking. The hottest and sunniest position 
suits it best. A plant which is a greater favorite of mine for the conservatory than 
perhaps any other is the Gloxinia. A bunch of well-grown Gloxinias in full bloom is a 
grand sight. Those who have seen only indifferently cared for specimens cannot form an 
idea of the wonderful beauty of this flower when at its best. Compare the most beautiful, 
daintily dressed child with the most neglected little street arab and you have not so wide 
a difference as there is in the extremes of thm flower. I mention this matter of ill-grown 
Gloxinias because I see so many of them. À few natural requirements of the plant need 
to be borne in mind, and if so it is very easily managed. In the first place it cannot bear 
the direct rays ot the sun. In the style of conservatory I have advised it must be grown 
on the shaded bench at the south end. The foliage should never be syringed or allowed 
to become wet in any way. The plant should not be exposed to strong draughts. If 
these things are attended to and a rather high temperature kept up in the early periods 
of their growth they are easily grown. The Gesneria is another plant beautiful both in 
foliage and flower. It requires exactly the same treatment as the Gloxinia. There are 
many other beautiful summer-blooming plants which I would like to make mention of, 
but it would prolong this to too great an extent. Perhaps on some future occ «ion, if 
not here, elsewhere, I will take this up where I now leave off, and then I will perhaps be 
able to discuss a few of the many spring and autumn-blooming plants suitable for the 
servatory. In concluding this, at the present time, I may say that the most complete 
formula of rules for guidance, or the most approved structure or appliances will not avail 
much, if the possessor, or person in charge, is not a true and devoted worshipper at the 
shrine of Flora.
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Mr. Dempsey.—Farmers should know that it is very much easier to grow flowers, 
and that greenhouses are much easier built than most people think. 1 used to 
greenhouse to a considerable extent. The past eight years we let it go back, but I 
wanted a hot-bed last spring and I partitioned off about thirty feet by ten of the green
house and set in a stove. You would be surprised to see what little wood it required to 
keep that .'arm. I have seen some very successful greenhouses that were built conveni
ent to the kitchen, and simply a pipe run through from the kitchen, which furnished a 
circulation of hot water and warmed the little greenhouse, and the plants were kept in a 
very nice state. There *re some houses heated by hot air in Trenton, where they have 
a register connected with the greenhouse, and they can maintain whatever temperature 
they wish, and they grow very fine plants. Those greenhouses are almost invariably 
facing the south, but they are certainly successful in growing plants. It is requisite 
that they should partially shade the greenhouse occasionally. We can produce almost 
any plant at the present day true to name from seed if we like and almost invariably 
true to color. It is much better to pay a shilling for a paper of seed than it is to pay a 
shilling for a plant. You would get a hundred or two hundred plants from the paper of 
seeds, and invariably the seedlings produce more and better bloom than the plants grown

run a
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from the cuttings. A few shillings invested by farmers in this 
they have any taste at all for floriculture.

The Secretary.—Do you advise crysanthemums for house culture 1 
, Mitchell. I don’t find people are as a rule very successful with them. I
dont advise them as strongly as many plants which are considered more rare. The 
ZlTJu “"P?” “ a common plant; it is very uncertain without its 
Z™ - ™?1 fr0m/k,1ï1 hands- . 1 866 that a great many fail with the crysanthemum, 
hut still they grow it in the open air throughout the summer, or a portion of the 
and then remove it to the house or conservatory.

Mr. Dempsey.—The most beautiful rose I ever looked on in my life was a Gloire de 
Byon, grown in the open air, but it was planted just in front of the house, and just in
nTed°thflhtLwira8 “WR61" yl?doW| a“d the Part;y simply took it off the trellis and 
poked the bush through the window and let it remain in the cellar through the winter.
They protected the roots from the frost ; they threw over some evergreens to keep the 
frost out of the ground, so that the roots were not destroyed, and wintered it in that way

Ihe President.—You would require to take the furnace out of the cellar if you had .
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Mr. Dempsey.—There are very few farmers with furnaces in the cellar.

ROUGH HANDLING OF FRUIT.

A question, which was deferred from yesterday, was then taken up—Have shippers 
generally the same cause of complaint as to rough handling of fruit by carriers as is 
mentioned on page 150 of the current volume of the Horticulturist l

The President -My experience covers a number of years, and I know the experi- 
• °f \ T "Umbtr of western shippers who have with myself been for years large 

shippers to the British and European markets ; and the result of our experience has been 
this, after testing the matter, and after dealing with the railway companies, writing to 
them and pleading with them, and our steamship companies at Montreal, viz.: That we 
adviM all shippers to act as we have done, namely, to ship all our fruit for Britain or 
any European country by New York, and cut adrift from Montreal entirely. We see no 
other remedy for it. Our past experience has been that everything we have shipped by 
Montreal to London direct was a matter of ruin to the shipper. We find that when 
they are shipped by New York not only will the line to New York handle the fruit 
better in carrying them but better in transhipping it on to the vessel ; and we can from 
any western point land fruit better in Norway or Sweden or Denmark in far better 
order than we can by Montreal. The balance has been largely in favor of New York • 
so much so that it is a clear matter as between profit and loss to the shipper I feel’ 
and we all feel, extremely sorry for this ; we would rather do our business through ’ 
own country ; we would much prefer dealing with our own lines at Montreal • but we 
are forced to forego that. We find that the railway companies from the line to New 
York will do almost anything we ask them. When our fruit arrives at Buffalo or 
Suspension Bridge, if it is only one car, they will run it through at express speed to the 
seaboard ; and there it is handled promptly and carefqlly placed on the vessel; and 
almost al the lines running from New York will carefully place it in the coolest part of 
the vessel, and if necessary put a cold blast through the apartment, keeping that fruit in 
perfect order across the Atlantic. We have pleaded very hard with our steamship com
panies at Montreal to do the same, but they will not do it. They will scatter that fruit 
all around any place; where there is room for a barrel they will tumble it in 
when I speak of our railway and steamship companies in these strong terms ! also 
include our express companies, which have acted most abominably in the handling of 
fruits. They seem to take a particular pleasure in taking up a box
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how far they can throw it. We put up some of our fruit in baskets with handles on so 
that we thought they would have to take it up by the handle carefully ; but they pick it 
up and pitch it to the other end of the car to see what kind of a jelly they can make of 
it. I am very sorry to have to speak of matters of this sort, but I speak in plain Queen’s 
English, and I only hope that the matter will be brought to the attention and minds of 
these people—or to their hearts, if they have any ; and we do hope for something better 
in the future. In the meantime we can do nothing else than withdraw our fruits from 
that particular line of traffic and ship by New York entirely. We find that is the only 
remedy left for us.

Mr. Boulter.—Can you get as cheap rate from New York, or do they ship it by 
the cubic feet 1
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The President.—There are secrets in all trades, and there are some points in con
nection with that. The Grand Trunk will charge us more if we ship by New York, we 
find that. We have nothing but Grand Trunk in our section. We hope soon to have 
the Canada Pacific there ; whether that will make any difference I don’t know. I 
thought the Canada Pacific was going to deal better with us in some ways, but we find 
it hard to deal with them in shipping to the North-west.

Mr. Morton.—You will find it worse.
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The President.—It may be worse, I don’t know. From my station (Goderich) to 
Liverpool bv Montreal the rate is 95 cents a barrel ; by New York that would be $1.10 
or $1.15. But we found ways and means of getting over that, and I suppose I may as 
well mention it ; and the way we adopted 4ras this : We did not take a bill of lading at 
all from the Grand Trunk ; we did not take a bill of lading from the American railways ; 
we took our bill of lading from the Steamship Company, and the rebate gave us, in the 
long run, a cheaper rate by New York than by Boston. I pleaded hard with the Grand 
Trunk on that very point, because it was safer to ship our apples by New York than by 
Boston in cold weather, very much safer, but they would not yield at all ; however, we 
got the best of it in the long run, and we had our fruit carried better by New York. 
We have asked the Grand Trunk to adopt the system of placing buffers between the cars. 
We find there is an immense damage done to our fruit by this continual shunting at way 
stations. Well, they considered the expense of that too much. They do it on the other 
side, the American railways, or they will send our fruit by express and not allow any 
shunting at all. If necessary they wil turn a car or two on to an express train and run 
it through, or if they have enough fruit at Buffalo or any place there they will put an 
engine on it and make a train of it. They give us dispatch in every way. If there is a 
shortage at New York to the steamship company we can settle with any American rail
way in a week or ten days. I have a matter just now with the Grand Trunk. It is 
running about five months and it is not settled yet, and it is a shortage of two 
barrels of apples by Boston. I don’t know when it will be settled—you never can 
tell anything by Grand Trunk.

Mr. Boulter.—As we have an express man here to-day, I hope he will take your 
remarks. I have no complaint. I can load up a car of apples here, or a car of canned goods, 
and I can know to a cent what it will cost me to British Columbia ; but when you ship 
anything to the Old Country you don’t know what it will pay you. They have wharfage and 
tonnage and dunnage. (Laughter.) I shipped last year to London, and when it got to London 
the fellow drew back on me for $300. It cost thirty-five pounds to send that car from the 
door here to London, and it cost twenty-five pounds to take it out of the vessel and put 
it in the storehouse. Unless we can get some system jammed into their heads in the Old 
Country so that they can tell us what they are going to charge before we start, we must 
stop it. You don’t know what you have got to pay till they draw back on you. We 
get a good rate now from here to Liverpool, London and Glasgow. I am sorry as a 
Canadian to see our stuff go by American roads. I have not got the sympathy, though, 
to lose money by our own roads if they won’t do it as well as the others. It is a shame 
to see fruit handled the way it is when we pay the express company a good price for 
carriage. I shipped strawberries to Feterboro’, and I didn’t get enough to pay the cases. 
Unless the express companies handle goods at a fair, reasonable price, and handle them
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better than they do, it is not encouraging to ship them ; and I do hope that due import- 
ance will be given to that by this Association, not only that we should have a good rate, 
but that they should handle with care. I hope our own Canadian routes will not be cast 
overboard for lack of a little common sense on the part of the managers.

... ,;r- H. Pettit.—From my experience in shipping to the Old Country I quite agree 
with the .President in regard to the routes, fori think I understand packing fruits for the 
Uld Country, and when I take Ben Davis and other hardy varieties and ship them in cool 
weather, and they arive in the Old Country wet and slack and wasted, it must he from 
carlessness in handling. In reference to the Express companies handling fruit, they do 
handle them very loosely, but I think fruit growers are a little to blame in this matter 
too. Is it possible for an express company—running, we will say, one car on a fast train 
—to take a couple of thousand baskets of fruit, and take them on from a couple of stations 
in about four minutes, and deliver them in good order Î In our place the express 
pames have threatened to dismiss the fruit growers. As many as possible go into a car 
and others pass in the fruit, and we can put in six hundred baskets of fruit in four or 
hve minutes—so you can imagine how expert we have got ; and the express company, 
when we speak about our fruit not arriving in good condition, threaten to dismiss us from 
the service. If their men handled fruit the way we do they would dismiss them out of 
their service altogether; but we can’t do anything else. Now we are going to adopt 
another plan. We called the fruit growers of three or four counties together to discuss 
the matter fully, and decided what we thought would be satisfactory to us provided it 
coula be arranged with the Grand Trunk Road. That arrangement we made. They put 
On a special fruit train, fast freight, shelved cars, and every convenience for shipping and 
they now run that train at a time of day that is suitable to arrive in the different markets 
where we want it, at the proper time. Last year the bulk of the fruit in our section of the 
country was shipped by freight. Well, we had just one difficulty to contend with, and 
that was the cars were too close ; they were not sufficiently ventilated in the top and in 
the sides. We have gone again to the road this year, and they have improved our facili
ties, or are going to as soon as we have sufficient fruit to require them. The doors 
to be grated, and they are to be properly shielded, and the freight train run. Now, I 
think if the fruit growers could unite and have markets in our towns and ship by fast 
freight, and if all the goods arrived in the morning, it would be a good deal better for the 
shipper and just as good for the consumer ; while it is also better for the dealer, because 
when fruit comes in several times a day he can invest very little in the morning for fear 
of large consignments coming later in the day and he will get stuck, so that he has to buy 
very cautiously. I think an experiment will be made in Toronto this season, or early 
next season, for a fruit market where our fruit may arrive late in the evening. It will 
arrive in the city some time in the night, be shunted at once into the market, and there 
the cars will remain till so early in the morning as it is decided to open the market. Then 
fruit will be taken out just where it is to be sold, without all this handling and cartage 
and expense. If then the fruit growers look after their fruit, as we shall, and the com- 
mission men look after taking it out, it must be well and carefully handled, arrive in good 
order, providing the cars are properly ventilated and run in the night. I think the local 
shipping in this country, if the local growers would take hold of the matter, would be 
brought down to a system that would be very satisfactory to all. I believe that our plan 
is going to be satisfactory in our part of the country. Our arrangement there is to have 
an afternoon train for the Montreal market and other eastern points, and an evening 
train for Toronto ; thus we have two fruit trains daily, In reference to the Old Country 
shipments, I really think there is something very, very wrong in the system of shipping 
at the present time. On ono consignment you may be very much pleased with your sales, 
probably the most inferior stock ; the next, of the very choicest and best, and long 
keepers, you will find wet, wasted, and in fact rotten and everything else. You never know 
what you are going to do ; it is a mere matter of speculation, and a very risky one at that. 
I* seems as though in the shipping part of the business they are either cooked in the hold or 
damaged to a great extent by hand.

Mr. Dempsey.—I would not ship by New York at all. Sometimes our Canadian 
shippers handle fruit too roughly ; but sometimes we favor American institutions too
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much. I was talking to a man that was selling peaches. He said, “ I would pay twenty- 
five cents a basket for American peaches and take them with my eyes shut rather than 
take our Canadian packed peaches at any price with my eyes open.” Do you feel 
picious that the fellow was favoring American institutions ? Then let us not do that. 
I was cheated, badly defrauded, in shipping by New York.

The President.—In what way 1
Mr. Dempsey.—My goods did not arrive as nice as they did by going by Montreal— 

so much so that we did not get the price of the barrel over and above the freight. We 
shipped some fruit to Toronto last year, and wanted to know if we had better ship by 
express. Why, no ; ship by freight by all means ; don’t have anything to do with the 
express company ; they will charge you more, and they handle it roughly. Well, we 
shipped those goods by freight, went to Toronto, found that the price there was not so 
high as it was somewhere else, and we brought it back again. Now, those goods returned 
to us just about as good as they started, by common freight, and the Grand Trunk treated 
us very well in the matter ; and I am going to always praise the bridge that carries 
me safe.
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Mr. Wright.—I have been buying apples for five years from the same man in Prince 
Edward County. The man was trying to find and get as good a rate as he could, and he 
could not tell me what he would do. I said, “ Go on and buy the apples and ship them 
just as cheap as you can, and I know it will be all right.” I got the apples all right ; 
they were right themselves every time I bought them from him, and the price was right. 
That was a Prince Edward County man, and they were Prince Edward County apples ; 
and that is one of the reasons why I wanted so much to come to Prince Edward County 
to see these honest men that raise those apple?.

Mr. Dempsey.—I may say to Mr. Pettit that the apples grown in the County of 
Prince Edward are far superior to any apples grown in the Niagara District ; all he has 
to do is to bring his apples in the season and we will compare them.

Mr. Pettit.—Send to our county fair an exhibit of your fruit and we will return 
the compliment.

Mr. Dempsey.—We will meet you on those terms on the first of December or late in 
November.

The President.—Speaking about the difference in the quality of our apples, there 
is no question at all that the Canadian apples are superior to any American or conti
nental apples. (Applause.) The markets of Britain have proved that beyond the shadow 
of a doubt. You take the average of all the markets for all our varieties of apples, you 
will find that that average is probably about two shillings a barrel in favor of Canadian 
fruit—that is, that the apples of Canada will sell upon the general markets of Britain 
at an average, I think I am safe in saying, of fully two shillings per barrel over any 
others. Of course American apples from the northern States of the United States 
the nearest in competition with us. Now as regards different sections of Canada there 
is no question of doubt but there are differences in various varieties. For instance, I 
don’t believe there is a section of Canada that will grow the Fameuse apple equal to the 
Island of Montreal. Take the Fameuse and all that family of apples, and we cannot 
grow it in any other section that I have seen equal to the island of Montreal ; the St. 
Lawrence apple also. Take the Gravenstein, the King of Tompkins County, the Ribston 
Pippin, they are a perfect picture. Their Blue Pearmain is fine, but not equal to the 
Blue Pearmain grown in British Columbia, which exceeds it in size and color. In that way 
you will see that different sections have their peculiarities ; and I find this, that if you 
want to get high quality, high flavor, in any of our fruits—in other fruits as well as the 
apple—the further north you can grow that special variety the finer and stronger the 
flavor will be ; and that accounts for the fact that one may say in this section that they 
can grow an apple of a higher quality than they could in Niagara District. Take the 
American Golden Russet grown in the warmer sections of New York State and compare 
it with some russet from the middle part of Ontario, or the northern part, and you will 
find the apple is much higher in flavor, and the color of the apple is higher, and color 
and flavor go together.
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EVAPORATION OF FRUITS.
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good fair profit on them, because they could do this at home, and save drawing those 
apples to market and to factories and to evaporators. How to dry them has yet got to be
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pretty well up to pumice ; whereas if they would peel these apples at homo they would 
save them. Farmers could save a good deal of money by taking one of these small 
evaporators, taking pains, bleaching it out with brimstone. In answer to the question, 
would it be profitable for a man to evaporate apples, I say yes. I have two thousand 
apple trees. If I had not a factory, I would have a nice little evaporator and use up the 
apples that I could not sell, that fell with the wind. The help around there could peel 
up a good many dollars worth of apples. that are now thrown away. If the farmers 
would do the work well they would get just as good a price as the Americans. I put 
them up in five, ten, twenty-five and fifty pounds boxes. I ordered a great many paper 
boxes from Montreal. Instead of selling them by the pound, the merchants would say, 
“ Here is five pounds.” The cost of packing is pretty heavy in a public establishment 
of that kind. The fanners could do that if they would get the little paper boxes. Put 
them in five pound boxes, lay the first course nicely ; learn to be tasty and neat 
about it, and you will get a real good price for your apples—much better than if you 
put them in twenty-five pound boxes ; ten pound boxes, however, are very nice. Oftentimes 
merchants would get seventy-five cents for five pounds. I don’t believe a farmer can 
grow berries and evaporate them and make money out of them at present, because there 

many dried berries in the back counties that are pioked and dried because they 
can’t be shipped here ; and the market is generally down to about fifteen or twenty 
cents. Now, if you get four cents a pound for them fresh you better sell them than 
undertake even to evaporate at that, because it will take four pounds of berries under 
the most favorable circumstances to make sue pound of evaporated berries, and 
five pounds. In large cities it is done. In Rochester a man has two hundred acres and 
evporates his blackberries and makes money out of them. We never could ; we gave 
it up.
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Mr. Gaston.—The equinoctial gales in September knock a great many apples off the 
trees ; and they are some of the finest specimens and if you don’t keep them you lose 
them, as apples are a drug in the market in the fall of the year ; and I think when people 

long way from the canning factory, if they could evaporate they would 
great deal that goes to waste.

Mr. Boulter.—Thousands of dollars could be saved to the country in that way. 
If a wind-fall apple is cut up right away, peeled, the core punched out, put in the 
bleacher, and then sliced up, the bruises will bleach right out—it won’t show in an 
evaporated apple.

Mr. Gaston.—I noticed evaporated apples quoted at about twelve to fourteen cents. 
I think we might take twelve as the wholesale price.

Mr. Wright.—We can buy lots at ten—all we want.
Mr. Gaston.—How would that correspond per bushel with green apples
Mr. Boulter.—The Golden Russet apple will make about four pounds to the 

bushel ; it will make more than any other apple. The Snow apple will make less.
Mr. Dempsey.—I would like to ask Mr. Boulter what is the effect of this bleaching! 

It is exposing the apples to the fumes of sulphurous acid. I would ask any one to 
evaporate some apples and not expose them to the action of this acid, but try them 
natural and see if they don’t have the natural flavor ; then take some apple that has 
been bleached and cook them and taste them ; and he will find that this bleaching process 
has a tendency to toughen the apple, even though you make them into a pie, the toughness 
remains ; but if they are not bleached the apple cooks and swells up again just as nice 
as it comes from the tree, and you can detect the flavor of varieties of those that are 
dried without the bleaching process. I admit that the trade requires white apples, 
and those men engaged in drying apples don’t care whether the apple is a white-fleshed 
apple or a yellow-fleshed apple.

Mr. Gaston.—Is not this bleaching what keeps them in perfect condition when they 
are opened 1

Mr. Dempsey..—They will keep if you dry them a little better. The saccharine 
matter is what preserves the apple, and there is a certain amount of that which must 
be destroyed by the action of the sulphurous acid ; there is no question about it at 
all in my mind ; still I may be wrong.
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Mr. Boulter.—I was under your impression when wo first started. It is the same 
way with hops. When I was in the hop business I went to Toronto and found I could 
not sell my hops.
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I was told I would have to put brimstone in. The brimstone is 
driven off almost entirely by the heat. We bleach the apple now as quickly as it is 
peeled. I believe that the bleaching process makes the apple softer and better than 
it would without bleaching. You cannot taste a particle of the brimstone, and I believe 
that is driven off with the heat. If the trade says, “ We have got to have that kind 
of an apple,” you may talk till doomsday to tell a man you are selling better than 
what he says he wants and what his customers want. If they demand that kind of 
apple they have got to have it.

GROWING AND DRYING CORN.

Mr. W. R. Dempsey, of Rednersville, contributed the following paper :

One of the most encouraging crops in our country to-day is corn, and yet heretofore 
but little attention has been given to its cultivation. Formerly it was grown for feed 
exclusively, but the springing up of our buying and canning industries has created 
demand for its cultivation, and it stands to-day one of the most remunerative crops 
grown upon the farm in this country, creating labor and providing food for man and 
beast.

a

Some of the best results in growing have been found by plowing in clover at the 
time required for planting, care being taken to pulverize the newly turned up earth 
thoroughly, for which the disk harrow seems to be particularly adapted. Mark three 
feet ten inches each way ; the seed does not cost much, so use plenty, and as soon as the 
corn has reached the height of three inches or is fairly up, use a light cultivator each 
way. Hoe, being careful in weeding not to leave more than four plants in a hill ; in 
hoeing remove every thing that may hinder the young plant from standing erect ; put very 
little earth around the plants, as too much of the soil against the plant will cause it to push 
out roots near the surface, which is followed every time with branches from the plant 
near the surface of the ground, spoken of by us as suckers. Cultivate each way every 
week until the corn begins to tassel out. Good results have been found by plowing in 
barnyard manure with clover. The corn feeds upon the vegetable mould turned in, and 
if the crop has been grown for drying, or canning, it will be harvested in time to give 
you one of the best seed beds you can get for fall wheat.

Drying corn has taken its place with the drying of fruit. Upon the introduction of 
the evaporator for drying fruit, corn soon became an article in trade with fruit. It had 
scarcely reached its place in trade when the manufacturer discovered that the riper the 
corn the more pounds it made, forgetting that he had a reputation to sustain for his 
goods, hence its neglect in trade. Some manufacturers have been more discreet, and 
their brands are looked for in the trade. When the grain has reached a size such 
as is desired for table use, it is then ready for drying, but as soon as it has passed from 
its milk to its pulp state it is unfit.

The idea has been been entertained that no sweet corn grown in Canada could be 
relied upon for seed. This idea is being disputed. The corn at the dryer that is found 
to have passed from its milk to its pulp state is passed over to the seed drying room, where 

temperature is maintained until the grain and cob has become thoroughly dried. 
In this way seeds have been produced as reliable as any American seeds can be, by the 
selection of the earliest and best ears. Under this process of curing for seeds, I believe 
the corn will be improved in earliness and size of ear.
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THE FRUIT COMMITTEE’S REPORT.

The Fruit Committee reported as follows :
The Committee on Fruits exhibited at the summer meeting of the Fruit Growers’ Association have the 

honor to report that the canned goods department was fully represented by Wellington Boulter, proprie
tor of Bay of Quinte canning factory. Pears, plums, quinces, strawberries, blueberries, corn, peas and 
pumpkins—all were found upon examination to be of superior quality, and presenting the same fresh 
appearance as when first put up.

J. A. Morton, Wingham, shows Crown Bob, Whitesmith and Ocean Wave in gooseberries, all English 
varieties of good size.

A. Morton, Brampton, one plate of Ringer gooseberries of fine appearance, and largest in size of any 
goosebeny shown.

P. E. Bucke, Ottawa, Conn and Downing gooseberries ; the Conn as compared with Downing grown 
by side appears to be double in size. He also shows Moore’s Ruby, Cherry, London Red and Fay’s
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Prolific currants, all good size.

Wallace Woodrow, Picton, shows Wilson, Crescent, Manchester, Sharpless and Jersey Queen straw
berries, Downing 
samples of ” Home

gooseberry and White Grape currant, all showing evidence of high culture. Also 
i ” canned goods in Shaffer and Golden Queen in rasps, and White Grape currant, all 

presenting a fine appearance.
A. M. Smith, St. Catharines, Marlboro and Highland Hardy raspberries and Vergennes grape. This 

grape is of last season’s crop, packed in hardwood sawdust and remarkably well kept, although the flavor 
is not quite equal to freshly gathered fruit. This is evidence of what can be done in keeping grapes through 
the winter in a fresh state.

G. W. Caston, Barrie, some very fine samples in maple syrup and sugar.
W. W. Hilborn, Ottawa, sample of Salem grape was shown that had been packed in fine, dry sand, 

and preserved their appearance to a remarkable degree, although the flavor was not quite equal to 
freshly-gathered fruit.

The Experimental Farm shows in raspberries burner, Tyler, Souhegan, Chapman, Rancocas and a 
seedling raspberry named Hubner, originated from wild berries grown in Northern Muskoka. It 

resembles Cuthbert in size and color, in quality equal if not better and a week earlier than that old stand
ard variety, and should receive a more extended trial. A number of interesting seedlings of red and black 
rasps, originated by Professor Saunders. Among the number was one large red, about a week or ten days 
earlier than Cuthbert, fully as large, productive and promising ; also a seedling of Davidson’s Thornless 
cap variety two or three days earlier and fully as large as Tyler, equally as good in quality, free from 
thorns, as strong a grower and apparently as productive. A seedling black currant was also shown of 
large size, stem being long and well filled, ripening very evenly ; well worthy of trial. An interesting col
lection of fifty-eight photographs of the leading varieties of new and old strawberries grown on Experi
mental Farm, showing their exact size and form, was shown by W. W. Hilborn. Owing to the general 
drouth, the samples of fresh fruit exhibited were scarcely up to the standard.

All of which is respectfully submitted.
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A vote of thanks to the County of Prince Edward and to the inhabitants of Picton 
for their kindness to the Association, was moved by Mr. Wright, seconded by Mr. Gibb, 
and responded to by Mr. Boulter, Mr. Dempsey, and Mr. Storey, Reeve of the township, 
after which the convention adjourned at noon.

In the afternoon, upon invitation from Mr. Boulter, the delegates took a trip in a 
steam yacht to Glenora, a summer resort five miles east of Picton, noted for the “ Lake 
on the Mountain,” two hundred feet above the level of the waters of Lake Ontario and 
the Bay of Quinte. Lunch was served at the (Glen House by Mrs. Comer, the proprietor, 
and after a few hours happily spent, the party returned in the evening to Picton, whence 
they dispersed. On the following day Mr. Boulter conducted a party to the famous 
sand-banks, some fourteen miles south-west of Picton, on the shores of Lake Ontario,, 
and on returning the party took the train at Bloomfield station for their homes.
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APPENDIX.

1. SECRETARY’S PORTFOLIO.

HYBRID SIBERIAN APPLES.
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I would however, warn my fellow fruit-growers that a tiny crab can produce as good 
a codling worm as the largest apple, and the habit of growing a lot of poor crabs which are 
not worth picking, may be the means of spreading in a wholesale way the worst insect foe 
with which the apple grower has to contend.

In conclusion I would recommend for trial in the colder climates of our province 
these fruits of semi-Siberian origin, and if you think I have over-rated their qualities, 
then, next September, send a deputation to Abbotsford, and await their report.—13 th 
Report Montreal Horticultural Societi/.
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NEW VARIETIES OF GRAPES AND THEIR VALUE.

BT W. MEAD PATTISON, CLARENCEVILLE, P. Q.

As a general prelude I would say the summer of 1887 was unusually favorable not 
only for early ripening, but for exemption from any traces of mildew. An enemy has, 
however, appeared in the “ English sparrow,” yearly becoming more destructive to the 
grape, not only in its embryo state but to the ripe fruit, forcing us to resort to bagging 
the clusters before they begin to ripen. The season was notable from favorable results 
in a few new varieties, while some spoken of with favor in former years have shown 
deficiencies. Numbers of new varieties are yearly introduced and applauded by those 
pecuniarily interested, but an -nsignificant number survive the trial, yet I believe the 
acme of improvement in out-door grapes ia by no means attained, though the name of 
Rogers may for some time stand foremost for the number and value of his hybrids.'

The grape of the future must be of high flavor and purer quality ! Consumers are 
not critical enough. They are inclined to judge from appearance and cheapness, not 
quality, but fruit dealers in the large cities of the United States say “ people are 
beginning to discriminate, and yearly the better class of grapes are more in demand and 
the poorer at scarcely remunerative prices.” When the criterion is quality, more 
propagators of new varieties will bend their efforts in that direction, and the poor trash 
on our markets, in the shape of cheap grapes will be displaced by good fruit ; as yet this 
matter largely rests with the consumer. Few men have been more fully alive to the new 
era approaching than A. J. Caywood & Son, of New York State, who have introduced 
three new varieties recently. We will now only deal with their ULiter Prolific and 
Duchess. The former a red grape has fruited here for three years, in size nearly twice 
that of Delaware, compact, medium sized bunch, in quality much preferable to Concord, 
with which we draw the comparison only as regards fruitfulness and vigor, it ripens here 
some time before it, and the canes being short jointed the vine may prove to bear more 
fruit in the same space ; if this conjecture is realized Ulster will be a very profitable 
market grape ; as to keeping qualities it continues good through January. While in red 
varieties I will say that Jefferson, a very handsome and excellent grape, ripened with me 
last year, but later than Concord, from this fact it will be of very little value for general 
cultivation here. Mary continues to set its fruit imperfectly, consequently is of no value 
for market. Vergennes still very prolific and valued for winter use. Wyoming Red 
bears loose imperfect bunches, forbidding in appearance and foxy in flavor, but very 
early. Owasso is of excellent quality but bears imperfect clusters, ripening late. 
Challenge is of no value, so how can we judge by a name 1

Of black varieties, “Jewel,” originated by Mr. Burr, of Kansas, U. 8., by his system 
of natural fertilization by grouping the vines, claims special notice. Principal parent 
supposed to be Delaware, which it closely resembles in flavor, a trifle larger.

Empire State and Niagara vines had a set-back in the winter of 1885-86, and have 
not fruited yet ; both strong growers, requiring checking in season to properly ripen the 
wood. From what I have learned of Empire State it is highly esteemed for quality and 
earliness, but bears sparingly. Mr. Jack has for two years exhibited very fine specimens 
of Niagara which he must have had several years in cultivation.

Mason’s Seedling, originated from Concord seed in Illinois, U. S. It has fruited for 
three years ; berry size of Concord, bunch not as showy, flavor of fruit much preferable ;
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Professor Budd, of the Iowa State Agricultural College, in 1879, imported from Dr. 
Regel, St. Petersburgh, 7 3 varieties, and from Dr. Schroeder, of the Agricultural Academy 
of Petrovskoe Rasumovskoe, near Moscow, about 154 varieties. Exact information about 
these apples we could not get. The only thing to be done was to go to Russia and get it. 
Some one had to go. Mr. Budd and I went. This was in 1882. We found the Russian 
fruits not looked up by the Russians as we had expected. We found St. Petersburg and 
Moscow not specially favorable to orcharding, but 430 miles to the east of Moscow, in 
latitude 54°, 600 miles nearer the North Pole than Quebec, we found apple-growing the 
great commercial industry of the people. We wandered from village to village 
along the Volga in a little sail boat, then in a tarantass, a basket on wheels without 
springs, with hay on the bottom, driven by three horses abreast ; sometimes living on 
black bread and sleeping on a bundle of hay. Here the winter temperature for the three 
months is 9° above zero, which is the mean for the winter quarter for a period of no less 
than fifty-nine years.

Mean temperature for the winter and summer quarters for se' eral stations in 
Quebec, with the average highest and lowest temperatures :
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(Average.)

US

Mean Temperatures.

ÜSummer.Winter.Stations.
41
£02X

\

?A*Temp.ATemp.

-22.989.702.515.9Quebec ... ...........................

Chicoutimi...........................

Cape Rosier.........................

Anticosti, S. W. P..............

Father Point.......................

Cranbourne, Dorchester Co 

Dalhousie, N. B................

-32.296.3-0.3-0.0 60.811.9
-15.074.0-1.955.6+ 4.714.6
—14.671.0—0.3-0.6 56.917
-23.8-0.4 80.354.9—1.015.5
-27.8—0.3 I 90.069.2—0.615.6
-20.692.2-0.355.6—0.613.3

The figures A and A1 represent a correction, which should be applied to the given mean for the station 
to reduce it to the mean of a larger number of years, and is derived from the observations at Quebec.

That is nearly 7° colder than the city of Quebec. The temperature tables 
which were published in my report in 1882, were very kindly prepared for me by Robt 
H. Scott, Secretary of the Meteorological Office in London. To Prof. Carpmael, or 
Toronto I am indebted for temperatures as herewith given for Chicoutimi, Cape Rosier, 
Anticosti, Father Point, Cranbourne and Dalhousie, N. B. Of these the lowest reading 
for the winter quarter is at Chicoutimi, and yet it is milder than Kazan in Russia by

threeLetKnmScomfort you then with the fact, that in no part of the Province of Quebec 
where we are likely to grow apples is it colder than in the extensive orchard regions of 
Kazan You have great diversity of site in this Province. Choose your hill-sides, not 
your bottom lands, unless near large bodies of water, thus avoiding late spring and early 
autumn frosts ; and if possible plant where you have protection from prevailing winds. 
Too warm a southern exposure is often more risky than open exposure to the north. As 
you go north your difficulties will increase, yet you have no such difficulties to cope with 
as they have on the Western prairies. To test the hardiness of the Russian apple trees, 
at their worst, in bleak, open prairie exposure, at the Minnesota State Experimental 
Station at St. Anthony, near Minneapolis, 65 varieties were planted. The soil was rich,
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and under good culture they made a growth in 1886 up to 20 and even 26 inches which 
however, ripened well before winter. The winter of 1886-87 was unusually severe Not
ZJth" nithtedt inf8iterminal bu,ls" Sixteen varieties lost one inch or'lessof 
growth. Duchess killed back sometimes to the old wood, but usually started buds from
ntXertce6 • ZLSBS ™ ^ ^ Duch-' Min-

Ve"?"8’ 1ZT2 tZ
earlier attempts at experimental horticulture. Over two centuries ago when the Port» 
guese, Dutch and Spaniards were founding colonies in the East Indies, after order had 
been established, one of the first things to be done was to plant a garden for the testing 
of food plants These experiments were enlarged as the colony increased, and were the 
forerunners of the beautiful botanic gardens of the present day. A little over a hundred 
years ago when the British, French and Spaniards were fighting like tigers for the nos 
lésion of the West Indian Islands, a French vessel laden with plants from the Isle of 
Bourbon, near Mauritius, to found a botanic garden in the West Indies, was taken by the 
Br.tish and towed into Port Royal, Jamaica. This was the beginning of the experimental
in°Iknm t latfb 8 r.d‘ 1 18 ?Iangç>’an East Indian fruit, is now the commonest forest tree 

Jamaica ; the banana, also an East Indian plant, a chief food plant of the West Indies 
The East and West Indies have interchanged for over a hundred years. The enormous 
export fruit trade of the tropics is the result of this. That we have oranges and lemons 

ananas and pineapples in our markets, at reasonable rates, is due to this. All the British 
colonies in the tropi» and sub-tropics have (call thet what you will) their testing grounds 
botanic gardens, experimental stations. We have now at Ottawa a central experimental
N b’ ot8Mn °VeVÎ yT ag°’ a"d ,bTch atationa wiI1 be established, one forV 8 and 
pj/’o N'|pan’ ^ ‘“‘It8 ea8t °f Amherst> N' S., one each for Man., N. W. T. and B C 
Prof. Saundets is just the man for such important work. But that Canada should have
colonial'hisfory.8 ‘ ^ experimental statlon- “ » without parallel in British

Fortunately for us we had good neighbors. The U. S. Department of Agriculture 
have long been experimenting. (See their reports, beginning with their first* report in 
r’nfle ° V State experimental stations, often under the State Agricultural 
8a„e * own> ar.® domg »grand, good work now, sinfe the pas-

n inn a* Congress, allowing $15,000 per annum to each State Asri
1iÎÎT m1, T fr 8“uh 8Pec»al work, we may expect still more important results I 
said that the East and West Indies had interchanged their products for over one hundred 
years but it was not till 1870 that a collection of the apples was sent fZ ïur like 
climate m the old world, viz., Russia, and then imported, not by us, but by the ü S 
Government. This importation by the Department at Washington Xs receLÎ bvDr 
Regel from many different places in Russia. Between 1861 and 1870 Dr. Re-el had been 
receiving scions and samples of fruit from 39 sources, though sometimes two* 
one place and although not so thought at the time, this collection contained the greater 
part of the best apples of the colder parts of Russia. Prof. Budd, at the Iowa8 State 
Agricultural College, has been importing ever since, gathering in quantity, propagating and 
scattering in all directions. Thousands of growers are testing these Rulsian B and 
it is a comfort to feel that one is not working alone, but that all are co-workers’ in a 
common cause. I have over 100 varieties of Russian and German apples on trial 75

- Ihe last report of the American Pomological Society contains lists of these fruits 
moCsttfïw «““‘i andGern,any wrltten by me. This work was undertaken by the 
r«n^tv?ffht*X0CTtu andaPPears 88 » suggestion to our authoritative body. A similar 
report, but in the alphabetical order, has been made out by Hon. T. T. Lyon, President
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■of the Michigan State Horticultural Society, for the report of the Division of Pomology 
of the U. S. Department of Agriculture. Thus my suggestions have become fixed and 
unchangeable ; that is, owing to their appearance in the American Pomological Society’s 
report and at the same time by Mr. Lyon in U. S. report, it will be found unadvisable 
to make any changes except for some glaring mistake. Thus another drawback is being 
removed.

I am, I find, specially asked for a short list best adapted to our colder climates. I 
give this with a good deal of hesitation, from unripe experience, but give it in part from 
their behavior in my own orchard, and in part from trees I have seen in fruiting in Wis
consin and elsewhere in the U. S. In order of ripening, (i) either Yellow Transparent, 
or Thaler (Charlottenthaler) ; (ii) Raspberry (Malinovka) ; (iii) Titovka ; (iv) Golden 
White ; (v) Longfield ; (vi) Arabka (of Ellwanger and Barry.)—18th Annual Report 
Montreal Horticultural Society.

THE NATIVE PLUMS OF THE NORTH-WESTERN STATES.

BY MR. CHAS. GIBB, OF ABBOTSFORD, P.Q.

My first efforts to grow plums proved failures, I now succeed in having a crop every
year.

I began in 1872 by planting those varieties of the European plum which had done 
the best (and that means only fairly well) in the sheltered city gardens of Montreal. 
Lombard bore one glorious crop ; Bradshaw a few now and then ; Washington bore a 
few and died. A large black, like Quackenboss, also bore a few specimens several years. 
So has another like Coe's Golden Drop. A large number of varieties died before fruiting, 
but as many I had were not true to name, these may not have been the kinds I bought 
them for. Rev. Canon Fulton, of Maratina, Huntingdon, sent me a variety of Damson, 
it bore a few and died. Liter Mr. James Brown, of Montreal, sent me Corse’s Nota 
Bene which has borne but one plum and will not live much longer. He also sent me 
Dictator and Corse's Sauvageon, but they did not seem to thrive. I have Moore’s Arctic, 
but their unthrifty condition may be owing to the dried state of the trees when I received 
them. I have also the Prunus Simonii, of China, a fruit flat like a pomme grise. The 
tree is not hardy enough. Two years ago I imported from Europe a number of varieties, 
especially of the prune type of plum, for in some cases the prune is found to be hardier 
than the plum ; for let me remark that in Europe men plant their gardens or roadsides 
with “ prunes ” or plums, just as in California they plant out their acres with “ raisins ” 
or grapes. I have several varieties of the Russian plums. The Abbotsford Fruit 
Growers’ Association has twice imported from Moscow, but they are too young to report 
upon. But I must here draw your attention to the fact that we have not in this country 
the plums of the Volga, and of the other colder districts of Russia. Mr. Shroeder, of the 
Agricultural Academy at Petrovskoe Rasumovskoe, Moscow, received the plums he sent to 
Abbotsford and to Ames, Iowa, from Poltava, a comparatively mild region. Dr. Regel of 
St. Petersburg, has sent out three varieties to this country, from where obtained he was 
not able to say, and beyond this but one really Russian variety from Central Russia has 
yet reached us and that is the Moldsvka of Vorouesh. It is much to be regretted that 
the plums of Volga are not obtainable here, and as many of them are to be found only 
in little out-of-the-way villages like Kluchichi and Tenki, in the Province of Kanzan, it 
will be many long years before we may hope to have them.

However, we have another race of plums which have proved a decided success at 
Abbotsford, viz., the improved varieties of the native plums of the Western and North- 
Western States. I have about ten Wisconsin plum trees which were the roots of root 
grafts planted in 1873. They bore five good crops in succession, took a year’s rest and 
have borne almost each year since. They are nice for eating and pretty good for cooking, 
but when canned the astringency in the skin and stone becomes too pronouncé and one
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Interspersed amongst the cavities already referred to, one finds from time to time 
spaces more flattened than these, and often instead of appearing oval, seem almost 
triangular. They are lined with short, delicate filaments, which end in a minute oval 
body. These bodies are produced in great numbers and are discharged in masses, being 
held together by a sort of jelly. This form is known as the pycnidiospores, and also seem 
to be connected with the process of reproduction (see fig. 5).

Thus, you perceive, we have no less than five different kinds of reproductive organs 
connected with the fungus which causes black knot, viz. : conidiospores, ascospores, 
stylospores, spermatia, and pycnidiospores, all more or less concerned in the perpetuation 
of this destructive disease.

For some time before the true nature of this disease was known it was generally 
believed that the cause of the “ knot ” was the presence of insects, but since the life 
history of this fungus has become a subject of study, and its various stages of growth 
made out as already described, the insect theory has been abandoned. The following 
reasons for believing that the knot is not caused by insects might be remembered :

1. The knots do not resemble the galls made by an insect.
2. Although insects or remains of insects are generally found in old knots, in most 

cases no insects at all are found in them when young.
3. The insects found are of several species, which are also found on trees which are 

never affected by the knot.
4. We never find black knot without the fungus sphœria morbosa, and the mycelial 

threads of that fungus is found in slightly swpllen stem long before anything like a knot 
has made its appearance, nor is this fungus known to occur anywhere except with the 
knots.
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The morello cherry seems most susceptible, and it is supposed that the disease has 
originated from some of the wild cherries rather than the wild plum.

Notwithstanding the subject of black knot has received so much attention, little 
advance has been made in its extirpation, other than the cutting the knot off as soon as 
observed.

When the knot makes its appearance the branch should be cut off a short distance 
below the slight swelling of the stem, which is seen just below the knot. When cut away, 
burn the branches to prevent the spores from Spreading the disease. These spores, it will 
be remembered, are microscopic and in great numbers ; besides, if the branches are not 
destroyed the ascospores will ripen during the winter and perpetuate the trouble. The 
most favorable time to cut off the knots is late in autumn, before the ascospores are ripe, 
but as the conidiospores ripen in early summer, if knots are seen in spring they should be 
cut away at once.

Not only should deceased branches of cultivated cherries and plums be removed, but 
also the choke cherry, bird cherry, and wild plum in the vicinity of orchards be 
destroyed.

Some recommend the application of turpentine to the knot ; this requires to be done 
carefully, or the neighboring parts of the branch will be injured, and it is questionable if 
the results would be favorable. If the knot is large enough to be treated in this way it is 
likely nothing short of removal would check the spread of the fungus.

Unfortunately little regard is paid to the law which requires affected trees to be 
destroyed ; they are thus scattering millions of spores yearly which are spreading the 
disease to all parts of the province until the black knot has become almost universal, and 
in every locality these blighted trees stand as silent monuments of the indifference and 
ignorance of those who should co-operate in fighting against a common foe.
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THE MILDEWS ON THE GRAPE-VINE.

BY DR. C. V. RILEY.

There are very many fungi known to attack the grape-vine, as is evidenced by a 
glance at such works as “Fungi parassiti dei Vitigni,” by Dr. Romueldo Pirotta (Milan, 
1877), or Die Pilze des Wemstockes,” by Felix von Thiimen (Vienna, 1878). But the 
two principal fungi, both of them popularly called “ mildews,” which interest the grape 
grower, on account of the extensive injury they cause, are the Uncinulaspiralis (Berkeley 
f Curtis), and the Peronospora viticola.(Berkeley). Any popular statement in reference 
tC>k^rk^e Vme mi^ew8> in order to be accurate, must take cognizance of these two species 
which occur ordinarily under opposite atmospheric conditions. Failure to do so has 
wrought much confusion in the fugitive literature on the subject. As popular distinguish
ing terms, it would be well to call the former the “ Powdery Grape-vine Mildew,” and 
the lattei the “ Downy Grape-vine Mildew.”

It is my purpose here to deal chiefly with the latter, but it will be desirable first to 
briefly consider the characteristics of the former, that the différences between the two 
may the more readily appear.
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This is the Uncinula spiralis (Berkeley & Curtis), and the conidial form has long 
been known by the name of Oidium Tuckeri (Berkeley).

General Appearance. This particular iungus produces a white, powdery appearance 
on the upper surface of the leaves, which at first looks not unlike dust, and which is 
much less conspicuous on the lower surface. Beginning in spots, tl ese grow larger and 
larger until they cover the whole leaf, and include even the young stems and berries.

^structural Characteristics.—The powdery spots consist of mycelial threads attached 
to the epidermis of the leaf by suckers. These filaments have a diameter of .004 mm. 
Portions of this mycelium rise up from the surface of the leaf and become constricted or 
intersected thus forming cells. As these cells, which are the conidial spores, multiply, 
the terminal ones enlarge, ripen, and drop off, so that a succession of conidial spores is 
onTend ^ 8P°reS germinate at °nce by Pushin3 out a germinating tube, generally at

. « Late in the gu and autumn| the perithecia and asci are formed, ripening about 
the first of October. These are the resting or winter spores, and are small, black bodies 
occurring on both surfaces of the leaf and on the stems. They consist of an opaque sac 
with a cellular wall, from which a number of appendages radiate, to from three to five 
times the length of the diameter of the perithecium, and some of them either uncinlate 
or spiral at tip. The perithecium measures from .07 to. 12 mm. in diameter, and the 
number of appendages varies from 15 to 32. Inside the perithecia are the asci or sacs, 
which contain the spores. The asci vary from four to eight in number, nominally six, 
the spores also vary m number, the average being six. The Uncinula spiralis, therefore, 
appears in two phases—first, as a white, flocculent mold ; secondly, as perithecia, with 
more or less uncinate, or spiral appendages.

Variation in Habit—One of the most interesting facts in connection with this 
iungus is that only the conidial form, known as Oidium Tuckeri, occurs, or is so far 
known in Europe. There is some question as to the actual specific identity of Oidium 
lucken, as found in Europe, and the conidial stage of Uncinula spiralis, as found in this 
country. The bulk of opinion is, I think, that they are identical, for while Von Thiimen, 
m his Fungi Pomicola, and in his Pilze des Weinstockes, follows Fukel in giving Sphie- 
rotheca castagnei. Lev as a synonym of Oidium Tuckeri, thus implying that this last is 
the conidial form of the former. Fukel merely makes the conjecture without positive 
proof, and there is great improbability in the conjecture being correct. We have, in fact, 
in this case, so far as the evidence goes, one somewhat parallel to that of the Grape-vine 
Phylloxera The g-il-making form of this insect upon the leaf is of very common occur
ence, and the form most easily observed in America ; whereas in Europe the species very
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rarely produces the gall. Yet the historic evidence is conclusive as to the introduction 
from America of Phylloxera vastatrix, and almost as conclusive as to the similar intro
duction of this Oidium ; and, to my mind, they both furnish admirable illustrations of a 
change of habit in an organism sufficiently marked that, without the historic evidence, 
the question of the exact specific identity of the parent, and its transcontinental issue, 
might well be raised. The interesting question, philosophically considered, is why, if the 
winter spore is necessary to the perpetuation of the Uncinula in 'America, the species can 
propagate for an indefinite period without it in Europe Î

Effect on the Vine.—The fungus is less injurious to our hardier native grape-vines 
than to the European Vitis vinifera and hybrids gf it. Hence it is more to be dreaded 
in California and in Europe than in the Eastern United States. It also prevails most in 
a dry atmosphere.
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Sulphur is well known to be one of the most satisfactory remedies against this fungus, 
and is in universal application where the disease prevails. It is generally applied dry, 
by means of bellows, though, it seems to me, the wet method would have advantages with 
the use of the cyclone nozzle. Mr. A. Vitch, of New Haven, Conn., has found that in 
green-houses the sulphur may be advantageously applied by mixing it with linseed-oil to 
the consistency of paint, and brushing it on the flues or hot-water pipes. Mr. Wm. 
Saunders, the Horticulturist of the Department of Agriculture, has for many years used 
with great satisfaction, a weak solution of limé and sulphur, obtained by pouring water 
on one-half bushel of lump lime and ten pounds of sulphur, and then diluting for use.
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The Downy Grape-vine Mildew.

General Appearance.—The other mildew, namely, the Peronospora, shows itself on 
the unoerside of the leaves in the form of a small patch of whitish down, and sends its 
mycelium into the adjacent tissues, destroying the parts, which scorch and turn brown, 
as if sunburnt. It has been known by various popular names, as “ blister of the leaf,” 
“ blight,” and so on. It generally escapes attention in its earlier stages, and experience 
shows that it is most destructive where the dews are heavy, or in continued damp, rainy 
weather. This particular mildew is the Peronospora viticola (Berkeley & Curtis), De- 
Barry having first referred to it as Botrytis viticola.

Structural Characteristics.—The mycelial threads or hyphæ, are about .01 mm. in 
diameter, somewhat larger in the stems and petioles than in the leaves. They are found 
everywhere except in the wood proper, but particularly in the tissues of the leaves. Their 
contents are granular and somewhat oily, and cross partitions so characteristic of the 
Uncinula, are rare. Just beneath the stomata of the leaves, the hyphæ are particularly 
abundant. Those which are to bear the conidia pass through the stomata and grow more 
rapidly than the rest, ramifying and reaching from .3 to .6 mm. in heighth, and bearing 
the conidia on the tips of the branchlets. The conidia are oval and obtuse, varying in 
size from .012 to .03 mm. in diameter. Germination takes place with great rapidity 
whenever there is sufficient moisture. Conidia placed in water become swollen and some
what segmented in an hour. The segments become oval bodies, collect at the distal end 
of the conidia, rupture the wall in a short time and escape, swimming off as zoospores, 
each with two ciliæ. Each conidium produces, on an average, five or six zoospores, 
though the number is quite variable. They vary also in shape, and from .008 to .01 mm. 
in length. They move about from 15 to 20 minutes ; then come to rest, when the cilia 
drops off, and a new mycelium develops from the side.

The winter spores, or oospores, are found in September and October, in discolored 
and shriveled parts of the leaves. They are spherical, .03 mm. in diameter, with a thick, 
smooth, yellow cell-wall. They fall to the ground with the leaves and lie dormant till 
spring.

. Is
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So far as I can find, the actual steps by which the winter spores are produced, have 
not been observed in this species, or for that matter, in the Uncinula, but as the procès» * Many writer 
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My attention was drawn some months ago, to two articles by C. B. Oerletti, pub
lished the 15th and 30th of August, in the Rivista di viticoltura ed Enologia Italiana, 
announcing the success of hydrate, or slacked lime. My friends, M. J. Lichtenstein and 
P. Viala, of Montpellier, the latter having charge of the Laboratoire de viticulture at the 
Ecole Nationale d' Agriculture de Montpellier, soon thereafter communicated to me the 
discoveries made. M. Velicogna, in a report in the Actes et Memoirs de la Société impériale 
et royale d’Agricnliure de Gortiz, for September and October, 1885, has also discussed 
the effect of hydrate of lime at length, His formula being 2J kilogrammes of the lime 
(chaux éteinte) in 100 litres of water.

The general tone of the experience with this hydrate of lime is satisfactory, but a 
mixture of hydrate of lime and sulphite of copper is still more conclusive, and numerous 
communications to viticultural journals and to the French Academy, attest the complete 
efficacy of the remedy. It has been the custom in some of the wine-growing parts of 
France to sprinkle lime and verdigris upon those vines which border on the roadside, 

of warding off depredators. It was found that vines so spattered were not 
infested by Pcronospora, while the rest of the vineyard might be attacked. This dis
covery led to further experiments.

Various formula; have been given, but the most important articles are those by M. 
A. Perrey, in the Comptes Rendus de V Ac. d. Sc., Oct. 5, 1885, and by M. A. Millardet 
in the sapje publication, and reproduced in the Messager Agricole du Midi for Nov. 10, 
1885. From this letter article I condense the following : Dissolve eight kilogrammes (18 
pounds) of ordinary sulphate of copper, in( 100 litres (about 22 gallons) of any kind of 
water (well, rain, or river), in a separate vessel. Mix 30 litres (about 6J gallons) of 
water, and 15 kilogrammes (about 34 pounds) of coarse lime, so as to make a milk of 
lime. Then mix with this the solution of sulphate of copper. These will form a bluish 
paste. Pour a portion of the mixture in a bucket or other vessel, thoroughly shaking it, 
and brushing the leaves with a small broom, taking care not to touch the grapes. There 
is no fear of any accident, not even to the most tender portion of the vines.

The treatment was made from the 10th to the 20th of July. At some points the 
operation was repeated a second time at the end of August, but without much advantage. 
It was, therefore, demonstrated that one application was sufficient.

The mixture, when dry, sticks very last to the leaves. After the vines were treated 
there were several showers the beginning and end of August, also the frequent Septem
ber rains, notwithstanding which, the evidence of the efficacy of the treatment, where 
no more than half the leaves were touched by the mixture, could easily be detected. That 
this remedy will prove effectual for the many other similar white mildews on other plants, 
caused by other Peronosporæ, there can be little doubt.

The same fear of danger as to the effect of this fungicide on the vine and on the 
wine, has been experienced in Europe as we experienced in this country in the early use 
of Paris green as an insecticide, and experience alone will settle the amount of danger 
there may be in the use of this new remedy.
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I know of no one who has more fully recognized the practical bearings on the best 
method of dealing with these two fungi than Mr. Wm. Saunders. In the report of the 
Commissioner of Agriculture for the year 1861, p. 495, ff., he has an article : “ Remarks 
on Grape Culture with reference to Mildew, both on the native and foreign varieties,” 
and in a number of subsequent reports, as those of 1864, ’65, ’66, ’67, ’69, ’81-2, and ’83, 
he has dealt either at length or incidentally on the essential facts that the Uncinula is 
encouraged by a dry atmosphere, and the Peronospora by a moist atmosphere. His 
experience shows that the nature of the soil or mode of cultivation has but little influence 
on the fungus, anil that protection from above, as by covered trellis, is about the best 
prevention of the Peronospora ; also that grape-vines with downy foliage are more 
susceptible to the Peronospora than those with smooth foliage. His experience is very 
■well summed up in a statement of it furnished for publication in my 5th report on the 
Insects of Missouri, p. 70 (foot note).
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Norway Pine (Louie).—Fellow trees of Michigan, to organize this meeting I move 
the election of White Oak as chairman. (Seconded.) All who favor this motion please 
say aye. (Unanimous vote.) Those who are opposed will say no. The ayes have it and 
White Oak will take the chair.

White Oak (Julius).—Fellow trees, the object of our meeting is to consider what
ever may be to our best interests in the forests of Michigan. It is a subject of great 
importance to the State and to all of us, and we hope to gain much valuable informa
tion Lorn each other and to hear from every one present.

We have gathered from all parts of the State for this conference. As we should 
keep a permanent record of our proceedings, and as the newspapers will probably wish 
to publish our papers and discussions, I think a secretary will be needed to take the 
minutes of this meeting.

Beech (Harry).—I nominate Chestnut (Lillie) to act as secretary. (Seconded.)
White Oak.—All who favor the nomination last made will say aye. Those who are 

opposed will say no. The ayes have it and Chestnut is elected secretary. (She takes 
her place.)

White Oak.—Our musician, Pine (Bessie), has kindly arranged the musie for us. 
She sings only when the spirits move her. We may know when that is by the peculiar 
swaying of her head. At the swaying let us suspend business and listen. She moves— 
we will hear “ The Echoes from the Forest.”

White Oak.—We are now ready for discussion, (Several trees rising at once.)
White Oak.—Tulip tree has the floor.
Tulip Tree (Herman).—Fellow trees, I am glad to have this opportunity to plead 

my qualifications as an ornamental tree. I grow to a great size and height, and have 
shining, queer-shaped leaves, and large tulip-shaped blossoms which remind you of the 
sunny South, where my sisters, the Magnolias, live.

Burr Oak (Joseph).—I should like to ask Tulip tree of what use he is 1 Michigan 
people have a right to demand of us both usefulness and beauty.

Tulip Tree.—I am not only valuable as an ornamental shade tree, but I also furnish 
excellent timber for carriage bodies, furniture and finishing houses. Years ago my fore
fathers were numerous south o' the Grand River Valley, and supplied wood for laths, 
shingles and lumber in the place of the white pine. Our family is a small one, represented 
in Michigan by a single species.

White Oak.—We shall be glad to hear from any members of the Oak family who 
live in Michigan. (Sixteen members rise.)

White Oak.—This is certainly a large family. I recognize Chestnut as entitled to 
the floor. What claims have you to rank in the Oak family 1

Chestnut.—All botanists of the present day agree that the Beech, the Ironwood, the 
blue Beech, and the Hazels and Chestnuts are first cousins to the Oaks. I live in four 
counties in the south-east part of the State and am well known for valuable timber and 
a good crop of edible nuts.

Beech.—Upon my smooth, gray bark many a heart history has been carved. The 
poet Campbell tells it so beautifully :

/

“ Thrice twenty summers have I stood,
Since youthful lovers in my shade 
Their vows of truth and rapture paid,
And, on my trunk’s surviving frame,
Carved many a long forgotten name.”

And here is another beautiful thing from Whittier :
“ I have always admired the taste of the Indians around Sebago Lake, who, when 

their chief died, dug round the beech tree, swaying it down, and placed his body in the 
rent, and then let the noble tree fall back into its original place, a green and beautiful 
monument for a son of the forest.”

I am one of the commonest and well-known trees in Michigan.
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Oh spare that aged oak,
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Sassafras (Henry)__
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*
Red Oak (Lulu).—I begin to feel my pride rising and hope White Oak will give 

a chance to quote a poem written in honor of one of our family.
White Oak.—(Bows.)
Red Oak.—

Blackme
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family.

“ A glorious tree is the old gray oak ;
He has stood for a thousand years—

Has stood and frowned,
On the trees around 

Like a king among his i»ers ;
As round their king they stand, so now,

When the flowers their pale leaves fold,
The tall trees around him stand, arrayed 

In their robes of purple and gold.
“ He has stood like a tower,

And dared the winds to battle.
He has heard the hail,
And from plates of mail 

From his own limbs, shaken, rattle;
He has tossed them about, and shorn the tops, 

When the storm has roused his might,
Of the forest trees, as a strong man doth 

The heads of his foes in fight.”
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Scarlet Oak (Otto).—That poem which Red Oak quoted reminded me of an old say
ing of Dr. Holmes. He says : “ I wonder if you ever thought of a single mark of 
supremacy which distinguishes this tree from those around it 1 The others shirk the 
work of resisting gravity, the Oak defies it. i It chooses the horizontal direction for its 
limbs so that their whole weight may tell, and then stretches them out 50 or 60 feet so 
that the strain may be mighty enough to be worth resisting. You will find that in 
passing from the extreme downward droop of the branches of the Weeping Willow to the 
extreme upward inclination of those of the Poplar, they sweep nearly half a circle. At 
90 degrees the Oak stops short, to slant upward another degree would mark infirmity of 
purpose, to bend downward weakness of organization.”

Black Oak (Ruby).—What the Oak said sounds scientific. I want to tell you 
thing that begins with “ once upon a time.” Once upon a time the devil agreed with a 
man that he should have the latter’s soul at the time when the oak leaves fell ; but when 
he came to look at the oak in the autumn he found it still in leaf, nor did it part with 
its old leaves till the new ones began to sprout. In his rage and disappointment he 
scratched the leaves so vehemently that they have been in consequence jagged 
since.
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White Oak.—These are certainly good words for the Oak family. We will next, 
listen to some music from the little birds—our very dear friends.

White Oak.—We shall next hear from the Maples, of which there are six in our 
State. They are cousins to the Buckeye, Bladdernut, and Box elder, all of which belong 
to the Maple family.

Sugar Maple (Louise).—I am a favorite ornamental tree. Poets of all ages have sung 
about the oak. I am no Sweet Singer of Michigan, but I am possessed of sweetness. I 
claim to have made more boys and girls happy than any other tree. I have many 
changes in dress—wearing in spring the softest shade of every color ; in the summer the 
purest emerald, and in the autumn the most brilliant yellow. My wood is ”sed for 
furniture, floors, and for furnishing the interior of houses, and after the houses 
finished few can warm them better than I.

Red Maple (Mary).—I am often called Soft Maple, a name also applied to one of 
my sisters. 1 beautify the country in spring with early red blossoms, and in autumn 
my leaves are streaked with scarlet.

Silver Maple (Jennie).—My sister Red Maple and myself are both called Soft Maple. 
I make a very rapid growth and am found by the side of streams. I am often planted as a 
shade tree, and in the far West many are planted for shelter belts and for timber.

Bass Wood (Maud).—I am a fine shade tree, my home a moist rich soil. My 
fragrant flowers furnish a great amount of excellent honey for the bees at a time when 
most other flowers have disappeared. My timber is soft, light and tough, and not apt. 
to split, good for cabinet work, boxes, broom handles, etc.
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give me Black Cherry (Ethel)—With our beautiful blossoms we need not be envious of the 
orange groves of California. I am one large snowball of blossoms in the spring. Mv 
fruit is much liked by the birds, and my wood is fine, light, durable and looks much like 
mahogany. My cousins are the wild plum, crab-apple, mountain ash, hawthorn, June- 
famiïy8piræa’ th® apple’ pear’ *lmnce, and the peach, and we all belong to the Rose

Black Walnut (Frank).—I am not ornamental, nor am I a good neighbor, for I 
sometimes poison other trees that live near me. In spite of my bad qualities I am liked 
because I can be converted into cash at any moment. Some of my brothers have sold 
as high as $2,000. Those who care for us care for a fortune. My relative, the Butter
nut, is much loved by boys and girls. It was round my brother at Haverstraw, on the 
Stony0point1 Ge”‘ XVayn® mustered hla forcea at midnight, preparatory to his attack on

Hickory (Ray).—There are four brothers of us in Michigan, but I am the least 
worthy of them all, and am the only one present at this convention. We are cousins 
of the Walnut and Butternut and all belong to the Walnut family. If you want a wood 
that is good for buggies axe handles, barrel hoops, a wood like iron, call upon my 
brother, the Shag-bark. You will have all the nuts you want thrown into the bargain
Ï"ÇBJi,ïbeiÎ«d°' T “ •"!' *» -7 quajitieâ

White Oak.—We will sing about the “ echo which in the forest dwells.”
.]Xvnlte,,°ak'_rWe T'11 next hear a few worda from the Ashes. (Three rise and 

stand till all are through.)
White Ash (Myrtie).—I am a tall tree and have often been complimented for my 

usefulness. I have been told that I have a graceful top and beautiful pinnate leaves. 
My wood is heavy, hard, strong, coarse-grained, compact, and of a brown color, and is 
much used for cabinet ware, farm implements, and house finishing, 
moist soil.
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not often found in Michigan. I grow slowly and attain 
good size My wood is valuable for lumber, posts and sills. 1 may be distinguished 

from all other Ashes by the square branches of a year’s growth.
Black Ash (Ella).—I thrive in swamps and along streams, and become a large,, 

useful tree. My wood is used for furniture, barrel hoops and baskets. When well 
cared for I become one of the finest ornamental trees. For this purpose I have never 
been fully appreciated. The Ashes belong to the Olive family. We have been called 
musical, as in this quotation :
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“ Ye Ashes wild resounding o’er the steep, 
Delicious is your music to the soul."
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“ Give me your bark, O, Birch tree !
Of your yellow bark, O, Birch tree I 
Growing by the rushing river,
Tall and stately in the valley !
I a light canoe will build me,
That shall float upon the river,
Like a yellow leaf in antumn,
Like a yellow water lily !
Lay aside your cloak, U, Birch tree ! 
Lay aside your white skin wrapper. 
For the summer time is coming,
And the sun is warm in heaven,
And you need no white skin wrapper.”
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White Oak.—Let us hear from the Elms.
American Elm (Lida).—I have been called the Queen of the Forest, and stand with

out a rival at the head of the list of ornamental deciduous leaved trees. I claim this 
rank on account of hardiness, rapid growth, and the graceful and majestic beauty of my 
drooping branches. We are very proud of our Massachusetts relative under whose 
venerable shade Washington first took command of the Continental army, July 3, 1775. 
How the affection of every lover of his country clings around that tree ! What care 
has been taken of it, what marks of esteem have been shown it by the citizens of Cam
bridge, may be judged by those who have seen it standing, as it does, in the centre of a 
great public thoroughfare, its trunk protected by an iron fence from injury by passing 
vehicles, which for more that a century have turned out in deference to this monarch of 
the Revolution.

Red Elm (Claude).—I am well known for my durable red wood and mucilaginous 
bark and am often called “ Slippery Elm.” My sister, Rock Elm, is £t fine tree with 
corky branches, and the wood is valuable for farm implements.

Hack beny (Otis).—I am one of the poor cousins of the Elms, and am little known. 
I am sometimes called the Nettle tree, and I am afraid Michigan people are not on 
speaking terms with me. Allow me to tell you about my German relative, the Luther 
Elm, near Worms. It is said to have been planted as follows : A bigoted old Catholic 
lady, thrusting a stick in the ground, declared her resolution not to accept the new faith 
till that dry stick became green. The fact that it did so proved the interest taken by 
trees in the preservation of orthodoxy.

Red Mulberry (Robert).—I am another'obscure cousin of the Elms and not often 
seen in Michigan. The birds are fond of my berries and the wood is as valuable as cedar 
for posts. Let me praise the Elm.
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“ Hail to the Elm ! the brave old Elm !
Our last lone forest tree,

Whose limbs outstand the lightning’s brand, 
For a brave old Elm is he !

For fifteen score of full-told years,
He has borne his leafy prime,

Yet he holds them well, and lives to tell 
His tale of the olden time !”

White Oak.—Let us all repeat the lines of N. S. Dodge in praise of the Queen of 
the Forest.

“ Then hail to the elm ! the green-topp'd elm !
And long may hie branches wave,

For a relic is he, the gnarl'd old tree,
Of the times of the good and brave.”

White Oak.—We will have another song about the birds (or any other subject). 
White Oak.—We have heard nothing from the Willows.
Willow (Marion).—I live near the water and my wood is made into the strangest 

things, artificial limbs, tooth-picks, ball clubs and gunpowder. Some of us are called 
“ Pussy Willows.”

Elizabeth Allen has written this lovely poem to my sister, the Weeping Willow of 
Europe, who has been for years mourning something to us unknown,

“ 0, Willow, why forever weep,
As one who mourns an endless wrong !

What hidden woe can lie so deep ?
What utter grief can last so long ?

Mourn on forever, unconsoled,
And keep your secret, faithful tree I 

No heart in all the world can hold 
A sweeter grace than constancy."1

111
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The Poplar (Cara).—There are five sisters of us Poplars who live in Michigan. One 
is called Cotton Wood, and two are called Aspens. We are cousins of the Willows and 
all belong to the Willow family. I will read some lines of the poets :

“ Why tremble so, broad Aspen-tree?
Why shake thy leaves ne’er ceasing ?
At rest thou never seem’st to be,

For when the air is still £yid clear,
Or when the nipping gale, increasing,

Shakes from thy boughs soft twilight’s tear, e
Thou tremblest still, broad Aspen-tree,
And never tranquil seem’st to be."
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White Oak.—We ought to hear from Red Bud and Sassafras and Pepperidge and 
Buttonwood or Sycamore, who live in our forests, but they do not appear to be present 
at this convention. Our exercises would not be complete without hearing from the 
members of the Pine family or cone bearing trees.

White Pine (Sylvia).—I am one of the tallest and largest, most common, well 
known and valuable trees of the State. In Europe, where some of my number have 
been introduced, they often call me Weymouth Pine. My leaves are long, light green 
and in clusters of five. As a long-lived and beautiful tree for ornamenting rural grounds 
and parks, I take a high rank, while an immense amount of valuable lumber is cut from 
my wood.
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White Oak.—Let us hear from another Pine of Michigan.
Red Pine (Naoma).—I am often called Norway Pine, though I do not know why. 

I never lived in Norway, but am only found in North America. I am a tall, straight 
tree, with long evergreen leaves in clusters ol two. I grow slowly, making valuable 
timber, which is much harder than that of White Pine. For ornamental purposes I 
much resemble Austrian Pine, though much superior to that tree, if we rely on the 
opinions of noted horticulturists.

White Oak.—The White Pine and Red Pine have a sister Pine in Michigan. We 
shall now give her an opportunity to speak.

Grey Pine (Rose).—I am a tree of small size, found on poor land in Northern 
aigan. When young my growth is rapid ; my leaves grow in pairs and are quite 

sh rt My wood abounds in pitch. I am known by a variety of names, as Scrub Pine, 
Jack Pine, Buckwheat Pine, Black Pine, Crocodile Pine, but tlie name I like the best is 
Pinus Banksiana.

jueen of

I want to tell you what Ruskln says : “ The tremendous unity of the pine absorbs 
and molds the life of a race. The pine shadows rest upon a nation. The Northern 
people, century after century, lived under one or other of the two great powers of the 
pine and the sea, both infinite. They dwelt amidst the forests or they wandered on the 
waves, and saw no end or any other horizon. Still the dark green trees, or the dark 
green waters jagged the dawn with their fringe of their foam, and whatever elements of 
imagination or of warrior strength or of domestic justice were brought down by the 
Norwegian or the Goth against the dissoluteness or degradation of the south of Europe, 
were taught them under the green roofs and wild penetralia of the pine.”

White Oak.—We have another cone-bearing tree in attendance. I call on 
Kenilock Spruce (Agnes).— I have been called by students in art and botany and 

horticulture “ the most beautiful coniferous hardy tree yet known.” I grow to a good 
height and require a large size. My evergreen leaves have delicate tints, my young 
branches droop gracefully. As a timber tree I do not claim the highest honor. My bark 

* is valuable for tanning leather.
White Oak.—There are two other sister evergreens called •* Spruces ” I see in the 

audience.
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Black Spruce (Rhoda).—I abound in swamps in Northi m Michigan. I am often 
used for Christmas trees on festive occasions, and boys and girls search me over for a 
supply of first-class gum. I am not responsible, though, for all the gum that goes by 
my name. Within a few years my wood has been largely used to make white paper.

11 (F.Q.)
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White Oak.—I recognize another evergreen. I call on
Red Cedar (Clara).—In summer my leaves are beautiful, but in winter they become 

brown. I am found only sparingly in any part of the world, though I am the most 
widely distributed of any tree in the United States. I grow slowly and produce a 
beautiful red, fragrant wood, which is soft and very durable. My wood is now mainly 
limited to the making of lead pencils.

White Oak.—Let us next hear from
Balsam Fir (Alice).--I am a rather small, slender evergreen found in swamps, though 

often^cultivated as an ornament about dwellings, I arrive at my prime when about four
teen years old.

White Oak.—I shall now call on
Arbor Vitæ (Maud).—I thrive in the swamps of the North and afford shelter to 

wild animals. I am often called white cedar and I furnish most of the telegraph poles, 
some fence posts, railway ties and blocks for paving streets. I take a high place as an 
orna.ii entai tree.
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White Oak.—We have now heard from all of the cone-bearing evergreen trees who 
are present. There is another tree of the State, not here present, which is cone-bearing, 
and belongs to the Pine family. I refer to the tamarack.

There arc some other matters apr opriate to Arbor Day which should demand our 
attention at this time. How do the trees of Michigan compare in beauty and variety 
with those of Great Britain of which we read so much ?

Susie.—The farther north we go the fewer kinds of trees we find ; the farther south, 
the greater the variety. Great Britain and Ireland contain more than twice the area of 
Michigan. The have one basswood, not so good as ours ; one very small maple, one 
cherry, one small ash, two elms, two poplars, one beech, one small birch, one pine, one 
oak much like our white oak. Great Britain has about ten species of trees native to 
her soil, while Michigan, with half the territory, has about ninty species, or nine times 
as great a variety.

White Oak.—For some interesting points in reference to nuts and seeds I call on
Red Maple.— Last autumn the hazels, beeches, chestnuts, oaks, hickories, walnuts 

and buckeyes, matured their fruit, and with this maturing the burs, or cups, or husks, 
opened or the stems snapped in two at a joint which began to form months before. If a 
bur or nut held fast too tenaciously, the frost made it willing to drop, and down it went 
with hundreds of others, among the leaves.

The leaves, with the help of the shifting winds, gently covered the fruit—or 
portions of it. The leaves make the best kind of protection from dry air and severe cold, 
and they come just at the right time. All the seeds are not covered, but Dame Nature is 
generous. She produces an abundance ; enough for seed and enough to feed the birds, 
squirrels, and other animals.

White Oak.—We want to hear a word about Nature’s tree-planters, the squirrels, 
birds and other animals.

Basswood.—The squirrels eat many nuts, but carry a portion to some distance in 
every direction, where they plant one or two in a place. It may be the thought of the 
squirrel to return at some future time of need, but his bump of locality is not well de
veloped or he has laid up more than he needed. At all events some of the nuts are 
allowed to remain where he planted .hem, In this way he is a benefit to the trees, and 
pays for the nuts which he eats. He has not lived in vain, for he is a tree-planter and 
believes in arboriculture. His arbor days come in autumn, and he needs no gubernatorial 
message to stimulate him to work.

White Oak.—This subject will be continued by
White Spruce (Adeline).—Many of our trees and shrubs produce a fleshy fruit or 

berry. Among them are the mountain ash. service berry, wild crab apple, hawthorn, 
cherry,holly, viburnum, pepperidge, hackberry, mulberry, sassafras, wild plum, persimmon, 
paw paw, cedars and junipers. Many of these when ripe are rendered conspicuous by 
brilliant colors. The fruits are eagerley sought by grouse, turkeys, deer, bear, or other

munity.
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animals. In most cases the seeds of such fruits are protected by a very firm covering and 
are not digestible. They are sown broadcast by wild animals under circumstances most 
favoAble for germination. The birds, too, belong to the society of tree-planters.

White Oak. We will next listen to some accounts of the wind as a sower of seeds.
Sassafras (Iona).—Some trees produce dry seeds or seed-pods, and usually drop only 

portion in autumn. They hold on to some seeds with considerable tenacity. Among 
these are the buttonwood, basswood, ironwoed, blue beech, box-elder, hop tree, tulip tree 
the ashes, catalpa, locust, Judas tree, birches, alders, larches, pines, spruces. The fruit 
or the seed is thin, or provided with wings, which distribute them as they fall, or after 
they have fallen. In winter it needs but a slight packing of the snow to bear up the 
seeds. At such times, some of the seeds are torn from the trees by the wind, and may 
be seen sliding along like miniature ice boats, often half a mile or more from the nearest 
poplars1 “6 Wmd 8 80 aldS m transportin8 the 8eeds of our elms, maples, willows and
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White Oak.—Next listen to something more about seeds.
Red Bud (Cynthia),—A seed is a young plant and is packed ready for transporta- 

tion. It has a tiny stem, some seed leaves and a terminal hud. The mother tree, before 
casting off her progeny into the world, did not fail to give it a little outfit in the form of 
starch for food stored up in or surrounding the thick seed 'eaves. As the young chicks 
while in the shell are nourished by the yolk of the egg, so the young oak or maple sub
sists on the starch stored up before ripening.
th W*t“te —When do our trees make their growth and how do they get ready for

Box Elder (Nina).—Most of our trees put forth their new growth during a few 
weeks in spring or early summer. Do you wonder what they are doing during the rest 
of the warm weather 1 They are by no means idle. They may be perfecting flowers and 
seeds, but all of them are getting ready for the next winter and spring. Through the 
influence of light and heat, the green leaves are forming starch which is transported and 
stored in the pith, young wood and bark. The young leaves and stems are storied and 
arranged, packed in cotton, covered by scales and in 
by pitch or varnish.

White Oak.—Next in order will be a few words in regard to the tree
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Buckeye (Douglass).—A tree is a composite being, a kind of community by itself. 
The leaves and limbs are all the time striving with each other to see which shall have the 
most room and the most sunshine. Each strives for all it can get. While some perish 
in the attempt, or meet with only very indifferent success, the strongest of the strongest 
buds survive. Each leaf helps to sustain the limb which carries it, and each limb furnishes 
some nourishment to the common trunk for the common welfare. The tax is always 
adjusted according to the ability of each to contribute. As the limbs of a tree are striving 
for the mastery, so each bush and tree in grove or forest is striving with others for the 
mastery. The weakest succumb to the strongest ; some perish early, some lead a feeble 
existence for many years, while even the strongest are more or less injured. With 
plenty of room, the trunk will be short, the branches many and widespread ; where 
crowded, the lower limbs perish for want of light. Dead limbs fall to the ground to 
protect and enrich it for nourishing the surviving limbs and the trunk. The scars heal 
over, more limbs perish as new ones creep upward, and thus we find tall, clean trunks in 
a dense forest.

White Oak.—To be successful, it is very important to know how to gather and 
for seeds and nuts.

Yellow Wood (Robert).—Gather the seeds or nuts of trees when ripe and, if 
venient, plant them where the trees are expected to remain. In this list we include 

pecially the trees which have long tap roots, and do not easily transplant, such as the 
tulip tree, the hickories, the oaks, the walnuts, and chestnuts. The seeds of elms and 
maples a.re not easily kept over winter. Seeds of evergreens, the larch, and the locusts 
may be dned and kept as grain is kept. Many seeds and nuts may be mixed with an 
equal bulk of sand as it is dug from a knoll, and buried » few inches or a foot below the

munity.
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surface. Tn spring they may be carried to the garden and planted. Soak seeds of locust 
and honey locust in hot water till the outer covering softens, and then plant. Soak 
seeds of evergreens three or four days in water, changed daily, and then plant very shallow 
in rows a few inches apart in rich loam, well screened by lath, brush or muslin. See that 
weeds do not rob the young plants of light, room and nourishment. Evergreens in small 
quantity, when small and two or three years old, can be purchased of experts 
cheaply than they can be raised at home. These can be set in rows and cultivated for a 
few years like Indian corn. For further details you are advised to read copies of our 
State horticultural reports, take lessons'of a nurseryman, or go to the Agricultural College.

White Oak.—It is of little use to plant seeds or buy trees, unless we know how to 
handle them while moving.

Kentucky Coffee Tree (Hiram).—In taking up a tree, whether large or small, do not 
twist it about so as to break or bend the roots abruptly. Get all the roots you can afford 
to, remembering that a tree will not grow without roots.

When out of the ground keep the roots constantly covered with soil, moss, damp 
straw or something else. The roots are far more sensitive to dry air than are the parts 
above ground. No one need wonder that trees carted into town with short roots exposed 
to dry air often fail to row or lead a precarious life for years. Study the structure and
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White Oak.—How shall we care for the trees after planting 1
Apple Tree (Hannah).—To set a tree s* as to ensure its thrifty growth, place it but 

little deeper than it was while growing. Have the soil well pulverized and pack it closely 
about the tree.

After all this trouble, do not court disappointment in the slow growth or in the death 
of a favorite tree, but dig or rake the ground every week or two all summer for three to 
five years for a distance of four feet or more each way from the tree. If this is impracti
cable, place a mulch of something covering the space above mentioned.

White Oak.—After planting, trees sometimes become too thick.
Pear Tree (Andrew).—A tree, like a child, is a living, organized being and keeps 

changing as long as life lasts. It is not best merely to set as many trees as we expect to 
remain for a life time, but plant them more thickly with a view to removal. Here is 
where 99 out of 100 fail. They do not keep an eye on the growth and trim or 
trees until they have crowded and damaged each other beypnd recovery, 
instances, a few large, well developed trees should grow where many small ones were 
planted years before. It needs courage and judgment to remove some favorite trees that 
others may continue to spread and make a symmetrical growth.

White Oak.__Next will follow something in reference to the flowers of trees.
Bitternut (Silas).—With rare exceptions, our trees bear flowers which are incon

spicuous. The elms and the maples produce flowers in spring before the leaves appear. 
Most have the staminate and pistillate flowers on different parts of the tree or on different 
trees. The wind or gravity carries the pollen to the pistil, so there is no need of sweet 
odors or a gay display of flowers to attract bees and butterflies and moths to carry the 
pollen. Compensation is well displayed in nature. If the tree has not gorgeous or 
fragrant flowers, it has a large size and often a beautiful form.

White Oak.—We should learn to love tress and to associate them with the generous 
hand who planted and cared for them.

Wild Plum (Ezra).—I will tell you srmething which was written by Washington 
Irving : “ There is something noble, simpli and pure in a taste for trees. It argues, I 
think, a sweet and generous nature to have this strong relish for the beauties of vegeta
tion, and this friendship for the hardy and glorious sons of the forest. There is a grandeur 
of thought connected with this part of rural economy. It is worthy of liberal, and free- 
born, and aspiring men. He who plante an oak looks forward to future ages, and plants 
for posterity. Nothing can be less selfish than this. He cannot expect to sit in its shade 
nor injoy its shelter ; but he exults in the idea that the acorn which he has buried in the 
earth shall grow up into a lofty pile, and shall keep on flourishing and increasing and 
benefiting*ipan]$jpd long after he shall have ceased to tread his paternal fields.
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White Oak.—We will hear what O. W. Holmes says on this subject.
Tamarack (Elias).—Dr. O. W. Holmes says : “ 1 have written many verses, but the 

best poems I have produced are the trees I planted on the hillside which overlooks the 
broad meadows, scalloped and rounded at their edges by loops of the sinuous Housatonic. 
Nature finds rhymes for them in the recurring measures of the seasons. Winter strips 
them of their ornaments and gives them, as it were, in prose translation, and summer 
reclothes them in all the splendid phrases of their leafy language.

“ What are these maples and beeches and birches but odes and idyls and madrigals t 
What are these pines and firs and spruces but holy rhymes, too solemn for the many-hued 
raiment of their gay deciduous neighbors 1

“ As y u drop the seed, as you plant the sapling, your left hand hardly knows what 
your right hand is doing. But Nature knows, and in due time the power that sees and 
works in secret will reward you openly.”

White Oak.—This concludes what we had on the programme for this convention.
Hemlock.—I move we have some more music and then adjourn.
White Oak.—If there be no objections we shall have the music.
White Oak.—This convention stands adjourned until again convened by the proper 

authorities.
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II.—STATUTORY PROVISIONS.

It is provided by the Agriculture and Arts Act, 49 Victoria, chap. 11 (1886), that the Fruit Growers’ 
Association should be a body corporate, comprising not less than fifty members, each paying an annual 
subscription fee of not less than $1 ; that it shall hold an annual meeting at such time and place as may be 
determined upon ; that the retiring officers shall at such meeting present a full report of their proceedings, 
and of the proceedings of the Association, and a detailed statement of its receipts and expenditure for tne 
previous year, duly audited by the Auditors ; that the Association shall at such meeting elect a President, 
a Vice-President, and one Director from each of the Agricultural Divisions of the Province (mentioned in 
Schedule A following), and the officers and Directors m elected shall appoint from among themselves, or 
otherwise, a Secretary and a Treasurer, or a Secretary-Treasurer ; and that the Association shall also elect 
two Auditors.

Vacancies occurring through death, resignation, or otherwise in the directorate of the Fruit Growers’ 
Association, shall be filled by the Board of Directors.

The officers shall have full power to act for and on behalf of the Association, and all grants of money 
and other funds of the Association shall be received and expended under their direction, subject nevertheless 
to the by-laws and regulations of the Association.

A copy of the Annual Report of its proceedings, a statement of *receipts and expenditure, a list of 
the officers elected, and also such general information on matters of special interest as the Association have 
been able to obtain, shall be sent to the Commissioner of Agriculture within forty days after the holding of 
such annual meeting.
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III. -Schbpulk A.—Aobicbltubal Divisions.

1. Stormont, Dundas, Glengarry, Prescott and Cornwall.
2. Lanark North, Lanark South, Renfrew North, Renfrew South, Carleton, Russell and the City 

of Ottawa.
3. Frontenac, City of Kingston, Leeds and Grenville North, Leeds South, Grenville South andgenerous
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Brock ville.
4. Hastings East, Hastings North, Hastings West, Addington, Lennox and Prince Edward.
6. Durham East, Durham West, Northumberland East, Northumberland West, Peterborough East, 

Peterborough West, Victoria North (including Haliburton), and Victoria South.
6. York East, York North, York West, Ontario North, Ontario South, Peel, Cardwell and City of

V

Toronto.
7. Wellington Centre, Wellington South, Wellington West, Waterloo North, Waterloo South,. 

Wentworth North, Wentworth South, Dufferin, Halton and City of Hamilton.
8. L.ncoln, Niagara, Welland, Haldimand and Monck.
9. Elgin East, Elgin West, Brant North, Brant South, Oxford North, Oxford South, Norfolk North 

and Norfolk South.
G N* Huron West, Bruce Centre, Brvce North, Bruce South, Grey East,
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London1’ N°rth’ Perth •Soutl*> Middlesex East, Middlesex North, Middlesex West

12. Essex North, Essex South, Kent East, Kent West, Tiambton East and Lambton West.
Sound!3 4 * 6 7’ Alg°ma EaSt’ A1K°m»lWest. Simcoe East, Simcoe South, Simcoe West, Muskoka and Parry

11and City of and coni 
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IV.—CONSTITUTION OF THE ASSOCIATION. 15
touching
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fifteenth

Art. I.—This Association shall be called “The Fruit Growers’ Association of Ontario.”
meetintTfnW^PvMiu*8 "b?1,1 H the advancement of the science and art of fruit culture by holding 
meetmgs for the Exhibition of fruit and for the discussion of all qusetions relative to fruit culture bv
tïnwMieem JdwSK “d dlesemlnat,n* useful information, and by such other means as may from time to Tl

and of a 
meetingsdesignated bytheNation. meeting'°f the A8eociation aha11 be h(1,d at euch »nd plase as shall be

Secretary? 0r^eôre'târy°Treasurer,t andJthirteen°Directorsî>e C°mP°Sed °f » Prelident’ Vice-President, a

ten dollars by aD a"DUal payment of one dolIar’ <“d » ^ent of

s&wïwassï wasysarsasr* “

.UÏ!St,"hÆmwS?7iS^’S.iîwC“^S.‘h^3ZK.',ïtai£S'
mode
its affairs and propery.

V.-BY-LAWS.

1. The President, Vice-President and Secretary-Treasurer shall be ex-officio members of all committees.
., 2-,.Th® directors may offer PrermunriB to any person originating or introducing any new fruit adapted 

to the climate of the Province which shall possess such distinctive excellence as shall, in thoir opinion 
render the same of special value ; also for essays upon such subjects connected with fruit-growing as thev 
may designate, under such rules and regulations as they may prescribe. 8 3

3. The Secretary shall prepare an annual report containing the minutes of the proceedings of meetings 
during the year ; a detailed statement of receipts and expenditure ; the reports upon fruits received from 
different localities ; and all essays to which prizes have been awarded, and such other information in regard 
to fruit culture as may have been received during the year, and submit the same to the Directors or any 
Committee of Directors appointed for this purpose, and, with their sanction, after presenting the same at 
the annual meeting, cause the same to be printed by and through the Publication Committee, and send a 
copy thereof to each member of the Association and to the Commissioner of Agriculture.

4. Seven Directors shall constitute a quorum, and if at any meeting of Directors there shall not be a
quorum, the members present may adjourn the meeting from time to time until a quorum shall be obiained.

6. The annual subscription shall be due in advance at the annual meeting.
6. The President (or in case of his disability, the Vice-President) may convene special meetings at 

such times and places as he may deem advisable, and he shall convene such special meetings as shall 
be requested in writing by five members,

7. The President may deliver an address on some subject relating to the objects of the Association.
8. The Treasurer shall receive all moneys belonging to the Association, keep a correct account thereof, 

and submit the same to the Directors at any legal meeting of such Directors, five days’ notice having been 
previously given for that purpose.
signât9 10 ^hall'bcT^ b" tted't*'1'1 d “d ^a*,^a*lpaccounte' whieh, when approved of by the President's

10. It shall be the.duty of the Seer, .ary to keep a correct record of the proceedings of the Association, 
conduct the correspondence, give not less than ten days’ notice of all meetings to the members, and specify 
the business of special meetings. '
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